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The transition from Nolli's meticu-
lously knit city to the exploded images
of the modern media city has required
a giant leap in consciousness. Eigh-
teenth-century Rome (and all pre-
industrial cities) possessed a visual
congruency and spatial harmony be-
yond our reach, scaled to the human
body and walkable distances. The
modern media city, one like Los An-
geles or West Berlin, is scaled to our
Mcluhanesque extensions, especially
the automobile; the catalogue for the
exhibit The Automabile and. Cuhure
(reviewed herein by Folke Kihlstedt)
underlines this fact of life by expos-
ing the iconographic role of the car.
The visual and spatial fabric of our
cities has been kaleidoscoped by free-
ways, parking lots, and advertising,
and our sense of coherency is now
based upon speed and multiple inter-
preting devices, starting with the rear-
view mirror and ending with the home
computer. For over a decade the Ven-
turis have been urging us to accept
the idioms of the media city, to stop
fighting the fragmentation, alacrity,
and glitz of Las Vegas and join the
zeitgeist of commercial culture. Un-
fortunately, by "learning" they did
not mean learning by our mistakes,
and currently we are witnessing the
triumph of the media-architect, fore-
most among them Michael Graves.
Herbert Muschamp, in his review of
Kings of Infinite Space in this issue,
points to a phenomenon deeper than
the book's content, namely the fran-
chising of a career.

One wonders if the "dream of the
factory-made house" discussed in Ban-
ham's review of Gilbert Herbert's book
was not in the long run a similar
tactic to "learning from Las Vegas."
The headstrong ideologues of the Mod-
ern Movement, obsessed with and up-
staged by the efficiency and logic of
industrialized production, felt com-
pelled to join the age of the engineer.

In the name of social justice they
theorized mass-produced housing, but
never succeeded in doing what in-
dustry already did quite adequately
without them.

In the context of the burgeoning
media city, the architect is going
through a role crisis, not exactly an
image maker, not exactly a builder,
but increasingly a bureaucrat. The
profession is suspended somewhere
between automation and autoeroticism,
still undecided as to which is more
satisfying. Dana Cuff in her discus-
sion of Judith Blau's groundbreaking
study of contemporary office life pre-
sents the current dilemmas in the
organization of architectural produc-
tion. Beyond running the business
there is also the problem of mak-
ing cultural statements. Heterotopia,
the reigning "permissive" school of
thought, argues for a tolerance of an
apparent multiplicity of styles and in-
tentions. Frances Butler in her essay
on scale singles out the proclivity for
images of "uproar." These somewhat
unconscious reckonings with the sub-
lime are found to be vestiges of a nos-
talgia for authority. Looking at the
effects of "value-free" pluralism from
another angle, Kenneth Frampton in
his dialogue with DBR was asked to
examine the function of architectural
publishing. Among his perceptions he
underlines the reductive effect that
media is having on architecture and
even at one point suggests that the cur-
rent boom in architectural books may
he "some kind of consensus compen-
sation for the increasing brutalization
of the actual physical environment."
At this point, the impulsive Christ-
mas shopper may be left to wonder
which is in fact the better buy, a book
or a house.

Richard Ingersoll
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Architecture in Print
A DIALOGUE WI KENNETH FRAMPTON

The following is the result of a correspondence with to earlier periods. What

tectural critic and historian Kenneth Frampton (the first of
what we hope will be many dialogues to appear in DBR).

Kenneth Frampton, born in England, 1930, is an archi-
tect and intellectual, a combination that always seems

to be better suited to the English than the Americans.
In England he was an associate, from 1960 to 1965, in the
firm of Douglas Stephen & Partners, for whom he designed
an award-winning apartment block. From 1962 to 1965 he
was technical editor of the English magazine Architectural
Design. For the academic year 1965-66 he was Hodder
Fellow at Princeton University, where he than taught for
the years \967-1972. ln 1972 he transferred to Columbia
University, where he has taught modern architectural his-
tory and theory. He has also been involved in teaching in
the second year housing studio at the Craduate School
of Architecture and Planning, Columbia University. His
critical writing began to reach Americans through the
pages of Oppositiorw, and in 1980 he advanced an inter-
pretation of the history of the Modern Movement from the
point of view of o'critical theory," with the publication of
his Mod,ern Architecture: a Critical History. For the last
three years he has served as consultant to Rizzoli Inter-
national Publishers, perhaps the most active publisher of
books on architecture and desigrr in the U.S. In June of
this year he was given an AIA Institute Honor Award
at the AIA national convention in San Francisco.

DBR: Your position at Rizzoli would seem to give you an advantage
for observing the effects of publishing on design. The influence
of the book on architecture is nothing new: Vitruvius, Alberti,
Palladio, Choisi, Le Corbusier lead a healthy list of those who
have sought to direct architecture through their writing. The last
ten years, however, have seen a glut of architectural publishing,

this spree of publishing mean? Is there really a market for all
of this? Does the appearance of specialized bookstores, such as

the Urban Center in New York and Bill Stout in San Francisco,
mean that there is a clearly evolving consumer cohort?

KF: Your opening question raises so many issues it is hard
to know where to begin. The exponential expansion of
architectural publications in recent years has certainly
had an enormous impact on architectural design. Obvi-
ously the market has grown along with the production or
clearly this escalation would not continue. This expanded
output and distribution has of course led to the creation
of new outlets, although specialized architectural book-
stores existed long before this present boom came into
being. Hennessey and Ingalls in Los Angeles is an estab-
lished specialized bookshop which has kept up with the
times, although it has a very different character from the
stores you mention, such as Urban Center Books in New
York or Bill Stout's remarkable emporium in San Francisco.
It is risky to make such claims, but surely Stout's store
must be one of the finest architectural bookshops in the
Western World. What makes this shop unique is the pas-
sion with which the stocking of obscure titles is pursued.
Like Hennessey and Ingalls, Stout integrates current works
with out-of-print titles, which gives the overall presentation
of his "library" a rare depth. Other bookshops may carry
secondhand books but usually they are located in a
separate section.

That the current publishing boom started almost twenty
years ago is borne out by a remark made to me by the late
Ceorge Wittenborn, in the 1960s, just before his untimely
death. After I inquired about his health, he replied, with
characteristic irony: "I don't know. I keep treading on the
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weeds but they still keep coming up!" This apparently
endless proliferation of architectural books provokes all
sorts of speculations as to its significance or otherwise.
In some ways it seems like the final proof of Victor Hugo's
famous prophecy, "Ceci tuera cela"-This will kill that,
the printed word will kill architecture. How can one not
sometimes see this profuse publication as some kind of
consensus o'compensation" for the increasing brutalization
of the actual physical environment; the revenge and
triumph of the processal media, so to speak, over the stoic
and static mistress art! Abraham Moles surely sensed
something of this when he wrote: "The monuments of
Europe are being worn out by Kodaks." Clearly the media
has had a direct impact on current architecture.

DBR: The abundance of recent books on history, design, and
technology might represent an advance of information diffusion
and architectural awareness. It also allows a greater degree of
tolerance (i.e., lack of editorial discrimination), since just about
anything seems to get published-we at DBR arc perhaps over-
sensitive to this after dealing with so many griping book reviewers.
The printed source is an important agent of cultural transmission:
do you think the logarithmic growth of this source in any way
transforms the relationship of printing to architecture?

KF: This question seems to boil down to asking what is
specifically positive and negative about the exponential
growth in architectural publication. You touch on the most
obvious advantages, namely, an increased diffusion of
information and a general heightening of architectural
consciousness and sensitivity. The negative sideo ofcourse,
is the repetitious and insubstantial quality of much that is
produced; hence, I suppose, the "griping book reviewers."
AII this points to a need for greater editorial discrimination
at every level, not only in the publishing houses but also
on the editorial boards of almost every architectural maga-
zine, including you yourselves at Design Book Reaiew!
The present editorial "malaise" prompts one to wonder
whether the logarithmic increase in both words and images
does not reflect deeper disintegrations occurring at the
very roots of our so-called "value-free" society. How else
can one account for our hypocritical and ultimately crip-
pling obsession with the virtues of pluralism? Where is
the editorial board today which does not superficially
believe that it should represent all sides and all constitu-
encies? In my view, this is perhaps the most fundamental
"liberal" problem which faces any editor today. Look
at the committed and creative architectural and cultural
magazines of the past. Where is today's Christian Zervos
or our current Jean Badovici? Where can we look for the
equivalent of P. Morton Shand or Douglas Haskell? Vittorio
Gregotti is the only current architectural editor I know who
regularly publishes editorials possessed of erudition,
pertinence, and acerbic critical lucidity. Despite your
laudable and acutely intelligent efforts we do not yet have
an architectural parallel to the New York Reuiew of Books.
There are, in fairness, many reasons for this, including,
above all, fundamentally different levels of comparative
discourse between, say, architecture on the one hand and
Iiterature and politics on the other. However, this is not
the whole story, for clearly Robin Silvers and Barbara

Epstein for a time maintained between them a very clear
and critical editorial stance. This, in my view, is what is
needed. In an era of repetition, simulation, evasion, and
overproduction, current architectural editors should make
up their respective minds where they stand and, above all,
where they are prepared to place themselves strategically.
If we could bring ourselves to take positions and hence to
assume risks, certain of the more tedious and dubious
aspects of the current situation would begin to change.
As far as DBR is conierned, I suppose this would mean
that the reviews would become longer and fewer in number
and with this the house line would grow necessarily more
tendentious. Publishers and touchy architects and art his-
torians would no doubt balk at this, because of their
vested interests, and some strategy would have to be
devised to offset the worst aspects of their unavoidable
reaction. As to the general relationship of printing to
architecture, I think I have already touched on that.

DBR: The printed source, of course, can never replace the
experience of architecture. Not even a fi.lm can do justice to the
sensation of interior space or the other haptic qualities of a building.
Yet, there are ways of accurately communicating the phenomenon:
where do you think progress has been made in this direction,
and where do you think it needs to be made?

KF: This is the "jackpot" question, for clearly this is the
one area in which the greatest amount of degeneration has
occurred, particularly if one compares pre- and post-
Second World War publications. The prewar British Archi-
tectural Reuiew is exemplary in this regard. Other paragons
clearly exist, Zervos's Cahiers dArt, Badovici's LArchitecture
Vioante, Terragani's Quadrante, and Andr6 Bloc's LArchi-
tecture dAujourd'hui. None of these were polemical "little
magazines." They were in the main magazines of record
and yet in each case editorial lines were unequivocally
adopted and maintained over a fairly long period. The
immediate postwar era has also had its moments, above
all, of course, the discourse of Casabella under Ernesto
Rogers's editorship. But my citing of these examples is
perhaps an evasion rather than a closing around the
specific points you raise! As you quite rightly assert,
"not even a film can do justice to the sensation of interior
spacej' and who has not either been totally disillusioned
or alternatively (and more rarely) pleasantly surprised by
the discrepancies that inevitably arise between the photo-
graphic record and one's actual experience of the work in
question! In my view, the way out of this dilemma has been
already demonstrated by the aforementioned pioneer edi-
tors, but one cannot begin to apply their "simulation"
tactics without first embracing a tendentious editorial
policy involving decisive inclusions and exclusions. From
time to time (and more frequently than one might think),
buildings of canonical quality are achieved, and the ques-
tion then arises how to represent them. For the reasons
that you have already indicated, this representation can
only be achieved indirectly, by publishing the one work
as completely as possible from many different aspects,
that is to say, a full set of design drawings, equally
comprehensive initial sketches and interior drawings,
together with large-size constructional details and large
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format general views, and, above all, large format photo-
graphs of the specific details. This fragmented record in
depth would then afford the reader an adequate mental
map of the work, without providing him or her with an
encapsulated "image" of the piece. Our current tendency
to reduce architecture to images (along with everything
else) has unquestionably had a deleterious impact on the
practice of the art, for it has had the effect of changing
our intentions and with them, of course, our expectatioru,
both as architects and clients. Charles Jencks's Tfi.e

Langu.age of Post-Mod.ern Architecture and Arthur Drexler's
Tiansformations show were equally unfortunate in this
regard since they limited the representative spectrum to
a plurality of images, published, by and large, at the rate
of one shot per building. Consciously or otherwise, it is
as though the photograph ofthe work has become a superior
substitute for the built reality. This mode of beholding
has led to the conscious design of photogenic structures
(usually, as with human beings, from a preferred side), or
to the desigrr of works so that they literally look like draw-
ings; the actual construction, that is, of a two-dimensional
representation. It has, in a word, encouraged the reduction
of architecture to scenography rather than the more tactile
pursuit of the high tradition of tectonic culture. This
unfortunate development has had its consequences at
a textural and critical level, where buildings today are
usually described and evoked as finished entities, rather
than analyzed as the culmative and even as the "un-
finished" results of a creative social process.

DBR: This may seem a flippant follow-up, but from your experi-
ence with architects and students, do you find that architects read?
Or do they just look at pictures? (It appears that Rizzoli under-
stands this.) Or better (this is a reol California question), do archi-
tects need to read? If so, do you find that the language about
architecture, both in words and images, goes toward an architect's
means of creation? In other words, how integrated is literary
language with architectural practice?

KF: Flippant or not, it is the most difficult question to
answer, not least for the fact that it is implicitly critical
of the general policy of Rizzoli. It is difficult to say how
much the professional architect reads. Certainly one gets
the feeling that lots of books and magazines are bought
for their illustrations rather than their words, although
no doubt the latter, however obscure, are seen as adding
a certain mythical kudos to the images. As to whether
architects ought to read or not, this question is perhaps
best answered by its inversion, that is to say, how can
architects not benefit and develop by a general raising of
their consciousness, knowledge, and critical awareness,
even in California? However, indulging in Socratic banter
of this order evades the most cogent part of your question,
namely, is a sufficiently appropriate language being used
today in the discussion and presentation of architectural

material? Mies van der Rohe has perhaps long since had
the first and last word about this issue when he opined
in1924 that good criticism is as rare as good art. However,
I don't believe that maintaining the level of architectural
criticism and documentation is the only decisive factor
affecting the resolution of these oolinguistic" shortcomings.
Aside from any challenge which might be made as to
methods used in the presentation of historical material
(my own for example!), the question arises as to whether
works of architecture are analyzed today with enough care
in terms of the different levels at which they have an
impact on the society and the environment. Alfred Roth's
1940 anthology, The New Architecture, is exemplary of one
fairly comprehensive method, where each building included
in the anthology is analyzed under separate headings,
in this instance, spatial planning, technical considerations,
economic factors, and aesthetic aspects. In this case,
the language seems well integrated, both formally and
substantially, with the graphic and photographic presenta-
tion of the architecture. Unfortunately, few people have
tried either to replicate or to develop Roth's approach.

DBR: This is the final question, one suitable for Christmas shopping.
In calling your book a o'critical history" you allude to the neo-
Marxian Frankfurt School of social philosophy. The Frankfurt
School has been particularly penetrating in its critique of mass

culture, and authors such as Walter Benjamin currently enjoy
a great revival in their analysis of the alienation in a mass society
of both author and audience from a work of art. Mass communi-
cation would appear to be the principal agent in this process,
and publishing houses like Rizzoli or even little magazines
like DBR become less than innocent bystanders in the process of
consumerizing architecture. Could you situate architectural publish-
ing within the consumerist scheme that is affecting architecture?

KF: It is gratifying to realize that, unlike Charles Jencks,
certain people like yourself have taken the trouble to read
the "fine print" of the introduction to my history and are
thus able to recognize that the critical qualification alluded
to in the subtitle is indeed a reference to the critical theory
of the Frankfurt School. The Frankfurt School is still there
as an influence in the last paragraph to the first edition of
the book, part of which I would like to take the liberty of
quoting again here, since it has a direct bearing on many
of the issues which we have touched on in this exchange:

The veil that photolithography draws over architecture
is not neutral. High-speed photographic and repro-
ductive processes are surely not only the political
economy of the sign, but also an insidious filter
through which our tactile environment tends to lose
its concrete responsiveness. When much of modern
building is experienced in actuality, its photogenic
sculptural quality is denied by the poverty and
brutality of its detailing.
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Thus we can see, although I don't spell it out in the
book, how the demise of letterpress printing and plate
camera photography are not just necessary technical
changes, made in the cause of progress, but involve as
well certain "losses in representational resolution" which
it has been difficult to overcome in terms of general
practice. I am alluding here to both publishing and
architecture.

Apart from this, the issues you raise can surely only be
approached optimistically, or, if you like, constructively,
through some form of dialectical reasoning. In this regard,
as the second edition of my history makes clear, I have
found the neo-existential philosophy of PauI Ricoeur par-
ticularly illuminating, above all, the opposition which he
sets up between uniaersal ciailization and, ruttional cuhures.
In terms of our mutual dialogue, I think we have to
recognize that mass communication and consumerism are
today both inescapable aspects of universal civilization
and that this last, in its turn, is inseparable from universal
technology. As Ricoeur puts it, no developing nation
(and today all nations are developing nations) can afford
to forgo the material benefits of universal civilization.
On the other hand, how do we sustain our cultural and
psychosocial identity in the face of this universalization
or, to put it in Marxist terms, how do we continue with
the self-realization of the species without falling into the
tyranny of a totalizing technological determinism. Culture
in such a situation surely means the conscious cultivation
of "nonconsumable" values with which to resist or, if you
like, balance the processal forces of universal technology.
In this context, any publication may serve to resist
or to facilitate the reduction of culture to consumerism.
Whether it does or not will not only depend upon the
critical content of the material published, but also on the
format, graphics, etc. Certainly, as you intimate, "little
magazines" are no more guaranteed of their innocence in
this respect than the practice of the average commercial
architect. An unfortunate example of this would be the
recent proliferation of "little" architectural school maga-
zines, all of which have followed in one way or another
the general model established lry Oppositioru and VIA.
What is regrettable and possibly retrogressive in this
instance is not so much the content in se, which may at
times be of the highest level, as it is the fact that these
magazines tend to compete with each other at the same
"star level" instead of building and refining their own
content exclusiaely around the work and concerns of a
particular architectural school, compounded as it should
be equally of the student body and the faculty. For better
or for worse, such a magazine would then begin to function
as a "critical mirror" of the institution that produced it,
rather than competing in the evasive and often oversaturated
field of the main-line architectural media market! This
example enables me to define more clearly that which

I have attempted to elaborate elsewhere under the rubric
of 'ocritical regionalism." By appropriate extension, an
architectural school can certainly be conceived of today
as a cultural ooregion"; and it is precisely the self-cultivation
of this region which will enable it to resist without falling
either into reactionary hermeticism on the one hand or
into the media juggernaut of universal civilization. As with
architectural schools, so (at least potentially) with the
editorial boards of little magazines. In a word, I seem
to be putting the ball back in your court, but only on
the most friendly and respectful terms. As for my current
role in Rizzoli, I do my best, but as you might imagine,
it is not easy to maintain a clear line in organizations
such as these. There are so many pressures that impinge
on a "large" publishing house from all sides and there
never seems to be a time or a point at which it is possible
to regroup, to establish a clear policy in relation to the
available resources.

Books for Architects: What is Selling?

Based on conversations with booksellers in San Francisco, Bostono
Houston, and New York, Design Book Reaicw has put together
a brief survey of architectural bestsellers.

Leading everyone's list are the monographs on the o'brand name"
architects, although the names vary from city to city: at Boston
Society of Architects Bookshop, Frank Gehry, Mario Botta, and
A-ldo Rossi; at Graybooks in xenophilic Houston, Carlo Scarpa,
AIdo Rossi, Mario Botta. At Urban Center Books in New York
and Bill Stout in San Francisco the list is eclectic: Rossi, Gehry,
Stirling, Graves, Ungers, Stern, Meier. And Builders Booksource
in Berkeley is unique in having only one brand name monograph
on its top ten-Michael Graves.

Other titles mentioned frequently among the top sellers were
the GA House series, Spiro Kostofs Settings and Rituols,Tracy
Kidder's House, Ada Louise Huxtable's Thll Build.ing Artistically
Reconsi.dered, classics like Palladio, Ledoux, Letarouilly, and
"anything on fin-de-sibcle Vienna." The new efition of Terence
Conran's House Book is also selling well in some architectural
trookstores, but not, perhaps, to architects.

Some trends are clearly regional: at Urban Center Books pres-
ervation titles like What Styl,e Is It? are popular, while in Houston
the market for preservation books is nil, the city being only about
thirty years old-although titles on the Edwardian, Lutyenso and
on Georgian architeciure are currently in favor. And only in
Berkeley were brand name monographs edged out of the top ten
by such craftsmanly titles as Bernard fulaybeck, Greenc and.
Greene, and. Craftsman Homes.

(For this information we are indebted to Ray Nadeau of Boston
Society of Architects Bookshop, John Frazier of Urban Center
Books, New York, Walter Gray of Graybooks, Houston, Karl
Killian of Brazos, Houston, Sally Kiskadoon of Builders Book-
source, Berkeley, and William Stout of San Francisco.) (eds.).
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Kings of Infinite Space, Charles Jencks,
Academy Editions, St. Martin's Press, 1983,
I03 pp., illus., $19.95 pb.

Kings of Infinite Space presents in
book form material assembled two
years ago for a BBC television program
by the architectural writer Charles
Jencks. The program was the first in
a projected series of eight, "matching
eight Pre-Modernists with eight Post-
Modernists, with the idea that this
would bring the past alive and give the
present more weight and substance."
Future pairings are contemplated, Otto
Wagner with Hans Hollein, Antonio
Caudi with Ricardo Bofill. The aim
of the series premier is to propose
Michael Craves as 'othe logical suc-
cessor to Frank Lloyd Wright."

The text of roughly a hundred pages
(an expanded version of the film's nar-
ration) consists of two parts: "The
Spirll of Tradition," a review of Wright's
life and work, and "The Return to
the Public Realml' a discussion of
Cravesb work to date, highlighting
Charles Jencks's own role in the
development of Craves's career. In a
brief introductory statement, "Pre-
Modernism and Post-Modernism,"
Jencks defends his use of these
terms as necessary to an under-
standing of oothe continuity of West-
ern culture in a period of disjunc-
tion." His commentary is punctuated
with snippets of dialogue between
himself and Michael Craves, repro-
duced here in interview form; occa-
sionally the two are joined by Philip
Johnson, in whose Glass House the
interview portions were filmed and
who presumably represents a living
Iink between the Pre- and the Post-.

Jencks is aware that transferring
his material from the television screen
to the printed page involves certain
risks.

There is the risk, which Kenneth
Clark noted, of ooliterary suicide,"
turning the spoken into the written
word, the imprecise locution into a

phrase to be pondered slowly in black
and white. There is also the risk of
broad generalization. a temptation
and opportunity of the medium, where
one muEt reach a broad audience
with a broad message.

But these are risks Jencks has not
hesitated to take on previous, untele-
vised occasions; without seeing the
film it is impossible to determine
whether a new medium has substan-
tially increased his odds.

Jencks bases his nomination of Mi-
chael Craves as Frank Lloyd Wright's
successor on biographical as well as

architectural parallels. Wright and
Craves were both born in the Ameri-
can Midwest. Their families were not
rich; their fathers were often absent;
their mothers offered strong encourage-
ment in their choice of profession.
Both men had acquired a high degree
of urban sophistication at a young age,
in sharp contrast to the provinciality
of their upbringing. In private life,
both could be described as serial
monogamists; both responded to situ-
ations of personal stress and domestic
upheaval by immersing themselves in
work.

Like Frank Lloyd Wright, Michael
Craves is a gifted draftsman whose
renderings are prized by collectors as

works of art. Like Wright, Graves
seeks an architecture which empha-
sizes social ritual, especially the rit-
uals of family life that traditionally
center about the hearth or kitchen.
Craves's buildings, like Wright's, em-
ploy a language of symbol, ornament,
and color. Rom a cultural perspec-
tive, both architects are seen as
inhabiting "a shift [sic] in culture,
before and after Modernism."

Nowhere in the text does Jencks
explicitly defend the claim implicit in
his title, that Michael Craves stands
with Wright as a master, in the Zevian
sense, of the architectural articulation
of space. Although the case could
probably be argued by a television
cameraman with an evocative selec-
tion of lenses, neither the black-and-

MICHAEI, CRAVES, THE PORTI,AND BUILDINC.
PORTI,AND, OREGON.

white photographs in this book nor
the firsthand evidence of the senses
supports the suggestion that Craves
would subscribe to Zevi's conception
of space as oothe protagonist of archi-
tecture."

Wright's most succinct summary of
his attitude toward architectural space
occurs in a few paragraphs of auto-
biographical reflection on Thoism,
Laotse, and The Book of Tea. Some
excerpts:

Many people have wondered about
an Oriental quality they see in my
work. I suppose it is true that when
we speak of organic architecture, we
are speaking of something that is
more Oriental than Western. . . .

[But] the idea of organic architecture
that the reality of the building lies in
the space within to be lived in, the
feeling that we must not enclose our-
selves in an envelope which is the
building, is not alone Oriental. De-
mocracy, proclaiming the integrity of
the individual per se, had the feeling
if not the words. . . .

For a long time I thought I had "dis-
covered" it, only to find after all that
this idea of the interior space being
the reality ofthe building was ancient
and Oriental. It came to me quite
naturally from my lUnitarian ances-
try and the Froebelian kindergarten
training in the deeper primal sense

of the form of the interior or heart
of the appearance of oothinge.". . .

Vhen pretty well puffed up by this
I received a little book by Okakura
Kazuko, entitled The Book of Tea,
sent to me by the ambassador from
Japan to the United States. Reading
it, I came across this sentence: "The
reality of the room was to be found
in the space enclosed by the roof and
walls, not in the roof and walls
themselves."
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Well, there was I. Instead of being
the cake I was not even dough....
It took me days to swell up again.
But I began to swell up again when
I thought, "After all, who built it?
Who put that thought into buildings?
Laotse nor anyone had consciouslY
buih itl'

While Wright, like Craves today,
experimented with symbolic ornament
applied to a building's structure, his
philosophy of organic architecture was

embodied primarily in the symbolic
shapes he gave to space itself. The
open plan of his interior spaces, the
thrust of his eaves toward the prairie,
the Guggenheim's 'odream of open

spaces and endless movement," in
Vincent Scully's phrase, "drawn out
in spite of everything"; these drama-
tized Wright's romantic view of Amer-
ica's youthful possibilities, a cultural
equivalent to the physical extension
of Manifest Destiny. His awareness of
what space signified to Americans
was of a kind expressed in words by
the poet Charles Olsen: "I take SPACE

to be the central fact to man born in
America, from Folsom cave to now.

I spell it large because it comes large
here. Large, and without mercy."

The littered mid-century American
landscape in which Craves grew uP

did not sustain an awareness of spatial
possibilities comparable to Wright's.
As Graves reflects, "There was noth-
ing to love in terms of the real land-
scape, and only a few public buildings
of any note: Paul Cret's public library
and a few monuments to the war
dead." As ceremonial objects in a

blighted space drained of traditional
ceremony, Graves's buildings rise like
billboards begging that the merciless
sprawl be civilized. And Craves has

made no secret of the fact that he

became an architect because the pro-
fession of painter involved too great
an economic risk. "Unless you can
draw like Picasso," warned his mother,
"you better become an architect or
engineer." And it could be said to his
credit that the son has achieved enor-

mous success as a painter by packag-
ing drawings and murals in the form
of buildings. His model here, as in
the formal language of his early res-
idential designs, is Le Corbusier,
whose career began in painting, and
it is tempting to apply to Craves
the rude remark Wright once made
of Corb: "He was a painter. He
was a bad one, but he should have

kept on. No painter can understand
architecture."

Can a journalist understand history?
This book is an exact media equivalent
of the "double-coding" Jencks so ad-
mires in Post-Modern buildings. On
the cover, Jencks is described as "the
noted historian," and has been photo-
graphed wearing an Arthur Schlesin-
ger bow tie. Inside, he is the tireless
polemicist, driven to enlist Frank Lloyd
Wright for the Post-Modern cause, sup-
pressing a familiar term like "Prairie
Style" for his own "Free Style Clas-
sicism" to describe Wright's Oak Park
work. Such license is partly justifiable
as a corrective to the distortions of
Modernist ideology, such as Pevsner's

declaration that "Frank Lloyd Wright's
outstanding importance lies in the
fact that nobody else had by 1904
come so near to the style of today in
his actual buildings." But Jencks's
ideological aims produce distortions
of his own.

Chief among these is the overem-
phasis Jencks places on Wright's pub-
lic buildings in order to stress Michael
Graves's role as a standard bearer in
the Post-Modern o'return to the public
realm." Jencks attributes to a "sad
breakdown in culture" the fact that
Wright "never received the patronage
of the state, church and establish-
ment" essential for major public com-
missions. But it was one of Wright's
most brilliant insights to perceive that
not the public building but the indi-
vidual family home represented the
legitimate democratic equivalent to
the great public monuments of Euro-
pean culture. Into these, rather than
into his public works, Wright poured
his most passionate convictions about

the nature of his culture: the sover-
eignty of the individual, his prece-
dence to the state and all centralized
authority symbolized by traditional
public buildings. "The little gas sta-
tion," in Wright's view, had more
Iegitimate claims upon our attention
than the massive urban edifice, as it
would help bring into being new urban
forms more appropriate, so he felt, to
democratic culture.

If Wright recognized any authority
over the ordinary individual it was the
authority of the individual genius-
the freedom of "the Adventurer," as

he once stated it in allegorical terms,
whose liberty could be maintained
only in a constant fight against the
stagnant conventions of the urban
"Cave Dweller." For Wright himself
this struggle took several forms: oppo-
sition to the American Renaissance
(a struggle inherited from Sullivan),
attacks upon the central city, and

antagonism toward the Modern Move-
ment's closing grasp on architectural
practice in mid-century America. As

Jencks's discussion of the controversy
over Graves's Portland Public Serv-
ices Building makes clear, this is one

of two areas in which Graves and
Wright constmctively can be compared.

The second (an area in which not

only Graves but also Jencks and John-
son can be considered among Wright's
successors) concerns the architect's
need, skill, desire, and responsibility
to communicate with the public. Con-
trary to Jencks's assertion, "Wright
the Sensationalist" was not "the last
of his four characters to emerge after
the Second World War." In his ap-
prenticeship years, Wright absorbed
as much of the stir-men's-blood show-
manship of "Uncle Dan" Burnham as

the martyr-to-integrity paranoia of
lieber Meister Louis Sullivan. In the
middle years, Wright's victimization
by the yellow press further sensitized
him to the importance of the media
in propagating social and cultural
values.

Wright was also quick to grasp the
extent to which communications media
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had replaced the great civic spaces of
the past as molders of social form.
Early on, he forecast that radio and
television stations would be added to
"the little gas station." And in the
Marin County Civic Center (a work
ridiculed here by Jencks and Craves
as the kitsch product of a senile
mind), a symbolic broadcasting mast
(the only vertical element in Wrightt
only government building) expressed
Wright's view that the power of mass
communication exceeded that of gov-
ernment in shaping the culture of the
public realm. Acutely conscious of
Victor Hugo's famous chapter on the
"murder" of architecture by the print-
ing press, Wright understood that
architecture in the public realm has
always been rooted in communication;
its cause and its purpose is communi-
cation, and in the 20th century the
means of communication has altered
the architect's role.

Though Gravest public buildings
often resemble de Chirico-like monu-
ments to the kind of vanished civic
spaces for which Wright had no sen-
timentality (one cannot even reach
Wright's civic center except by car),
Craves, too, has created a public
architecture by communicating his
ideas through the public to a vast
audience who have never seen his
buildings firsthand. Indeed, the gen-
eration that has responded so warmly
to his work may be the first to con-
sider architecture entirely accessible
through the media alone. When asked
to discuss a building that seemed to
them most representative of contem-
porary architecture, a number of par-
ticipants in my criticism workshop
selected Craves's public library in
San Juan Capistrano. What seemed
most representative lo nxe was that
none of the students had seen the
building or felt that this limited his
capacity to discuss it.

The Craves style is a highly personal
synthesis of images bombarded at the
collective memory over several gener-
ations by double-Carousel projections
and glossy print reproductions, a mo-

saic of Secessionist grids, Construct-
ivist cantilevers, Palladian arches,
Modernist curtain walls, neoclassical
Ledoux-dads, vernacular allusions. If
the synthesis does not master space,
at least it appears to get a hold on
the vast accumulation of clutter with
which American space is filled. This is
the clutter of consumption-cultural,
material-over which the media have
long maintained curatorial authority
(you can carry your share away in your
Craves-designed shopping bag). And,
as though delighted at last to have an
architect whose visual skills can meas-
ure up to an art directort, the media
responded by turning Graves himself
into that most valuable commodity, a
celebrity.

Those who see celebrity in a cynical
light might say (paraphrasing Leavis's
dismissal of the Sitwells) that Graves
belongs more to the history of pub-
licity than to the history of archi-

tecture. But isn't publicity one of
the major chapters of architectural
history now being written? What is
publicity but an acknowledgment that
the public (that great oopremature Post-
Modernist") exists? What could pro-
vide a more effective strategy for
breaking out of the Modernist aca-
demic cloister?

Jencks, Johnson, and Graves have
each played a major role in oothe

return to the public realm" by shifting
the focus of architectural discourse
from the academy to the media, from
education to entertainment. Here the
three have gathered to honor the mem-
ory of an architect who held out
against the academy's rise and to
celebrate the breakthrough of one who
escaped. Not significant as history,
Jencks's book is nonetheless note-
worthy as a souvenir album of a
meeting between three protagonists in
a historically significant process.

En*all,ce

BEST PRODUCTS BUILDING, NEW YORK. (PHOTO FROM K. tr/HEELER er al., MICHAEL GRAVES IRIZZOLI|
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The Law Courts: The Architecture of
George Edmund Street, David B. Brownlee,

Architectural History Foundation and MIT,
1984, 430 pp., illus., $45.00.

This remarkable and magisterial book
is perhaps the best piece of work by
an American on any topic of British
architectural history since the publi-
cation of Hitchcock's Early Victorian
Architecture (Yale, 1954). Amidst the
long series of gray, incurious mono-
graphs issuing of late from both sides
of the Atlantic, it shines out like
a light for its intelligence, richness,
and felicity of expression.

To write an absorbing book of over
four hundred pages on a single build-
ing is not easy. David Brownlee's se-

cret is that he has mastered the punish-
ing weight of evidence which survives
about the building of London's Law
Courts, when others would have been
flattened by it. Confronted by the end-
Iess controversies surrounding this
most uncompromisingly Gothic of Brit-
ish public buildings, he has delved
with exemplary clarity and tenacity
into the law, politics, religion, eco-
nomics, technology, and, of course,
architecture. The result is of inesti-
mable value for anyone seeking to
grasp the complexities of Victorian
public building.

At the center of Brownlee's picture
lie the personality and persistence

tlr

of George Edmund Street, the long-
suffering architect to the Law Courts.
In some ways the book is a substitute
for the biography of Street that the
author may have wanted to write, but
any future biographer will be hard
put to do better. Brownlee is a passion-
ate admirer of Street. A percipient
opening chapter assesses him as "the
creative and intellectual leader of
High Victorianism." That may be too
strong a phrase; "High Victorianism,"
a tag of which we need to be increas-
ingly wary, produced many fine archi-
tects of varied abilities and roughly
equal stature who needed no absolute
"leader." But where Brownlee hits the
mark is in casting Street as the rep-
resentative of this original phase in
English architecture most consistently
able to articulate his thoughts and
principles and to translate moral and
religious ideas into bricks and mortar.
For that reason anyone intrigued by
the Cothic Revival in England is con-
stantly drawn back to Street, as to
Pugin.

Street was a church architect. In
a prodigiously prolific career he built
almost no public buildings, with the
single, colossal exception of the Law
Courts. How he came into the inheri-
tance of this golden opportunity (or
hot potato) occupies over a hundred
pages of the book.

First comes the story of the move-
ment for the reform of the hopelessly,
criminally deficient processes of Brit-

ish civil law, and of the sundry ar-
chitectural plans that this elicited.
All or most of this is quite new.

Then follows the oft-told tale of the
Law Courts competition of lB66-186Z
as comprehensively bungled an event
as any such architectural battle ever
turned out to be. Brownlee's definitive
account of it unobtrusively puts pre-
vious authors right here and there,
though he goes along with the cus-
tomary verdict that Burges and Water-
house in particular were unlucky not
to win. Street, we learn, in part owed
his selection as one of the competitors
to an admiring W E. Gladstone. One
memorable fact that emerges from the
long and tangled saga that follows is
that Cladstone's unobtrusive support
saved Street's bacon more than once
in the lean years after the competition.
The changes and complexities of gov-
ernment were many, and Gladstone's
economical Liberal administrations
proved harder for the architect to cope
with than the relatively easygoing
Tory ones. But Cladstone, one of the
original commissioners for the huge
project, identified with it and ensured
that it did not collapse, as it threat-
ened to do under the weight of ar-
chitectural and political bickering,
legal delays, and sundry episodes of
incompetence.

Brownlee disarmingly admits that
Street's competition entry showed
"terrible planning." He was chosen
joint winner on the strength of his
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by Andrew Soint

elevations, and at first was to be
associated to carry out the design
with another competitor, E. M. Barry,
a much more capable planner. The
arrangement soon fell through, but
luckily Street had several years in
which to learn how to plan a public
building before construction started.
For most of this time he was being
harassed with changes of brief, scale,
and even site, since it looked for
a while as if the whole building might
be moved bodily southward to a posi-
tion next to the Thames. Brownlee
convinces us that Street's design for
the riverfront was as splendid as his
competition elevation for the Strand.
But eventually the Government re-
verted to the original site, with a
reduced frontage. Work on the foun-
dations began in IBTI and, with
a perilously shaky builder, on the
superstructure in 1874. Street, ex-
hausted, died in 1881, just before the
building was completed. He had been
unwise enough not to let up on his
church work during the period of the
Law Courts, but the ceaseless acrimony
must also have played its part in his de-
mise. The finishings were left to his son,
in collaboration with Arthur Blomfield.

The author contends that the Law
Courts as built were as masterful as

anything Street ever designed. This is
difficult to sustain, and many will fail
to be convinced. As Brownlee recog-
nizes, Street's Gothic went through
some major changes between 1865

THE BRICK.FACED EAST FAQADE

and 1880, sacrificing much of its
toughness for a sparer, more astrin-
gent quality. It continued to be origi-
nal and arresting, but lost some of its
power and drama. Though this is best
seen in the churches, the same proc-
ess was at work in the Law Courts.
Brownlee argues that the endless revi-
sions allowed him to articulate the
building better, and to fuse picturesque-
ness and formality satisfactorily on
the Strand front. Certainly much
thought went into the front, but whether
it ended up right may be questioned;
the back, facing Carey Street, is
in many ways a happier effort. In-
side, the great hall is splendid but
insufficiently individual, while the
courtrooms have none of the spatial
inspiration which Soane had brought
to the type fifty years before. The
unvarnished truth is that the Law
Courts are not Street's masterpiece.
Their saga is part of a larger and
sadder epic: the failure of the Cothic
adventure to deal successfully with
great secular buildings. Among Street's
contemporaries, Waterhouse alone was

able to cope with the conditions for
building in Gothic on this scale. Street,
like most English architects, was best
with smaller buildings-in his case
churches.

Minor complaints could be made
about some of Brownlee's points of
emphasis. He tends too much to de-
pict Street as the victim of an ogreish
bureaucratic system. In fact there is

some evidence (which Brownlee does
not quote) that he was not a very effi-
cient architect. Occasionally Brown-
lee overlooks a connection between
architecture and politics. The influ-
ence of William Cowper, the Commis-
sioner of Works who set up the Law
Courts competition, seems to be un-
derrated; his wife was a confidante of
Ruskint, and Cowper brought in Wil-
liam Morris's firm very early in its
career to decorate some rooms at St.

James's Palace, and employed the
young W E. Nesfield on some small
architectural jobs, private and public.
Cowper's successor, Acton Ayrton,
who insisted on savage cuts in Street's
design, gets the automatic drubbing
which all historians seem to hand out
to him, when a subtler account of his
motives and of the relations between
the British government and architects
in public employment would have
been more helpful. In general the
"art-architects" like Burges and Street
seem always to get the benefit of
Brownlee's doubt, whereas the plebeian
"architect-surveyors" involved in the
story, like Ceorge Pownall and Henry
Hunt, often capable and consider-
able public figures themselves, some-
times have their opinions dismissed
too lightly.

These are nuances. The book is
superb in its execution and produc-
tion, and deserves to find a place on
the shelves of any enthusiast for Brit-
ish l9th-century architecture.
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The Dream of the
FACTORY-MADE HOT]SE

by Reyner Banham

The Dream of the Factory-Made House:
Valter Gropius and Konrad Wachsmann,
Gilbert Herbert, MIT, 1984, 408 pp., illus.,
$22.s0.

If ever there was a doomed concept
in the 20th century it must surely be
the factory-made house as conceived
by architects. Every such system that
has failed has had perfect excuses
that are nothing to do with the archi-
tecturer in nearly every case they are
nothing to do with the technology ei-
ther. But they have fai4ed so consis-
tently that their doom seems like
a natural law, and raises questions
about whether architects have the first
idea what they are doing in this field.
Their track record is so miserable, as
compared with commercial prefabri-
cators who don't bother with archi-
tectureo that an embarrassed silence
envelops the whole topic in most
histories of the Modern Movement-
in spite of the observable fact that
"the factory-made house" was an inte-

WACHSMANN AND GROPIUS" GENERAI, PANI]L
OFFICE PARTITION SYSTEM. DETAIL OF JOINING.
1943-44.

gral part of the movement's program
even before Le Corbusier's rhetoric
about les mai,sons fabriqudes en serie.

The silence covers even the few
odd systems that have managed to
make a modest success in the market
place, as if they are almost too em-
barrassing to the great and the mighty
for public recall. What history of
modern architecture, or of prefabrica-
tion for that matter, ever mentions the
Tech-bilt system, which was the brain-
child of a respectable architect-Carl
Koch-and, largely by keeping a low
profile, succeeded modestly where
loudly trumpeted projects of the same
postwar years died the death.

The more portentous disasters cover
a whole spectrum, from Marshall Erd-
man's failure to mass-produce Frank
Lloyd Wright (imagine; Erdman and
Wright, and it still bombed!) to Cro-
pius and Wachsmann's debacle with
the General Panel House. The Erdman/
Wright embarrassment may be con-
strued as a fairly private affair, but



the egg on the face of Cropius and
Wachsmann, elegantly chronicled in
Cus Herbert's long-awaited study of
Ceneral Panel, is egg on the face of
the whole Modern Movement, and
proof-if further proof were needed-
that the mind-set of the International
Style was not the mind-set of suc-
cessful mass-production technology,
in spite of all the high hopes and
elaborately detailed drawings.

After reading Herbert, one may be
permitted to wonder if the detailed
drawings were not part of the trouble.
Looking for God in the details may
be one of the virtues of high architec-
ture, but Wachsmann's close, focused
attention to (infatuation with?) the
details of the jointing systems, to-
gether with his inability to let them
alone after they had been detailed,
and/or loss of interest after they had
necessarily to be finalized-all that
may be part of a fundamentally wrong
mind-set. His joints were, of course,
marvelously ingenious and almost

WALTER GROPIUS, CROWINC HOUSE USINC
HIRSCH SYSTEM. ERECTION PROCESS, BERLIN
EXHIBITION. 1932.

mathematically elegant, classics of
the application of intellect to design,
but they seem to have become a diver-
sion from more general issues that
might usefully have been addressed.

As John McHale once enquired,
pointedly, "So Konrad has designed
a joint? Bucky Fuller has designed a
dozen since Christmas!" (Not that
Fuller's record with the Wichita House
was any better than that of Cropius
and Wachsmann!) The product that
these amazing joints were to hold
together was, in the end, so unbeliev-
ably ordinary that one wonders if it
was worth trying to market it; espe-
cially since closely equivalent accom-
modations for returning war heroes
could be built just as cheaply by
conventional means in most parts of
the U.S.A., as was soon to become
abundantly clear And the reason for
that may well have been that the
compatible components of the "meta-
system" of which all American build-
ing is an unavoidable part-Sweet's

Catalog-already add up to a "stan-
dard panel system," dimensionally de-
pendent on the regular four-by-eight
sheet of dr1-wall or pl1.wood!

In North America, more than any-
where else in the industrialized world,
architects meticulously elaborating
philosophically or aesthetically pure
systems for prefabricating buildings
tend to look like sleepwalkers or
autistics who have lost all touch with
reality-out there in Real Life Land
the market place is full of systems of
every sort, and has been for a long
time now. Herbert refers briefly to
mobile home building, the ultimate
factory-made house system, and from
there down he could have proceeded
through modular units and Butler
buildings and prepackaged home kits
and Sears catalogue do-it-yourself ga-
rages until encountering the diffuse
but ultimate systems offered by Sweet's.

It has been a very rich scene indeed
and embraces practically every known
style or approach to prefabrication
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that the industry has come up with
to date.

The gamut these systems run has
two extremes: the "pure" or "closed"
systems which utilize a limited range
of highly standardized and interchange-
able components that are not compat-
ible with components from outside the
system; and the "dirty" or "open"
systems (like Tech-bilt or the English
"CLASP" schools system) that offer a
much wider range of less standardized
components, often comfortably com-
patible with stuff from outside the
system because many of them orig-
inated outside the system anyhow.
And if, in that gamut, Sweet's is the
ultimate dirty system, then the oppo-
site pole of absolute purity will be
either something like General Panel,
or that universally familiar system
with only one component, the Quonset
Hut!

The difference between General
Panel and the Quonset Hut is that the

Quonset Hut is as unpretentious as it
is simple, and the simplicity is real,
whereas the General Panel house was
vastly more complicated than it looked,
and came with more pretensions than
some major monuments. These were,
on the one side, the social hopes and
ideological program that came with
Gropius; on the other, the obsessive
architectural professionalism of Wachs-
mann. The latter is the more crucial,
but ultimately odder aspect of General
Panel. Herbert does a very good job
of showing how, against the expected
theoretical bent, a pragmatic, com-
mercial approach to prefabrication by
a number of German companies, up
till the time that Nazi politics forced
the likes of Cropius and Wachsmann
to leave, had produced an industrial-
ized building tradition reaching back
into the tBBOs in the case of some
firms, and-as in nearly all European
countries-showing a record of mod-
est commercial success in producing
military and other temporary, emer-
gency, or special-purpose structures.

Now it was from this pragmatic side
that Wachsmann came. Though not

trained as an architect at first, he
rapidly acquired the obsessive in-
stincts and finicky habits of the most
fanatical kind of architectural design-
er, so that his work was increasingly
dominated by an almost watch maker
ingenuity and the elaboration ofthose
superlative drawings that so often
seemed more important to him than
any of the actual buildings they might
have produced.

From this point of view he was
probably the worst kind of partner
Cropius could have found in such
a venture; instead of counterbalancing
Cropius's intellectualism by opera-
tional pragmatism, he fanned his pred-
ilection for metaphysically satisfying
universal multi-purpose panels and
"magic zipper" joints, often of the
greatest complexity and demanding
hairbreadth accuracy in manufacture.
The drawings and the joints repro-
duced in The Dream of the Factory-
Mad,e Hotue are fabulous, no other
word for it, but they would probably
have doomed the system anyhow-
if faulty commercial management had
not done so almost before the pro-
duction line at Burbank was properly
onstream in July 1947.

Of course, it is precisely the fame
and High Architecture qualities of
Cropius and Wachsmann that make
the writing of a book like this worth-
while; in the history of prefabrication
Ceneral Panel is only a minor inci-
dent, but in the history of Modern
architecture it is a fairly major deb-
acle, because it marks the failure of
yet another of the movement's most
cherished dreams. The W'achsmannL./

Cropius story also has a side issue
that makes it unlike all other prefab-
rication stories, one that Herbert,
who has taught for years at Technion,
is uniquely qualified to tell. This is
the story of the prefab houses, in
various German systems, that the ear-
lier refugees from the Nazis were
allowed to export for their own occu-
pation after their arrival in what is
now Israel.

'AIl in all," Herbert observes, "per-

haps only 2O or 25 buildings con-
taining about 100 dwellings found
their way from the Berlin factories
to their sites on the hillsides of the
Holy Land . .. yet as a chapter of
history, it is not without significance."
Actually, to have shipped that many
buildings in barely four years in the
teeth of three embattled and hostile
bureaucracies (those of Germany,
Britain, and local Jewish organizations)
must have been quite an achievement,
but the significance that Herbert has
in mind is that of culture and politics.
However, it is not difficult now to
think of another and even more strik-
ing one from the point of view of
architecture: the prefabs' part in the
modernization of cities like Haifa and
Tel Aviv. Had Michael Levin's exhibi-
tion White City taken place a couple
of years earlier, or Herbert's book
been written that much later, both,
I think, would have been different.
The book could have presented a
better sense of the local Baukultur
into which the prefabs had to fit, and
the exhibition would have been rein-
forced by the revelation of yet another
tie that bound local modern architec-
ture to the mainstream of the Inter-
national Style.

And we would all have been the
richer for it; for, as the exhibition (at
the Jewish Museum in New York in
the FalI of 1984), the catalogue (by
Michael Levin himself), and the ac-
companying album of photographs (by
Judith Ti,rrner) all made abundantly
clear, Jerusalem, Haifa, and-above
all-Tel Aviv contain a treasury of
International Style buildings and com-
plete Modernist cityscapes whose
absence from the general historical
record leaves all ofus, and the record,
significantly poorer in our understand-
ing of the range and richness of "that
old Modern architecture." Herbert's
book may cover only a rather small
topic at face value, but it helps to
raise a number of much larger ques-
tions, and that of Tel Aviv Modernism
may yet prove to be the most provoking
of them all.
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The Nolli Plan of Rome of 1748, Giam-
battista Nolli, with introduction by Allan Ceen,

J. H. Aronson (Box 302C, Highmount, NY
12441), portfolio of 19 sheets, 975.00; bound
in leather, $250.00 (after 1/15/86, $96.00
and $315.00).

For most Westerners Rome has been
an idea as much as a place. Its topog-
raphy is saturated with the archetypes
of religion, law, and culture. Freud,
who had a private obsession with
Rome, at one point considered using
the city as an analogue for the human
mind, because of its potential for the
simultaneous portrayal of past and
present.l Her hills, public spaces,
and monuments are cue cards to the
collective memory of western civiliza-
tion, carrying an associational quality
that constantly upstages their phenom-
enological impact. The strength of this
historical code gives Rome a special
authority, and, together with the lush

beauty of the city (and in my mind
because of an erotic dimension that
is harder to pinpoint), has made it
one of the most represented places on
earth. While artists and architects
since Brunelleschi have sought to
strengthen their classical roots by
sketching her ruins, printed aedute
and maps from the 16th century on-
ward anticipated the postcard and
coffee-table book as important con-
sumer items for pilgrims and tourists.
The myth of the city-the ancient
city, the holy citn the modern city-
was aggressively merchandised for
the visitors and became an integral
support to what was primarily a para-
sitical economy.

Without question the most fascinat-
ing portrayal of the city, one that par-
adoxically rejects and promotes the
myth of Rome, is Ciambattista Nolli's
Pianta Crande d.i Roma of 1748. Nolli's
map captured the city just as the 300-

year process of its replanning reached
its zenith and the scattered projects of
individual papal promotion coalesced
into a more or less unified image.
During the first half of the l8th century,
the Rome of the papal restoration was
triumphantly completed, with the final
urban embroidering of the Trevi foun-
tain, the Spanish Steps, Porta di Ri-
petta, and the Hospital of S. Michele.
Nolli's minute detailing and crisp
contrasting of solid and void reveal
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the intricate stitching of the abitato
(the built-up area), and his treatment
of the gardens and villas in the un-
built spaces within the walls shows
an equally integrated pattern-like
a generous lace fringe on a shock
of coarse linen.

Now for a tenth of the cost of the
airfare to Rome, we can visit the l8th-
century Urbe in the comfort of our
own libraries. J. H. Aronson has pro-
duced a superb facsimile of the Nolli
map that is frankly indispensable to
Rome scholars, cartography enthusi-
asts, and architectural dreamers-it
goes without saying that every college
library is incomplete without one.
Aronson, an architect, cartographer,
aerial photographer, and highly ac-
complished draftsman (see for example
his aerial perspectives in Ed Bacon's
Design of Cities), has indulged his
passion for the city much in the spirit
of Nolli-with rigorous enthusiasm.

The edition has been photolitho-
graphed on heavy warm white vellum
in the original format and size; scru-
pulous attention has been given to
preserving the proper line weight
throughout so that not a single detail
has been lost, making it the only
accurate, true-to-scale reproduction
of Nolli's map (the reduced scale and
poor resolution of the reproductions
in Frutaz's Piante e aed,ute di Roma,
1956, or tbe1977 edition of the Nolli
map by the London Polytechnic are
indeed a hazard to eyesight). Like the
original, the big map is printed on
twelve folios; a reduced version of the
entire map occupies a single sheet,
and a reduced version of Bufalini's
1551 map, the acknowledged prede-
cessor in its ichnographic method of
Nolli's endeavor, occupies another.
The four other sheets provide top-
onymic indexes of the buildings,
churches, and spaces corresponding
to the 1,321 numbers on the map,
listed first in numerical order ac-
cording to city district and then
alphabetically. Initially over 10,000
numbers were planned for an accompa-
nying treatise, but difficulties devel-

oped with Nolli's scholarly collaborat-
ors, and this more ambitious project
was scuttled; nevertheless, it is still
one of the best sources for identifying
and locating obscure buildings.

The edition is accompanied by a

scholarly essay by Allan Ceen, whose

work on the topography of Renaissance
Rome is one of the best-kept secrets
in the field. The essay is particularly
perceptive of Nolli's understanding of
Roman topographn his precision, and
his errors. Ceen does not probe the
mapt significance to European culture,
but limits his scope to the topographic
and iconographic problems of the map.

Aside from the sheer pleasure of
the map's style and the fascination of
its subject, it also begs for attention
as one of the outstanding documents
of urban history. Used in its own day
as the basis for administrative and
police maps, it still serves historians
as the one precise topographic refer-
ence of the city. In other words, it
introduced a new form of visual con-
trol over the information of the citn
with mathematical and rational au-
thority that surpassed the pictorial
realism of perspective vision.

Aside from the bottom marginalia
of allegorical figures placed in per-
spective views, the map is presented
in entirely two-dimensional terms.
Only non-architectural things, such
as river-mills, boats, and trees, are

shown in three dimensions so as nol
to be confused with the built fabric.
Nolli's map was right at the threshold
of the modern abstract map. His con-
ventions for showing hills as shaded
berms show that his visual thinking
was not quite ready for the purely
analytical use of contour lines. None-
theless, it was an uncompromisingly
abstract description of the city, which
charges it with a bolt of interpretive
tension. It contradicted the myth of
the city as a series of landmarks and
dynastic celebrations, whose archi-
tecture was languidly tangible and
engagingly three-dimensional. Nolli
was obviously inspired by the En-
lightenment's attention to the defini-

tion of differences and categories,
and his maniacal precision of detail
allowed for a new, scientific awareness

of the exact size and location of the
city's components. This striving for
demystification alienated the public,
who, according to an art dealer of the
day, 'owould have preferred a map
that showed the structure of palaces,
churches, obelisks, columns, and
other relevant things, rather than
spending money for a work whose

principal merit is only that it shows
the exact measurements of all the
places of the city."2

Nolli established the definitive po-
sitions of all the buildings and spaces,
giving as much value to the streets
and open space as to the buildings.
His two-dimensional method required
the imagination to transpose the plan
into three dimensions. Today everyone
is fairly well versed in two-dimensional
map conventions from their experi-
ences with road maps, but in Nolli's
day the conventions were only access-
ible to architects or those who followed
design, and as a result the map was

a commercial failure: after two years,
only 340 of the original edition of
1,874 had been sold. The public was
more fond of veduta-maps, such as

the 1593 Tempesta map or the 1676

Falda map in which the buildings
were shown in bird's-eye perspective.
These maps were of course highly
imprecise in their presentation of street
patterns and even in their depiction
of fagades, but nonetheless appealed
to a taste for realism. Nolli's map must
be understood in opposition to this
pictorial tradition as a dramatic break
from the grip of fantasy and myth.

Nolli (170I-1756) was not widely
remembered as an architect, having
designed only the gardens of Villa
Albani, and one small church in
Trastevere in the style of Ferdinando
Fuga.The art work and engraving of
the map were executed by others, and
the archaeological research was di-
rected by scholars. His original con-
tribution was the rigorous precision
of the surveyor. A playful reference



to this task is found in the bottom
right marginalia, where putti are d,ern-
onstrating the use of his surveying
tools. His cartographic rationalism
was preceded in the I450s by Leon
Battista Alberti, who theorized on the
method for precisely surveying the
city (for the purpose of plotting the
archaeological ruins) and by the afore-
mentioned Leonardo Bufalini, also a
surveyor. Bufalinit map was drawn
after the 1527 Sack of Rome, when
the city's fortifications were being as-
sessed and replanned. It was the first
ichnographic map of Rome, printed
in rough woodcut technique, and was
fairly precise in showing spatial rela-
tionships but imprecise in its details.
It stands perhaps as the most con-
vincing evidence that the city was
thought of as having a unified plan at
that early date, i.e., 50 years before
the comprehensive plan of Sixtus V
Nolli pays his debt to Bufalini by
republishing a spruced-up version of
the l55I map, reorienting it to match
his own and using more reflned graphic
techniques, while preserving the street
patterns and errors of the original.
This allowed him to show both the
changes in the city's plan and also
how far the science of surveying and
cartography had progressed during
the 200-year hiatus.

As Ceen points out, the other major
source for Nolli's map was the ancient
Forma Urbis produced under Septimus
Severus in the late 3rd century A.D.
In 1742, Nolli was commissioned as

part of a team to restore the fragments
of this huge marble map, and he
appears to have been influenced by
some of its graphic conventions; for
instance, he uses double lines to show
the walls of public buildings and
single lines for private. Ceen dis-
covered, however, that Nolli does not
seem to have drawn his information
for the ancient monuments from the
Forma Urbis, making errors in the
plan and orientation of the Theater
of Pompey (shown on a north/south,
rather than east/west axis) and the
form of the Theater of Marcellus,

which would have been corrected if
he had followed the data from the
Forma Urbis.

Nollit map was also pivotal to the
two greatest art theorists of the Roman
Enlightenment: Piranesi and Winckel-
mann. The map was commissioned in
1736 but carried out mostly under the
reign of Benedict XIV Lambertini
(1740-f758), who, if not always gen-
erous to the project, at least did not
obstruct it. The patronage of Cardinal
Alessandro Albani was much more
sincere and important to the careers
of all three men. Piranesi and Winck-
elmann, though having nearly oppo-
site theories, both began from a new
archaeological understanding of an-
tiquity. The former, in his theory of
magnif.cenza, valued the practical so-
lutions of the Romans and traced the
origins of architecture to the Etrus-
cans, while the latter, in his cham-
pioning of the logic and clarity of
classical forms, gave preeminence to
the Creeks. Nolli's map was a tool for
both of them and Nolli himself was
directly involved with their intellec-
tual progress. Piranesi assisted him
with the production of the map, exe-
cuting the artwork and engraving for
the small version (which was dedi-
cated to Cardinal Albani). Winckel-
mann, who arrived in Rome a year
before Nolli's death, was installed in
Villa Albani and appointed Prefect of
Antiquities. Nolli's map was one of
the scientific tools with which he
began the more scrupulous ordering
of artifacts that has served as the
foundation of archaeology and art
history.

Despite its rigor, Nolli's map is not
without fantasy. The figures in the
bottom margins take up about a quar-
ter of the space of the map and
provide a gesture to the figurative
tradition that helps to mediate his
highly abstract work. Much of Ceen's
essay is devoted to clarifying the
interpretation of these perspective

scenes as allegories of the Christian-
ized Rome and as encomiums to
Nolli's patrons. Perhaps the greatest
fantasy, however, comes not from the
lower figures but from the viewer's
absorption into the complex fabric of
the street patterns. The city is shown
as a work of art in its completed form;
the representational conventions give
it a homogeneous unity. It bristles
with details that make those who do
not know the city wonder, and those
who do know it sigh with recognition.
It registers the slightest jogs of the
street, the columnated courtyards, the
horse-shoe of box-seats in the thea-
ters, the rhythmic bays of church
interiors. If we look at a detail of the
Vatican Borgo, we can read from left
to right the precise plan of the basil-
ica, the jumbled package of the Vatican
palace with its gardens, the colum-
nated oval of the Piazza, the straight
trajectory of the central street, the
hierarchy of the street system gauged
by the width of the streets, the obelisk
and fountains, the courtyards of the
important palaces, the darker lines of
the two sets of walls, the vibrant
prominence of the earthwork fortifica-
tions, and the massive stature of Cas-
tel Sant'Angelo, axially aligned to the
starburst of the trident across the
bridge. Every place that can be pene-
trated by human circulation has been
left white, while the unpublic solid
matter is shown with darker hatching.
One is ushered through these white
spaces to familiar monuments and
places with the thrill of finally under-
standing the relationship of the parts
to the whole.It is a demystifying image
of the city that regenerates the myth,
a prospect that might have even made
Freud reconsider.

1. Sigrnund Fretd, Ciailization and its Dis-
contents,1930, (Norton, 196l), pp 16-19. About
his "Rome neurosis" see: Schorske, Carl E.,
Fin-d,e-Siicle Vienna, Vintage Books, 198I,
pp IBI-207.

2. Clemente Faccioli, "Giambattista Nolli e

la su Grande Pianta," in Studi Rornani,
1966, p. 433 (author's translation).
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The Romance of Commerce and Culture:
Capitalism, Modernism and the Chicago-
Aspen Crusade for Cultural Reform, James
Sloan Allen, University of Chicago, 1983,
336 pp., $27.50.

How New York Stole the Idea of Modern
Art: Abstract Expressionism, Freedom, and
the Cold War, Serge Cuilbaut, translated by
Arthur Goldhammer, University of Chicago,
1983, 278 pp., illus., $22.50.

Increasingly, we are observing a shift
in the way of looking at post-World
War II Modernism, away from criti-
cism, toward history. This is the case
with the books under revie% The Ro-
n'Lanlce of Commerce and Culture and
How New York Stole the ldea of Mod-
ern Art. Both works focus on the rise
of Modernism in design and painting
in the late 1940s, a major formative
period which has been largely over-
looked. In addition, both studies pro-
vide a "total" view ofthe topics, plac-
ing them in a broad context of cultural,
economic, and political developments.

James Sloan Allen examines the
role of big business in the creation of
postwar Modernism, mostly in graphic
design and architecture. Inevitably,

the other side enters in-the role of
postwar Modernism in promoting big
business.

The author traces the "romance of
commerce and culture" to the second
half of the l9th century in England,
where the early functional designs of
Voysey and his circle were such a
boon to the English design industry
they made it the object of interna-
tional envy. The journey to England of
the Cerman Peter Muthesius, shrouded
as it is in an atmosphere of foreign
intrigue, has become legendary. Sent
by his government, and indirectly by
local business interests, his mission
was to uncover the key to British dyna-
mism and relay it home. Accordingly,
upon his return in 1908 Muthesius
founded the Werkbund, an indepen-
dent association of designers and in-
dustrialists dedicated to the cause of
functional design easily adaptable to
mass production. In the same year,
the Cerman electrical appliance com-
pany AEC took the initiative itself

and hired Peter Behrens to create a
complete design package consistent
with the new functionalist aesthetic
to be applied not only to all its prod-
ucts, but to its factory and its trade-
mark. The Bauhaus inherited from
the Werkbund and AEC the role of
promoting Modernist functional de-
sign, which it did on an unprecedented
scale, although some of its members-
notably Moholy-Nagy, as Allen points
out-had a strong inclination to curb
the entrepreneurial spirit and remold
it in conformity with the welfare ideals
of the 1920s.

Modern design was late in winning
the hearts of the American business
establishment. After the initial break-
throughs of such figures as Horatio
Creenough and Louis Sullivan, Mod-
ernist hopes were dashed. In the wake
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of the Chicago World Columbian Ex-
position of 1893, the captains of indus-
try became enamored of a revivalist,
historicizing, academic aesthetic of
forms. With a great deal of rancor but
nonetheless remarkable prescience,
Sullivan predicted that it would take
the country half a century to recover
from the event.

Sure enough, now that Babbitt had
arrived, he intended to stay. ln1926,
an American delegation sent by Her-
bert Hoover, then secretary of com-
merce, to the Modernist exhibition of
the Arts Ddcoratifs et lndwtriels Mo-
d.ernes in Paris returned home with
the impression that "as a nation we
now live artistically on warmed over
dishes" and that, for this reason, the
United States lacked the edge on
domestic and foreign trade which the
Europeans had. It took another ten
years for the "streamline" design to
start spreading in the country, due in
great measure to exhibitions at the
Museum of Modern Art in New York.
Only after the war did Modernism
really take hold of design.

Against this background of broad
cultural trends, Allen introduces his
principal subject, Chicago entrepre-
neur.W'alter Paul Paepcke. As Hoover's
delegation was giving its report in
Washington, Paepcke was founding
the Container Corporation of Amer-
ica, soon to become the largest cor-
poration in the country. By 1935, he
had set up the first corporate art
department in America, whose job
was to endow the company with a
Modernist image. Many classic Mod-
ernist design images were born of
these efforts, Campbell's Soup's, to
mention only the most illustrious.
During and after the waro Paepcke's
cultural ambitions soared. For his
advertising campaigns he hired Cas-
sandre, Herbert Bayer, Fernand L6-
ger, Henry Moore, Man Ray, and
Willem de Kooning. One thing led to
another; when Moholy, now a refugee,
started soliciting the aid of business-
men in Chicago in the early 1940s to
set up a design school, Paepcke be-

came his most ardent supporter, pro-
viding some funding of his own and
helping him secure a Rockefeller Foun-
dation grant. The Institute of Design,
absorbed by the illinois Institute of
Technology following Moholy's death
in 1946, owed its existence in no
small measure to Paepcke. By this
time his cultural ambitions were sky-
rocketing. He was instrumental in the
founding of the University of Chicago's
famous, lucrative Adult Education
Program, aimed primarily at busi-
nessmen. He also helped promote the
related Creat Books series, going so
far as to house its editorial staff in his
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A. M. CASSANDRE. CONTAINER CORPORATI0N
MACAZINE AI)VERTISEMENT. FIRST MODERN
ART SERIES, JUI,Y 1937 (COURTESY 0F C(]AI

company headquarters for a while.
Through his deepening ties with the
University of Chicago and with pub-
lishing magnate Henry Luce, he con-
ceived and organized his grandest
project of all: the Aspen Conference,
founded in 1949, and from then on
a permanent Institute for the Human-
ities. The aim of the conference was
to bring together, for intense meetings
during the summer, major interna-
tional figures from the humanities and
the arts, and leading representatives
from business and politics. The result
was the sparking of a second Renais-
sance-at least in the words of some

of the attendees-with Walter Paep-
cke as its Cosimo de Medici.

This might seem like one of those
rash, superlative-studded pronounce-
ments typical of the late 1940s. But
one cannot overestimate the impact of
the kind of cultural brokerage prac-
ticed by corporate leaders like Paep-
cke. The International Design section
of the Aspen Conference in the early
1950s invited architects such as Le
Corbusier, Gropius, Saarinen, Bayer,
Yamasaki, Sert, Breuer, Pei, and Philip
Johnson-in those days by and large
unknowns. Their discussion groups
included executives like Frank Stan-
ton of CBS, social critics like Lewis
Mumford, journalists like Leo Leoni
of Fortune magazine, not to mention
Luce and Paepcke themselves. Mod-
ernist architecture became what it
was as a result of the contacts ce-
mented in those days.

What made Paepcke such a devout
apostle of Modernism? As the author
points out, the Container Corporation
stood only to profit by identifying its
products with the greatest names in
modern art and culture. In addition,
Paepcke was the greatest real estate
investor in Aspen at the time of the
first Aspen Conference. But beyond
his personal ambition stood an even
greater, more diffuse one, to create
what Mills called a power elite. Allen
goes into this issue in detail, espe-
cially the role of the humanities. As
for the role of the architect in this new
managerial scheme, it was put quite
succinctly by Charles Zadock of Gim-
be['s Department Store. an active par-
ticipant at Aspen: "The purpose of
the alliance between design and busi-
ness is to make America as strong
culturally as it is militarily."

A final note: Allen, a nostalgic
admirer of the Modernism of the late
I940s and early 1950s, bemoans what
he sees as the current Post-Modern
culture of narcissism. To a certain
degree, Post-Modernism was a reac-
tion to the arrogance of the archi-
tecture of the 1950s and the urban
blight it created. But its one-dimen-
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sional commercial character, far from
being at odds with the Modernism of
the 1950s, is a natural outgrowth of
it. What Post-Modernism shares with
Modernism is the premium it places
on the fagade alone. If only the prob-
lems of our cities could be solved with
a facelift.

Serge Guilbaut's book, although
primarily concerned with painting-
abstract expressionism-is so broad
in its treatment that it is most re-
vealing and helpful reading for anyone
interested in postwar developments in
architecture and design. Richly docu-
mented and lively, it contains a wealth
of fascinating and sometimes startling
passages.

After a visit to the Mellon Callery
one day in 1948, Harry S. Truman
confided to his diary that:

Looking at the old masters found in
a salt mine in Germany. Some very
well known paintings by Holbein,
Franz Hals, Rubenso Rembrandt and
others. It is a pleasure to look at
perfection then think of the lazy,
nutty moderns. It is like comparing
Christ with Lenin.

In this light, the pessimistic tenor of
a letter from Robert Motherwell to
fellow abstract expressionist William
Baziotes was only natural:

The future of America is hopeless

. . . for you there are only two possible

courses, to go to France forever
(which is what I am going to do) or
remain here to be psychoanalyzed.

Henry Miller's outlook was hardly
less bleak: "There's no real life for an
artist in America-only living death."

It is hard to believe that there was

ever a time when the victory of post-

war abstract expressionism seemed
anything but inevitable. The Ninth
Street Show of 1951, which overwhelm-
ingly captured the popular imagina-
tion, has tended to overshadow the
period immediately preceding, when
the very existence of the movement
was dubious. Its victory hinged to

a great extent, according to Cuilbaut,
on the depoliticization of the avant-
garde, or rather its realignment with
the new politics of apoliticism.

Studies have been carried out on
the use of abstract expressionism as

a symbolic representation of individ-
ual freedom as enjoyed in the West,
the United States in particular, during
the Cold War of the 1950s. Cuil-
baut ends where most others begin.
He examines Modernism's day-by-day
sloughing of older features as it gradu-
ally metamorphosed. No one personi-
fies this shift better than Jackson
Pollock. He was involved in social

FERNAND I-ECER. CONTAINER CORPORATION
MAGAZINE ADVERTISNME\T. UNITED NATIONS

SERIES. JUNE 1945. (COURTf,SY OF CCA)

realist populist mural art in the prewar
years, but, by the end of the 1950s,
his artistic rebellion had been re-
directed into the channels of"creative
individualism."

Among the major moments in this
metamorphosis was the collapse of
WPA support for artists. In 1944,
the government sold for four cents
a pound all the art it had subsidized
during the depression years. This
economic blow to political art was

accompanied by the psychological dis-
array of the Left following the disclo-
sures of the Stalinist purges.

Another significant factor in the

depoliticization of art was the postwar
affluence and the subsequent boom in
the art market. In 1943, Macy's ran
this ad in the lVerz York Times:

Macy's offers for sale authenticized
paintings by Rembrandt, Rubens, . . .

A 130,000 dollar collection of paint-
ings at our lowest prices. , . . Pay only
one third down on Macy's cash time,
take months to pay, plus the service
charges.

Gimbel's, which had initiated the idea
of selling major art works to a mass

public, retaliated by offering a Rem-
brandt at the "typical department store
price of 9,999 dollars." Callery owner
and art critic Samuel Kootz was the
first to sense the potential of the Mod-
ernist art market, featuring artists
like Motherwell and Baziotes next to
L6ger, Picasso, Arp, Braque, and
Mondrian.

One cannot overestimate the effect
of art critic Clement Greenbergt de-
politicization on the overall art scene.

A pivotal year was 1948. On January 10,

in an article inThe Nation, Greenberg
declared himself for the 6rst time
satisfied with American art at the
Whitney Museum exhibition. In the
March issue of lhe Partisan Reaiew

he hazarded that "the main premises
of modern art have at last migrated
to the United States, along with the
center of gravity of industrial produc-
tion and political portrer." In May, he
lashed out at communism and Stalin-
ism on behaHof modern art, forcefully
drawing the line which rendered the
abstract expressionist style off limits
to politics for the next decade.

Both Allen's and Guilbaut's books
provide penetrating glimpses into the
workings behind a major cultural
change whose influence is still strong.
They examine not only the way beauty
is bound up with power, but the extent
to which power depends on beauty in
order to thrive. One only wishes,
since the authors make so many ref-
erences to visual material, that the
publisher had allotted them more

illustrations.
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Wien 1870-1930: Traum und Wirklichkeit,
Robert Waissenberger, editor, Residenz Ver-

lag, Salzburg, Austria, 1984, 336 pp., illus.,
$50.00 (text in German).

Vienna 1"890-1920, Robert Waissenberger,
editor, Rizzoli, \984, 27 6 pp., illus., $60.00.

Interest in the cultural totality of a
period, where the artistic manifesta-
tions can be considered within the
social and political context, have made

turn-of-the-century Vienna particularly
attractive to scholars. Circumscribed
geographically and historically, Vi-
enna offers a nearly perfect exemplar
for scrutiny. The concentrated physi-
cal setting generated a heightened
sense of place, and in the course of
barely four decades the symbiotic rela-
tionship between the arts, philosophy,
and science achieved stunning results.
It was in Vienna that during the last
days of the Habsburg monarchy "the
world of yesterday"-to use Stefan
Zweig's words-intersected with the
world to come, presaging ominously
much that would subsequently con-
vulse the rest of Europe.

Historical perspective has sharp-
ened our fascination with, as well as

our perception of, fin-de-sidcle Vi-
enna's achievements in the arts. Con-
temporary efforts to obliterate dog-
matic compartmentalization in the
arts are turning to the concept of
Cesamtkunstwerk or "total work of
art"-the idea that all parts of a whole
should be related in harmonious unity.

styles. The critical perception

o1' regionalism and trarlitional builcl-
ing held by Adolf [-oos. Carnillo Sitte.
ancl Josef Hoffmann. for instance. is
becorning an important preceder.rt lor
contenrporar'l architecture as it evolves
from dead-end Post-Motlernisnr torsard
meirningful building for the real world
lrerontl the pages t-,f prominerrl lreri-
odicals.

Tl're current interest in the "Vienna
1900" phenornenon thus htts a cleeper
rnotive than a mere infatuation rvith
the untleniablv sedrrctive glarnour o[
this monrent. 'lhe surge of interna-
tional publications ancl erhibits has

latell peaked in a difficult-to-sort-out
tangle of Lrooks and events uith sinri-
lar titles.

It shorrld be noted that severaI pio-
neering Viennese studies originated
in this ('ountrv. predate the current
uure. arrrl nraintain their inrporlarrce.
rvhile sorne of the more recent n-orks
are clearlv the result of long-standing
scholarlv involvenrent. Earlv effrrrts
to use a broa<l cultural approach are
lirund in Carl E. Sc'horske'.s landmark
Fi>de-Siicle l'ienrut: Politics und Cul-
lure (Knopf, 1980). William J. M,,-
Crath's l)iont'sian Art and Populist
PoLitics in Atntria (Yale, 1974), and
Wittgenstein's Vienna (Simon & Schus-
ter, 1973) by Alan Janik and Stephen
Toulmin. Studies of salient figures-
sorne as vet unmatched bv Austrian
scholarship-include Eduard Sekler
on Josef Hoffmann (Cerman edition
1984. soon to be published in English
by Princeton University Press), Rob-
ert Clark on Joseph Maria Olbrich,
and George and Christiane Collins on
Camillo Siue (1965, Rizzoli 1985).
Astonishing numbers of publications
on the subject of Vienna 1900, such
as Le arti a Vienna: Dalla Secessinnc

alla Caduta d.ell'lmpero Asbutgico,
produced for the Yenice Biennale in
1984, have appeared recently while
others have been announced for the
coming months.

The two books under review were
br-rth published in l9B4 as preludes
to the major exhibition at the Vienna
Kiinstlerhaus (March 28-October 6,
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l9B5), where a subsequent catalogue
has been issued. The show will travel
to Centre Pompidou, Paris, in 1986,
and the following year to the Museum
of Modern Art in New York. New
catalogues for both of these events
will address different audiences and
document exhibitions that are not
exactly the same as the one in Vienna.
A further volume, Wien um 1900:
Kunst und Kuhur 1897-1918, will also
be released by Viennese publisher
Christian Brandstdtter. Each of these
beautiful and expensive books is an
anthology of essays by more or less
the same roster of authors. Consider-
ing the redundancies, one wonders if
this surfeit of publishing will not stifle
rather than serve the interest it was
intended to address.

Both Wien 1870-1930: Traum und
Wirklichkeit and Rizzoli's Vienna lB90-
1920 have the same editor, Robert
Waissenberger, and are indeed very
similar. Waissenberger, the director
of the Historisches Museum der Stadt
'Wien, was also responsible for the
concept of the exhibition and ulti-
mately must be held responsible for
any overlappings. Many of the con-
tributors to the anthologies are asso-
ciated with the Historisches Museum
and their essays may be considered
groundwork for the exhibition.

Wien 1870-1930: Traum und Wirk-
lichkcil is slightly longer but also the
less focused of the two. The 3l essays
by 29 authors have been profusely

successful in AS

I
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well as paintings from the 1920s and Regina Fbrstner'.s essay on firshion.
1930s, but in general they suggest The short format, however, lrernrits
areas which are not explorerl in the Fbrstner to do little rnore than orrtline
essavs. the transition from the corseted stvle

The subtitle, "Dream and Realitl'," to the lree-flowing "reftrrnr dress."
refers to the intention to juxtapose the The total work of art int:llderl fashi6n
appealing, aesthetic asl)ects and the as well, and the Wier-rer Werkstdtte
harsh social and political environment. was a center f<rr texlile desigrr ar-rd
Tirnr-of-tl.re-century Vienna lrosted a fashion. Among those who designecl
uniclue interrelationship between cul- tlresses in the new style influen,,",l lr1
ture anrl politics. f)ream and realitl', the neo-rneclievalist tendengies of the
glitter and stress rvere preserrt in linglish Pre-Raphaelites r,''ere Kolo-
varying degrees throughout the spec- rnan l\Ioser and Gustav KIinrt.
trum of Viennese life. The brief and l'he anthologv is srrely lacking an
disjointed essavs in this volume fall essav on Vienna'.s urban clerveloprnent
short of providing a comprehetrsive in the phvsical. art,hitecturirl selse.
interprretive assessmerlt or synthesis One rvould be well advised to consult
trf the complexitv. the Hisrorisclrcr Atkts ttort, wien (['ierrer

waissenberger's i,trodu.t.ry over- Statlt-u,d Landesarchiv), which is
vierv is partit:ularlv revealing on the being published in installments under
importance of newspapers. An aston- the direction of Felix Czeike. Renate
ishing number of dailies were pub- Banik-S<'hweirzer, and Gerhard Meissl.
lishecl in Vienna at that time. Besides It provi<1es interllretive maps f<rr a
c:overing political events, thev [ea- lor.rg-terrn histori.al analysis of the
tured articles on theater, musir:, exhi- socio-spatial stmcture of Vienna fr6rp
bitions, and urban toPics. Leadilg the l8th centurv to wrrrld war IL The
cultural figures from literarl, clramatic, sanre Felix Czeike, however, has lvrit-
trnd artistic circles participated in ten an essay on Vier-rr-ra's municipal
these columns. The regular contribu- politics and how thev affected plan-
tors included the archite<:ts Adolf ning decisions. such as the rlevelop-
Loos and Camillo Sitte. The pr,,i- me.t .f the Ringstrasse, the regula-
nence of newspapers went hand in tion of the Donau. and the River
hand with that other memorable Vi- Wien. An important contribution or.r
ennese institution, the caf6 or Kaffee- this topic has just appeared in Maren
lurus. lt was here that the newspapers Seliger's ancl Karl U.akar's two-volume
were leisurely rearl and friends would work Wien: Politische Geschichte 1740-
informally gather fcrr discussion and 1gJ4 (lgBS), an analysis of the emer-
comment. Each caf6 catered to a gence of political participation of the
spegigl clientele, and particular rables various, sl1a1ply. diffe(entiated qocio.
would customarily become the terri- economic group. and classes and how
tory, of eertain grouF. This place- theirpoliticizsrioninfluencidmuniii-
consciousness existed in an even pal politics and decisions. Between

, sronser form regarding the differenr iaZti and 193O a;;;;;;";;;;;;
residential, zones*of enormous irn- political parties shaped the city's gov-
portance,for class*conscious, hierar- ernment: the Liberals until 1895, the
qhiqa! Yienngqe- s-ociety. Reinhard christian socialists until 1919, anJ
IJrbach, in his essay on author Arthur the Social Democrats until 1934. The
Schnitzler, gives some insight into latter underrook the socially and ar-
this aspect by observing the move of chitecturally experimental buildlngof
schnitzler's family to the Ringstrasse, the 'lsthn-H6fe" public rental hous-
which advanced their secial status. ing to alleviate ihe acute housing

Waissenberger's discussion of the shirtage ajter World war I. The better
role of women in the various st.rr:ial known 'oHiife" of socialist vienna are
classes furnishes a useful conrext ftrr discussed in an essay by Waissenber-

ger, and, although there is already
a fairlv extensive literature on this
subject, lre provitles a uselul summar\,.

Tl'rere are further accounts of tht:
Social Dernot'rats bv Norbert Leser
and ol the Christian Sot'ialists by
Rainer Stepan, and both Jonnl Mo-
ser'.s lliet'e on anti-Semitism and Ruth
Burstyn'.s on 'l'heorlor Herzl and Zion-
ism are excel lent. (Tlrere is a superlr
recent publir,ation, lhe Jeu,s ry'- Vi-
enna, lry Nlarsha L. Rozenblit fState
Universitt of Nerv York, l984l on the
same subject. ) The pnrrrrinence of
Jews in Viennese culture, their great
intellectual c'ontribution, and their
role as ret.eptive suJ)])orter.s of avant-
garde art arrd ideas runs like a threatl
through the entire anthologt, but espe-
ciallv (,ornes throrrgh in Bernharrl
Densc[rer'.s essay ol) lhe writers r-:on-
r.rected n,ith the Jung-Wien grotrp that
met at the Caf6 Criensteitll.

The influenct: ol theater, ol)erar
and scenographl,on the visual arts is
given ntuch attenlion, esper:ially the
application of Richard W'agner'.s ideas
arrd the ('oncel)t of Gesamtkunsnuerk.
NIajor buildings along the Ringstrasse
served the per{irrrning arts, antl in-
d..d the wlrole Ringstrasse wus ul
tinres used as a stage for "corsos" and
festive parades, coinciding with Ca-
nrillo Sitte'-s analvsis of urban s[)a(]es
as s(:enographicr settings for hunran
activity. St:holars su<rh trs Verner Hof{-
mann have pursuecl the t:onnections
between the arts, {inding that disso-

,, nalroe in modern Viennese rnusic had
its correspondence in the visual arts.

On the personal level, the cultural
and artistic scene was very intimate.

' Everybody,who was sornebody lcnew
everybody else who was somebody-
even if they were avoiding each other.
Various cliques and eircles cer.iainly
tried juet that. The most ieident
noncon{ormisls were Karl Kraus. Adolf
Loos, and Peter Altenberg. Walter
Obermaier gives an informative over-
view of Kraus's work as journalist and
writer, one whose language expressed
a commitment to ethics that verged
on the puritanical. Ludwig Wittgen-
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stein's scientific approach to language
and logic was new and prophetic, and
Friedrich Wallner explains his ideas
and their repercussions far beyond
the 'oWiener Kreis" of philosophers
and mathematicians. Wittgenstein,
Kraus, and Loos have emerged as
central figures for the theoretical un-
derpinnings of historical and critical
studies of early modernism, especially
for those using semiotic methodology.

Vien 1870-1930: Traum und Wirk-
lichkeit has the appearance of an art
book, attractive in format and gener-
ously illustrated, yet the essays de-
voted to the visual arts-l3 of the
3l-are precisely those that fall short
of our expectations. Several are by
authors of major recent studies, all
well ql@, yet their effectiveness

is frustrated by the nearly impossible
task of producing more than an ency-
clopedia-type entry.

Eduard E Sekler draws on his
definitive study of Josef Hoffmann to
provide in a few pages an impressive
synopsis of Hoffmann's long life and
career as architect, designer, and
moving force of the Wiener Werkstdtte.
Hoffmann had the rare luck to find
the perfect client in Adolphe Stoclet
of Brussels, who shared and supported
his ideal concept of a Gesamtkunst-
werk villa. Written with grace and
clarity, yet packed with essential in-
formation, Sekler's essay could have
served as a model for some of the
others.

Otto Antonia Craf deals with Otto
Wagner as a functionalist at the ex-

1rt'nse ol sorrre otlir.L aspects o1' t[ri"
arclritt'ct.s uork. Ret errt stutlies lrr
Peter Haiko have corrvincinglv clenion-

strated Wagner's ingenuity in evolving
a new aesthetic, and even ornamenta-
tion, based on modern technology,
that often went beyond its practical
application. Graf's (and also Schorske's)
interpretation of Otto Wagner as antic-
ipatory modernist in terms of the
International Style reduces his stature
and is somewhat pass6, doing injus-
tice to his highly complex rework-
ing of historicism into a new design
vocabulary.

Kollo Moser's position in the Seces-
sion and Wiener Werkstiitte has under-
gone a major revision thanks to the
thorough and perceptive study pub-
Iished last year by Werner Fenz. It
established Moser as a versatile and
original artist/designer, who excelled
in graphic and furniture design. His
ingenious desk and chair, reproduced
in this volume, are a play on the
Secessionist square ("Quadrat"), which
in this case is proposed as a cube,
and two-dimensionally when the chair
nestles snugly into the desk's kneehole.

Elisabeth Schmuttermeier discusses
other figures associated with the Wiener
Werkstdtte. Founded in 1903 by Josef
Hoffmann and Kolo Moser with the
financial backing of Fritz W'6rndorfer,
it was an association devoted to pro-
ducing quality crafts and drew its
inspiration from Charles Robert Ash-
bee's Cuild of Handicraft, and, less
directly, from the ideas of William
Morris and John Ruskin. Contrary to
the English bias, the machine was
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appearance, he professed, should re-
spond to function and material. Many
of his brief, incisive writings advocate
a division between art and craft,
architecture and building. Roland L.
Schachel's arlicle summarizes many
aspects of his ideas, work, career,
and restless life. Loos's rejection of
surface ornament, and his exploration
of interior spaces as empathetic set-
tings for his clients have yet to achieve
the influence they deserve.

The Austrian Werkbund was found-
ed in 1913, five years after its Cerman
predecessor, in a setting that had
witnessed several efforts to update
design from the standpoints of aes-
thetics and manufacturing. It sought
to strengthen the ties to the long-
established crafts industries, such as

Cmundner Ceramics, Lobmeyr Class,
and Thonet Furniture. The essay by
Astrid Cmeiner and Cottfried Pirhofer
is most informative on this phase of
early modernism that has remained in
the shadow of the achievements and
exhibitions of the DeutscherWerkbund.

A third essay by Waissenberger is
entitled "Der Zeit ihre Kunst," after
the inscription on Joseph Maria Ol-
brich's Secessionist Building (lB9B),
which can be translated: o'To every
time its art, to art its freedom." The
author brings clarity to the various
artistic circles and associations that
sprang up in Vienna to advance the
cause of the avant-garde and freer
exposure to international movements.
The lllc

group

fascinating contribution is Wanda A.
Bubriski's essay on Franz Cizek (1865-
1946), a hitherto overlooked pioneer
of art education, whose experimental
approach anticipated Bauhaus meth-
ods. Based on extensive research in
Austria and the U.S.A., Bubriski
picked up the faint tracks of his long
career and compares his work with
that of other great educational inno-
vators. Cizek developed quite early
an intense interest in children's art
and a faith in their innate creative
ability, which is capable of wonderful
achievments if allowed to flourish
unhampered by rules. His search for
alternative methods in art education
paralleled the Secessionists' striving
to break new ground. In 1903, he was
asked to join the faculty of the Kunst-
gewerbeschule, where he was free
to conduct art classes for children
and courses for adults that achieved
international renown. Rhythm and
music formed part of his educational
concepts and led to experiments with
line- and color-dynamic and the short-
lived "Wiener Kinetismus" (1920-24).
His theories, never set down in writ-
ing, provide clues for the important
role of the arts and crafts training
at the Kunstgewerbeschule in the
development of "fine" artists such as
Kokoschka.

This anthology contains as many
ambiguities and opposites as the time
it portrays. Considering the implica-
tions of its subtitle, it pays little

serious scientilic ex-

novel

oltce more;
sense,

covered by the Austrian anthology in
Rizzoli's Vienna 1890-1920, which, in
its more structured organization and
editorial approach is in some ways

superior. Its thematic sections are
carefully crafted and informative, and
the result is a survey of sufficient
depth to satisfy aficionados already
versed on the individual personalities
or topics.

The 320 illustrations (both color
plates and black and white) have been
taken mostly from the rich collections
of the Historisches Museum. The cap-
tions provide fairly extensive informa-
tion to supplement the essays. Their
text is a translation of a Swiss edition
and unfortunately is often inept and
in spots even unintelligible.

The eight essays are arranged in a
sequential flow. Waissenberger has in
this anthology kept his foreword brief
and developed a knowledgeable over-
view of Viennese politics in the sec-
ond essay. Without overwhelming the
reader with unessential names and
details, he outlines major develop-
ments and movementso especially as

far as they presage later historical
events:

The years prior to lB90 are of par-
ticular importance, since they saw
the emergence of the German national
movements and of the Christian So-
cial and Social Democratic parties.
Among the crucial problems which
then dominated the political scene we
should cite the stark contrast between
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strikes, and other upheavals erupted
frequently, rvhile life or1 top of the
vol<ranu went on unperturbed as long
as Ernpertir Franz Josef was alive.
Waisserrl,erger"s <'hapter suntmarizes
whtrt in the other book is discussecl
bv a half-dozen different authors in
essavs that net'essarilv repeat and
or,'erlap.

l'he Rizzoli ptrblit'ation gains im-
measurallll' lrr opening with an essay

on the urban forrtr of Vietrna. While
the stor,v of the Ringstrasse is by now

comnlon knou'leclge. it is nevertheless
impossible to talk about Vienna witl'r-
out cotrsidering this enortnous inter-
vention in the t'itv's political and
cultural developnrertt. Even in con-
temporarv Vierura. the Ringstrasse
donrinates as boulevartl. tnonument,
and plat'e of t'ollective memories.
Gtinter Dtiriegl, irr "Portrait of a City-
Configtrration and Change." describes
the various steyrs in the progression
of the anar:hronisticallv confir.red t:ity
that expands beyond its several lines
of nredieval fortifications vet retains
a concentric rir.rged shalte. The social
upheavals that rvent hand in hand lvith
the changes in the urltan context, the
shifts in residential quarters, tl're reg-
ulirtions olthe Danube. the Stadtbahn.
are all revieu,ed and illustrated with
periorl photographs.

While Diiriegl cliscusses the Ring-
strasse fronr the point of view of an

urban historialr, it alstl figures promi-
nentlv in later essays on tl're visual
arts liv Hans Bisanz and on archi-
tecrure by Renata Kassal-Mikula. In

, these areas the Ringstrasse achieved
its greatest impact, stimulating archi-
tectural design, the building trades,
and a revival of traditional crafts,
while eliciting much theoretical dis-
cussion both in Vienna and abroad.

The architecture and'urban projects
of Otto Wagner, in particular, are

tects in his office, including Olbrich,
Hoffmann, Max Fabiani, Leopold
Bauer, and Josef Plegnik. The well-
known "Wagner-Schule" reminds us

of Wagner's special gift as a teacher
and stimulator of fresh ideas. His
exquisite drawings tend to emphasize
the Beaux-Arts and historicist aspects
of his work, while photographs of his
bridges and canal projects show his
functionalist side, as does his star
building, the Postal Savings Bank.
Considering Wagrrer's many unbuilt
projects, one can only grieve for Vi-
enna's missed opportunities. Aside
from discussing Wagner, Hoffmann,
and Loos, Kassal-Mikula also features
the work of less familiar architects,
who, judging from the illustrations,
deserve to be better known.

The historicism of the Ringstrasse
buildings and sculptural monuments
involved a great number of artists.
Many came to Vienna from the prov-
inces to partake in the opportunities
for commissions. Post-Modernism has

made us more receptive to the innova-
tive and even original characteristics
of the various phases and faces of
historicism and has resulted in fresh
insights on the works of artists who
emerged from the awkwardly called
o'Ringstrasse Art." Among these art-
ists are several associated with the
Secession, such as Klimt, Heinrich
Lefler, and Kolo Moser; Bisanz's essay

is particularly interesting on the'opio-
neers of the Secession," such as Ru-
dolf von AIt and Hans Makart, who

,

j
beginning, the Secession harbored
luo conflit'lirtg letrdertt'ies: the natur-
al ists anrl the stvlists. The latter are

nrore,'lose[r itl"ntifred with the Ce-

sontkunstueri' concept and a commit-
rlent to the cra{is as a fine art.

creative as architects and as designers
of furniture and decorative objects;
others, Iike Kokoschka, were active
in graphic design, and Olbrich even
designed pianos. Gustav Klimt de-
signed gowns for his long-time friend
and companion Emilie Fltige, who
owned a couturier. Several of those
mentioned designed textiles, and the
interest in overall pattern, as in tex-
tiles or tiles, is also apparent in their
other work. The intermingling of the
arts and crafts, the facility with which
visual artists also contributed to the
theatre and the opera, and the respect
in which this mutuality was held left
a singular mark on the period.

The other essays in the anthology
address developments in music, liter-
ature, and the theater. One of the few
women mentioned in the entire book
is the pacifist Bertha von Suttner,
whose novel Die Waffen nieder (also
published as Ground Arms! and Lay
Down Your Arms, A. C. McClurg &
Company, lB92), was an international
success. She was the first rYoman to
be awarded the Nobel Peace Prize.
The role of women and the movement
toward their emancipation are an inte-
gral part of the cultural developments
of this period and should have re-
ceived wider attention in both the
publications reviewed here.

Although in much of the literature
and visual arts of turn-of-the-century
Vienna one can discern a preoccupa-
tion with psychological themes, the
srouo of scientists and intellectuals

Flilth ol Psvchounalysis" ['reud\ in-
telest in establishing international
cont.rcts beciruse he felt Vienna was

hosrile lo psvtrhoanalvsis as a science.
Orr tlre otltt'r htrrd. it nas the unique
Viennese atmosl)here that led to new

upprout'ltes irr tlre tleatment of nerv-
ous disorders. &eud's concern ftrr
,llt,:rrtrs ltas, tlirectly .rr olrliquell',
gir,en title and theme to manv sub-
sr:quent c.,onsiderations of his time in

r.losell ticd to the surge in possibili- The versatility of the Vieunese art-
ties that \-ienna off'ered at that tinle. ists is truly rernarkable. They used

Kassal-\,Iikulrr r.omnrents interestingly tlifferent meclia rsith utrnost ease and

tr1 \\iigpels trrtistit and etttteltreneur- skill. Otto Whgner, Adolf Loos; J<lsef

irrl -ir1,,.. rr: \\t.ll as on his ,'l,,se He,[[ntarrrr. Jt,seph \lalia ()lbrit:h. arrd

1g11;rcration rrillr other talented archi- Ke,lo N{oser, to rlame just a few, were Vienna

VIENNA 1900 trrul the lrletLogv oJ'Gextnilkrtnstruerk



Miniature Rooms: The Thorne Rooms at
the Art Institute of Chicago, The Art Insti-
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Voyage into Substance: Art, Science, Na-
ture, and the llustrated Travel Accounto
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On Longing: Narratives of the Miniature,
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The present fashion for the uproErr
motif in architecture, whether called
deconstruction by James W'ines, or his-
torical eclecticism by Michael Graves,
marks the debris-strewn path of the
recent encounter between the lan-
guage model and architectural form.
The attempt to stretch form on the Pro-
crustean bed of language has now
passed, but a wealth of discarded
architectural marginalia remains for
our consideration. James Wines ex-
ploits the inverse of normal architec-
tural spatial terminology, manipulating
buildings as though they were work-

ing drawings. Michael Graves exploits
that which was kept at bay by the
mid-twentieth-century refusal of his-
torical narrative. Both readings leave
architecture where they found it, in
the school of the materialists, who
assume that human beings use objects
to anchor the symbolism with which
they create an orderly world. But the
analytic emphasis has shifted lately,
following the pattern outlined by Mi-
chel de Certeau, from a taxonomy
of form to a taxonomy of practices.r
The reconsideration of the margins of
spatial practice has turned to the
symbolic usage of extremes of scale,
miniaturization and giganticism, ex-
emplified by Ricardo Bofill's gigantic
structures or the deminiaturized tea-
caddies of the Post-Modernists.

The irreducible program of all of
this speculation is still the scale of
the body. Even before Dean Swift
used the human body for his critique
of the "political body," it provided
a natural ruler against which to meas-
ure and judge cultural institutions for
their fit or misfit. Intermittently, the
cry for attention to the scale of the
body floats out from the architectural

by itoncet Bollet

grandstand, of late so frequently that
Fiedric Jameson felt the need to ques-
tion the myth of "body-scale" in ar-
chitectural ideology:

The body's limits but also its needs
are . . . appealed to as ultimate stan-
dards against which to measure the
relative alienation of older commer-
cial or industrial spaceso of the over-
whelming sculptural monuments of
the International Style, or else of the
postmodernist "megastructure." Yet
arguments based on the human body
are fundamentally ahistorical, and
involve premises about some eternal
o'human nature" concealed within the
seemingly "verifiable" and scientific
data of physiological analysis. If the
body is in reality a social body, if
therefore there exists no pregiven hu-
man body as such, but rather the
whole historical range of social ex-
periences of the body, the whole vari-
ety of bodily norms projected by a
series of distinct historical o'modes of
production" or social formations, then
the "return" to some more o'natural,'

vision of the body in space projected
by phenomenology comes to seem
ideological, when not nostalgic. ...

Yet if the body ceases to be the
fundamental unit of spatial analysis,

ATDI
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at once the very concept of space it-
self becomes problematic: what space?

The space of rooms or individual
buildings? Or the space of the very
city fabric itself in which those build-
ings are inserted?2

The use of extremes of architectural
form represents an attempt to answer
these questions, by making scale vis-
ible through defamiliarization. Per-
ceived scale is so closely related to
everyday experience that it is a chief
component of "common senser" and
exaggeration is essentially a ques-
tioning of common sense, revolution
couched in triviality. The miniature
and the gigantic are not just the small
and the large ends of the spatial
continuum; the miniature is a reduc-
tion of the full scale, whose small end
disappears into the realm of that
which is too small to be made, held,
or seen. It is incomplete, and can be
ootaken back"; like the architectural
model, it traditionally serves as a

rehearsal for the real. Ciant form on
the other hand is too big to be seen
all at once. In architecture only the
outline or details of its texture are

visible. The gigantic can serve as a
model of power too large to be com-
prehended, but it can also be viewed
as chaotic, fragmented, and uncon-
trolled fecundity, presaging the end
of its kind.

While both extremes emphasize
limits to human power, both empower
the human being at their center by
asserting the primacy of human vi-
sion. The eye follows the miniature
into its lair as far as possible, until
the moment when the miniature di-
minishes into invisibility, a visual
shield that smooths the flaws of the
Lilliputians' skin into silk or hides
the germs of disease. The gigantic,
by its vast size, also escapes the
control of the human body, but it is
fragmented and incapacitated by the
limited cone of human vision. The
l8th-century Romantic painter Cas-
par David Riedrich made the control
of the gigantic exercised by the mini-
ature point of view explicit in his
drawings of huge natural monuments
observed and framed by tiny figures
in the foreground. But even when
joined in the same picture the gigantic
and the miniature are incomplete,

and their juxtaposition is grotesque.
Both hold reservoirs of untapped in-
formation that can be exploited in the
rehearsal for future culture. Since
each defines the other, their meanings
are reversible and ultimately similar,
but there are differences in their his-
torical relationships to human power.

Today the miniature is associated
with children, and with the model,
that is, with tentative essays into
action. But the history of the mini-
ature trails an aura of privilege, or,
according to art critic Carter Ratcliff,
"connotations of preciosity, luxury,
unearned privilege and even secrecy."
It recalls Schatzkamme4 where the
miniature "Baby House" served as a
record of a prince's possessions. The
tantalizing possibilities for visual pos-
session offered by the miniature are
perfectly displayed in one of the few
"Baby Houses" we have in the United
States, and only slightly less perfectly
documented in a recent book, Mini-
ature Rooms: The Thorne Rooms at
the Art Institute of Chicago. Here the
association of the overview with visual
control jostles with the thwarted eye,
which, held in a body too big to enter

s
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the miniature room, cannot see around
its corners. The Thorne Rooms reflect
the enthusiasm of the 1920s, when
they were made, for the furnishings
of the IBth century, as well as Mrs.
Thorne's own preference for the homes
of the wealthy of all periods. The
book's photographs skillfully represent
the experience of looking at a mini-
ature room, the point of view being
too high to be that of a normal person
in a full-size room.
Appearance-a joint product of the
camera's acuity, four-color printing,
and our habit of trusting the reality
of the printed page-is thrown into
question since the very purpose ofthe
miniature is to exaggerate the skill
required of the hand and eye not only
to make it but to comprehend it. But
the audience for this book, surely
made up for the most part of people
buying it as a souvenir at the Art
Institute of Chicago, where the Thorne
miniatures have been the single most
popular exhibit since they were per-
manently installed there in 1954, will
not be disappointed. Everything about
it, from its production to its cost, is
designed to allow the viewerto indulge
in the same avid voyeurism evoked by
the Thorne miniatures themselves.

Once only the rich could afford the
baby house. As miniaturization moved
into popular culture, it lost much of
its persuasive force. Architects use
the model for the purposes of their
trade, but their model utopias are
taken no more seriously than the
wishful, miniature scenarios of the
socially marginal-children, artists,
women, the sick, the naive, and the
retired men exiled to backyards by
territorial wives. These isolati use the
miniature to rehearse their entry or
reentry into the world, or to create
a substitute for it. Amateurs and
entrepreneurs have exploited the long-
ing to visually control a world at
three-quarter scale, in Disneylands,
shopping malls, and the even smaller
Medurodams or Leggo Lands.

Some architects in the 20th century
continued to cast form into mannerist

exaggerations. Ernest Coxhead ma-
nipulated the same repertoire of orna-
ment that had proved so amusing to
the l6th-century Mannerists, the scale
of doors, fireplace overmantels, ped-
iments, or stairways. Frank Lloyd
Wright, Bruce Coff, and Goffs student
Bart Prince played both with exag-
geration of architectural elements and
with variation ofscale, expanding and
contracting the same motif so that the
building itself slips in and out of
miniaturization. But architecture is
usually associated with giganticism,
either monolithic enormity or enormity
fragmented into hierarchies, as in the
museum.

Susan Stewart, in On Longing: Nar-
ratioes of the Miniature, the Gigantic,
the Souoenir, the Collection, tries to
define scale as a social metaphor for
political or subjective power, and to
identify the inversion of extremes as

a rehearsal for cultural change:

The miniature is considered in this
essay as a metaphor for the interior
space and time of the bourgeois sub-
ject. Analogously, the Gigantic is
considered as a metaphor for the ab-
stract authority of the state and the
collective, publiclife. . . . Ifauthority
is invested in domains such as the
marketplace, the university, or the
state, it is necessary that exaggera-
tion, fantasy, and fictiveness in gen-
eral be socially placed within the
domains of the anti- and non-author-
ity: the feminine, the childish, the
mad, and the senile, for example.
In formulating the loci of authority
and exaggeration in this way, we nec-
essarily and nostalgically must par-
take in the lost paradise of the body
and the myths of the margin, the
outside.

Stewart believes that extremes of
scale derive their power from memorn
which holds the object in fixed posi-
tion in the play among differences.
She believes that the miniature oper-
ates as a souvenir for the real body,
recalling a sense of visual power over
nature. Souvenirs often commemorate
a natural body too big to buy, like

Niagara Falls, or a historical economy
which is no longer accessible, like
handmade furniture. Suburban fencing
made ofConestoga wagon wheels serves
the same function for the middle class,
and miniature villages such as those
in Disneyland embody the widespread
Ionging for the symbols of a past deter-
mined by labor, in which objects were
useful, not picturesque.

On the other hand, the collection,
a group of souvenirs, moves memory
from the fragment to gigantic, infinite
schemes of classification, by which
humans attempt to understand their
history. These limitless classifications
cannot ever be complete, and are
therefore transformed from simple
accumulation to the simulation of
a historic moment. The removal of
objects from their context has always
been closely associated with archi-
tecture, particularly museums ("Pal-
aces of Decontextualization" in Burton
Benedict's words), which tell the pop-
ulation the official story of its culture.
It is therefore interesting that many
of the most recent museums do not
give form to the orderly Theater of
Memory-a structure of knowledge
which has been with us since the late
Middle Ages-but have given way to
a jumble of pavilions, exemplifying
both the national preference for non-
narrative architectural structure and
a certain naive impatience.

Both souvenir and collection are
byproducts of the search for material
equivalents-as opposed to the verbal

-as authentication of symbolic mean-
ing. This search is of recent origin.
The rise and evolution in the l8th
century of the quest for substance is
documented in the recent book by the
art historian Barbara Stafford, Voyage

into Substance: Art, Science, Nature
and the lllu,strated Traael Account,
1760-1840. This longing for a real
body and a real world arose from
discontent with the dregs of the medi-
eval analogic mode of cognition, and
led from travel to the development of
the natural sciences in the l8th and
early l9th centuries:
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The serious, scientific traveller was

determined to break out of the meta-
phorical mode of simply "seeing as."

The expanded physical universe foreed
him to focus; he was goaded into
observation by so alien a natural
scene.

The search for linguistic, aesthetic,
and ontological authenticity took place
within an enormously expanding physi-
cal world. The first metaphor used by
the explorers themselves was of the
blind man who could suddenly see.
The continued investigation of the
singularity seen in extremes of size,
of height and depth, of rocks and
caves and mines, the softness or
changeability of the air (newly acces-
sible in balloons), of enormous bodies
of water or endless deserts, led at 6rst
to energetic spatial metaphors of tear-
ing, crossing, immersing, or penetrat-
ing into substance, which continued
the tradition of the Promethean over-
view developed by descriptions of
16th-century circumnavigations. The
metaphor of personal power reflected
the explorer's effort to conquer space

by assuming the complete legibility
of the full scale of the natural world,
from the atmosphere to the molecule.
These early travelers even believed
that the natural world left a material
trace of its processes in a "real char-
acter." They also believed that social
practices could be faithfully rendered
in words as well.

The separation of the observing
individual from nature, and the con-
ception of natural legibility took place
over the course of the century. Shock
and surprise at the extremes of the
natural world gave way to the need for
a convincing language, parallel to
human space and time, with which to
differentiate these wonders from the
inventions of medieval allegory. Bishop
Sprat, historian of the Royal Society,
called for careful observation and
plain speech. He urged the develop-
ment of a paratactic style, like the
additive sentences of oral societies,
in which:

men deliver'd so many things almost
in an equal number of words .. .

bringing all things as near the Math-
ematical plainness as they can; and
preferring the language of Artizans,
Countrymen, and Merchants before
that of Wits or Scholars.

The assumption that plain sight
and plain language could describe
natural wonders testified to a belief
in human control, even over the infi-
nite. But with the dissemination of
Newtonianism and Leibnizian dyna-
mism in the l8th century, matter came
to be viewed as permeated with trans-
material and fugitive effects, forcing
the scientific gaze away from sub-
stance and back into concepts of the
mind. Eventually the manifestations
of subjective interaction with the
world were identified. The sublime
and picturesque were measured and
classified. Ironically, the scientific
gaze detached itself from matter to
concentrate on the mind just at the
moment when objects asserted them-
selves as sources of evidence inde-
pendent of man, a process which led
ultimately to the extremes of modern
relativism.

Finally, Stafford connects the per-
ception of natural phenomena, the
efforts made to assimilate startling
new material into new modes of under-
standing, and the impact of these
efforts on the material forms taken by
architectural symbolism. The l8th-
century belief that the universe was

made of stunning contrasts translated
into a gigantic melodrama of solidity
and fugacity in art and architecture.
The Romantic landscape enclosed the
ruins of the gigantic in the ephemeral
haze of the forces of their disintegra-
tion. Boull6e's theories and projects,
presented in the treatise Architecture,
Essai sur l'art, reflected this longing
to integrate colossal stone monuments,
sunk in the ground, with the change-
ability and primitive vitality of natural
forces, especially those of the atmos-
phere. Ledoux's L'architecture consi-
der6e sous le rapport de l'art, des

moeurs et de la legislation. (1804)
conjoined forms based on the cave
with the chimeras of haze, fumes,
phosphorescence, sunlight, and gas.
This French preference for extremes
of height and depth, light and dark,
continued the Mannerist or Romantic
passion for deep shadow and sparkling
light, the sublime chiaroscuro, but at
such an enormous scale that they
were scarcely visible-as in Boull6e's
cenotaph for Newton.

Stafford has previously written about
immateriality as well as substance,
and this book about the perception of
extremes makes clear the connections
between the scale of substance and
the development of symbolism and
other devices for thinking. In fact, by
its careful gathering of the habits of
sight, the nature of attention, and the
modes of verbal description in the
midJTth to mid-lBth centuries, it
provides a model of the expanse of
information that should be brought to
bear on the question of the social,
economic, and epistemological rela-
tionship of language to objects that
now plagues architectural criticism.

The story of miniaturization and
giganticism continues into the 20th
century, when the state and the cor-
poration, nexus of the gigantic and
the paternal, have joined with tech-
nology to build museums of giganti-
cism. Corporate headquarters immerse
their directors in the sky, ultimate
symbol of the gigantic. Too big to be
seen except in fragments, these surro-
gate giants visually represent uncon-
strained procreative and destructive
energy, the prima materia. Once sym-
bolized by an enormous woman filling
the sky, suckling a baby at each teat
and surrounded by a whirlwind of
tattered clothing, symbolic creative
giganticism gradually moved from na-
ture to culture, and the fat woman was

divided up. The symbolism of chaos

remained housed in the "morcellated"
images of the female, their bodies or
Iipstick- and mascara-covered facial
details floating through the air-waves,
their potential for uncontrolled repro-
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duction moved from power to the realm
of silliness. The masculine clown
took over the creative role, in the
image of Cargantua or the Winnebago
trickster, making everything and, sig-
nificantly, destroying everything, but
becoming ever tinier and tidier, less
funny, finally reduced to the vestigial
disarray of IBM's Little Tramp. This
clown figure is the embodiment of the
American self-image of innocent power.
However shrunken, the American
clown still acts with the impatience of
habitual riches, speaking in tongues
that do not have to be organized into
a refined narrative. Americans did
not assimilate the tradition of the

Harlequin, or the .faire ualoir clown
who carefully abstracts his tatters into
a patterned tale, and our incompelenl
patterning has slipped into our archi-
tecture. The static ineptitude of the
fenestration of the American Modern
glass box suggests an unease with the
constraints of the muhum in paruo,
much in little, style of the Miesian
grid. It suggests further that the style
of a truly American gigantic has yet
to be defined.

For the moment the American gigan-
tic has turned from the monolithic to
the good-humored chaos of the play-
pen, where scale play now flexes its
oversize dimensions. The deminiatur-

ized Duck continues as Jersey Devil's
helmet or football house. Robert Man-
gurian's chunky fortress appears to
be constructed of enlarged wooden
building blocks, and R. A. M. Stern's
obese Egyptian Revival bathhouse is
festooned with toy trees-paralleling
Caspar David Friedrich's drawing of
an iceberg observed by two well-
turned-<-rut gentlemen, who constrain
its giganticism with their minute hu-
man point of view. This kind of juxta-
position could be called grotesque
control, the substitution of control of
the extremes for the control of the
normal scale built into codes and
building supplies. In the architectural
grotesque the norm disappears in a

bizarre marriage of categories, as in,
for example, Coxhead's grandiose tiny
doors and overmantels, or Frank
Cehry's houses, where the walls are
strained by the windows or the surface
swamped by the structure.

But the interesting question is not
just whether it works, this tactic of
recasting worn-out certainties. some
of them architectural, as exaggeratedly
stated differences, but when and how
and what amount of uproar is neces-
sary before one can say that the tacticr
of excess has become a prime element
in the processes of social change.
Walter Ong, Ja"ques Barzun, Philip
Fisher, and Mikhail Bakhtin, among
others, have discussed the chaotic
and intriguing encounter of the ver-
nacular and the official Latin tongue
at the end ofthe Renaissance. Recent
archaeologies of knowledge have fo-
cused on the cultural incorporation of
the extremes of the microsc<lpic gaze
and the belief in gigantic systems of
classification in the mid-eighteenth
centuryo and their collapse into Ro-
manticism and revolution at the end
of the century. Today extremes of
scale associated with power, individ-
ual subjectivity, and the corporate
state are constantly invoked in dis-
cussions of the nature of and longings
for authority (the word oozes from the
ground like swamp gas at every step).

The moment is one of sharply com-
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peting ideologies. On one side the
materialists advocate the concept of
webs of culture holding material ob-
jects and symbolism together, even
extending from materiality into sub-
jectivity (the phenomenologists did
not die, they were just temporarily
knocked out). Shorn of psychology,
the materialists also appear in the
dominant-project empiricism of cul-
tural geography or material culture
studies. This class-based model of
society competing and communicating
by means ofobjects celebrates conflict,
most visible now in the nostalgia for
gigantic power manifested in many
contemporary practices besides the
election of Ronald Reagan or the
bodybuilding craze (although the trend
toward what Aby Warburg called
"muscle rhetoric" is accelerating).
The last two decades of earthwork art
have focused public attention on
the tradition of the gigantic natural
sublime. Popular books and articles,
which once sentimentalized dwarfs,
now sentimentalize giants (see Victor
Chan, "Rebellion, Retribution, Re-
sistance, and Redemption: Cenesis
and Metamorphosis of a Romantic
Ciant Enigma]' Arts, Summer 1984,
or Karal Ann Marling's Colossw of
Roads: Myth and Symbol along the
American Highway). The hottest prod-
ucts on the art market, the memoriali-
zation of physical struggle, torture,
and death between men, women, and
animals, is framed in terms of giant
flying fragments of bodies in the enor-
mous paintings of Robert Longo, Me-
lissa Miller, Leon Golub, Sue Coe,
and the Italian and German neo-
expressionists. Robert Longo even re-
uses the image of the trickster-clown.

On the other side from the material-
ists are the logocentric mystics, the
radical taxonomers who operate in an
economy of the coded signal, and
their cousins, the Brahmins of the
new hermeneutics like Lacan or Der-
rida. Another splinter group, the eco-
nomic semioticians, see the social
body as a parapolitical, paralinguistic
wall, intransigently refusing to be

moved by any form of cultural pro-
duction but the spectacle. This mass
enthusiasm for the spectacle leads
Baudrillard, like another nervous
Frenchman before him, deTocqueville
(who said that the masses were always
changing, but to no effect since to no
fixed purpose), to a theory of anomie
and a world in which differences are
annihilated.

The lines between materiality and
idealism are clearly drawn in architec-
ture as well, although in this context
exaggerated scale is but a pale ma-
terial echo of the possibilities offered
by the exploration of oppositions.
Although the grotesque differences in
scale and the flailing chaos of Post-
Modernism's childish giganticism pre-
vail at the moment, such extreme
extensions and contractions of form
never have a long life.

Undeterred, Susan Stewart, in On
Longing, has taken a position for ex-
cess. She has also moved from the
fairly legible prose of her first book,
Nonserue, to the conventions of the
new hermeneutic style. While On
Longing investigates the collapse into
laughter of the extremes of physical
scale, it offers little humor and still
less reading pleasure. It is an inter-
esting compendium of the symbolic
implications of the miniature and the
gigantic, but one that may be largely
inaccessible to designers. It is a sym-
bol of its time, a question that raises
more questions.

So what use can the desigrrer make
of this book? It prods one on to an
investigation of the assumptions about
which still determine much architec-
ture and urban planning. The limita-
tion of the miniature to symbolic or
actual rehearsal continues, but the
identification of giganticism with inno-
cent power has turned into a nostalgic
souvenir. Proportions are deliberately
puffed up, and hung with bits of
symbolic tatter, to substitute the image
of chaotic power for its reality. The
ancient identification of the giant with
oppression has resurfaced as well,
raising further questions. Do we still

have the resources to play the same
impatient game, throwing all of the
symbols of our national excess, like
the nail clippings and beard combings
Culliver brought back from the Brob-
dingnags, in the air to fall down in
intriguing patterns? Whose image of
America is represented in the style of
playpen giganticism or the stage sets
of deconstruction? Is the architectural
uproar game moving away from tradi-
tional object-based symbolism, where
scale and size have social meanings,
into disoriented anomie, producing
a jumbled museum of buildings that
are as decontextualized as the col-
lections they house? Or will this
symbolic reversibility produce the
occasional "counterintuitive" solution
so admired by enthusiasts of compu-
terized "52 pick-up?"

The mode of continued questioning
is an American ideal, based in a
positive evaluation of novelty and a
rejection of an economy of fixed goods;
but mannerism in the past looked
both ways, to old questions and to
new answers. Despite some verbal
concern, building at present does not
reveal an exploration of all the impli-
cations raised by the uproar style; it
stops at the question. Contemporary
architectural monuments do not reflect
the expectations of personal or state
and corporate power. Perhaps this
reflects discouragement over the fail-
ure of Modernism's social program,
or intransigent anomie, but the nature
of the symbolic representation of
power through architecture is not
really something that should be al-
lowed to wander unattended through
the fields of culture.

I. Just as signifying practices, which concern
the ways of putting language into effect, were

taken into consideration after linguistic sys-

tems had been investigated, spatializing prac-
tices are attracting attention now that the
codes and taxonomies of the spatial order
have been examined,

2. Joan Ockman et al., Architecture Criticism
Ideology, Princeton Architectural Press, 1985,
p. 5I.
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The World's Second Oldest Profession

Architects and Firms: A Sociological Per-
spective on Architectural Practice, Judith
R. Blau, MIT, 1984, lB9 pp., $19.95.

ln 1982, architecture's profits dropped
to a paltry 2.9 percent of revenues.
Just at this time the New York arm of
the American Institute of Architects
identified low wages as a major prob-
lem in the profession, deterring cre-
ative young recruits from entering
the field. The AIA recommended its
members increase starting salaries.
Rom this we gather something about
the dilemmas facing the profession,
but the cure seems a bit like pre-
scribing tea and dry toast for a broken
Ieg. Somehow, it's agreed that the ar-
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chitectural profession isn't as healthy
as it ought to be, yet we lack a sound
understanding of what's going on in
the professional body. Remedies un-
der such circumstances are at best
Band-Aids, and at worst create new
problems. When the problem of low
salaries is addressed, one voice rec-
ommends wages that will be more at-
tractive to recruits. Another suggests
reducing the supply of architects by
cutting enrollment at architecture
schools. A third diagnoses the prob-
lem as residing in the public at large:
they don't place a high enough value
on our services; they need basic de-
sign education.

This discussion can be heard in
offices, schools, and professional or-
ganizations across the country, vet

the fundamental problem remains: We

don't really have enough valid and
reliable information about the archi-
tectural profession to know what our
problems are, let alone how they might
be addressed. Enter Judith Blau, a

sociologist from SUNY at Albany. Her
recent book, Architects and Firms:
A Sociological Perspectiae on Architec-
tural Practice, is without question the
most comprehensive and enlightening
report on architecture since the AIA's
mid-century study of the profession.
In terms of the analysis and inter-
pretation of data, there is no work
to surpass Blau's investigation of ar-
chitecture; Blau debunks our myths,
shows us why firms succeed. fail, or
merely sut'vive in economic t rises.
and describes the characteristics of

i,



offrces that produce quality work.
Moreover, she demonstrates the sig-
nificance of structural conditions that
provide the context for our aesthetic
visions.

While studies of professionalism
have taught us a great deal about
law and medicine, architecture has

remained a mystery. Research in
progress by Robert Cutman, Magali
Larson, Roger Montgomery, William
Ronco, Donald Schon, Francis Ventre,
and myself will eventually chart some
of architecture's unknown territories.
In the meantime, the history of the
architect (and to some extent, firms)
is recorded in three texts, the first
being the most significant: Kostofs
The Architect (Oxford, 1977), Briggs's
The Architect in History (Da Capo,
1974), and Jenkins's Architect and Pa-
rron (Oxford, 196I). There are also
three recently published works which
point to a growing interest in criticism
and research on the profession: the
scholarly studies presented by Blau
and associates in Professionals and
Urban Forrn (SUNY, 1983); Andrew
Saint's The lmage of the Architect
(Yale, I9B3), an uneven but intrigu-
ing collection of essays; and Niels
Prak's recent Architects: The Noted
and the Ignored (Wiley, l9B4), a cri-
tique of the role of heroes and followers
in the profession. There are also a

number of elementary guidebooks to
architectural practice written primar-
ily by practitioners speaking to poten-
tial clients or architectural students,
the most recent of which is Architect?
by Roger K. Lewis (MIl l9B5). None
of these works, however, contributes
to our understanding of contemporary
architectural practice as significantly
as Architects and Firms, which Pro-
vides a rare glimpse into the workings
of architectural offices and into the
culture ofarchitecture. The text should
be considered required reading for
any architectural practitioner or slu-
dent, as well as scholars interested
in professionalism or organizational
theory. The material will also en-
lighten those readers working in the

architectural domain who may lack
design training-environmental social
scientists, planners, and even clients.

Blau tells us about architects and
firms in straight talk, without statisti-
cal smokescreens or sociological jar-
gon, while presenting an analysis that
is anything but simplistic. Her basic
premise is in fact that models of linear
development are inadequate for archi-
tectural firms. Instead, she adopts a

model of dialectical change in re-
sponse to situations that incorporate
a structure of risk: the architect is
continually confronted with contradic-
tions between intentions and social
and material conditions.

Blau is armed with a sound under-
standing of the architects' fears and
dreams. For this book, she surveyed
152 New York architectural firms in
1974 and then again in 1979. She

asked over 400 individuals about a

wide range of issues including the
structure of power, voice in office
affairs, convictions, productivity, cli-
ents, services, profits, awards, and
heroes. The timing of her surveys
coincided with a severe economic
recession, so that in 1979 a full 40
percent of the offices had gone out of
business. The survivors were asked a

new series of questions about how
they weathered the storm. By statis-
tical analysis, BIau establishes con-
nections between phenomena that
initially appear independent; some

shake our beliefs, others confirm them.
For example, she shows that a loyal
clientele has no significant effect on
an office's success, and that firms
which produce quality work fare bet-
ter than their less noted counterparts
in an economic downturn. Because
this book contains so many important
findings about architects and archi-
tectural practice, it is worthwhile re-
viewing each of the seven chapters to
introduce the types of information
which can be gleaned from the text.

The book begins with an explana-
tion of dialectical change, a construct
from Marx that Blau brings home by
means of the legend of Icarus and
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Daedalus (who was, after all, an ar-
chitect). "The Daedalean Risk" de-
scribes the structures of risk that
govern architecture. Some dilemmas
are intrinsic to the profession, such
as the weak distinction between ar-
chitecture and building, and the dis-
parate goals of architecture as com-
merce and as a profession. Like the
son's demise and the father's escape,
most situations that confront archi-
tects embody contradictions which,
when resolved, create a new set of
opposing conditions.

The author's analysis of architectural
practice is more informative than stan-
dard organizational theories-which
do not take professionalism into ac-
count-or models of the architect-
artist. As BIau demonstrates, the latter
is only one aspect of financial or
aesthetic success. To explain why a
firm might be profitable, meritorious,
or productive, Blau argues: "It is not
the strength or even the coherence of
the set of [architectural] intentions
that determines whether they are con-
sequential but rather their initial re-
lationship to social and economic con-
ditions." After introducing the basic
constructs ofher study, Blau proceeds
in the next four chapters to assess the
nature and signifrcance of several key
issues in design practice: voice, com-
mitment, convictions, and merit.

Chapter 2 is a discussion of voice,
oothe exercise of power over one's own
work, over the work of others, and
over the allocation of resources."
Rank-and-file architects report they
have little voice and much alienation,
largely due to the fragmented special-
ization of tasks and responsibilities
in professional offices. As expected,
Blau finds that architects are likely to
have more voice in small firms than
large ones, and that managers have

more voice than designers. In a large
office, an individual with an esoteric
specialty (e.g., energy, computers) will
acquire voice not only in her or his
own area, but in other domains of the
firm's work as well. The author also
discovers that democratically organ-
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ized firms (where voice is distributed
among staff) tend to produce higher
quality work than those in which
power is concentrated among a few
individuals. These findings begin to
outline one particularly successful
model for practice: the large firm with
a team approach to projects.

In the discussion of commitment,
or the architect's "zest for work," Blau
finds the predictable: the chief frus-
tration and cause for low commitment
among architects is lack of oppor-
tunities to do creative work. Com-
mitmenl among practitioners stems
from opportunities in the office and
the structure of one's job, not directly
from characteristics of firms. In the
absence of opportunities to partici-
pate in design, residual gratification
among architects derives from oppor-
tunities to exercise voice and to have
diverse responsibilities. Although
many of the findings correspond to
practitioners' intuition or to general
analyses of professionalism (e.g., the
gap between expectations and realiza-
tion described by C. Everett Hughes),
Blau's formulation of the situation
provides new clarity. She concludes
that frustration among architects and
the source of related problems (for
example, attracting young talent to
the field) is due to the exclusive
and increasingly narrow significance
placed on design creativity in archi-
tecl.ure. Artistic activity operates as a
"master value" even while opportuni-
ties to act in that domain are few, and
she faults the profession for devaluing
alternative activities such as restora-
tion, building technology, advocacy
architecture, or interior design. The
ring of truth in this assessment is
undeniable; BIau clarifies the issue,
demonstrates its deleterious effects,
and suggests a direction for change.

Although important issues are ad-
dressed in chapter 4, "Convictions
and Agendas" is not as informative as
other sections. Perhaps the primary
drawback is that the topic could easily
make a book of its own. The architect-
reader may also be put off by certain

slips that show Blau to be an outsider
to architecture, although she is well
informed on the majority of issues. To
think that Venturi designed the duck
is somewhat humorous; to attach the
Iabels "formalism" and "subjectiv-
ism" to certain convictions among
architects is unfortunate, since for-
malism (ascribed to those who admire
the work of architects like Yamasaki,
Lapidus, and Speer) has a strong but
qualitatively different meaning among
designers. In this same section, Blau
uses a questionnaire of 36 aphorisms
to uncover currents of thought among
architects (less is more; the nature
of space reflecls what it wants to
be; form follows function). Although
certain recognizable types do emerge

-the pragmatist, the humanist, the
technician, the expressionist-the
relevance of these convictions for ar-
chitectural practice is ambiguous. She
shows that such convictions among
rank-and-file architects tend to be
idealistic, in contrast to the pragmatic
agendas of firm heads. However, the
typology of convictions does not ap-
pear consequential, since it is not
related to other analyses.

Such shortcomings recede as the
remaining chapters delve into ar-
chitecture's more pressing dilemmas.
"The Eccentricity of Merit" is Blau's
report of a difficult but importanr
analysis of design quality and the
influence of firms' and architects'
ideas. Ideas alone, she demonstrates,
do not great buildings make: they only
become significant when examined in
conjunction with characteristics of
the firm. So, for example, the agenda
of satisfying clients is inversely re-
lated to quality in highly rationalized,
bureaucratic, large offices. An aes-
thetic agenda is instrumental in cre-
ating good buildings in autonomous,
professional offices, but not corporate
or business-oriented offices. The au-
thor draws a significant conclusion
from the study of merit: offices fail to
live up to professional standards of
quality when they espouse market
principles and have structures con-

sistent with those principles. Large
firms tend to win more awards, but pri-
marily large firms with a high propor-
tion of designers on the staff and
simple, undepartmentalized structure.
Small frrms (less than eight full-time
staff) also tend to produce high-
quality work when they have large
firm features (characterized by bu-
reaucratization and rationalization evi-
dent in complex organization: p€r-
sonnel regulations, and comprehensive
services). Thus, when architecture
firms acquire characteristics that they
should not have according to organ-
izational theory, they are more likely
to produce outstanding work, hence
'othe eccentricity of merit."

The sixth chapter, ooDialectics of
the Marketplace," gets down to some
pragmatic and meaty questions of
practice. Once again the sophisticated
analysis and interpretation of the data
verifies some common knowledge and
produces some startling results. The
dramatic economic shift betwee n 1974
and 1979, even more severe in New
York than in the rest of the nation,
gave Blau ample material for studying
the effects of the marketplace on ar-
chitectural practice. Fortunately, she
found that design quality helps both
large and small firms through the bad
times. Unfortunately, she also discov-
ered that none of the methods offices
employed to survive the economic
downturn was particularly consequen-
tial. Though offices tried staff cuts,
reorganization, new leadership, and
the pursuit of new markets, the only
effective strategy in 1979 was the
addition of energy-related services.
Blau's findings indicate that charac-
teristics of the office, not strategies
for riding out the hard times, are the
best predictors of success, failure,
and mere survival. Those offices seem-
ingly buffered from the effects of a
recession by ties with large corporate
clients, with corporation-type organ-
ization in the office, high productivity,
and high profits, are not advantaged
but are likely to barely survive. Grant-
ed, these firms can eke a way out of
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financial ruin. However, it is the
small. unaffiliated office with few cor-
porate clients which sits on the
o'fulcrum of risk"-in economic re-
cession they either surge ahead to
increase profits and productivity, or
fail miserably. Thus, those charac-
teristics that normally create relative
advantage merely define a zone of
safety in unusual economic circum-
stances; those characteristics that nor-
mally create relative disadvantage are
conditions of risk-permitting great
success or failure-in abnormal eco-
nomic circumstances.

Upon finding that certain small
firms actually turned the recession
into an asset, increasing productivity,
profit and quality, we ask ourselves:
Who are these guys? But the reader
receives no further information about
these uniquely successful firms, about
their strategies. convictions. or agen-
das. This reflects a problem inherent
in survey research: it sacrifices depth
of understanding for the broader over-
view. Architects and Firms, as an early
text on the subject, is directed toward
a general understanding that will pro-
vide the foundation for subsequent
"thick description" of the profession.

The book's focus on the contradic-
tions of architectural practice is sum-
marized in the final chapter. Although
in the preceding sections the findings
are not always easy to locate, this
chapter provides an excellent sum-
mation of the different conclusions
and their interrelation. Blau's picture
is complex, but it is not unintelligible
or without hope. It is exactly the
contradictions inherent in the dialec-
tical process that permit innovation
and change in architecture. If archi-
tects are the "slow radicals" Blau
describes, the current eclecticism and
frustration felt in the field may offer
a context for peripheral enterprising
young firms to emerge as new lights
for the profession.

Those whose intuition runs counter
to her findings will probably begin by
criticizing Blau's methodology. But
the extensive and informative foot-

notes, which disclose the statistical
operations underlying the analysis,
reveal very little room for such criti-
cism. In general, constructs such as

voice, commitment quality, and pro-
ductivity are each comprised of a
number of measures, which insures
their validity. Only occasionally do
the methods incorporate problems that
may lead to misinterpretation (such
as using the number of awards re-
ceived by firms that vary in size,
rather than the percentage of an of-
fice's work that is award winning). AII
in all, a close reading finds Blau's
methods and analyses to be sound,
and for the most part, respectful of
professional values.

Some may argue that what happens
in New York is not like what happens
in other parts of the country, but the
differences would seem to be a matter
of degree rather than kind. It is also
possible that what happened in the
seventies cannot be generalized for
the eighties and beyond. Whereas the
recession becomes part of the investi-
gation, there may be other factors
external to the study that had an
unmeasured impact on the results.
Response to this criticism will require
long-range study and tracking of firms
in the coming decades. Civen the
significance of Architects and Firms,
we hope that Blau will continue to
study these and other offices.

My criticisms of this text are few,
the primary disappointment being, as

with a novel that I wish wouldn't end,
that the book is not 100 pages longer,
covering more issues in greater depth.
Without qualification, this is a seminal
text that every architect and archi-
tectural student will benefit from read-
ing. Not that Blau provides defrnitive
recommendations for how to make
more money or achieve greater job sat-
isfaction-though some are implied.
But if we expect to deal well with the
problems that will most definitely con-
front our profession in the coming
decades, this work more than any
other establishes a sound basis for
understanding what we are doing. The

book also initiates the study of ar-
chitectural practice into scholarly re-
search, which can have significant
implications for the profession. With
Blau's book as a base, we can look
forward to further survey research,
and more in-depth and long-range
studies of specific issues and firms.

To return briefly to the dilemma
posed at the outset of this review:
armed with information from Archi-
tects and Firrzts, we know the solutions
to low starting salaries are not going
to be simple or static. First, we could
fruitfully study how firms in times of
relative economic prosperity might
become more productive and profit-
able (to provide greater economic
resources for salaries). A small firm
is advised to grow in size, place
increasing importance on design qual-
ity, increase the diversity of projects
and services, use advanced technol-
ogies, and formalize operations. How-
ever, these recommendations must be
altered under adverse economic cir-
cumstances. Civen the earlier impli-
cation that salaries were the chief
means to attract talent to the field,
Blau demonstrates that in fact the
chief source of career contentment is
opportunities to participate in design.
This is most likely to occur in small
firms, and in large firms that are
democratically organized around a

team approach to projects. It seems
reasonable to assume that restructur-
ing offices will increase possibilities
for contentment, which will help at-
tract talented recruits. Finally, at a

more general level, as long as the
architectural profession ascribes value
only to creative design, rank-and-file
architects will not have enough oppor-
tunities to participate in satisfying
ways. As a whole, architects must
develop a new philosophy about alter-
native means to participate in the
profession, and ascribe worth to those
activities. Blau makes our under-
standing of the problem and possible
solutions more sophisticated and com-
plex, our diagnoses and remedies
more reliable.
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urban architecture. a cririque of urban design and residential builtling
practices, and an advocacy text on zoning, prescrvation. and developnrcnt.
The book is based on innovative work tbr which Moudon reccivcd an
Applied Research Award lionr Progressiv At-thitctture.
275 pp. 173 illus.. l2 maps 530.00
I 3209-5

ISBN Prehx 0-262

Cehry House
Axonometric drawing.

Henri Labrouste: H6tel de Mr. L. Fould,
site plan. 1850. From Revue Cdndra/, 1858,
v XVl, Pl. 5. fogg Museum.

The MIT Press
28 Carleton Strcct. Carnbridce. MA 021.12
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John Beach:

CAUDI

When, in 1957, New York's Museum of
Modern Art published a small mono-
graph on the work of the obscure Cat-
alan architect Antonio Caudi y Cor-
net, the venture must have seemed
odd, even risky. In fact, MOMA was
getting in on the ground floor of what
was to prove quite a nice little growth
industry. In the years since, new Gaudi
books have rolled off the presses at
regular intervals-a hrppy phenome-
non, but apuzzling one. The body of
actual work is quite small, and un-
supported by the theoretical or po-
lemical writing that propped up the
similarly small oeuvre of Mies van
der Rohe or Le Corbusier. Outside
his native turf, Caudi's influence on
designers (of his day or our own) has
been negligible. Nevertheless, the
l9B4 Books In Print lists nine Caudi
entries, and more have since appeared.

Given the small number of artifacts,
it would seem that the subject was
exhausted. On the contrary. Gaud{
Disefiador, a collection of detail photo-
graphs, published in Spain in 1978

but only now being distributed in
America, draws our attention to the
specifics of the sumptuous surfaces
and complex ornamentation of Gaudi's
buildings. The wooden railings of the
Gtiell Palace, so complicated that
they appear to have been crocheted,
not carved or turned, and the omi-
nous, Darth Vader-ish doors to the
chapel in one of the other Gtiell
houses are long overdue for compre-
hensive publication. While it would
be helpful if the photographs were
larger in format and crisper in qual-
ity, the collection is valuable both to
the Gaudi enthusiast and to anyone
following the current confusion about
the relationship of the architecture of
the past to that of the present. The

BRICKWORK ON DESCENDING RAMP AND COLUMNS, PALACIO GUELI

book makes very clear-if such clar-
ification is still needed (and apparently
it is, cf. any recent issue Progressiue
Architecture)-that cut-out fragments
and two-dimensional metaphorical ref-
erences to traditional forms, however
interesting or amusing in their own
way, do not provide the qualities of
solidity and power we so admire in
the buildings of earlier eras.

ln Caud{ Disefi.ador one sees Gaudi's
buildings beginning to disintegrate
and contort at their verges in a series
of overtures to the observer, creating
out of their own fabric, at a more
comprehensible scale, explorations
and variations of the formal, intellec-
tual, emotional, and narrative themes
the buildings embody. This type of
elaboration, most architects complain,
can't be done anymore, because there
is no one to do it, the craft skills have
evaporated. Actually the architectural
crafts are very much alive, as is

obvious to anyone who reads fine
H omebuilding, F ine Woodworking, or
any of the periodicals devoted to
historic preservation and restoration.
As modern design abandoned the
crafts, the crafts abandoned modern
design for the guardianship of his-
tory's built legacy. What has been lost
is not the ability to produce ornament,
but the ability to design and deploy
it. Any one of the details from Caudi
Disefi.ador, which were a natural, al-
most casual efflorescence of the de-
sign process of their period, would
require a good two weeks of research,
design, and time in the contemporary
architectural office-time which nei-
ther the offrce nor the client could
afford. This book emphasizes that
ability which is no longer at our com-
mand, and which must be relearned
if the current age is to evolve (as it
seems to want to do) an appropriate
ornamental repertoire, and to manip-
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ulate that ornament as a tool of scale.
The text of Gaudt Disefiador is a

collection of aphoristic inanities and
unfinished sentences, but at four and
a half pages, it is mercifully brief and
may be skipped with impunity. The

value lies in the images.

It is more difficult to determine
where the value is secreted in The

Desigru and Drauings of Antonio
Gaudl. The book is conceptually
rudderless, the format that of a coffee
table book, the design dreary rather
than eye-catching. It has some of the
apparatus of a research tool, but is
too disorganized for convenient refer-
ence use, and the contents are erratic.
Like some of Charles Jencks's insta-
books, it appears to have been swept
together from whatever was lying
around unclaimed.

Apart from two prefaces (one from
each author), it has a list of illus-
trations; a biographical sketch; two
essay chapters, "Caudi and the Build-
ing Styles of his Day" and "Caudi's
Drawings and Manner of Working";
a very miscellaneous collection of
Gaudi sayings; a chronology of his life
and works; a catalogue raisonn6 of
Gaudi drawings; and a selection of
examples. Some of this material is

useful, but a certain amount is redun-
dant, either within the book itself or
within the available Gaudi literature;
much of it has little or no specific
relation to the drawings of Gaudi. The
drawings themselves, the book's come-
on and its one potentially interesting
feature, take up considerably less
than half the volume, those by Caudi
even less.

Ceorge R. Collins notes in his
preface that most of Caudi! drawings
were destroyed, and those remaining
can convey only a small part of the
richness of the buildings. Consequently
the originals have been augmented by
measured drawings, mostly student
work, which are intended to supply
the missing information. This may be
justifiable in the case of Bellesguard,

for which no original drawings survive.
In the case of the Ciiell Palace it is
pointless, since extensive material
survives, both original drawings and
reproductions from the period. The
longitudinal section of the Ctiell Pal-
ace included in the book conveys
the complexity of the spaces and
their relationships much more clearly
than does the 1970 cutaway isometric
(though the isometric gives more in-
formation about the service stair).
Preferable to this superfluous drawing
would be material on the Clap6s
house, an IB99 project which, Iike
several others in the catalogue rai-
sonn6, is not illustrated.

The shoddy reproduction, not the
uneven selection decisions, is the
book's gravest disappointment. The
pages are a yellowish off-white, meant
to lend a quaint, old-timey quality to
the illustrations, but the primary ef-
fect is to reduce black-white contrast
and to obscure delicate gradations of
line and shade in the pencil drawings.
Many of the drawings were photo-
graphed with inadequate filtration of
the background, so that they float in
a rectangle of fuzzy gray. The drawings
themselves, particularly those whose
originals are in pencil, are frequently
printed in grays ranging from muddy
to murky. In many cases the lighting
is so uneven that the drawing fades
into darkness, or shadows and reflec-
tions cause distracting irregularities
in the surface. One drawing, of gates
and fencing in the Parque de la Ciuda-
dela, was not flattened before being
photographed, and the shadows cast
by the creases in the paper obliterate
much of the detail. The result of this
compounded carelessness is infuriat-
ing, especially in a book of such
potential importance.

For those desiring a slightly posher
product than Gaudi Disefi,ad,or, and
too wise to pay the price for the empty
pretensions, lackluster design, and
lousy graphics of the Collins and
Bassegoda book, Rizzoli's recent Gaudi

is a satisfactory compromise. The
introductory text recounts the relevant
personal and professional facts. They
are few enough. Caudi led an un-
eventful life, giving rise to anecdotes
and legends through the strength and
quirkiness of his personality rather
than through any involvement in dra-
matic event. The style is somewhat
marred by the concatenated phrases
and clauses, and the intricately con-
torted sentence structure that fre-
quently afflicts those who write about
Gaudi-as if this were the literary
counterpart to that distortion of the
expected found in Caudi's work. But
Rizzoli continues to provide lots of
color illustration for what is, in today's
book market, a moderate price. In
Gaud{ this more than compensates for
the minor textual lapses. The photo-
graphs are grouped by major project,
chronologically, with an informative
mix of exterior, interior, and detail
shots. A selection of student projects
and early commissions form the back-
ground material; some were also pub-
lished in Drawings and Designs of
Antonio Gaudt.They are smaller in
the Rizzoli book, but tend to be more
legible. Tho drawings printed in gray
and gray by Collins and Bassegoda
are presented in color by Rizzoli, with
important differences in the clarifica-
tion of intent.

More elegant and complete com-
pendiums of Gaudi's work exist, but
they are also much more costly. Riz-
zoll's Gaudi is satisfactory and sens-
ible, a good first Gaudi book and
a good browsing and lending copy for
those who wish to keep their expensive
coffee table versions free of their
friends' flngerprints.

Gaudi Disenador, Cesar Martinell, Marta
Ribalta, editor, Editorial Blume, Barcelona,
1982, L27 pp., illus., 912.95 pb.

The Designs and Drawings of Antonio
Gaudi, George R. Collins, and Juan Bas-
segoda Nonell, Princeton University Press,
1983, 240 pp., illus., $135.00.

Gaudi, Ignasi de Soli-Morales, Rizzoli, 1984,
l28 pp., illus., $14.95.
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Andreus Rabeneck:

VIEW FROM
A LONG CHAIR
JACK PRITCHARD

This anecdotal chronicle of interest-
ing people at an interesting time has
been reviewed with affection in Britain.
Pritchard was a patron ofarchitecture,
furniture, and graphic design in the
I930s, and books written by patrons
are rare enough to merit attention, yet
this one disappoints. Ironically, it is
Pritchard's quintessentially English
qualities of tact, understatement, and
self-deprecation, the sources of his
charm, that leave the reader too often
dangling, wondering, speculating, or
simply irritated. We hear much of his
remarkable "good luckl' nothing of
his setbacks; all about the virtues of
those he encounters, little about their
vices.

Jack and Molly Pritchard were pa-
trons of Le Corbusier, Wells Coates,
Marcel Breuer, W'alter Cropius, Max-
well Fry, Laszlo Moholy-Nagy, and
others, at a remarkable moment in
history. Comfortable middle-class in-
tellectuals in the Hampstead of the
1930s, they epitomized a very English
vision of Modernism. The atmosphere
is usefully characterized in Fiona
McCarthy's long introduction to the
book. She describes the Pritchards
as combining the old English middle-
class tradition of service with their
enthusiasm for progressive modernism,
for the wedding of art and industry,
a romance in the tradition of the Arts
and Crafts Movement.

The activism of English intellectual
elites, their passionate modernism,
and their frightening confidence in
rational planning were irresistible to
the European prewar refugees who
came to visit or live in the Pritchards'
Lawn Road Flats, designed by Wells
Coates. These were "service" flats,
with a central kitchen and maid ser-
vice, an echo of existetuminimum
ideals, yet for intellectual transients.

FIRST BIRTHDAY PARTY FOR LAWN ROAD FLATS. BREUER, AND ISE AND WALTER GROPIUS WITH ONE
OF THE TENANTS.

The tenants would meet in the "Iso-
bar" designed by Breuer to talk art
and architecture.

Pritchard's contribution as a cata-
lyst for Continental Modernism in
England is what assures his place in
the annals of architecture. Yet his
professional interests lay in furniture
manufacture. Starting in 1925 with
Venesta, an established plywood prod-
uct manufacturer, he experimented
with door and furniture design as
a way of increasing sales of plywood,
commissioning Coates, Le Corbusier,
and Lubetkin along the way to design
exhibit stands and products. During
the depression he got heavily involved
with the radical economic utopians of
PEP (Political and Economic Planning),
Max Nicholson and his Techplan,
Julian Huxley, the educator Henry
Morris, and others. Inspired by Keynes
and depressed by economic and polit-
ical stagnation, these crusaders for
a just and rational world exemplified
the benign activism of British interwar
intellectual life. It is the sensibility
that made Britain prominent in later
optimistic initiatives such as CIAM
and the homegrown MARS group
(Modern Architectural Research).

In 1935 Pritchard formed the Iso-
kon Furniture Company (for Isometric
Unit Construction-the terminology
was Wells Coates's) with Gropius as
controller of design. Gropius, in turn,
suggested that Breuer should design
a long chair in plywood. Hence the

Isokon Long Chair was born into
a family of furniture that included
dining and side chairs also by Breuer
and the o'Donkey" by Egon Riss,
a paperbook storage rack that ap-
pealed to Allen Lane enough to mar-
ket it through leaflets inserted in his
Penguin books.

During and after World War II
Pritchard became a civil service man-
darin in many capacities, eventually
overseeing the establishment of Brit-
ish standards for furniture manufac-
ture based on scientific testing, and
the establishment of the levy-supported
Furniture Industry Research Associa-
tion doing basic research for the in-
dustry as a whole, which continues
today. The latter chapters of Pritch-
ard's book peter out amid a welter of
names of people and organizations,
enlivened only by anecdotes of little
general interest.

As a memoir, this book is important
for those who wish to understand more
than the general histories allow about
one facet of the advent of Continental
Modernism to British shores. Yet
Pritchard's reserve and his lack of
candor invite the reader's caution.
It's not too much to ask, I hope, that
his contribution will soon be put in
truer perspective by the scholarly
historians of the Thirties Society.

View from a Long Chair, Jack Pritchard,
Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1984, 190 pp.,
illus., $30.00.
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Patrick J. Quinn
GEORGIAI\ DUBLII\
KEVIN CORRIGAN KEARNS

It seems odd that two of the most
beautiful l8th-century cities of Europe

-Noto and Dublin-should have been

virtually ignored by historians of the
city. Leonardo Benevolo inhis History
of the City does not deem them worth
a mention, but then neither did Lewis
Mumford in The City in History. The
last major work on urban history to
mention Dublin was probably Freder-
ick Hiorns's Tbwn Building in History,
almost three decades ago. It is not
surprising that, while Europeans are

increasingly preoccupied with Ameri-
can history, Americans should be the
ones to call attention to some of Eu-
rope's urban riches. (Almost half of
the Irish Georgian Society's 3000
members live in the United States,
and its work is well known through
the lectures of Desmond Guinness,
that remarkable champion of Irish
Palladianism.)

Stephen Tobriner's recently pub-
lished book on Noto, twenty years
after Joseph Baird sang its praises,

is a frne study, well researched, but
probably destined to appeal only to
scholars. Kevin Corrigan Kearns, a
Colorado geographer, presents a much
more vivid and immediate portrait of
the other gem of the l8th century,
Dublin. Noto is Baroque; Dublin is
Ceorgian, even Palladian. The con-
trast could not be greater between the
two as urban structure. Noto's delight
rests in variations (of extraordinary
architecture) within a tight orthogonal
grid, with few piazzas other than
street-edge openings. Dublin's wide
and gracious streets, elegant squares,
crescents, and cul-de-sacs offer the
perfect northern contrast to the Medi-
terranean intensity.

It surprises even the modern Irish-
man to hear that Dublin in the late
1700s was considered by many the
most beautiful city in Europe, and
that the l9th-century squalor which
earned the name "Dear Old Dirty"
Dublin, lasting well into the mid-
twentieth century, represented an ex-
traordinary decline in the wake of the
Act of Union in 1801, when the Irish
Parliament was voluntarily dissolved,
and the social set moved to London.

Professor Kearns outlines the city's
physical evolution with precise fac-
tual information in the service of a

strangely exciting book. Yet this is by
no means his main thrust. His chief
purpose is to describe the contem-
porary attempts to salvage what is
left of that grandeur, and he gives
a concise lesson in historic preserva-
tion. Although the Sicilians have pre-
served much of Noto's core intact,
Dubliners have allowed their city to
suffer some of the most tragic environ-
mental pillage of any city in Europe.
The situation, pithily outlined by
Kearns, also contrasts starkly with
the efforts of, say, Warsaw, devastated
by World War II, yet with much of its
architectural heritage rebuilt and re-
stored. Dublin, which suffered only
two light bombing incidents (probably
accidental), was luckiest among Euro-
pean cities, yet, as the author points
out, developers can be much more

effective than bombers. Kearns is
careful to document the efforts of both
the activist preservationists and the
numerous scholars and professionals
who, often unwittingly, have com-
bined to awaken the populace to its
losses. past and pending.

In this he does a service not only
to scholars in the field but to those
interested in achieving a balance be-
lween progress and preservation every-
where. The model he chose might be
criticized as irrelevant to larger Amer-
ican or European cities, yet the oppo-
site is true. Dublin, because of the
vision of its Ceorgian planners, its
Wide Streets Commission (not unlike
Baroque Rome's Magistri di Strade),
is comprehensible as a whole, and
this comprehensibility allows Kearns
to document the processes of change
in clear context, past and present.
Like Rome Dublin has a ringed core.
Rome has the Aurelian WaIl, Dublin
its circular roads and canals. Like
Rome it has the most appalling subur-
ban sprawl surrounding a central struc-
ture that is being eroded by traffic
and new construction. Rome has a
new Council, headed by Aymonnino,
whose goal is to reverse that pattern.
Dublin has mainly its civilian volun-
teers, whose achievement in the face
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of both administrative and commercial
ineptness is admirable.

Perhaps the most compelling of all
Kearns's efforts is his patient documen-
tation of individual citizen attempts
to reclaim historic architecture. The
efforts of young professionals, middle-
class families, and ordinary citizens
to reclaim historic architecture are
described in a series ofpoignant case
histories.

Mountjoy Square, whose elegance
I once overlooked from my desk in
the Dublin Housing Architect's office,
is slowly losing its south side to urban
decay. A lone family works against
lack of money and support to restore
and preserve a four-story terrace house
in the middle of that side. The John
Molloy family's endurance is matched
by the Caseys of Henrietta Street.
The Caseys' house, once lived in by
wealthy upper-crust Dubliners, is a
mere shell which Kearns describes as
"rather like the set for a Gothic horror
film":

Indeed the Caseys' house has been
used as a site for several movies. The
highly acclaimed, Strumpet City was
filmed in part in the stark, sullen
chambers, depicting the grim days of
Dublin tenementation and poverty. . . .

But there is also another practical side
to the house's rawness. Sections of
exposed brick and timber throughout
the interior have proved valuable to
scholars studying eighteenth-century
architectural materials and techniques.

Having spent some five years of
postgraduate practice in remodeling
just such buildings (and indeed doing
my share of insensitive o'moderniza-

tion" to such beauties as the Gate
Theatre of the renowned Rotunda
complex) I find it odd to read that
scholars'ostudy" Ceorgian construc-
tion. Then I remember that most of
what we took for granted had not
in fact been documented. Craftsmen
knew how to do the work. A new
generation of craftsmen has to be
trained, with the painstaking efforts
of contemporary professionals and even

amateurs slowly supplying the need.
In recent years my visits to Ireland

have involved less and Iess time in
my native city and more in the bleak
beauty of the west. The horrors per-
petrated by -y erstwhile colleagues,
the architects, were too much for me.
Arthur Cibney's great monumental
bank on Dame Street, like a tank
coming through a garden hedge, has
riven apart the gentle approach to
Trinity College whose Georgian grace
was so well portrayed in the film

A "tlet/)" community has arisen
on North Creat Georges Street,
whi.ch in my youth I knew as a
slum, and where I fi.rst sau) a

Itnuckl.e-duster slash open a

rnan's cheek to the bone.

Educating Rita; Gibney's equally in-
sensitive ESB offices on Fitzwilliam
Street, once the longest, and some
would say the most lovely Georgian
street of all, are almost as cruel. Then
there are Boyle & Delaney's great
lump for the Sugar Company at the
corner of St. Stephen's Creen and
other examples of environmental crass-
ness on the west side of that so-civic
square. The list ofdestruction is long,
but the reclamation efforts are slowly
gaining ground, and Kearns documents
both with patient understanding. More
than that, he documents the political
and administrative planning processes,
historical as well as contemporary.

The divided interests and separate
routes of well-meaning groups con-
tribute little to the establishment of
overall environmental policy. So the
gains for architectural sanity have

been small, despite the rational ap-
proaches of well-publicized writers
like Neil Downes and J. H. Craig.
(How extraordinarily similar to the
hydra-headed creature that conserva-
tionist and preservationist movements
have become in America!)

Some collaborations are worthy of
note, however. Led by Harold Clarke,
a Trinity College professor, a 'onew"
community has arisen on North Great
Ceorges Street, which in my youth
I knew as a slum and where I first
saw a knuckle-duster slash open a
man's cheek to the bone. Centrifica-
tion has happened there, at the hands
of Clarke and others attracted by his
superb example, but it has included
the older residents as well as families
with small children. Street furniture
has been carefully thought of and the
street is becoming a graceful but vital
pedestrian enclave only a short walk
from the city center.

Future American Joyceans who make
the annual Bloomsday pilgrimage may
find little left of the seedy aura that
permeates loy Day in the Committee
Room or Ulysses. O'Casey's tenement
settings for Juno and the Paycock and,
Shadow of a Gunman may be then
found only on stage, when a few years
ago they were everywhere.

Jane Jacobs's Death and Life of
Great American Cities called attention
to the emasculation of public life in
Boston's urban places. Tiibingen, An-
necy, Freiburg, Warsaw, and numer-
ous European towns have succeeded
in maintaining that vital mix of public
and private life that occurs when
people live in and "own" their city
places rather than give them over to
tourism and commerce. Dublin may
yet salvage and restore enough of
itself to regain its once-vaunted grace
as a livable city. Kevin Corrigan
Kearns's book will have contributed
to that process.

Georgian Dublin: Ireland's Imperilled Ar-
chitectural Heritage, Kevin Corrigan Kearns,
David and Charles, 1983, 224 pp., illus.,
$26.00.
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IYorma Euenson:

VICTORIAI[ PUBS

SWEETI\ESS A]\D
LIGHT
MARK CIROUARD

Mark Girouard's books have become
notable for a combination of sound
scholarship and entertaining writing.
He has a talent for uncovering sub-
jects somewhat outside the beaten
path of architectural history, and his
perceptive illumination of the social
aspects of design has given him an
unusually wide readership.

Two of his works, both well received
when first published, are now avail-
able in paperback. The first to appear
was Victorian Pubs, published ini-
tially in 1975. To a foreigner, the
English pub often appears as an in-
timidatingly complex series of oddly
designated rooms in which, during
arbitrarily defined hours, food and
drink are dispensed according to a

system of highly esoteric rules. To

the British, of course, the pub is a
beloved institution, and just as they
cherish home and hearth, they cher-
ish the pub as a home away from
home. As a focus of sentimental re-
gard, the pub would seem to provide
a natural subject for nostalgic coffee-
table volumes. Mr. Cirouard's book,
however, while abundantly and attrac-
tively illustrated, is no mere pictorial
survey. It is a solidly researched study
tracing the history of the pub as both
an architectural and social phenom-
enon. The emphasis is on London,
although brief consideration is given
to other localities.

The pub had its origins in the l8th-
century tavern, often a slightly modi-
fred private dwelling. By the mid-
nineteenth century it had evolved
into the baroque splendor of the "gin
palace," to be augmented toward the
end of the century by the subdued
taste of the "improved" pub and coffee

A BAR OPPOSITE THE ROYAI- VICTORIA
THEATRE, WATERI,OO ROAD, 1859

house. In its heyday, the pub pro-
vided a ubiquitous and garish orna-
ment to the London street scene.
Glowing without, the pub interior of-
ten surrounded the patron with a daz-
zling array of gleaming fixtures, carved
wood. and engraved glass as intoxicat-
ing in its way as the spirits dispensed.

Mr. Girouard's book provides a
detailed analysis of the evolution of
pub design, and is particularly help-
ful in clarifying the functional logic
of this building type. Readers who
may have supposed the pub to exem-
plify the anonymous folk vernacular
will learn that pubs were often the
work of architects, indeed of archi-
tects who specialized in pubs. Shift-
ing attitudes toward alchoholic con-
sumption, as well as artistic styles,
have influenced the form of the pub,
and both social and aesthetic ques-
tions are discussed.

Although American readers may
not possess the same emotional at-
tachment to the pub as Britons, any-
one who has visited the United King-
dom is likely to have some familiarity
with this now-venerable institution.
The pub is presently in a state of
decline, and Mr. Girouard begins his
study with the observation that "Lon-
don is full of dead pubs." In addition
to its value as a historical chronicle,

Victorian Pubs provides a guide to
some of the best surviving specimens
of pub design, and creates a height-
ened appreciation ofthe richness they
have imparted to urban life. As to the

descendants of the pub, Mr. Cirouard
observes:

the vagaries of ye Olde and Brewers'
Tudor, and the doubtful pleasures of
their successors or rivalso the iazz-
modern cocktail bars, the streamlined
roadhouses and the neo-Georgian
lounge, have still to find a historian
to chart their unexplored seas and
draw what moral he can.

Let us hope, in any event, that this
historian will apply the same degree
of talent to the subject that Mr. Girouard
has exhibited here.

Sweetness and Light, focusing on
the Queen Anne movement, is broader
in scope than Victorian Pubs, and,

better known. First published in l97Z
it exhibits the sound research and
graceful writing common to all of
Girouard's books. The architectural
movement on which it focuses pro-
duced so much delightful building
that one immediately wonders why
historians so long neglected it. One
reason may have been the hybrid na-
ture of the style. Historians of 19th-
century architecture have often pre-
ferred to discuss the major revival
styles, with their abundant theoretical
underpinnings, consistent visual im-
agery, and manifestation in major mon-
uments. At the same time, historians
of the Modern Movement, when view-
ing the l9th century, have restricted
their attention to technical advance-
ments and the functional forms of
industrial building. The Queen Anne
style fits neither within mainstream
revivalism nor within the realm of
Modernist prototypes.

Queen Anne design employed an
eclectic assemblage, including refer-
ences to the English Renaissance, the
rural vernacular, and Flemish design,
with touches of Japanese and Tirdor
motif. Included in the identifying signs
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of the style were exposed red brick
walls, multiple gables, white classical
trim, abundant fenestration, and the
repeated use of the sunflower as a
decorative motif. Stylistic references
drew heavily on the l7th century
which, according to Girouard, sup-
plied architects "with gables, whether
straight or Flemish, brick pilasters,
brick pediments, ribbed chimney-
stacks, and prominent plaster coves;
from the late seventeenth and eigh-
teenth centuries came sash windows,
and wrought-iron railings." The lgth-
century predilection for picturesque
composition prevented the style from
becoming simply a form of classical
revival, and it permitted a wide range
of formal and decorative mixtures. By
the close of the IB60s, the Queen
Anne style had developed its basic
vocabulary, and by the 1870s had
achieved public recognition. The ec-
lecticism of the style was such that
"Queen Anne" became a convenient
and popular designation rather than
an accurately descriptive term.

Queen Anne was initially derided
by some, and described by hostile
critics as "a bastard style," "a con-
tortion of every feature of architec-
ture," and "excessively ugly, a dis-
grace to the country." Such terms
seem undeserved for a style created
with no intent other than beauty. The

Queen Anne style grew from the aes-
thetic movement, a reaction against
the strident, heavy-handed forms and
moralist rhetoric of the Cothic Re-
vival. Some of its practitioners were
regarded as "simply deserters from
the Cothic school." The goal of the
aesthetic movement was art for art's
sake, and its architectural manifes-
tation in the Queen Anne style re-
flected the talents of such notable
designers as Richard Norman Shaw,
W E. Nesfield, Philip Webb, J. J.
Stephenson, and C. G. Scott. Enthus-
iastic patronage for the style was
provided by artistically enlightened
and socially progressive members of
the middle class. Queen Anne, as
summarized by Mr. Cirouard, was

THE CRAPE VINE. MILE END ROAD. I94O

"gentlemanly but not aristocratic,
middle-class but not bourgeois, eclec-
tic but not uncouth, pretty but not
frivolous, unassertive but chic, rem-
iniscent of the country but adaptable
for the town. They took it for its
sweetness, and used it for the spread-
ing of light."

Mr. Cirouard traces the evolution
of the Queen Anne style, analyzing
its relation to the Arts and Crafts
Movement, and discussing its varied
architectural manifestations. The light-
ness and delicacy of Queen Anne
gave it a natural application to do-
mestic design. Appearing first in in-
dividually designed houses, the style
flourished in London's Chelsea dis-
trict, most notably on Tite Street and
Cadogan Square. Particular consid-
eration is given to the creation of
the London suburb of Bedford Park,
deemed by the author "the best-
known symbol of both the aesthetic

movement and of 'Queen Anne."' As
a focus of innovative desiga, Bedford
Park became a pilgrimage point for
architectural students, and was ini-
tially famed not only for its novel
and picturesque building, but for its
equally picturesque and eccentric in-
habitants. Other buildings included
for analysis are the London Board
Schools, Newnham College, Cam-
bridge, and several town halls. A
chapter on the "architecture of en-
joyment" considers applications of
the style to seaside buildings, shops
and pubs. As might be anticipated in
a study of an important domestic
style, a chapter on house furnishings
is included, as well as a section on
'oold fashioned" garden design. Al-
though the principal focus ofthe book
is on the architects and buildings of
the Queen Anne movement, one of the
most delightful sections deals with pic-
ture books, and includes the work of
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such illustrators as Walter Crane, Kate

Greenaway, and Randolph Caldecott.
A final chapter deals with the Queen

Anne in America. In his discussion,
Mr. Girouard seeks to demonstrate
links between American Shingle Style

and Colonial Revival Cesign, and the
British Queen Anne movement. This
connection has been previously dis-
cussed by Vincent Scully in The Shin-
gle Style. Although there are obvious
formal differences between the red
brick of the Queen Anne and the tex-
tured wooden buildings of the Shingle
Style, Girouard sees a strong simi-
larity in intention. As he puts it,

The patrons of both styles were re-

acting from contemporary cities, but
in different ways. The English were

thinking in terms of eighteenth-century
merchants or gentleman farmerso the

American in terms of eighteenth-
century pioneers. Both were Prob-
ably supported by comfortable dol-
lops of urban money; they were both
play-acting, but playing different roles

in the same kind of play.

Because of the wide range of mater-
ial covered, Sweetness and Light of
necessity presents a general survey of
its subject, rather than an intensive
examination of individual designers.
Many readers, however, may be in-
spired to pursue further study of some

of the architects cited. All in all, Mr.
Girouard's work presents a balanced
synthesis and a perceptive analysis of
an important artistic movement. The
book is of value not only to members
ofthe design professions, but to social
and architectural historians.

Victorian Pubs, Mark Girouard, Yale, 1984,
232 pp.. illus., $16.95 pb.

Sweetness and Light: The Queen Anne
Movement, Mark Girouard, Yale, 1984, 272
pp., illus., $16.95 pb.

Diane Fauro:

ROMAN CITIES
PIERRE CRIMAL

The ancient Romans were overtly
urban. Despite early ties to the land,
the greatness of Roman culture re-
volved around cities and city making.
Romans of the Republican period re-
worked existing settlements and es-

tablished new cities as a means of
acculturating conquered territnries. In
the Imperial period, Roman urDs pro-
liferated thoughout the Mediterranean
basin. From Spain to Tirrken a citizen
could be assured of finding cities with
the same physical components. Urbs
et orbis, the state's power focused on
Rome as a world city and the Empire
as a world of cities.

The formal cohesiveness and un-
daunting order associated with Roman
cities have a great appeal to modern
urban dwellers. Trapped in undisci-
plined, sprawling environments, they
admire the Roman legacy of broad
streets and orthogonal layouts still
evident in the downtowns of many
European cities. Despite widespread
interest in Roman urban development,
there is scant published information;
what exists is generally superficial
and often dated. The puzzling lack of
good sources on Roman urbanism is
especially troublesome for undergrad-
uate educators in English-speaking
schools. This is what prompted C.
Michael Woloch to translate and ex-
pand upon Pierre Grimal's Les ailles
romaines, first published in 1954. The
translation is accurate and readable,
with updated information on the sites,
a new bibliography, and a glossary.
Roman Cities is more focused than the
other standard works on the subject,
but still leaves much to be desired.

A review of this new work must,
like Janus, look in two directions:
backward to the original text and for-
ward to the expanded translation.
Crimal's book was commissioned for
the Que sais-je series, which serves

up information in a compact format
for the lay reader. It was necessarily
abbreviated in scope and generalized
in content. Grimal limited his ex-
amples to the western half of the
Roman Empire, including North Africa
and Europe, and, not surprisingly,
emphasized settlements in Caul. While
the examples from the west may give
a purer view of Roman urbanism, the
reader must constantly be mindful that
the book gives a distorted view of the
Roman experience as a whole.

Similarly, Crimal's generalist ap-
proach and short format posed other
serious limitations. The text was chop-
py and unsatisfying, with little his-
torical or architectural background and

only the barest chronology, emphasiz-
ing the apogee of Roman urbanism
during the first and second centuries
A.D. The content was predictable and
selective, using familiar examples and

reiterating familiar generalizations.
Grimal rightly stressed the individu-
ality of Roman cities rather than a

false monotony of repeated building
forms, yet he did not discuss distinc-
tions in the political status of differ-
ent townships nor in regional building
techniques. An uninformed reader
might mistakenly believe identical con-
crete construction and ordered urban
forms could be found throughout the
entire Roman empire. Grimal's treat-
ment of city planning focused on
Roman orthogonal configurations, ig-
noring more free form, individualistic
urban solutions, such as the hill towns
of Italy or the tribal capitals of Gaul.
One yearns to learn of a grid plan
city other than Timgad, and to move

beyond description into analysis.
An untempered faith in the supre-

macy of Roman orthogonal planning
also marred Grimal's chapter on Rome.
Laboring to identify a cardo and decu-
manus in the capital's organic layout,
the author forced the evidence. When
a regular grid did not readily appear,
he inferred the existence of a star-
shaped plan with streets radiating
from the central forum. Anyone who
has studied the ancient city will be
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hard pressed to agree with the author
that Rome's urban plan was "remark-
ably clear and coherent."

Crimal also erroneously asserted
that the ancient capital was subject to
a master plan, first articulated by
Julius Caesar and updated by subse-
quent rulers. To impose modern notions
of comprehensive urban planning on
an ancient city is inaccurate and
misleading. Rome was, indeed, a model
for cr,rlonial cities, but only in the
matters of opulence, scale, and select
building forms, not urban planning.

Despite a chauvinistic preference
for French examples, Crimal provided
some good insights into regional varia-
tior.rs of urban structures. Provincial
architecture imitated that of the capi-
tal, but could welcome local forms
when necessary. The author stressed
that the success of architecture in
different climates was due to the
flexibility and pragmatism of the Roman
system. Sadly lacking from his compact
text were explanations ofdiverse resi-
dential and commercial structures,
circuses, libraries, bridges, highways,
tombs, and gardens. Among the best
discussions was that on Roman theaters.
Typically his only mention of variations
in theater types was drawn from Gallic
examples, which were in reality demi-
amphitheaters, serving as both theaters
and amphitheaters.

Like other scholars at mid-century,
Grimal analyzed urban building types
formalistically. He rarely considered
context, ignoring such things as the
approaches to fora, the interaction of
open urban spaces with the rest of the
cityscape, and the impact of the sur-
rounding landscape.

Grimal's book offered a broad over-
view of western Roman cities, but
one that was decidedly French in
flavor and fraught with misconcep-
tions. Small wonder the book rarely
appeared in major bibliographies on
Roman city planning. Woloch attempts
to solve some of the major flaws by
providing additional sources and exten-
sive footnotes with updated commentary
and corrections. In the notes he places

CR05S SECTION OF THE COI,OSSEUM FoLLOWING RESTORATTON

information glossed over in the original
text. For example, here Woloch dis-
cusses those building types ignored
by Crimal and clarifies such cloudy
points as the computation of Rome's
population and the misinterpretation
of Rome as an ur6s quadrata. These
additions are certainly helpful, but
the placement of this supplemental
information in the footnotes is a chal-
lenge for the reader, who must con-
tinually interrupt the flow of the text
to read lengthy commentaries.

In a new descriptive catalogue
Woloch consolidates data on the 78
cities mentioned by Crimal. Here
each city is listed along with a brief
history, references to the original text,
and an updated bibliography. The
historical section includes useful back-
ground information and source material
not easily placed elsewhere, including
inscriptions such as the municipal char-
ter of the Spanish colony Urso (Osuna),
a site not mentioned by Grimal. The
lengthy bibliography focuses on works
in English but includes the most impor-
tant foreign works, and only a few
references to valuable ancient sources.
Sources with good plans and illustra-
tions are carefully marked. Here again

the reader will find the additional infor-
mation useful, but difficult to retrieve.
References are frequently repeated. A
better means of organizing would have
included an initial annotated biblio-
graphy of the most referred to sources,
with only the major works on specific
cities in the descriptive catalogue.

The expansion of Grimal's work pre-
sented an ideal opportunity to improve
upon the scant, low quality images of
the original. Although Woloch provides
some better illustrations, including
eleven additional drawings in the de-
scriptive catalogue and some regional
maps, their quality and format vary
greatly. Some plans show topographic
lines, others do not; some show isolated
buildings, others represent them in
context. The drawings are uneven and
frequently lack any scale references.
The regional maps show anonymous
numbers floating on the European
continent with no evidence of con-
necting roads or topography. Sadly,
the names keyed to the map numbers
are not always the same as those in
the headings of the descriptive cat-
alogue (e. g., Augusta Raurica,/Augst).

The most useful addendum to
Crimal's work is the glossary, which

_m
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greatly helps to round out the infor-
mation in the original text. Woloch
defines not only architectural and
urban terms (e.g., atrium, cardo), but
also tribal names (Alamanni), and
geographical features (Apennines). He

also explains general topics such as

"building methods" and "city finances'"
Some references in the main text are

keyed to the glossary, but in general
readers are expected to use their own in-
itiative to find supportive information.

As it now stands, Woloch's expanded
version of Roman Cities is still incom-
plete. It would have greatly benefited
from introductory chapters on Roman
history and construction, and planning
in the eastern Mediterranean. Many
students will justifiably complain that
the book is cumbersome to use, yet

it contains valuable data and refer-
ences, providing a condensed, inex-
pensive mini-encyclopedia of cities
in the western Roman Empire.

Ancient cities are valuable labor-
atories for modern scholars and prac-
titioners. The high density, complex
building laws, traffic jams, expansive
gardens, mixed populations, and di-
verse architectural forms of Roman
urban environments are relevant and
intriguing. In the last fifty years,
research on Roman cities has been
somewhat fragmented, focusing on

separate issues, such as urban mor-
phologies, specific complexes, selected

building types, urban legislation, and
racial distribution. A large audience

anxiously awaits the synthesis of this
vast and complex body of knowledge.
The resurrection of Grimal's small
work reflects the hunger for information
on ancient cities, but does not present

a full or fresh meal. We must wait
longer for a book worthy of the title
Roman Cities.

Roman Cities (Les Villes Romaines), Pierre

Grimal, translated and edited by G. Michael

Woloch, University of Wisconsin Press, 1983,

358 pp., $30.00 cloth; $12.50 PaPer.

Richard lngersoll:

LETAROUILLY ON
RENAISSANCE ROME

JOHN BARRINGTON BAYLEY

Subtitled The Student's Edition of Paul

Letarouilly's Edifues de Rome Moderne

and Le Vaticaru et la Basilique de Saint-
Pierre, this small tract is yet another

attempt by the Classical America
Series in Art and Architecture to bring
back the good ol' days of classicism
and, in Bayley's words, revive the

"Vision of the Golden Age." BaYleY

was the founder of the series and

the architect for a few important clas-
sical additions, such as the the New

Wing of the Frick Collection in New

York. He was most of all a fanatical
promoter of classicism: ooOne should
never say no to any possibility of
striking a blow for classical beauty
and majesty." His use of Letarouilly's
prints, first published in 1860, is
purely propagandistic. The crisp, ra-

tionalizing draftsmanship of the French

scholar is used only minimally to teach

about Renaissance Rome; the real
purpose is to supply a prescriptive
pattern book. The tone of writing is
avuncular, with several erudite obser-

vations but no scholarly coherence.
The chapters are arranged by build-
ing type: squares, courtyards, palaces,
villas, domes, and St. Peter's. Amid

Letarouilly's w<lrk is an occasional
photograph of an American counter-
part-the escutcheon on the U.S.

Customs House in New York, the

foyer to the Getty Museum in Malibu-
to serve as an examPle of the right
application of classicism. The book
is unclear as a Presentation of the

scope or intention of Letarouilly's
original work and is at best a descrip-

tive appreciation without analysis.
The lesson it offers students is not

"look at" but rather "look like."

Letarouilly on Renaissance Rome: The Stu-

dent's Edition of Paul Letarouillv's Edifices

de Rome Moderne and Le Vatican et la
Basilique de Saint-Pierre' John Barrington

Bayley, Hastings House, 1984, 369 pp', illus.,

$115.00.

OOO

CHIMNEY DETAIL, FROM LETAROUILI,Y ON

RENAISSANCE ROM[:
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Paul Groth:

GRAND HOTEL
MARC WALTER, editor

The dustjacket of Grand Hotel glows
with a photograph of an elegant dining
room. Late afternoon light reflects
off marble-paneled walls, sumptuous
tableware, and lambent chandeliers.
Do not let the amber mood beguile
you at the bookstore. This large,
showy book offers 700 photographs,
most of them historical and half of
them in color, and boasts essays by
five authors, including the serious
architectural historian David Watkin.
It is at best, however, a mere coffee-
table book, a triumph of haunting
illustration and clever graphic desigrr.
Marc Walter, the designer and pro-
ducer, has flushed talent and money
into a vapid and empty book whose
subject deserves better treatment.

Europe's huge and exclusive palace
hotels of the period lBB0-1930 were
important city centerpieces and land-
marks. As Joan Didion has written,
"great hotels have always been social
ideas, flawless mirrors to the particu-
lar societies they service." Indeed,
the grand hotels of Europe, unlike
their more socially mixed predecessors
and counterparts in America, were
the stage for the public decline of
much of Europe's aristocracy.

Despite its subtitle, promising an
"architectural and social history,"
Grand Hotel is neither. The authors
give us no plans, sections, or garden
site plans of the grand hotels and
their grounds. Even David Watkin's
witty and suave list of architects and
projects reads like a pocket guide t<r

opera: the characters are listed, but
we can't see the main events. The
four other essays, written by French
novelists and travel writers, include
an exceedingly silly introduction, a
fond tribute to Cesar Ritz and to the
several great hotels where his manage-
ment genius made kings and queens
feel at home, and an essay on pomp

and circumstance which must pass for
what Marc Walter thinks is social his-
tory: gossip column anecdotes about
great parties and long lists of celeb-
rities who "reshaped history between
minuets."

Odd facts dropped here and there
do nonetheless begin to suggest a so-
cial history. We observe the growing
importance of rich Americans and
arms merchantso who were at the ho-
tels to mix with potential marital or
business partners. Hotels also func-
tioned for establishing social image,
such as the case of the third-rate film
producer at Cannes, who tipped the
bellman to page him ten times a day.
Frederick Grendel offers an essay
about the servants and staff: in lBB0,
as many as 100 servants to one gues|
it is still common in Great Britain's
palace hotels to have four staff to
one guest.

In photos and in text, the book's
underlying theme becomes the sad-
ness that the golden age of grand
hotels has passed, that no longer can
we see hotel life as a replacement for
private palace life. The authors collec-
tively display no critical sense about
aristocratic architecture, economics,
politics, lifestyles, or what the con-
spicuous consumption of grand hotels
meant. Whatever Walter and company
set as their goal, they fail to effectively
entertain their readers, let alone illu-
minate the history of Europe's grand
hotels. In short, this is not even
a good coffee-table book.

Grand Hotel: The Golden Age of Palace
Hotels-An Architectural and Social His-
torn Marc Walter, editor, with essays by Jean
d'Ormesson, David Watkin, Hugh Montgomery-
Massingberd, Pierre-Jean R6my, and Fr6d6ric
Crendel, Vend6me, l9B4 (distributed by Vik-
ing), 268 pp., illus., $45.00.

Michael Corbett:

AMERICAN
ARCHITECTURAL
GUIDES GET LOST

For anyone collecting paradigms of
the collapse of western civilization in
the last thirty-five years, a discourag-
ing comparison can be made between
three recent efforts at nationwide ar-
chitectural guidebooks and the stan-
dard 1949 American Guide.x For the
sincerely pessimistic, the comparison
might suggest, among other things,
the decline of literacy, the rise of
aliteracy (the aliterate are not com-
pletely uninformed, they just aren't
accustomed to learning much from
reading), the decline of curiosity about
the world at large, an increased inter-
est in isolated details at the cost of
an understanding of cultural and geo-
graphic relationships, the shift of trav-
elers' interests from self-education
and awareness to the ephemeral fix,
the increasing influence of marketing
strategies in book publishing, the rise
of graphic packaging over content,
and even the decline of papermaking.
The three books in question total 460
pages less than The Amcrican Guide's
1,348 but occupy more space. After
the tremendous amounts of information
generated by the movements for local
history and preservation, and in spite
of the availability of computers to sort
it all out, the new information in
these guidebooks would barely justify
an appendix in the old,4rzerican Guide.

Cuidebooks should be taken seri-
ously because they are one of the
principal means for architects and ar-
chitectural historians to reach a gen-
eral audience. They are important
instruments of public education and
as such have a higher purpose than
casual entertainment or reinforcement
of architects' prejudices. Indeed, they
can involve a special effort to help
people see architecture and the land-
scape for themselves, instead of brow-
beating them or resorting to insider's
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jokes addressed to one's Peers.
To this end, guidebooks must not

only be accurate' they should also be

consistent and comprehensive. If, for
example, a guide gives short shrift to
a category-Victorian architecture,
Beaux Arts, or the Modern Movement

-because 
of the author's prejudices,

the uninitiated user is deceived and

ill-served. If a guide to modern ar-

chitecture in a particular city omits

some buildings of equal qualitY to

others because of a publisher's limit
on pages, the compromised result is
of diminished value.

Guidebooks must conform to spe-
cial obligations. They are a little like
public utilities; like the gas company
they should at least give the appear-
ance of being fair. While they should
be critical, their criticism should be
set within a framework of thorough-
ness and comprehensiveness. Cuide-
book writers should be aware that,
even if they don't intend it, their
products are often used as shelf ref-
erences, sourcebooks for public policy,
and important (even when undeserv-
ing) arbiters of public taste.

There are good guidebooks for dif-
ferent audiences and purposes, rang-
ing from the illustrated or annotated
list to the multi-volume encyclopedia.
The three books under review introduce
a new type: the single volume guide
to the architecture of the entire coun-
try. One promises to cover all aspects
of architecture, while the others de-
vote themselves to particular areas.

William Dudley Hunt, Jr.'s Ameri-
can Architecture, A Field Guide to the

Most Important Example.s is the most
ambitious of the three. It is the only
one that purports to be a guide to the
whole country in all periods and the
only nationwide guidebook to archi-
tecture ever published. The book pos-
sesses an aura of objectivity in its
sparsely illustrated pages of run-on
entries (only I25 photographs for the
2,000 entries). It is one of the few
guidebooks to highlight buildings
whose interiors are accessible to the
public. Up to a point, it is sensibly

organized for the traveler of today,

who presumably flies some place for
a few days and rents a car. It has the

virtue of being small enough to easily
carry.

Unfortunately the book falls far
short of meeting the promise of its
title. Like so many other guidebooks,
it is not organized alphabetically but
by region, so that before you can look
anything up you have to figure out if,
for example, New Mexico is considered

a Rocky Mountain or a Southwestern
state. Within the regions each state

is introduced by a series of categories

whose contents are puzzlingly mean-

ingless and self-evident.
This introductory material is fol-

lowed by brief entries on buildings
typically consisting of name, date,
and architect with an occasional brief
comment or an adjective like "inter-
esting" (are some of the entries un-
interesting?) or "famousi' in reference
to an architect, in a manner that
makes the book's sparseness seem

wordy.
Judging from the general introduc-

tion, and from the selection of the
guidebook entries, the author takes
the viewpoint of the Modernist of
1960 who admired pre-1900 buildings
and post-1945 buildings, and not
much in between. In the introduction
he describes common architectural
styles, showing his prejudices and
lack of understanding by lumping the
Beaux Arts with the Victorian period
under "Eclectic Architecture," and by
making this attack on Post-Modernism:
ooin their use of distorted pseudo-
historic forms and decoration, these
buildings cannot seriously be consid-
ered ahead of their time." In fact, the
selection of entries is so inconsistent
and arbitrary that it cannot be at-
tributed simply to an overenthusiasm
for orthodox Modernism. A random
sampling of entries shows Austin,
Texas, a modest city architecturally,
receiving as much space as Buffalo,
which is very rich. Even so, one of
the most distinguished concentrations
of architecture in Austin, the Univer-

sity of Texas, is not listed. In Buffalo,
the City Hall, the U.S. Post Office,
the McKinley Monument, and the

Joseph Ellicott plan are not mentioned,
to name a few. The Thrrant County
Courthouse, which is to Fort Worth as

most state capitol buildings are to

their cities, is omitted, but the author
includes the Harris County Court-
house in Houston, which is a less

distinguished, far smaller, and far
Iess imposing monument.

In downtown Houston there are

only two postwar office buildings
listed in one the richest concentra-
tions of such buildings in the country;
in the same city, Rice University is
overlooked. The small city of Palos

Verdes Estates, California, is in the

book but not its highly conspicuous
centerpiece, Malaga Cove Plaza' The

Federal Triangle in Washington, D.C.
has been left out, while there is so

little listed in Newark, New Jersey,
that one wonders ifthe author thought
users of the book would be afraid to

go there. The same kinds of observa-
tions could be made about virtually
every city across the country with
which I am familiar. In other words,
the omissions and imbalance are not

the unavoidable exceptions, but the
routine character of coverage.

Alice Cromie's Restored' America,
A Tbur Guide: The Preserued Tbwns,

Villages, arud Historic City Districts of
the United States and Canada is a

reissue of a book published in 1979
as Restored Towns and Historic Dis-
tricts of America. This is a curious
book, just as inconsistent as Hunt's,
and muddled as to its basic purpose.
It is, however, amiably written and
full of the sort of brief histories and
anecdotes about well-known and off-
beat places that make helpful and
entertaining reading as you approach
them in the car. Unfortunately this is

not enough.
As a guide to "major restorations

and historic districts" it omits un-
counted examples ofboth, and has no
discussion of the term "restoration."
Restorations and rehabilitations of
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varying success are listed without
differentiation. At the same time,
if a building has never been restored,
it does not by definition belong in this
book, and many buildings one might
look for in a book which concentrates
on l9th-century historic houses and
districts are not listed because they
are not restored. If a listed building
has been restored, there is rarely
a mention of the date or agent or
quality of the work. For example, in
San Francisco, the Civic Center is not
listed as a historic district, nor is
Mission Dolores, an important early
restoration, but Chirardelli Square is
called a restoration-this adaptive
reuse project might be called a reha-
bilitation or anything except a restora-
tion. The Haas-Lilienthal and Whittier
Houses, which were never restored
because they have always been main-
tained, and which are open to the
public, are not included. For Jackson
Square Historic District, whose build-
ings are largely restored, there is no
mention of the almost universal sand-
blasting of brick walls, which every
beginning student of restoration tech-
niques knows is disastrous. Small
cities with notable historic districts,
like Vicksburg, Mississippi; Chilli-
cothe, Ohio; Fort Larned, Kansas;
Hot Springs, Arkansas; and Taos,
New Mexico, are conspicuously omit-
ted. Among the larger cities excluded
are Detroit, Cleveland, Pittsburgh,
Tienton, and Buffalo. Some of the
obvious major restorations that have
been left out are the state capitols
in Carson City and Sacramento.

The book is organized by geographic
region, and there is no indexo com-
pounding the difficulty of locating
a potential destination. All in all, this
book would be helpful to the tourist
who happened to be in one of the
cities it includes, but it is so un-
reliable that it would not be worth
cluttering up good space.

Guide to U.S. Architecture: l94O-
1980, bv Esther McCoy and Barbara
Coldstein, ought to be a good book.
It no doubt will appeal to a large

audience of architects, students, and
travelers, and has been written by
well-qualified observers. But between
the idea and the realization not much
happened. It is almost as if the au-
thors had produced an illustrated list
of their favorite buildings which hap-
pen to be scattered around the coun-
try. With its short introduction in
English, French, and Japanese, it
might have been the perfect thing for
the foreign traveler seeking quick
guidance to the major monuments of
the period of American architecture
that is of most interest to the rest of
the world. It might also have been
a handy guide for the American flying
on business to Seattle or Pierre, South
Dakota, or driving his kids from New
Jersey to Yellowstone. Unfortunately,
none of these users will be h"ppy
when he gets home and finds out what
he missed after lugging this book all
over the country.

The 500-odd entries are remark-
ably arbitrary and, although the intro-
duction teases the reader with the
depth of knowledge the authors have
about the buildings, there is not one
word of text, beyond the name, Ioca-
tion, date, and architect, to explain
why each building is important. It is
particularly frustrating for the reader
when well-known buildings and build-
ings by famous architects have been
omitted while others have been in-
cluded out of deference for some
invisible and forgotten structural in-
novation or a concern for geographic
fairness. A visitor to the Kimball
Museum in Fort Worth is not told that
Philip Johnson's Amon Carter Museum
is visible across the park, nor is
mention made of Eliel Saarinen's First
Christian Church made in the entries
for Columbus, Ohio. The authors beg
off by referring the user to a bibliog-
raphy of local and regional guides,
but even this list is rudimentary and
the citations often incomplete.

I have carried these three books
with me on a number of trips during
the last year, and I have also brought
along The American Guid,e, which was

produced by an army of editors and
writers as a spinoff of the defunct
Federal Writers' Project of the WPA.
It soon became apparent that the
other three books were of little use in
the company of this book, except, of
course, for buildings built after 1949.

The long out-of-print Am.erican
Cuide is well organized, clearly thought
through, and written with consistently
high standards for style and literacy.
Although not specifically an architec-
tural guide, it presents an abundance
of information on architecture and the
history and structure of cities. More-
over, the organization of its material
along major highways extends its
reach to the whole landscape and of-
fers information about even the small-
est towns in a comprehensiveness
which acknowledges the intelligence
and depth of curiosity of the reader.
Modeled on the l9I0 Baedeker guide
to the United States. it surpasses
anything else that has been attempted,
and it ought to be reprinted, with or
without revisions. In the meantime,
I recommend finding a used copy
rather than dealing with any of the
new guidebooks.

*The American Cuide, A Source Book and,

Complete Trauel Guide for the United States,
Henry G. Alsberg, editor, Hastings House,
1949, 1,348 pp.

American Architecture: A Field Guide
to the Most Important Examples, William
Dudley Hunt, Harper & Roq 1984, 337 pp.,
illus., cloth $19.95; paper 99.95.

Guide to U.S. Architecture: 1940-1980,
Esther McCoy and Barbara Goldstein, Arts *
Architecture Press, 1982, 167 pp., illus.,
$9.9s pb.

Restored America, A Tour Guide: The
Preserved Towns, Villages, and Historic
City Districts of the United States and
Canada, Alice Cromie, American Legacy
Press, 1984, 384 pp., illus., $17.50.
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Richard Ingersoll:

THE ATLAS OF
EUROPEAI\
ARCHITECTURE
BRIAN SACHAR

American architects and lovers of
architecture do not always have an
easy time tracking down their favorite
buildings while touring Europe. Brian
Sachar's Atlas of European Architecture
is only partially successful in helping
them. Packaged in the oblong format
common to many travel guides, it
covers ten western European coun-
tries, listing several hundred buildings
per country. The buildings, arranged
chronologically for their respective
cities, are presented with telegraphic
expediency-only the essential data
of title, date, address, architect, and
sometimes a postage stamp-size photo-
graph are included. Sachar's most
original, but unfortunately least satis-
fying contributions are the regional
and city maps showing the positions
of buildings. The maps are too feq
poorly executed, not much use without
auxiliary sources, drawn in very light,
unruled lines, with no indication of
street names, foci, visual hierarchy,
or any other aids to orientation. The
reader will be better off taking a taxi
than relying on these maps. Another
potentially useful feature, an attempt
to identify the architectural institutions
and bookstores in the major cities, is
not consistent throughout, missing, for
instance, the excellent architectural
bookstores in Rome and Berlin.

Although there are some omissions
and factual errors, the essential stand-
bys of architectural history and many
of the most admired recent buildings
are surveyed. Sachar's treatment of
Berlin is the least complete, while on

the other hand he has done a good
job on Rome, including 40 modern
entries with the 110 pre-I900 favor-
ites. He has paid attention to the
works of revived heroes like Lutyens,

Loos, and Terragni. From the last two
decades he features in particular the
works of Stirling, Bofill, Utzon, Jacob-
son, Scarpa, and Hertzberger.

The atlas is a fine idea, and with
better maps, more comprehensive in-
formation, and more consistency it
could become a very useful resource.
As is, it is disappointing and will
probably cost the reader a lot in
cabfare.

The Atlas of European Architecture, Brian
Sachar, Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1984,396
pp., illus., $35.00.

Michael Starenko:

THE ARCHITECTURAL
PHOTOGRAPHY OF
HEDRICH-BLESSING
ROBERT A. SOBIESZEK

In the fall of l98t, the George Eastman
House in Rochester mounted an exhi-
bition of the black-and-white photo-
graphs of Hedrich-Blessing, one of
the oldest and largest architectural
photography firms in the world. Estab-
lished in 1929 by Ken Hedrich and
Hank Blessing, the frrm was staffed
by three generations of Hedrich's fam-
ily as well as other photographers.
The modest catalogue for the exhibit
reproduced in "authentic" glossy fer-
rotype twenty-one of the firm's famous

images: Wright's Kaufmann Residence
("Fallingwater"), Holabird and Root's

Chrysler Building for the Century of
Progress exposition, Kahn's Buick
Plant, Mies van der Rohe's Farnsworth
Residence, and Saarinen's North Chris-
tian Church. The new book is essen-
tially an expanded, hardbound version
of the initial catalogue, with nearly
five times the number of plates, the
matte reproductions of which are no-
ticeably inferior. Sobieszek, who wrote
the essay for the catalogue, has revised
it for this edition, adding a bit more
biographical information about this
unique, family-run operation, and pad-

MORTON MAY RESIDENCE. LADUE, MISSOURI.

DESIGN BY SAMUEL MARX, PHOTOGRAPHY BY

KEN HEDRICH. 1942.

ding it out with some ill-founded specu-
lations about the relationship between
photography and architecture. He
seems genuinely to prefer viewing
architectural photographs to exper-
iencing architecture, but shows little
interest in the issues behind what he
terms 'oa mutually protean relation-
ship" between photography and archi-
tecture. How has architectural photog-
raphy affected the work of practicing
architects? What role did Hedrich-
Blessing play in the popularization
of the International Style? How did
Hedrich-Blessing photographs make
their way into architectural journals,
and which of these were seen by archi-
tects? These questions go unanswered.
Like Richard Pare's recent book Pho-
tography and Architecture, 1839-1939,
The Architectural Photography of
Hedrich-Blessing is yet another at-
tempt to cordon off more terrain for
the art history of photography.

The Architectural Photography of Hedrich-
Blessing, Robert A. Sobieszek, editor, Holt,
Rinehart and Winston, 1984, 92 pp., illus.,
$25.00.
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GABRIEL MOI.]LIN'S
SAN FRANCISCO PENINSULA

Town & Country Homes 7910-1930

.A luxury e_dltion of previously unpublished work by photog-
rapher Gabriel Moulin (1872-1945); mansions and countiyLstates
of San Francisco and the Peninsula before the Great Depression.
Featured are the homes of M.H. de Young, Adolph Spreckels,
Tbmpleton Crocker, and the fabulous estates of Filnli, El Cerrit4 and
Villa Montaluq the country home of James Phelan.

This remarkable treasury of period interiors and gardens pro-
vides rare glimpes of parties and costume balls in a world of
conspicuous wealth. With 180 superb full page black and white
photographg 2 04 pages : Cloth 94b.00

For a brochure or additionol information write

WINDGATE PRESS
P.O. BOX 1715 SAUSALITO, CALIFORNIA 94966 (415) 332 og12

HENNESSEY + INGALLS . INC.
BOOKS ON ART . ARCHITECTURE . DESIGN

PRINT IMPORTEDNE}V OUT-OF

I254 THIRD STREET MALL

SANTA MONICA, CA 9O4OI

(213) 458-9074

NEW lN CALIFORNIA ARCHITECTURE AND ARCHITECTS, a H+tse.es edned by Davd Gebhard(Nos 5+6)

AN ARCADIAN TANDSCAPE THE CALIFORNIA GARDENS OF A.E. HANSON
1920-1932 by A.E. Hanson wrth an introductron by David Gebhard

The creator ofthe Harold Lloyd estate and other spectacular gardens ofthe l92O's reconstructs
their making from his designs, photos, and recollections. An engaging account of his self-training,
dealings with rich and famous clients, and the methods of landscape architecture in the opulent
era. Sxll in., l70pp., 174 photosand plans ISBN 0-912158-9t-3;g22.50, paper

MYRON HUNT, I868.I952 THE SEARCH FOR A REGIONAL ARCHITECTURE

Jay Belloli(ed.) with Block, de Bretteville, Clark, Muntz, Polyzoides, Winter

A definitive catalog with critical essays on aspects of the work of the architect of the Caltech,
Pomona, and occrdental College campuses, the Rose Bowl, Pasadena Public Library, and many
other distinguished public buildings.

8xl I in., I20pp., 143 illus. (2 color) ISBN 0-912t58-90-5;g24.50, paper

VISIT. WRITE . PHONE OUR SANTA I.4ONICA STORE, OPEN I0-6 WEEKDAYS. IO-5 SATURDAYS VISA/MASTERCARD



The Treasure Houses of
Britain
5ooTean ofPrilate Pa*onage andArt Collecting
edited bv Gervase lackon-Stops

A gloriously illustrated volume, depicting over

7oo art objects and paintings found in British
countrl,homes. This book will serve as the
catalogue for the largest exhibition ever hcld at
the National Gallerv of Art. r5o b/w * 5oo
color illus. $z+.ss

]-

C. R. Ashbee
Architect, Designer, and Romantic Socialist

Alan Crawford

The 6rst comprehensive biography ofone of
the most significant figurcs in British artistic
and cultural life at the turn ofthe century.
Elegandy written and handsomely illustrated,
it documents the life and work of an energetic
man who was an architect, designer, social
reformer and major force behind the arts and
crafts movement. A unique contribution to art
and cultural history. zooblw * zo color
illus. $+o.oo

Paul Rand: A Designer's Art
This "superbly printed volume" (Steven
Heller, AIGA Juurnal) brings togethe r many of
Paul Rand's best essays on design and a wide
selection of his brilliant graphic work from the
thirties to the present. For the design student,
teacher, professional designer, and for anyone
interested in the creative communication of
ideas, this is an engaging and enlightening
book. r53 duotones * 55 colorplates $ls.ss

Cities and Peoole
A Social and Architectukl History
Mark Girouard

The author oflife in the English Country House
leads a lively, sumptuously illustrated tour of
cities and their people. Focusing on carefully
selected cities at crucial periods in their his-
tory, Girouard looks at their architecture and
design in light of the needs of the men and
women who lived in them. A significant piece
ofarchitectural history - and an irresistible
delight. zoob/w + rzocolorillus. $2q.95

Av ail ab I e in. p ap er b nch

[h:Jm*ge 
of the Architect

A lively and wide-ranging discussion of the
changing role of the architcct in society fiom
r8oo to the present.

"To this book [Saint] brings his customarv
freshncss of outlook, impcccablc scholarship,
and style." 

-Andrew 
Rabcneck, Design Booh

Retiew

"Required reading . . . for architects and all the
rest ofus who claim to be interested in their
profe ssion." 

-Patricia 
Leigh Brown,

Me*opolis 59 tlhts. $8.9j

Metrooolitan Corridor
Railroa* tnd the American Scene

)ohn R. Stilgoe

This engaging, delighrfu lly illustrated account
of the impact of railroads on the American
built environment from the last decades ofthe
ninetecnth century to the r93os is "a signifi-
cant addition to our knowledge and way of
thinking about cultural lurdscapes."

-|ohn 
Gruber, Landscape Journal

"Impressive. . . . Astunningspatial analysis of
the transformations wrought by the railroads."

-Delores 
Greenberg, T he Ncw Torb Times

Booh Reyiew rz+ illus. $rs.qs

TheVictorian Country
Ilouse
Revked and enlarged edition
Mark Girouard

A revised and redesigned version of
Girouard's classic study of Victorian architec-
ture, "important reading for anyone interested
in architectural history." -lohn Dreyfuss,
The LosAngelesTimes

"Mr. Girouard has clearly had great fun study-
ing the structures and examining the activities
oftheir owners and architects, and anyone
with a taste for the wilder exuberances of nine-
teenth-century design will shrre the pleasure."

-Phoebe-Lou 
Adarns, T he Atlantic Monthly

+zoblw * 3z color illus. $I6.9j

Robert Smythson and the
Elizabethan Country House
Mark Girouard

This absorbing account ofone ofthe major
periods in the history ofEnglish architecture
and ofone ofthe earliest identifiable architects
is "splendid social and architectural history, as

pcrfect a reminder as we could ask for that the
story olbuildings and the story ofthe people
who made them need not be mutually exclu-
sive." 

-Paul 
Goldbergcr, Tbe NewTorh Times

Booh Retiew zoo b/w + 16 color illus.
$rl.gs

A *tcstion ofourstandiDg hks a!3ihbl..t. .:{)qh di$ounr.

The Last Country Houses
Clive Aslet

The magnificent country houses built in
Britain between r89o and 1939 were the last
monuments to a vanishing age of prosperity
and opulence. fulet's beautifully illustrated
history o[thesc houses provides "an outstand-
ing (and fascinating) contribution to the
social history ofarchitecture. . . . This is
among the most amusing and readable, as well
as among the most enlightening, architectural
books to appear for some time."

-Peter 
Campbell,New Society zr8 b/w *

8 color illus. $rl.ss

Yale University Press
Dcpt. az)
qzA Yale Station
Ncw Havcn, CT o65zo
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P"ggy Deamer:

ARCHITECTURE IS NOW
COOP HIMMELBLAU

Coop Himmelblau, the "Blue Sky"
Cooperative, consisting of Wolf D.
Prix and Helmut Swiczinsky, belongs
to a generation of Viennese architects
that sprouted in the late sixties in the
wake of Walter Pichler and Hans Hol-
lein. The anti-object-making happen-
ings of Pichler ('Architecture makes
ruthless use of the strongest means
available to it at any given time") and
Hollein ("Everything is architecture")
were transformed by Himmelblau ("the
city is everywhere"), Missing Link
(o'detachment architecture"), Hans-
Rucker-Co ("provisional architecture"),
and others into a full-scale critique
of urban form. Projects such as Him-
melblau's "Feedback Vibration City"
(1969) and Missing Link's "Goldenes
Wiener Herz" (I97O. "a transformable
multi-purpose apparatus for transform-
ing a neighborhood") typified an atri-
tude in which the formal 'opackaging"
of a city produced by traditional plan-
ners and architects was rejected in
favor of the use and exposure of more
significant urban realities such as
billboards, television, traffic, and
machines.

While the rest of this generation
began to modify this early anti-object,
anti-formal stance in order to explore
how nonquantifiable forces such as
memory, history, romantic yearning,
and alienation actually do shape form,
Himmelblau has remained true to its
critical conviction that all conventions
of consciously designed form link the
maker to "the Biedermeier architec-
ture of democracy based on opinion
polls and complacency." The early
pneumatic, wearable, and portable
architectecture has been replaced by
permanent, space-occupying construc-
tions, such as "Temperature Wing"
(1980, a 4O-meter steel "wing" moved
by expanding and contracting wires)
and "Open House" (1983, 'oDrawn

with eyes closed. Undistracted con-
centration on the feeling the space
will have"). These later projects con-
sistently eschew conventions of archi-
tectural design.

What distinguishes this work from
that of other European avant-garde
studios nurtured in the iconoclasm
of the sixties, such as Archigram or
Superstudio, is the depth of the criti-
cal metaphors and the beauty of the

work that shines through almost in
spite of the rhetoric. The concern for
the divorce of the aesthetic "packag-
ing" of our environment and the less
seemly reality it hides has a particu-
larly rich history in Vienna. Himmel-
blau draws strength from a line of
architects-the Secessionists, Otto
Wagner, Adolf Loos - who rallied
against a heritage of the pomp of
Hapsburg Baroque, the historicism of

I
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the Ringstrasse, and (as Loos alone
realized) the social housing of Red
Vienna. The architects of fin-de-sidcle
Vienna understood that the divorce
of form from content, rhetoric from
fact, required the suppression of the
rhetoric; but their real insight was in
understanding that this did not imply
the denial of the architectonic lan-
guage as well. If Loos and Himmel-
blau replace the formal mannerisms
of Architecture-with-a-capital-A with
respect for ordinary building, they do
so with a near reverence for the tactile
resonance inherent in a building's
materials and detailing. Just as Loos's

'oornament is crime" did not prevent
him from doing the most luscious
marble and wood interiors, Himmel-
blau's o'architecture of dissolution"
does not prevent them from using steel,
wire mesh, and concrete in ways that
are truly elegant and do justice to the
angelic imagery that underlies much
of their work.

The real problem with Himmelblau's
work is that, unlike Loos, who so

subtly avoided the avant-garde posi-
tion and perceived that no amount of
respect for the architectonic language
could push it beyond its self-referential
Iimits (hence its "silence"), Prix and
Swiczinsky believe in the power of
their projects to convert, transcend,
and endure. Adopting the position
that 'Architecture cannot be Past,

because at the instant of conception
it becomes Future," they trumpet out
prophecies that dominate the more
interesting aspects of what the work
could quietly demonstrate. Loos's pro-
found ironic stance vis-i-vis his own

place in history has been replaced
with a self-importance that blinds
them to the contradiction that their
"now" architecture, because of this
pretension, can become instantly pass6.

Coop Himmelblau: Architecture is Now:
Projects f96B-1983, the Himmelblau Group,

Rizzoli, 1984, 200 pp., illus., $25.00.

Chris Arnold:

BUILDINGS AND IDEAS
1933-83

LESLIE MARTIN

Modern architecture in Britain, that
land of brilliant and stifling literary
tradition, has always been intellectual
and prosey. The quantity and quality
of architectural magazines has always

been a source of amazement to Ameri-
cans, and the poverty of architectural
writing in the U.S. (until recently) a

source of dismay to visiting Brits.
Leslie Martin, subject of this mono-

graph, is a good example of the Prac-
ticing British intellectual.

Martin was a professor of archi-
tecture at Cambridge University from
1956 to 1972, and during his regime

the Centre for Land Use and Built
Form Studies became an influential
leader in the application of mathe-
matical concepts to issues of building
shape and function. Prior to his ap-

pointment at Cambridge, Martin was

Architect to the London County Coun-

cil (head of the largest architectural
office in Europe). He also ran the

architectural department for one of
the U.K. railroads, and before the

war was head of the School of Archi-
tecture at Hull. In addition to his
distinguished career as academic and

public architect, his private office
maintained a steady flow of projects,
of which this monograph is a retro-
spective.

The book recalls for me the argu-

ment and persuasion of Le Corbusier's
oeuare complite rather than the glossy,

less inspired publications of today.

Martin admires Le Corbusier and has

been among the leaders of the British
generation of "Modern" architects of
the thirties who fought for an archi-
tecture of social content and freedom
from style. These days, when the
modern architecture that the pioneers
strove for has itself been diluted to
the point of being a style worthy of
rejection, it is hard to understand the

force and dedication of the Modern
Movement's participants. Modern de-

sign in Europe was highly politicized
and architecture was considered a

social force, with a parallel political
movement.

Martin's monograph is thematic in
organization. Three building types-
universitv residences, libraries, and

auditoria-are discussed as develop-
ments in form, with theoretical stud-
ies leading to complete buildings.
Also discussed are university plans,
developments in Glasgow, studies for
small-scale infill and renovation in
London, and two of the architect's own
renovated farm buildings in which he

lived and worked. Martin has not

designed many projects for a busy

practice, hor has he written much for
a full-time academic, yet he has had

a productive private practice. His
buildings are not spectacular, but this
is a thinker's architecture.

Stylistically, the major influence
seems to be Aalto, not only in the

buildings themselves, but in the style
of drawing and presentation-the nat-
ural wood models for example. There
is a consistency in his work that I find
very appealing. I wish there were more

thoughtful architects who could pre-
sent their life's work in this fashion.

Buildings and Ideas 1933-83, Leslie Martin,
Cambridge University Press, 1983, 264 pp.,

illus., $89.00.
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Al,exander konis:
CHRISTOPHER
ALEXANDER
STEPHEN GRABOW

Since the 1960s, Christopher Alexan-
der's thinking has shifted from extreme
analytical scientism to an equally
extreme participatory populism. He
nonetheless remains one of the most
innovative theoreticians and influen-
tial writers in architecture since the
Second World War. Compelling and
controversial, rich in rhetorical force
and poetic ambiguity, his writings
have always pointedly expressed the
current mood.

Alexander's style is that of an in-
spired polemicist working in an at-
mosphere of urgency. He rarely refers
to other efforts, except implicitly. As
a result questions always emerge from
his writings, to remain unanswered.
Therefore any book dedicated to Alex-
ander's work is welcome in the hope
that it will help clarify his approach.

Stephen Grabow has chosen to write
a biography of Alexander rather than

PAINTING ON WOOD PANEL, BLUE, YELLOW.
AND BLACK WITH TOUCHES OF MINOR COLORS.
1978

a theoretical inquiry. ln the manner
of traditional intellectual biographies,
the book is structured chronologically.
First come the origins of the hero,
then the challenge, followed by the
struggle. Everything ends in triumph,
from the early years at Cambridge to
today, with special emphasis on the
California period. The prose is fluid
and the style unpretentious. Grabow
allows quotes from his subject to oc-
cupy about a third of the text. There
are about one hundred illustrations,
many of them candid shots of Alexan-
der's private world. Also included is
a complete bibliography of Alexander,s
writings.

Experienced biographers know how
precious, but also how dangerous, the

SKT]TCH FOR LA LOMA HOUSE, BERKELEY,
l97ti

moments of intimate contact with their
subject can be. The special tips to
the author can be very misleading,
and it is important that he keep
a critical distance. In the case of
Grabow, we have a sympathetic, intel-
ligent, and occasionally inspiring in-
terviewer, who serves as a catalyst in
the production of a new discourse by
Alexander. The interviews, however,
reveal little, and Grabow himself pro-
vides scant new information, not even
one good summary of Alexander's
work. More important, he hardly gives
any clue to the background and con-
text within which Alexander's ideas
were born and developed. While Alex-
ander is presented as an adversary of

\: /L i;l^ Ja
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SKETCH FOR LA LOMA HOUSE, BERKELEY,
t9?8

his Cambridge colleagues in England.,
no effort is made to show who his
close ties were with and how he
borrowed from their work. His asso-
ciation with Serge Chermayeff at Har-
vard, with Marvin Mannheim at MII
and his membership in the renowned
Harvard Society of Fellows are not
explored. Alexander's more recent par-
ticipatory, anti-technocratic approach
is presented in a vacuum. The work
of John Tirrner and of many others
who preceded Alexander in his cur-
rent ideas is igrrored, as are contem-
porary efforts around the world, such
as those presented in Richard Hatch's
Scope ofSocial Architecture. One would
have hoped to learn of the link be-
tween Alexander's world and parallel
efforts, in order to assess his contri-
bution, but alas this is not possible.

Although the book is nor a histori-
cal study, the expression "paradigm
shift"-a ponderous term from the
history of science-is used profusely
and often impressionistically and in-
accurately. Jt runs counter to the
overall spirit of the book. The oohun-

dreds of hours" of "continuous consul-
tation" with Alexander over a six-month
period in Berkeley have yielded,
rather than a clear exegesis, a book
imbued with mystifying, oracular,
hagiographic pronouncements.

Christopher Alexander, the Search for
a New Paradigm in Architecture, Stephen
Graboq Oriel Press (distributed by Routledge
& Kegan Paul), 1983, 306 pp., illus., g30.00.
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P"ggy Deamer:

BRIDGE BUILDINGS
+ THE SHIPSHAPE
PETER L. U/ILSON

For those familiar with Peter Wilson's
early work, as a student and a tutor
at the Architectural Association, the

projects in this folio will come as a

surprise. The early work was a model

of what the AA's eclectic educational
system could produce, combining the

action-oriented scenarios of Bernard
Tschumi, the metaphorical concerns

of Koolhaas and Zenghelis, and the

rationalism of Leon Krier. The new

work, packaged in the AA's new box
set series of folios, abandons both
the deceptive straightforwardness of
the architecture and the emPhasis

on the activities it housed. "Ship-
shape" (or pointed paraboloid) build-
ings, trusses, and platforms mingle
with bent planes, exploded boxes, and

awkwardly constructed timber frames

in a manner that virtually precludes
the possibility of containment or ritual-
ization. The drawings-scratchy, lin-
ear, and flat-prevent visual inhabita-
tion. One initially takes this as a sign

of creative insecurity, an acquiescence

to the strong influence of Zaha Hadid,
formerly Wilson's student and now his
colleague at the AA. Her work, known

principally through her winning entry
to the Hong Kong Peak comPetition,
is characterized by its antigravitational
planes and its refusal to conform to
a priori geometry. A closer look at

Wilson's projects, however, reveals

that he has bent this new vocabulary
to test his own consistent conceptual
aim- the exploration of architecture's
narrative ability. While a convincing
synthesis is not achieved in the ship-
shape projects, the bridge buildings
succeed in allowing the new aesthetic
to transform the narrative method

while conversely allowing the method
to transform the aesthetic.

In these projects, the narrative is

D0MP!,ATZ. HAMBT]RG. PERSPECTIVI: FROM THE FISH'S I:YE

taken up by the animation of the ar-
chitecture itself, not by the allusion
to the activities that have or will take

place there. The architecture is the
performero and the twittery pieces,
the impermanence of the construction,
and the nongeometric shapes that give

it life also porray the willful and

eccentric behavior. 'Wilson's entry to

the Paris Opera competition consists

of a "shipshape" that appears to be

beached on its site near the Seine,

where an entourage of "personalities"
are displayed as its cargo. Archi-
tectural fragments, variously labeled
"prima donna," o'castrati" [sic], and

"extras" occupy the site as if the

neighborhood were a stage. Wilson
refuses to allow one to believe that
architecture is an innocent or mute

entity, and in this case architecture,
not opera, has artistic priority with
regard to performance. But the con-

ceptual and metaphorical abilities of
such characterization do not overcome
the fact that these "actor"-oriented
schemes use architecture represen-
tationally and do not explore its
own essential tectonic character; the
issues of physical materialization,

sensuous inhabitation, and subjective
appropriation, so convincing in Wil-
son's earlier work, are here sacrificed
along with the subtlety and the em-

phasis on detail.
In the bridge buildings-some of

which are actual bridges and some

outbuildings that refer to metaphor-
ical bridging or transition-the new

vocabulary of fragmented planes and

oddly disposed pieces still contrib-
utes to the making of an architectural
personality. In this case, however, it
is the tectonic quality ofthe structures
that becomes the method and subject
matter of their characterization. These

buildings, whose every member atrd
joint is articulated, avoid the objec-
tive and logical criteria for c<-rnstruc-

tion and appear to follow their own

whimsical rationale, constructing their
own personalities, their own problems,

and their own scenarios as they go.

In the most peculiar and nonstraight-
forward mannel'they add weight where

it should be lightened, working mem-

bers in compression when one expects
them in tension. Adding to this sense

of willful independence is the fact
that these bridge buildings are in-
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tended to be located on an Irish estate
but are rendered with a Japanese
background, bespeaking forms that
fantasize about their own ideal loca-
tion and proper Zen interpretation.
While the viewer does not identify
with the would-be inhabitant of the
architecture, he nevertheless identi-
fies empathetically with architecture
itself, envisioning life with, not in,
these structures. While the drawings
are less beautiful than Wilson's earlier
work, they nevertheless succeed, in
their flatness and sketchiness, in con-
vincing us that the buildings and not
the architect are documenting their
own spontaneous and naive story.

Wilson and his contemporaries at
AA, including Hadid, Liebeskind,
and Koolhaas, must be seen in the
light of the romantic and picturesque
tradition which characterizes English
architecture. Wilson alone, however,
takes the freedom and arbitrariness of
the tradition as his starting point, and
then indulges in the confusion that
occurs when his position meets struc-
tural reality. Indeed, his precise but
illogical structures poke fun both at
Hadid's antigravitational aspirations
and at the older generation, including
Stirling, who romanticized new ma-
terials and modern technology with
often less than functional success.
Unlike his contemporaries who be-
Iieve that architecture's primary obli-
gation is to prepare us for a post-
modern cultureo Wilson believes that
architecture moves along another axis:
its responsibility is first to the con-
ceptual link that binds object and
audience in a system of behavior and
patterns of perception. He is at once
more nihilistic and more fun than his
colleagues. Wilson has successfully
put the stereotypical view of English
art-as literarily sophisticated but
visually inept-to work for him, show-
ing that such a heritage is not a bad
one for architecture to draw upon.

Bridge Buildings + the Shipehape, Peter
Wilson, Architectural Association, London,
1984, 26 plates, catalogue, SlB.00.

Stephanie White:

CANADIAN
ARCHITECTURE:
CROSSIl\G
A}[ OPEI\ BORDER

Modern architecture in Canada, as

everywhere else, has been heavily in-
fluenced by the Modern Movement,
yet there are signs that a regionalist
alternative is developing. The compe-
tition for the Mississauga City Hall in
the summer of I9B2 perhaps changed
the way Canadian architects think
about architecture, opening the dis-
course to things beyond Modernism.
It was entered with great gusto by
246 firms-a tremendous response for
such a small country-and was won
by the newly formed Toronto partner-
ship of Jones & Kirkland: Michael
Kirkland, late of New York (f978),
and Ed Jones, even later (1983) of
London.

The book on the competition, Mis-
sissauga City Hall, is one in a series
of competition documentations pre-
pared by Arnell and Bickford for Riz-
zoli. This sort of attention might come
as a surprise to Canadians, since,
beyond Arthur Erickson, Canada's ar-
chitectural scene is mostly about local
heroes. The country is sparse, cities
are small, and architectural discourse
at an interprovincial level practically
nonexistent. It is symptomatic of Ca-
nadian culture in general, especially
in literature, to favor a strong, emer-
gent regionalism, underlaid with a crit-
ical relationship, usually negative, to
the U.S. Mississauga's jump across
the border in this book is a reversal
of the usual Canadian isolationism.
One suspects this is due to the pres-
ence of George Baird, the original
competition adviser, who is adamantly
international in his connections.

The competition brief, written and
assembled by Baird, is an interesting
example of Canadian ruraVsuburban
dialogue. It called for the creation of

a town center to serve the fusion of
regional districts. Mississauga was
only incorporated in 1974 as an amal-
gamation of several rural districts and
villages at the edge of Lake Ontario,
23 km from Toronto. The city hall
was to be the first building constructed
under the 1979 City Center Secondary
Plan. The brief specifies the design
scheme should "exemplify the prin-
ciples of the plan and ... clearly
establish a departure from existing
suburban building forms."

Yet, in its location next to a shop-
ping center, in a fundamentally sub-
urban relation to Toronto, the city
hall can only be secondarily urban.
The competition brief exposes a cru-
cial issue: what is urban suburbia
actually going to be like, how is it to
be ordered? Baird has definite answers
to this, proposing rigorous guidelines
that include enclosed squares, street
walls, and scenes and structures of
ritual order.

Mississauga City Hall: A Canadian
C ompetition provides a straightforward
documentation of the competition proc-
ess, including the brief, a listing of
all the 246 entries with postage stamp-
size illustrations, drawings and texts
for the six finalists, and the winning
scheme. The jury included two Mis-
sissaugans, two pillars of the eastern
Canadian architectural establishment

-Jerome Markson and Phyllis Lam-
bert-and James Stirling.

In his foreword Baird discerns eight
major themes in the collected proj-
ects: evolving mainstream Modernism,
expression of building modularity, re-
gional vernacularism, expressionist
symbolism, architectural historicism,
rationalism, ceremonialism, and ar-
chitectural narrative. One can more
grossly categorize them as Modernist,
historicist, and narrative entries. This
last category is obviously seen as an
escape from the hegemony of the
other two and is where the Jones &
Kirkland scheme and several of the
runners-up can be found.

Modernist solutions, however, were
by far the most evident, cellular organ-
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ization and chamfered tops abounding.
The Modernist approach is definitely
not suburban, nor does it address
Mississauga's own sense of place,
but rather seeks to heroically make
that place from scratch. The history-
loving, formal set-piece piles, on the
other hand, present another problem.
Whether they look to Canadian rail-
way hotels, 1930s moderne, or inter-
war rationalism, they simply are too
anomalous in the suburban environ-
ment. What is needed (and is missing
from Mississauga) is the fine-grained
support of city streets to accompany the
bulk and command that these tradi-
tional forms of urban domination-
parliament buildings and city halls-
imply.

The architectural narrators build
grain into their projects as part of the
Colin Rowe argument for space defin-
ers rather than space occupiers. De-
spite their different approaches to
scale and type, there was a common
theme: the presence of architectural
speech about Mississauga as a place,
as a site, and as a location. The key
to the program was to do a building
that ameliorated suburban scale and
initiated a new kind of urbanism;
these assemblage schemes seem to do
this without sabotaging the ideal of
suburbia, at the same time avoiding
an inappropriately traditional urban
set. The jury chose projects that were
symmetrical, non-historicist, and used
walls or a sense of walling as inter-
ventions in the city hall site.

Jones & Kirkland, as representa-
tives ofthis aspect ofnarration, speak
in their essay of their dissatisfaction
with Modernism:

Matters ofhierarchy and social ritual
that still exist in our institutions,
whether they be courts of law, schools,

city halls, etc., have been seen as

antipathetic to the "democratic" proc-
ess. To this end, architects have at-
tempted to diffuse or oppose these
form giving characteristics hoping to
bestow on their'buildings some inev-
itable egalitarianism. In an attempt
to minimize the authority of hierar-

chical form, modern architecture has

neutralized the associative power of
built form. The metaphysical power
of physically described public ritual
has been lost. This tendency has its
roots firmly bedded in the social po-
lemics of modern architecture-new
forms for a new society or no forms
for no society.

This was, however, the underlying
ethic of many other entries, revealing
perhaps the range of architectural
ideas au courant in Canada. James
Kirkland also discusses the sources
(southern Ontario agrarian buildings)
for their scheme. For a country that
has never known any other state than
general democracy and whose pre-
modern buildings reach no farther
back than quirky Cothic revival, the
farm buildings are a more convincing
source ofimagery: the universal qual-
ity of rural ensembles is beyond mem-
ory and culture, nationality or style.

Trevor Boddy in his postscript re-
view of the Jones & Kirkland scheme
considers the project in terms of its
rural consciorJsness, its connections
to Krier and Asplund, and most im-
portantly its position as the leading
edge of a new regionalism. It seems,
however, that at the time of the com-
petition (1982) regionalism was not
a si$nificant issue, and that the
strongest influences came from the
recently completed Portland Building
and the winning entry in the Calgary
City Hall Competition, a mirrored,
late Modern flying wedge. One is
reminded how much Canadian archi-
tecture has learned from Mississauga
in three short years-most important,
that Canada as a place has major
prerequisites for producing critically
signifi cant architecture.

The architectural atmosphere prior
to the Mississauga competition has
been captured with a Modern Move-
ment bias in Leon Whiteson's Modern
C anadian Architecture.The author has
produced a survey of 60 significant
post-1945 buildings. The book ap-
pears to have been rushed into pro-

duction with an uneven mix of both
good and terrible photos, unsophisti-
cated type, and interesting but mean-
dering essays. There is little criticism
of the Modern Movement, which is
routinely described as heroic, pure,
and clean, with Canadian architecture
assuming its most humane aspects
while leaving the excesses of style to
other, less sensitive places. Whiteson
actually appears to treat the Modern
Movement with some ambivalence, yet

in the final analysis finds it transcen-
dent, noble, and of moral excellence.

A disturbing attitude that recurs
throughout the book, often in the
section essays by prominent Canadian
architects, is the smug assumption
that Canadians do not jump on band-
wagons, that they are conservative by
nature, and that Modernism came
late to the country because the Cana-
dian psyche does not engage in friv-
olous fads. By such reasoning, the
original resistance to Modernism has
been replaced by an equally strong
commitment to it in the present. One
tires of the claim that Canada's iso-
lation is actually to its architectural
advantage. Neither does this isolation
excuse the author from ignoring the
context and cultural meaning of the
buildings.

While the buildings selected are
conservative, generally more Brutalist
than Miesian, the themes of Modern-
ism, expressionism, vernacular refer-
encing, and historicism are also pres-
ent, but unjustifiably tied up in
a Modernist straitjacket. The West
Coast, for example, has been influ-
enced tremendously by Japan, and
the prevalent horizontality and wood
technology have as little to do with
the pure Modern Movement as has the
expressionism that appears to char-
acterize the Prairies. Toronto and
Montreal are closest to the mainstream.
but the primary inclusion of Habitat
as an example of the Modern Move-
ment is rather less instructive than
Whiteson's interesting discussion of
its structural determinism, and why
it was such a famous failure. Peter
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Rose's multi-gabled, clapboard Brad-
ley House, drawn directly from ver-
nacular Quebec, is rather surprisingly
included, with the equally surprising
statement: "Cood architects feel free
to choose whatever element of style
they fancy, whatever dogmas dictate."

There is a lot of good material
here-interesting architecture, some
good photos, a telling slice cut across
the country-but no focus. This is
perhaps appropriate, given that the
Canadian architectural scene, spread
out over 5,500 miles, is widely varied
and not particularly focused. How-
ever, an acknowledgment of the con-
nection between architecture and the
rest ofCanadian culture would perhaps
have been more relevant than stretch-
ing the tired thread of Modernism.

Mississauga City Hall, A Canadian Compe-
tition, Peter Arnell and Ted Bickford, editors,
Rizzoli, 1984, l2O pp., illus., $14.95 pb.

Modern Canadian Architecture, Leon White-
son, Hurtig Publishers, Edmonton, Canada,
l9AA, 272 pp., illus. , $50.00.

Viuien Arruold:

AS II\ DS

ALISON SMITHSON

This odd little book is shaped like a
car seen from the top. It is the outline
of a Citroen ID DS 19 (thus "DS")
belonging to British architect Alison
Smithson ("AS"), who kept a diary
while driving around England from
1972 to 1973. This "diary of car-
movement," as she calls it, is also
described more obscurely as a "sen-
sibility primer." If this means that it
will help us to learn to be more sen-
sitive to the landscape as we travel
through it, then Ms. Smithson just
barely succeeds, even on her own
particular terms, and at great cost to
the reader's patience.

Expectations are set up that are
not met. The book's shape, for ex-
ample, is not readily identifiable as
a car, until one notices inside the
architectural plan view ofthe interior.

This leads one to expect a discussion
of the car as abode that does not
ensue. Serious, rather pedantic mani-
festo-style introductory remarks, and
chapters entitled "The Graphics of
Movement" and "The Private Room
on Wheels" nourish this vain hope.
In fact, it is all beside the point; the
clue is the word "diary." The bulk of
the text is Smithson's verbatim, un-
digested entries, ramblings, and, with
rare exceptions, impersonal observa-
tions, written in an entirely personal
style ... vaguely related phrases ...
unhampered by upper-case letterings
... connected by dots ... obscure
use of syntax: for emphasis .. . over-
use of hyphens to indicate a describ-
ing of sensation-giving observational
information .. .

a cloud of buff smoke is tree-formed
in the back-garden of a house by the
roundabout .. . the air so still ...
the sky is pearly, and as unlrlemished
as it has been all day long.

Endless weather, endless flashing
lights: short doses are palatable enough,
but an entire book of it is astonish-
ingly difficult to absorb, especially as
there is no connective tissue to speak
of. The text often seems unrelated to
the chapter titles. It is illustrated
with sketches, photographs, children's
drawings, and unconnected bits of
maps, which help break up the prose
into more edible chunks. I would
have liked one map or diagram of the
places visited in relation to each
other. The result is a scrapbook,
meaningful to the author but not to
the reader. What saves all the endless
description from being merely ludi-
crous is that the manner of expression
is so consistent throughout, so un-
selfconscious, that I have no doubt it
is indeed the author's true voice.
Nevertheless, it is unbelievably repeti-
tious, consequently boring, and the in-
teresting parts are just lost in the haze.

AS in DS, An Eye on the Road, Alison
Smithson, DeUt University Press, 1983, 164

pp., illus., Dfls 25.00 (About $10.00).
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THE ENGLISH
FLOWER GABDEN

William Robinson
This is the master's mas-
terpiece, a work which
critics have described as
the most important and
influential gardening
book in the language.

Profusely illustrated with
engravings and photo-
graphs, the book was
first published in 1883.
The last and definitive
edition, published in 1933, has been reprinted
in full and significantly updated.

6Yt" x 9Yt" cloth 535.00
'"fhere is no bettel inhoduction to gardening,
or to what gardening can be, than The Englbh
Flower Garden." -THE WASHINGTON POST

BEATRIX FARRAND'S
AMERICAN

LANDSCAPES
HER GARDENS & CAMPUSES

Diana Balmori,
Diane Kostial McGuire

Eleanor M. McPeck
In this handsome
book, Beatrix Farrand
(1872-1959) takes her
righ6rl place as one of
America's greatest
landscape architects.

Beautifuly illustrated
and clearly written by
three distinguished
landscape architects,
this is an elegant work
for both the professional and amateur gardener.

7\h" x9Yt" paper $24.95
"Robinson's earliest influence in America is
best exemplified bg the work of the londscape
architect Beatrix Fanand. . . . "

_THE NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW

GRAVETYE MANOR
William Robinson

Crauetye Manor, a handsomely produced fac-
simile, is a record of William Robinson's first
twenty years at the Elizabethan manor he made
famous in his garden writings. It is reissued in a
luxurious, numbered edition.

ll" x 15" cloth 5125.00
"The book b a delight to see, with superior
paper, beautiful pinting and remarkably pro-
duced wood engrauings."

_HOUSE AND GARDEN

ORDER F,OR CHRISTMAS
Kraus Reprint and Periodicals
Route 100, Millwood, NY 10546

br

Send:

-copies 

The Eng[ish Flower
Carden, $35.00

-copies 

Beatrix Farrand's American
Landscapes, $24.95

-copies 

Gravetye Manor, $125.00

Zin
Payment must accompany your order plus postage and
hmdling (U.S. and Canada 570 of total; Foreign 1Vo ol

K
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Name

Address

add applicable sales tax.
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total).
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ARCH!TECTURE IS ELEMEI{TABY

For anyone who wants to become architecturally literate, Architecture ls
Elementary by Nathan B. Winters outlines some of the most basic concepts
used by great architects and designers. The book is full of intricate ink draw-
ings of many of the world's famous buildings with lessons that challenge
the lay person or young student venturing into architecture for the first time.
300 pp.;8'lz x l0%: over 400 ilhslrali0ns: lSBl{ 0{7905-186.8: indsx, $19.95, slurdy, flsxible pepsrbeck wilh
sewn binding.

THE l{EW GUIDE T() ARCHITECTUBE 11{ SAl{ FRAIIUSC(I
Al{D I{(lRTHERl{ CALIF(IRl{IA

The new edition of this consistently popular guidebook by David Gebhard,

Eric Sandweiss and Robert Winter reflects the first major revision since the
book went on the market in 1973. As the quintessentialdirectory to architec-
ture in San Francisco, the Bay Area, the Peninsula, Marin County, East Bay,
Santa ClaraValley and other parts of Northern California, it is an indi-
spensable tool lor architects and others.

576 pp.:4Vt x l0: 600 + illustrations and phol0graphE, I 25 maps; lSBll 0-87905-202-3; inlroducti0r, glossary,

index: t14.95, papor.

ARTISTS' B00KS: A CRITICAL ANTH0L0GY
AND SOURCEBOOK

Although the book form has been a medium of expression for a long line of
major artists from Blake to Duchamp, there has been no historical period to
compare with the last 20 years in which a trickle ol artists' books has become

a proliferation. There has long been a need lor a thorough study of the book-
works of contemporary a(ists. This volume, edited by Joan Lyons, fills
that need.

272pp.:6 x 9: 120 photographs: lSBll 0-87905-2074; t19.95; cloth.

THE VISI(II{ARY PII{H()LE

Through pinhole photography one can reveal a perception of reality which is
remarkable for its clarity and for its distortion. This art form has an aesthetic
all its own. The Visionary Pinhole by Lauren Smith is the first extensive
collection of contemporary pinhole art to be published in book form. Sixty-five
images by 24 artists, ranging from the familiar to the bizarre, are included
in this beautiful work.
80 pp.l I x l0:65 phologra[hs,26 in color: lS81{ 0-87905.206-6; E14.95, papGr.

C()t{TEMP()RABY AMEBICAI{ tI'()()I)W()BKER S

ln Contemporary American Woodworkers, author Michael Stone takes readers
on a guided tour of the heads, hearts and hands of 10 of the most influential
wood sculptors, furniture makers and other wood crafters in America today.
Stone crisscrossed the country to visit their homes and studios, conducted
hours of personal interviews, attended their lectures and classes, and viewed
commissioned pieces in the homes of clients.

208 pp.: I x 9; 222 pholograp[s. 40 in color: lSBl{ 0-87905.098-5; $29.95, cloth.
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John Beach:

ICE PALACES
FRED ANDERES
and ANN ACRANOFF

With a depressingly sparse handful
of exceptions -Charles Moore's wacko
Wonder Wall at the New Orleans
World's Fair being the most notable
and the most gleeful-the public ar-
chitecture of recent decades has been
conspicuous for its lack of festivity.
The nature of our loss is indicated by
Ice Palaces, a recent book which takes
a fond look at what can happen when
architecture's resources are placed at
the service of impermanent frivolity.

The nature of the material limited
the range of the ice palace in North
America to Canada and the northern-
most United States. The material also
limited the structural repertoire: ex-
lensive canlilevers, for instance, were
out of the question. But the possibil-
ities were wielded with real audacity.
Some of these structures attained a
height of nearly two hundred feet,
and the forms were varied and fanci-
ful. The styles changed over the dec-
ades. There are imposing Art Deco
examples; surely one of the unlike-
liest adventures of FDR's New Deal
was the WPA funding of St. Paul,

Minnesota's ice palaces in the late
1930s and early 1940s. There are
more recent incarnations at military
bases in the Arctic, and in the mam-
moth ice and snow sculptures of the
Sapporo, Japan, Winter festival. Those
who find modern architecture cold will
feel smugly justified by the inclusion
of the rigidly orthogonal, International
Style winner of a1976 Minnesota com-
petition for the design of a Bicenten-
nial ice palace. Joyless despite the
balloons and fluttering pennants in
.the rendering, its inclusion among
more vigorous designs makes an elo-
quent if superficial anti-Modernist
statement.

The real heyday of the ice palace,
aesthetically, and as an object ofpub-
lic enthusiasm, was the latter part of
the l9th century. The artifacts this
book primarily celebrates are crenel-
lations, machicolations, turrets, and
exuberance. The winter festivals of
which these creations were the focus
usually climaxed with a Storming of
The Ice Palace, something of a cross
between a snowball fight, a pagan
solstice ceremony and the Super Bowl.

The ice palace phenomena is me-
ticulously documented in this book
with photographs, period graphics,
newspaper descriptions and even work-
ing drawings. The genre's masters, its
functions and escalating costs (some

things never change) are chronicled,
as well as the erratic climatic occur-
rences which contributed to its decline.
The inclusion as an ancestor object
of the American ice palaces of an
l8th-century baroque wedding palace
built of ice in St. Petersburg seems a
little farfetched. It is unlikely that
a l9th-century designer from Minne-
apolis or Montreal was au courant
with the capricious behavior of the
Russian Empress Anna. But the build-
ing itself is so improbable and lovely,
and the stories surrounding its incep-
tion so bizarre, that one is grateful to
the authors for risking reader incre-
dulity to include it.

Ice Palaces is a fine piece of eso-
terica which should have an unexpect-
edly wide appeal in an era when the
environment is becoming increasingly
bland, and even McDonald's and Jack-
in-the-Box have gone respectable on
us. Human endeavors and institutions
tend to ape their makers, and this
book reminds us that we forget it to
our peril. To remain fresh, fertile,
energetic, and adaptable, architecture,
too, needs a vacation from time to
time.

Ice Palaces, Fred Anderes and Ann Agranoff,
Abbeville, 1983, i32 pp., illus., $29.95 cloth;
S16.95 paper.

KINC KAMEHAMEHA IN FRONT OF IOLANI PAI-ACE. SAPPORO. 1982
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Gerald L. Pocius:

BIG HOUSE,
LITTLE HOUSE,
BACK HOUSE, BARN
THOMAS C. HUBKA

Thomas Hubka's book on the New
England connected farmstead is an

important contribution to vernacular
architecture scholarship. Based on
fieldwork primarily in Maine, the
book, with its healthy graphic accom-
paniment of hundreds of isometric
drawings, floorplans, and photographs,
lays to rest many of the simplistic
explanations surrounding this partic-
ular building confrguration.

Hubka examines the major com-
ponents of the connected farmstead
complex-the dwelling house, back
kitchen, storage shed, and barn-
and provides detailed histories of the
development of each particular archi-
tectural form in the area. He also
places these buildings in the spatial
context of the typical farmstead and
outlines how each building type was

stylistically decorated and used. By

selecting several farmsteads as case

studies, he points out that the im-
pulse to connect buildings on the
farm was primarily a l9th-century
phenomenon, often involving the mov-
ing of already existing outbuildings
to be connected to the dwelling house.

DOORYARD. WILI,IAM WALKER TARM. ARUNDET-. MAINE, CIRCA ISBO

He finds that this rearrangement was

primarily a response to agricultural
reforms of the time, coupled with re-
formist strains in the local culture.
Farmers felt compelled to modernize
their agricultural operations to com-
pete with the more successful farms
of the developing West. The alteration
of the farmstead configuration was one

of many means by which they hoped
to renew success.

The book is a superb example of
the use of case studies, combining
the author's architectural training with
the concerns of a cultural historian.
The drawings alone make this study
invaluable. Hubka has advanced the
scholarship on the vernacular archi-
tecture of this region considerably,
demonstrating, for example, that the
"Cape Cod" house is only one form
of a more complex building tradition,
and that farmers did not connect their
houses and barns simply because of
climate.

Hubka has masterfully clarified the
complex forces that governed a partic-
ular building configuration; the local
farmers were not simply following
elite trends or replicating ideas from
the past. New England farmers, like
all designers, had somehow to con-
tend with their era's notion of prog-

ress; the connected farmstead was

their thoughtful response. This book
should become one of the standard
sources on American vernacular ar-
chitecture, an important contribution
to our understanding of how ordinary
people built the common structures
that still dominate much of the land-
scape.

Big House, Little House, Back House,
Barn: The Connected Farm Buildings of
New England, Thomas C. Hubka, University
Press of New England, 1984,226 pp., illus.,
fi29.9s.

A FARMSTEAD WITH MAJOR BARN AT EITHER END OF THE CONNECTED COMPLEX, BRIDGTON, MAINE
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ONE-ROOM SCHOOL HOUSE. (PHOTO COURTESY OF THE PRESERVATION PRESS)

John Fraser Hart:

AMERICA'S
COUNTRY SCHOOLS
Andrew Culliford

The one-room country school was
a distinctive feature of the rural land-
scape, and it holds a hallowed place
in the country's romantic mythology.
On the frontier it was usually the first
commu4jty structure, and often it
doubled as the meeting place or place
of worship. Its straight, gable roof
covered a simple rectangular box, no
more than 30 by 40 feet, which was
the practical limit of voice and vision
for teacher and pupils alike. Con-
structed of the local building ma-
terials, be they log, sod, stone, brick,
adobe, or-most commonly-wood
frame, the schoolhouse could usually
be identified by its conventional use

of three or four high windows on either
side.

Andrew Culliford's study of the
country schoolhouse in an eight-state
area bounded by Nevada, North Da-
kota, and Kansas is a nostalgic ex-
ercise, a catalogue of a vanishing
tradition. Of the estimated 200,000
one-room schools in use at the be-
ginning of the century, only 12,000
remain, and less than 850 are ac-
tively used. The author's method re-
minds me of nothing so much as a
strip of flypaper, where all manner of
things are stuck with little rhyme or
reason. The enormous collection of
period photographs, anecdotes, and
miscellany is roughly structured into
chapters on the evolution of American
education, school curricula in the l9th
century, the arduous lives of teachers,
the role of the school as a community
center, the architecture (the least sat-
isfying chapter), and a useful conclud-
ing chapter concerning the general

principles and case studies of school-
house preservation.

The book is the work of an earnest
and enthusiastic amateur rather than
a careful scholar-long on sentiment
and short on objective analysis. De-
spite statements to the contrary, it
implicitly assumes that primitive is
noble, that the past is heroic and
romantic. Culliford even clutches at
straws to support his belief that the
one-room school may be making a
comeback in urban areas of America.
Behind him is an attitude that seems
to have marked too many historic
preservation efforts, the idea that ev-
erything old, quaint, or personally ap-
pealing should be preserved-which
certainly leaves a lot of room for
a better theoretical rationale.

America's Country Schools, Andrew Gulli-
ford, The Preservation Press, 1984, 292 pp.,
illus., $18.95.
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Aaron Betsky:

STYLED FOR LIVING
SHERMAN R. EMERY

BUILDI]\G TYPES STUDY
ARCHITECTURAL RECORD

CREATINC INTERIORS
FOR UNUSUAL SPACES

SIMONETTA SPADA

My first reaction to such books as

Styled for Liaing is to commence a
ritual purification by carefully burn-
ing the volume on a pyre made of
carpet and paint samples. Yet, as a pro-
fessional involved with the teaching
of interior design, I am also com-
pelled to flip through the glossy glib-
ness of their pages to find out what is
going on "out there," what my pro-
spective clients and perhaps my stu-
dents have been told is "elegant, yet
manageable," or "daring, but practi-
cal," or "luxuriously livable." And
I can always compare the designer
lofts, pieds-d-terre and condos culled
from the pages of Interior Design
with the memorable collection pub-
lished each fall by Architectural Record.
Flipping through that compendium one
finds the rarified balance of irony and
monumentality, ridiculous formality
and willful kitsch that makes a de-
signer feel truly distinct from the
uncouth masses.

The designer is, after all, a profes-
sional, with a judgment supposedly
informed by rigorous training and
highly developed critical abilities for
the manipulation of three-dimensional
forms in a spatial configuration. The
designers collected in the two volumes
mentioned above exhibit equal skill
in this; the question is rather, Why?
In that realm, Interior Design maga-
zine makes by far the clearer case for
itself.

The criterion for the selection of
the designs in Styled for Liaing,
according to editor and self-proclaimed

guru of good taste Sherman Emery, is
that they are all "residences executed
by a professional interior designer."
These are not thrown-together living
arrangements which unconsciously re-
flect the daily lives and personal
histories of their inhabitants. Nor are
they alien orders imposed on those
lives by architects. These designs all
emerged, according to the captions,
from conversations between clients,
who want comfort and control, and
designers, who contribute good taste.
The descriptions next to the lavish
and carefully staged photographs high-
light the process of design. Yet almost

LOFI AREA IN STUDIO APARTMENT DESIGNET)
BY AI,ESSANDRO COLBERTAI,DO

all the clients disappear into yuppie
clich6s, demanding places for their
VCRs, IBMs, and Ralph Laurens,
and the designers become effeminate
fanciers of mauve and marble, build-
ers of chintzy character. Client and
designer each have a role, and each
is acting out conspicuous consumption
in a theater of sexual or professional
masks. The worst (and most successful)
theatrical masters exhibited are Mi-
chael de Santis and the firm of Patino/
Wolf. Their work features spotlights,
marble, brass bands, oversized furni-
ture, and a use of color determined by
the season in which the house will be

used. One wonders why the inhabitants
do not get headaches after ten minutes
of trying to survive in these overblown
environments. Perhaps they don't live
there: only their characters do.

The designs collected in Architec-
tural Record are much more ambiva-
lent about their function, even though
this collection is couched both in a
host of advertisements for the building
blocks that go into the creation of the
designs and by a lengthy roundtable
discussion of the role of the interior
designer in the office space. The
sense of reality is soon lost when one
realizes that few of the goods adver-
tised have been used in the projects
highlighted, and that the discussion
leads nowhere. All participants in the
talk lament the paradoxical oversupply
of elements and choices for designing
office interiors, and the total dearth
of flexibility in the actual working out
of these spaces. An office interior
must, after all, reflect not only the
functional needs of the clients, but
also the unspoken needs and nature
of maker and made environment. It
seems American business does not
have much to say except that it is
willing to experiment with different
ways of arranging the rungs on the cor-
porate ladder-given the constraints
of the market.

As a result, the offices shown in
this magazine are all extraordinary in
every sense of the word. The cover
shows a scene from the new home of
SITE, where workers sit half-screened
behind partitions made from unplas-
tered metal lath. The effect, enhanced
by surreal photography, is a shimmer-
ing environment which rejoices in its
ambivalence. Even more surreal is
the precious jewel box created by
Emilio Ambasz for a Belgian bank in
New York: the walls are covered in
two layers of silk, behind which trompe
l'oeil views of Manhattan try to hide
the economics of a corner office be-
hind floating, dark planes. In larger
and more "normal" offices-the Duffy
Croup's design for the Continental
Company or Peter Rose's design for a
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law firm-one is struck by the lavish,
exquisite and alien nature of the ar-
chitectural hardware which tries to
transform these bland office floors
into magnificent palaces of architec-
tural and cultural potential. They are
only offices, and both architect and
client again play roles, this time by
claiming to either revel in or disdain
their roles.

More successful are such lavish
exercises in idiosyncrasy as Diane
Lewis's LesTuileries and Steven Holl's
private apartment. Both are fitted into
spaces where the constraints of the
structure and site weighed heavily on
both client and architect. Neither,
however, wants to admit either to their
surroundings or to any roles they
might have to play inside them. In-
stead, the restaurant catches one's
attention by planes that then deny
themselves around the corner or float

above the floor. Nothing is certain in
this environment, not even that this
is a humanistically determined world
where top is top, where feet are on
the ground and some human activity
takes place. Holl's apartment is even
more an essay in willful contradiction:
a quarter of a million dollars was
spent illustrating the qualities ofpoint,
line, and mass in fragments of fur-
nishings which "explore architecture"
by creating "dialectical counterpoints"
and thus allow both players in this
design game to escape into a world
where any synthesis achieved will
automatically create another thesis.
These are mausoleums for modern
architecture, as divorced from the
cycles of everyday life and the social,
political, and psychological contra-
dictions of which every interior is
a microcosm as are the fantasy worlds
of Sherman Emeryt favorites.

It is almost a relief to turn to the
slim and awkward Creating Interiors

for Unusual Spaces. The title, the
Iayout, and the photographs here lack
the grace and splendor, the economic
and physical weight of the other two

volumes. Fewer objects are deployed,
yet most of the designs make up for
the lack with austere self-control.
None of the lofts, houseboats, or
converted towers in the Italian country-
side strike one as particularly practical,
nor as masterpieces ofcoherent, inno-
vative, and captivating design. Almost
all pose elements of modern technol-
ogy, transformed by artful and usually
Italian design, against preexisting
structures exposed in all their glory.
Whereas the antiques in Styled for
Lfuing have to fight against the ceiling
lighting cones and white plaster cor-
ner joints, emphasizing the artificial
nature of their placement, the archi-
tectural fragments in Record bask in
their own ironic iconography; here the
Breuer and Rietveld chairs, the spin-
dly lighting fixtures and the light
industrial rolling stock mark and fix
places of inhabitation in a world both
well defined by traditions of living
and living structures, and open to

continual exploration and redefinition.
The results are neither startling nor

always attractive, but two projects
stand out. They are both by architects,
and both are becoming icons among
the students with whom I am involved.
One is the Veranda House by Mario
Botta, a small house in the grip of
a monumental geometry that somehow
modulates light and daily rhythms
into ritualistic splendor. The other
is the Spiller House by Frank Gehry,
an essay in exploring the edges of the
box of modernism and the planes of
modern living by cutting their edges
and revealing the structure that makes
them, allowing light and activity to be
measured by the very materials which
create their framework. Such triumphs
of inner clarity are rare, even in this
volume. Authors Mirko Mejetta and
Simonetta Spada had to find all but
two of their projects in Europe, and
their sparse text and indifferent photo-
graphs evidence no rationale for choos-
ing these particular projects. Yet I
would rather be unsatisfied with mod-
ern gestures at making sense of the
private history and social realm of
the everyday environment than see

myself, my students, or their clients
overwhelmed with the heavy-handed
operatics of either architectural or
interior "design professionals."

Styled for Living, Residential Interiors
from Interior Design Magazine, Sherman
R. Emery, editor, Interior Design Books,
t984.

Building Types Study: Record Interiors,
the editors of Architectural Record, 1984,
Volume 172, no. ll, 240 pp., illus., $7.95 pb.

Creating Interiors for Unusual Spaces, De-
signs from Around the World, Mirko Mejetta
and Simonetta Spada, Whitney Library of De-

sign, 1984, 127 pp., illus., $32.50.
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Houard Juruker:

MID.CENTURY MODERN
CARA GREENBERC

Never trust any writer on period fur-
niture who tells you up front that at
the height of the era under discussion
she was in a'ocrib painted with yellow
duckies." Or concludes her study with
a list of four retail stores in Califor-
nia, one in Chicago, and twelve in
New York City that carry the goods
in question.

False nostalgia and its cousin, cyni-
cal nostalgia, are not really inappropri-
ate attitudes, they are just inadequate
to deal justly with that great moment
in American furniture desigrr, the
Postwar period, which Cara Greenberg
correctly locate s in 19 47 -19 57, althou gh

she has apparently forgotten the term
itself, which understandably fell out
of favor during Vietnam.

In a sense, though, we are still in
the Postwar period. Consider not so

much the continued absence of global
warfare, but the number of classic
pieces of the era, especially chairs,

still in production: nine of Greenberg's
"ten best chairs"; Noguchit movable-
base, triangular plate-glass-top coffee
table; Saarinen's pedestal table; [.ov-
ett's firehood fireplace; Henningsen's
PH-5 lamp. (Will connoisseurs of the
next century be able-or want-to
distinguish between a 1956 Eames
lounge chair and an echt, but 1986,
"original"?)

Greenberg herself is not particularly
interested in making quality distinc-
tions. She is in favor of all the re-
ceived ideas. She is slightly troubled
that at a certain point bad taste be-
came good taste, but, as a true post-
modern child, she rather enjoys the
confusion that results from an aes-
thetic in which anything goes. This is
thrillingly evident in the haU dozen
current residences she studies under
the rubric "living a fifties fantasy."
(She and her editors seem unable to
decide between "fifties" and "'50s."
Need I say more?)

At first, Creenberg seems to think
the trickle-down theory accounts for
the glories of mid-century: the legacy
of the Bauhaus, wartime technologies,
Postwar affluence. But then came the

bastardization of rip-offs, possible
because the courts refused to allow
patents on furniture design. And there
was also a "brain drain" as the super-
stars were lured into industrial and
contract furnishings; Sputnik dented
America's dream of invincibility; and
the same year, o'furniture sales in
California topped those of New York
for the first time." That is, the center
of taste moved away from "Northeast-
ern havens of sophistication." The
positive contribution of popular taste,
of Detroit taste, of atomic and drive-in
and Vegas taste, is beyond Greenberg's
competence to assimilate.

Tim Street-Porter's photos of mid-
eighties versions of period rooms help
relieve the catalog odor of much of
this book, but they also emphasize
the extent to which it is, after all, not
much more than a quickie guide for
young trendies eager to do up their
"pads" in a "retro" style that seemed
quite modern in the early eighties.

Mid-Century Modern: Furniture of the
1950's, Cara Greenberg, Harmony Books,
1984, 175 pp., illus., $30.00.

CURVACIOUS COFFEE TABLE BY PLYCRAFT, DANISH CHAIR, FIFTIES WIRE WALL SCULPTURE, AND PHILCO PREDICTA TV
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Sarah Bodine &
Michael Dunas:

PLASTICS

ln1966 Dustin Hoffmann as the Grad-
uate was offered the elusive key to
success in a word: "Plastics.o' It was
ironic that such a commonplace pana-
cea should be reduced to a whisper.

Plastics is a prodigy of industrial
society. With no heritage nor palpable
personality, its social identity has
been molded by the infinite power of
modern science and the insatiable
appetite of consumerism. Plastics is
a debased material, often character-
ized as "cheap," "imitation," and
"kitsch." Its potency is anomalous in
a society that values art and com-
merce. A plastic society offers a re-
ligion of the prosaic in defiance of the
sublime and ordains as its prophet
the modern scientist with the oppor-
tunity to remake the natural world in
his image.

The entrancing image of plastics
pervades both Plastic: Common Ob-
jects, Classic Desigrx, by Sylvia Katz
and, Art Plastics, Designedfor Liaing,
by Andrea DiNoto. Both authors be-
gin by quoting Roland Barthes, who
in his Mythologies d,escribes plastics
as "the first magical substance that
consents to be prosaic." It would seem
that by immersing themselves in the
seductive appearance of plastics they,
like Barthes, have been moved by the
enigmatic attraction of the material.

A formless matter, with little in-
nate resistance, plastics can hardly
be called a substance. Its malleabil-
ity renders its shape a mere imprint
of manufacture. The resonance and
texture of objects made of plastic are
alien to our natural sensibilities. Their
color perpetrates only the aggressive
side of plastic's character. Expressions
in plastic proliferate, yet appear dis-
ingenuous and evoke little empathy
with the condition of the material.

To the designer, plastics offers
freedom of invention and the accom-
panying pressures of responsibility.

Unshackled by the traditions of crafts-
manship and "tmth to materials," plas-
tics offers no recalcitrance in manu-
facture nor allegiance to historical
precedent.

To elevate this prosaic substance to
a level of greater social value, both
authors have trimmed their sails with
the commercial wind. Here the eu-
phemistic collector's market acts as a
barometer of commercial value for ob-
jects with no other criteria than sup-
ply and demand. This is not to say
that the assignment of relative worth
does not occasionally lead to more
serious inspection-as in fine art,
where age, style, aesthetics, prove-

J. Harry DuBois (Mr. Plastic), whose
P lastics H istory tlS.A. (Cahn erc, I97 2)
charts the prodigious achievements of
pioneers in the plastics industry, from
the exploding collodion billiard ball
(1963), which caused John Wesley
Hyatt to discover celluloid, through
Bakelite, vinyl, melamineo Tirpperware,
Lucite, nylon, and formica.

Andrea DiNoto, editor of the Time-
Life Encyclopedia of Collectibles, at-
tempts to extend her consideration of
plastics beyond technological devel-
opments when she interjects the no-
tion of "art." She makes clear that
in this case art is the "art of the
machine," good design rather than

FROM DINOTO, ART PLASTIC: DESIGNEI) FOR LIVINC

fine art. However, she never estab-
lishes the discrete ability of plastics
to induce good design, nor explicates
the formal qualities that posit value
in its expression. She attempts rather
to ascribe value by inference, as if
to say, 'ol-ook, this object has been
praised as good design and it is made
of plastic!" We are left longing for a
more exact criteria to ascertain the
value of preserving this transparent,
elusive material.

The organization of DiNoto's book
parodies the prosaic quality of plas-
tics with chapter headings-"Vani-
ties," "Necessitiesr" "Pastimesr" "Play-
things," "Comforts of Home"-rein-
forcing the underlying ambiguity of
novelty, ubiquity, and caprice that
has characterized the popularity of
the product. DiNoto attempts to pro-

nance, and authorship inform collect-
ing on the highest level. However,
these books, with their emphasis on
appearance and their lack of critical
analysis, offer little further evaluation.

Plastics is the rubric that signals
the direction for both books, but
materials are rarely collected for their
own sake. We collect not wood but
furniture, not clay but pottery, and
even our most precious natural ma-
terials, diamonds and gold, are hardly
collected in a virgin state. Therefore
to consider the material plastics as a
basis for collecting proves a major
obstacle, since at best it is defined as

a formless substance that can be
molded or modeled. It is left to these
authors'essays to extricate the subject
from this ontological thicket. Both
Katz and DiNoto owe a great debt to
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vide a broader social perspective by
describing the cultural and artistic
climate in which plastic was devel-
oped. However, observations such as
"the streamlined style continues to
fascinate collectors of plastics because
the material is so well suited to the
style" beg deeper examination. This
does not diminish the informative and
readable text of the book, but reveals
an inability to come to grips with the
efficacy of the plastics phenomenon.
Why plastics? What is plastics really?
The glossary and identification guide
that conclude the book further ob-
fuscate the issue by suggesting that
a degree in chemical engineering,

embrace plastics as the product of the
"present" infers a modern ethos serv-
ing a transitory function, with no
intrinsic value. Nonetheless, the pres-
ervation of a time and period mne-
monically through'a product is of
ultimate value in a modern society
losing its capacity to retain a sense
of the past. Our society lives in
the perpetual present, with constant
change eschewing the traditions that
former societies had striven to pre-
serve. For this reason it has become
as meaningful to collect artifacts of
the sixties, seventies, and eighties as
to collect l9th-century antiques.

Though Katz and DiNoto both em-

FROM DINOTO. ART PLASTIC: OESICNED FOR LIVINC

rather than an eye for style, author-
ship, or aesthetics, is the key to
appreciating plastics.

Sylvia Katz, a British art historian,
collector of plastics, and author ofthe
previously published P lastics, D esigns
and Materials (Eastview, 1978), like
DiNoto justifies the earlier "imitative"
periods of plastic, when it was used
to replace bone, ivory, and tortoise-
shell, by subsequent postwar design
achievements which exploited plastics
as self-referential. The heart of her
book is a chronological portfolio.

Two points must be made about
Katz's organization and point of view.
As an art historian, she predictably
presents work within "style" decades.
However, the "period" pieces also
evoke a feeling of nostalgia, a common
motivation for collecting plastics. To

phasize the design value of plastic
products, Katz supports her claim
with purely visual data, without bene-
fit of an explanatory text. One can
only assume that she considers the
aesthetic value of plastic design per-
ceptible without extensive contextual
knowledge or scientific acumen.

These are books of primarily visual
appeal, and the production of both
is sumptuous and lavishly colorful.
Though no book on plastics could
purport to be comprehensive, DiNoto's
collection is by far the best catalogue
on the subject. Katz's material, on the
other hand, is culled primarily from
her own collection, and is consequent-
ly more idiosyncratic. The paradox of
collecting industrial design, where
the historical criteria of discrete value
is applied to a mass-produced, com-

monplace object, is evident in the
extensive duplication of work shown
in the two books.

Both Katz and DiNoto adequately
represent the early years of Bakelite,
celluloid, shellac, gutta-percha, eb-
onite, and so on, and are on firm foot-
ing with the history of the material,
its effect on product color and form,
its social ramification of "imitation"
and the proletarian attitudes of"cheap-
ness," novelty, and fun. Where they
begin to editorialize is in their consid-
eration of post-World War II design.
The introduction of modern plastic
design marks a disconcerting visual
and intellectual break in plastic his-
tory. Like modern art, modern design
is often self-referential, no longer
subservient to material or method.
Fleed from its historical restrictions,
the material is sublimated to concept.
Although both authors have clearly
identifred the value of design to plas-
tics, they have difficulty maintaining
the lineage with modern examples
that are appreciated not primarily for
their use of plastics but for their
artistry or design. When we are con-
fronted by a Braun radio, a Stanley
Lechtzin brooch, or Sottsass cabinetry,
we are in the presence of an artistic
sensibility that has very little in com-
mon with celluloid fans, Barbie dolls,
or polyethylene pineapple pitchers.
It seems in the plethora of recent
books devoted to furniture history,
2Oth-century period styles and indus-
trially designed products, design's
self-referential use of plastics finds a
home in a legitimate tradition. By
failing to segregate the two traditions
of plastic-the "inventive" commod-
ity and the "design" expression-the
authors do a disservice to the value
of both.

Art Plastic: Designed for Living, Andrea
DiNoto, Abbeville, 1984, 228 pp., illus.,
$45.00.

Plastics: Common Objects, Classic Designs,
Sylvia Katz, Abrams, 1984, 160 pp., illus.,
$2s.00.
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Mary Hunt Kahlenberg:

TEXTILES I1\ AMERICA
1650-r870

FLORENCE M. MONTCOMERY

Florence Montgomery's second book
on American textiles is informative,
well written, and, in view of current
trends in interior furnishings, timely.
Divided into two basic sectionso the

book covers in the first part the devel-
opment of different furnishing types,
showing their chronological changes.
Detailed chapters are devoted to
bedhangings, window curtains, and
upholstery. The second part is an

exhaustively researched dictionary of
fabrics used during the lTth through
l9th centuries, a feature that makes
the book a defrnitive reference work.
The transition between the two sec-
tions is made by a chapter on period

rooms, and given perspective by a

discussion of how attitudes to the
period room have changed since the
twenties. Montgomery's concern for
authenticity in historic houses and
museum period rooms stems from her
work as curator of textiles at the
Winterthur Museum and as a consul-
tant to the Metropolitan Museum of
Art. Her many illustrations of drap-
eries and furniture treatments will
doubtless influence the refurbishing
of historic houses, and, considering
that the elaborate use of l8th- and
l9th-century fabrics is back in style,
the book might also serve designers.

Montgomery's sources include cata-
Iogues from the early trade practices,
prepared in some cases by British
agents acting for American merchants,
in others by government officials try-
ing to promote textile manufacturing.
From an Achermann's of I8l0 she
produces the admonition that o'For

Eating Rooms and Libraries, a mater-
ial of more substance is requisite than
for Rooms of a lighter cast."

Furnishing fabrics were fashionable
items, and new fabrics with new
names kept business flowing; if it
wasn't flowing, a new name for the
same fabric might help. The dictionary
of these fabrics is sensible, usable,
and interesting. It leads us to imagine
what samples such as "shagreen" must
have felt like: "a spotted silk taffeta
made in all colors, especially black.
The pebbled surface resembles shark-
skin.'o Several fabrics changed their
meaning along the way. ooDrugget," for
instance, referred in the 1700s to
a loosely woven woolen material often
supplied to slaves or servants for
coating, but by 1830 it signified a

mean carpeting fabric or carpet Iining.
While the dictionary is not meant to
be read from "adatais" to "zanella."
it would be a shame to wait to read
it until you needed information on
"prunella."

Textiles in America 1650-1870, Florence
Montgomery, Wi Wi Norton (a Winterthur Mu-
seum Book), 1984,4L2 pp., illus., $39.95.
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PRIMARY AUDIO COMPONE).{TS FLUSH.MOUNTED
I\ A CUSTOM CABINET

Lois Wagner Green:

THE MEDIA DESIGI\
BOOK
PHILIP MAZZURCO

We no sooner master the woofer when
along comes the digital disc. We get
down with tweeters and there's the
computing turntable. Thank heaven
for the audio-visual consultant. In
fact, the most valuable words prof-
fered in The Media Design Book, one
of the first works to focus on elec-
tronic installations in professionally
designed interiors, is the advice to
plug into the expertise of the sight
and sound specialist.

That recommendation appears to
be well taken by the 32 mostly Man-
hattan designers represented in this
assemblage of mostly residential in-
stallations. High tech meets high flash
in a range of inventive built-in solu-
tions that triumph over intimidating
galaxies of buttons, levers, and dials.
Control panels that seem adequate
for intergalactic travel are worked into
flush decorative wall friezes, mirrored
walls, stainless steel columns, or are
impassively and utterly concealed in
artful cabinetry.

There are also solutions with socio-
Iogical implications too depressing to
contemplate: a square coffee table
with television screens built into each
side of the apron, or a horizontal row
of three television sets, each equipped
with its own headphones-both instal-

lations intended for separate, albeit
companionable, viewing.

One way or another, this collection
certainly works to raise our conscious-
ness to the possibilities of integrating
sight and sound equipment into in-
terior design.

But still, this is a book that inevit-
ably suffers from the built-in obso-
lescence inherent in a field where state
of the art lasts about five minutes. In-
deed, author Philip Mazzurco advises
that all installations be equipped with
access panels, not only for repair but
also for inevitable replacement and
upgrading of equipment. It is this
constant technological flux that Iimits
the usefulness of the sections on "Me-
dia Basics" and 'oDesign Basics" that
begin and end Mr. Mazzurco's book.

It should be noted that a number of
the installations in The Media Design
Book have been previously published
in various periodicals. Moreover, de-
spite the promise of its subtitle-
"Ideas and Projects for Audio, Video,
and Computer Components for the
Home and Office"-only two home
computer tie-in installations and only
one rear projection television instal-
lation are included, and the smatter-
ing of corporate installations may
flesh out the book but hardly the sub-
ject. Certainly the electronic office
is too vast and complex a subject
to be approached in the few pages
that Mr. Mazzurco devotes to office
installations.

It would also have been a conve-
nience as well as a courtesy if the
author had seen fit to include among
the "Useful Addresses" of the design-
ers, photographers, and equipment
manufacturers represented in the book
those of the audio-visual consultants
for the illustrated installations who
may rightly prefer not to be the unsung
heroes.

The Media Design Book: Ideas and Proj-
ects for Audio, Video, and Computer Com-
ponents for the Home and Office, Philip
Mazzurco, Macmillan, 1984, 175 pp., illus.,
$29.95 cloth: $14.95 paper.
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Folke T. Kihlstedt:

AUTOMOBILE
AI\D CULTURE
CERALD SILK

CAR DESIGN
JAN P. NORBYE

An automobile culture has been emerg-
ing since the first decade of this
century. The early literature on the
automobile focused mainly on the
industry itself, in the form of popular
histories and reminiscences by the
"captains of industry," or on the me-
chanical development of the car. Not
until the 1970s did the car receive
more serious historical attention. *

Car Design is a contemporary man-
ifestation of the older school of car
history, while Automobile and Cuhure
partakes of the more recent tendency
to look at the automobile in its larger
social and cultural milieu. Although
intended as a self-sufficient text on
the impact of the automobile on Amer-
ican and Western European culture,
Automobile and Cuhure also cata-
logues a show held through January
6, 1985, at the Museum of Contem-
porary Art in Los Angeles. It is a
collaborative venture of art historians
and designers, coordinated by Gerald
silk.

By far the most cogent of the essays
(although unmentioned in the contents),
are those by Elizabeth A. T. Smith,
one of the assistant curators. Her
essays, except for one on Buckminster
Fuller's Dymaxion Car, deal with ar-
chitectural responses to the automo-
bile. In "The Drive-In Culture" Smith
emphasizes the work of Richard Neutra,
who recognized earlier than most ar-
chitects the need to design for the car,
and saw the car as a symbiotic com-
ponent of Modernism. But he was far
from aloneo and I cannot agree with
her on the primacy of his Norwalk
Service Station design of 1947 as a
"typological form that persists to the

present day." This form, with simple
enclosed office and pit area, its roof
cantilevered transversely over the
pumps, does persist, but it was de-
veloped in the previous decade by
industrial designers such as Walter
Dorwin Teague for Texaco and (inde-
pendently) by Italian and German
architects. The essay on Fuller could
have ventured into architecture as
well, since the context for his car was
his larger "utopian" vision of a dymax-
ion world. In it, Smith errs slightly
by claiming that Fuller's dymaxion
vision of 1933 also included geodesic
domes. He didn't develop his dome
principles until the I940s and didn't
patent any until December 1951; but
when he did, the geodesic fit right
into Fuller's ideas of adapting mass-
production to facilitate a post-urban
world of people who would make their
shelters as freely as they took to the
road. Smith also contributes focused
and informative essays on the strip
and the factory response to the as-
sembly line at Highland Park and
River Rouge.

Silk's keynote essay, "The Auto-
mobile in Art," is based on his 1976
Ph.D. dissertation from Columbia
University, which analyzed the influ-
ence of the car on the content and
form of modern art. He sees the car,
an embodiment of speed, dynamism,
and personal freedom, as altering
artists' perceptions and aiding in the
development of new visual languages.

The mere quantity of illustrative
material-over 160 paintings, sculp-
tures, photographs, and posters-
documents the wide range of artistic
responses to the automobile. Occa-
sional literary references underscore
the cultural roots of this new aes-
thetic, as Silk does nicely in his
coverage of Futurism. The material is
copious, but in view of the lack of
footnotes to enable the reader to pur-
sue specific references, Silk should
have selected fewer works of art and
analyzed and interpreted them more
thoroughly.

More particularly, I find Silk's ref-

erences to an "iconography of the
automobile" in modern art perplex-
i.g. Clearly such an iconography
would, as he states, have roots in
Futurism, but he never clarifies its
components. What are the conventional
signs which constitute an iconography,
and what are the intrinsic meanings
behind certain iconographical forms?
Silk seems not to use 'oiconography"
to describe culturally shared mean-
ings embodied in specific formal con-
figurations; rather, he uses the term
loosely to refer to the specific mean-
ing intended by the artist or read into
the work by the viewer-whether or
not artist and viewer hold the same
meaning.

An organization based on either
typology or culture would have served
Silk better than the chronological one
he chose. For example, the chrono-
logical organization plays down the
crucial differences between the French
Dadaists, Italian Futurists, German
Dadaists, and American Modernists
in the manner of representing auto-
mobile imagery. The title of the book,
after all, is Automobile and Culture.
But rather than adopt a broad, anthro-
pological concept of culture, Silk fo-
cuses on the narrower sense, the
specific ways in which artists articu-
late their individual experiences.

The conclusion is disappointingly
noncommittal: 'As long as the car is
with us, providing emotional experi-
ences, taking lives, changing the en-
vironment, and altering perception,
art will comment on and be influenced
by this most inspirational of modern
inventions." Silk has mined a rich
new vein of material but misses an
opportunity to forge it into something
more precious.

Henry Flood Robert, Jr., the di-
rector of the Joslyn Museum of Art in
Omaha, deals with what might be
termed popular culture in "Hot Rods
and Customs." It will take readers
back to their adolescence, to a time
when they would have seen no irony
in personalizing the well-designed,
mass-produced object and transform-

GRAPHIC A]\D IF{I}TISTRIAL DESIGN
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treated the period as one of challenge
and opportunity; optimism and prog-
ress were the bywords." One may ask
how such optimism flourished during
the depression. MacMinn doesn't, yet
indicates the designer's role in the
1930s as one of reinvigorating Ameri-
can culture by creating a visually
and functit-,nally coherent environment
through the marriage of art and in-
dustry. Style and marketing worked in
concert to develop an aesthetic that
was no longer the simple functional
beauty ofengineering, as a "mystified
Henry Leland" still held; a fresh,
dramatic statement was needed, and
designers such as Harley Earl "emphat-
ically established styling as a domi-
nant factor in automobile marketing."

Unfortunately, the article by Italian
design specialist and historian, Angelo
Tito Anselmi, o'Automobile Design on
the Continent," lacks MacMinn's clar-
ity. Anselmi begins with some po-
lemical questions about automobile
aesthetics and the constituents of
"good design" which are almost to-
tally incomprehensible, full of skewed
logic and lapses of coherency. He
sees the automobile as conflicting
with "official aesthetics," as threat-
ened by unnamed designers and ar-
chitects who tried "to ostracize it,"
and as attempting to "escape the
treadmill of transience" or o'aesthetic

consumption" (whatever these demons
may be).

Once he leaves theory behind and
takes up the actual history of Euro-
pean automobile design, Anselmi be-
comes quite readable. We learn, for
example, that coachbuilders still sur-
vive in Europe. In America, the car
rapidly moved into mass production,
while in Europe it remained an elitist
product. "Middle-class cars'o did not
emerge in Europe until the I920s, and
he notes these cars first embodied rec-
ognizable national characters: "French
cars of the period look very French,
and English ones English." I find this
a curious irony since the same period
witnessed the expansion of the Inter-
national Style in architecture in which

ing it into something unique. He gives
an unforgettable description of 1950s
hot rodders ooprimping" their cars
before the block-long "mirror" of the
glass wall of the Corvair factory in
San Diego-a bit of fortuitous sym-
biosis between car and modern archi-
tecture at its best!

Robert mentions the customizers
behind the fashions of dragster and
"lead sled" and introduces the reader
to the aesthetic purposes ofchopping,
channeling, raking, sectioning, radi-
using, decking, shaving, frenching,
and filling. If a cultural phenomenon
is measured by its new jargon, then
customizing merits a closer look.

This attention to unofficial auto-
mobile design is matched with a sec-
tion on official design by the highly re-
spected consultant and design teacher
Strother MacMinn. 'American Auto-
mobile Design" follows the progress
of the automobile before mass pro-
duction imposed new demands on its
design. Until the 1930s (in America
at least) independent coachbuilders
designed and built bodies on to

specific factory chassis. The coach-
builder disappeared as the automotive
corporations became more fashion-
conscious and took on large in-house
design staffs. Not long thereafter the
customizer emerged, to modify the
finished product for a different cli-
entele. The cultural shift behind this
transition is ripe for investigation.

MacMinn delineates such early fig-
ures of American automobile design
as Dodge, Olds, Ford, Durant, Leland,
Chrysler, the Fishers, and Edward
Budd, and places them in the milieu,
connecting them to the larger develop-
ments of automobile design. He exam-
ines the role of the coachbuilders,
such as Brewster and company and
LeBaron Inc., and gives credit where
due to such corporate designers as

Harley J. Earl, Cordon Buehrig, John
Tjaarda, Holden Koto, and Virgil
Exner.

In another instance, he sees pro-
duction technology, quality control,
and craftsmanship as casting the auto-
mobile in the 1930s in the role of
a o'true art form." "Every designer

t
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national characteristics were subsumed
under a universal Modernism.

Anselmi's historical focus is narrow
but interesting. He concentrates on
the "aerodynamic idea" which he sees
dominating European design from the
early 1930s onward, leading to the
"granturismo" movement of the later
1940s and the wedge shapes of today.
He notes that the major American
attempt, the 1934 Airflow, so disas-
trous to Chrysler's marketing, "spawned
an entire family of Peugeots" with the
help of the transfer of our technology
of body panel pressing and assembly.
He sees the absence of this technology
in the early 1920s as the force behind
the faceted "coffin shape" of the influ-
ential Lancia Lambda, causing "the
Iirst great industrial face-lifting in
history."

If the history of automotive design
in Automobile and Culture is neces-
sarily selective, some of the missing
pieces can be found in Jan P. Norbye's
Car Design: Stru.cture and Architec-
ture. Norbye makes no attempt to
place automotive design in a larger
social or cultural context. He writes
in a straightforward, nuts-and-bolts
manner with sections on the necessary
considerations of car design, the his-
tory of car designing and designers
from its beginnings to the present,
and on selected state-of-the-art pro-
posals over the past decade. He covers
both American and European develop-
ments, interviews numerous practicing
designers, and offers insights into the
various corporate approaches to design.

Particularly intriguing is his obser-
vation that the advent of computer-
aided design has made drafting'omore
like a process of 'composition,' known
as 'packaging,' than like traditional
drafting." Does this mean that some
car designs will or already have begun
to look different in kind, just as
sculpture has taken on a new look
with the advent of the process of
assemblage (equivalent to the com-
puter's stock of previously drawn
lines, curves, scales, and components
to be assembled by the designer)?

BUCKMINSTER FULLER. DYMAXION CAR

The impact of the computer on the
design process as well as the visual
product should be examined.

Norbye never delves deeply into
such issues, preferring description to
interpretation; yet, if his book is a bit
dry, it also is informative. His outline
of the evolution of the steel frame from
ca. 1900 is helpful to one's under-
standing of car types; his focus on the
role of Edward G. Budd and Joseph
Ledwinka in the development of the
first all-steel bodies (ca. 1923) is long
overdue; his clarification of the role
of coachbuilders is also welcome.
Where Automobile and. Cuhure sparks
a nostalgia for the beautiful designs
of the past, Norbye makes us yearn
to see automobile production attain
the state of the art exhibited in his
final chapters, such as the GM XP-511,
the Ital Design Medusa, the Ford/Ghia
prototypes, the Fiat VSS, and theWest
Cerman student-designed Uni-Car.

Very possibly, the most distinctive
aspect of Automobile and Cuhure is
its wonderful collection of photographs
of cars taken by Henry Wolf. One

cannot easily forget such images as
the 1913 Mercer Raceabout, the 1933
Pierce-Arrow Silver Arrow, the 1938
experimental Phantom Corsair, or the
1934 Fiat Balilla Sport. The alluring
sensuality of these cars may be equaled
by the state of the art illustrated by
Norbye, but Norbye's illustrations are
all halftones. There is no substitute
for superb color photographs except
the real thing, and since Mercers and
Ceorge Berrist early custom jobs
can't be found, this book is a mar-
velous substitute.

* See for example John B. Rae's The Road
and the Car in American Life (MIT, I97I),
James J. Flinkt 7[e Car Culture (MIT, 1975),
and David L. Lewis's The Automobile and
American Cuhure (University of Michigan
Press, 19BI).

Automobile and Culture, Gerald Silk, et
al., Abrams, 1984, 3I9 pp., illus., $45.00
cloth; $29.99 paper.

Car Design: Structure and Architecture,
Jan P. Norbye, Thb Books, 7984, 372 pp.,
illus., $20.50 pb.
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Dauid Goines:

THE TYPENCYCLOPEDIA
FRANK J. ROMANO

Well into this century, the printing
buyer entrusted the nuts and bolts of
typography to a professional who had
learned his trade through a long, com-
prehensive apprenticeship. Thus, the
bereaved widow could order 250 An-
nouncements of Demise, giving the
printer the names of the parties in-
volved, and would infallibly receive
a printed sheet of heavy white paper,
6s/a" x 5 3/a", with a s/sz" (no. 2)

mourning band, set centered in En-
graver's Old English, Cloister Black,
or Wedding Text, with an envelope
to match.

By the early 1970s, this was no

longer the case. Tiaditional printers
and typographers were all but gone.
Designers, who previously only se-

lected a face and specified a few
things like column width, page di-
mensions, and general budget, sud-
denly found themselves in charge of
the whole damn' job, with not a clue
about how to make it look nice. The
happier designs resulted from strict
emulation of 525 years of typographic
tradition, and the less fortunate were
the result of ignorance of those tradi-
tions. We were in a whole new ball-
game, and the mediums of press type,
strike-on type, computer-generated
type, phototype, Xerox, and photo-
offset created their own aesthetic, not
always attractive or effective, but free
from the restrictions of hot metal.
Where is one to look for help?

Find a need and fill it. Mr. Ro-
mano's TypEncyclopedia is the latest
in Bowker's Craphic Library, the pro-
fusion of which gives some clue to
the contemporary designer's thirst for
information.

Let me begin by revealing, right
out front, that I dislike a great many
things about this book. I was trained
in the old school, in an apprenticeship
environment, by rigid, fascistic, au-

thoritarian bastards who shook the
hand that shook the hand that shook
the hand of Gutenberg Himself. In con-
sequence, I have a certain unshake-
able respect for tradition. New things
worry me a little bit. The title of
TypEncyclopedia, which makes one
word out of two but leaves a capital
letter in the middle, makes my teeth
itch. I think the design is ugly and
an impediment to comprehension. I
really hate to see things gratuitously
set at an angle, bleeding off the page

return from the grave to blast your
soul), Baskerville, Century Textbook,
News Italic No. 9, Cheltenham Light
Condensed, Stymie Medium, Holland
Seminar, Caramond Italic 18, Bem
lB, Century Light Italic, News No. 6,
Univers 47, and California. This se-

lection is bizarre in the extreme.
My advice to those in need of typo-
graphic counseling is that which I
learned at my mother's knee: "W'hen
in doubt, set it in Caslon." You may
also use Times New Roman or Bembo.

By the early 7970s traditiorual printers and typographers utere all but
gone. Desigruers, u.tho preaiously only sel.ected a face and specifi.ed a

feut things, suddenly found themselaes in charge of the u:hol,e damn'
job, utith not a clue about how to m.ake it look nice.

or into other parts of the text. The

body copy (a term not found in the
TypEncyclopedia) is set in something
strongly resembling Palatino, the offi-
cial Junior College Textbook Face,

which of all typefaces on Cod's green
earth I like the least, except {or Hel-
vetica. which the author has selected
for the running heads. Palatino, an
overworked, trendy, high-contrast, low-
legibility, sharp, spiky, Germanic face,
is unsuitable for text work; it is mar-
ginally acceptable for display work.
Its few virtues shyly reveal themselves
only when the type is set in hot metal
and printed by letterpress. Perhaps a

clue to the author's attitude toward
text faces can be found in those
he lists as suitable for body work:
Helios, Souvenir Light, Univers 55,
Mallard, Baskerville 18, Oracle, Gara-
mond No. 49, News No. 4, Futura Book,
News No. Q Paladium, Avant Carde
Medium Condensed, News Gothic No.

4Q English Times, Serif Gothic Reg-
ular (set a book in this face and I will

A number of familiar faces are
presented in unfamiliar knock-off ver-
sions. "Helios" stands in for Helvetica,
"Oracle" for Optima, "Paladium" for
Palatino, "Mallard" for Melior. Imita-
tions, good or bad, should not be
presented without comment. The sec-
tion "Type Cross-Reference" tells
which similar faces have been given
different names by various manufac-
turers. This is useful if a face looks
familiar but not quite right, and you
want to find the original. The list does
not, however, give any clue as to
which face is the original.

The book does not discuss the effects
of different printing processs on the
appearance of type, or which faces
reproduce best under what conditions.

The text in the TypEncycLopedia is
set ragged right, which is fine in
poetry and cookbooks, where the text
needs to go on single lines, but is
an annoying obstruction to legibility
when used simply as an aesthetic
device or to avoid word spacing. It



becomes particularly pointless when
the letters are set too close together
(which the author uses to excess and
calls "white space reduction"). Minus
setting of body work is probably the
greatest single crime against the laws
ofgood typography. Frederic W Goudy
has said all we need to hear on this
subject: 'Anyone who would letter-
space lowercase would steal sheep."

To increase my irritation, the book
employs grid-system design in its
worst form. That is, the rigid and
pointless application of a uniform
format to each page without regard for
the effect this might have on legibility
or the appearance of the book as a
whole. Recto and verso are identical,
rather than mirror image grids, leav-
ing insufficient room for your thumb
on the right-hand page. Illustrations
run off the page and into the gutter
on both recto and verso. The pages
are cluttered and frantic, defeating
the idea of a grid as an orderly
framework.

If the book is badly designed, how
far can the author's opinions on related
matters be trusted? The Creek alpha-
bet, for example, which significantly
precedes the Roman alphabet and has
its own, slightly different, sequence,
is presented on page 56 in the se-
quence of the Roman alphabet, as
though it were no more than a heap
of broken crockery to be tidied up
and modernized. Despite a wealth of
interesting, correct, and useful infor-
mation, there are enough crashing
errors and eccentricities of this sort
to instill a deep suspicion of the
author's reliablity on any given matter.
Footnotes and a bibliography would
have helped winnow the wheat from
the chaff. The book will perhaps be
useful as a supplemental reference
when used by an experienced de-
signer or printer; for the novice or
student it is a minefield of potential
misunderstanding.

The TypEncyclopedia: A User's Guide to
Better Typography, Frank J. Romano, R. R.
Bowker, 1984, fBB pp., illus., $24.95 pb.
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Blueprints for success from the
DesignWhitney Library

Itst published
NATURAT HOiIE STYTE M. Mejetta and
S. Spada. A book ol design ideas that shows
how natural materials may be used both inside
and outside the home. Also shown is how
nature can be used by the homeowner and
designer to create attractive, colorful, stylisti-
cally original and energy-efficient dwellings.
Filled with examples from both the United
States and overseas that show the etfects that
can be achieved, this book is a practical source
o{ original design concepts for those who want
to create a home and lifestyle that are closer to
nature. 128 pages. I x 12.220 color plates.
lndex. 8230-7387-4. $32.50

DESTGNING PI.ACES TOR PEOPI"E C. M.

Deasy, FAIA. ln collaboration with Thomas E.

Lasswell, Ph.D. A fascinating collaboration be-
tween an architect and a sociologist, this hand-
book provides a practical source of information
for designing every type of setting where peo-
ple interact. lt describes the behavioral ele-
ments people expect lrom architectural space,
and translates personal concerns into practical
guidelines for architects. 144 pages. 8% x 11.

90 b&w illustrations. Bibliography. lndex.
8230-7152-9. $27.50

STETCH!NG INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE
Norman Dickman and John Pile. This volume
covers the techniques and uses of the free-
hand, rough, and developed sketch in the inte-
rior design practice. lnstructions are provided
on concept;personal, design, field and presen-
tation sketching; drawing plans, elevations,
sections, and furniture; and sketch models.
Several completed proiects of various types are

shown. 176 pages. 87+ x 10. 16 color plates
136 b&w illustrations. lndex. 8230-7450-1.
$32.s0

NEGOTU\TING HIGHER DESIGN FEES Frank
Stasiowski. Provides all designers who need to
run their business profitably with all the know-
how, planning advice, and negotiating tactics
necessary to successfully obtain the type of
contract prolessional talents deserve. Concise
information on getting ready to negotiate, what
to do while negotiating, and how to deal with
special problems is included, along with case
studies and sample forms. 224 pages. 6 x 9.
28 b&w illustrations. lndex. 8230-7383-1.
$22.50

HOTET PLAilNING AND DESIGN Walter
Rutes, FAIA, and Richard Penner. An ex-
haustive guide to the rapidly changing and ex-
panding hotel/motel/resort industry, this book
oflers all the practical planning and design data
needed to produce an effective and profitable
facility. All of the new and emerging trends in
the field are systematically explored. "One of
the most assiduous and hard driving books on
hotel design to datel'-Festaurant and Hotel
Deslgn. 256 pages. 8% x 11.20 color plates.
240 b&w illustrations. lndex. Selected bibli-
ography. 8230-727 4-6. $45.00

Bestselling backlist

PERSPECTIVE FOR II{TERIOR DESIGNERS
John Pile. This compact instruction manual
covers bolh basic geometric layout and free-
hand drawing. lt demonstrates the basic
method in lourteen step-by-step stages and
teaches how to draw special ob.lects and situa-
tions. The author also explains how lo use a
camera for a better understanding of perspec-
tive, the potential of computeraided perspec-
tive, and solutions to special problems. Numer-
ous demonstrations, analyses of constructed
layouts, and illustrations of completed work
make this a concise and accurate guidebook.
160 pages. I x 9. 135 b&w illustrations. Bibli-
ography. lndex 8230-7 420-X. $24.95

Now in paperback
THE PRAIRIE SCHOOT TRADITION edited by
Brian A. Spencer, AlA. A complete survey ol the
profound impact of the Prairie School on Amer-
ican architecture, this book explores its roots,
growth, and horizons. Over 300 illustrations of
plans, drawings, buildings, and objects afford a
timely documentation ol this unique class oi
design. 304 pages. 9 x 12. 300 b&w illustra-
tions. Bibliography. lndex. 8230-7436-6.
$19.95 (paper)

AROIffiCIURAI COTOR Tom Porter. A com-
prehensive guide to the uses of color as a deco-
rative elemenl for the outside of buildings, this
book traces the tradition of architectural color
and explores the interaction of color and the
environment. 128 pages. 9 x 9. 100 color
plates. 50 b&w illustrations. Bibliography. ln-
dex. 8230-7042-5. $19.95 (pape0
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HUilAt DlttlEt{SION AND INTERIOR SPACE Julius Panero and Mar-
tin Zelnik. The first anthropometrically based reterence book on de-
sign standards tor the physical planning and detailing of interiors.
"Every design and architectural oflice will lind this an indispensable
reterencel'-lnteriors352 pp. I x 12" 300 b&w illustrations. Bibliogra-
phy. lndex. 8230-72711. $35.00

SPECIFICATIOI{S FOR COMIIIERCIAL II{TERIORS S. C. Reznikofi.
This technical relerence book contains complete inlormation needed
by designers to evaluate material, comply with regulations and codes,
and avoid costly liabilities. A bestselling source for all involved with
interior design.304 pp. 81/q x 11.110 b&w illustrations. 105 tables.
Appendix. Notes. Glossary. Selected readings. lndex. 8230-7353-X.
$35.00

ARCIIITECIURAISI(EICHING AND RENDERING edited by Stephen
Kliment. An unparalleled instruction book to developing a stronger
grasp of rendering in both pencil and pen and ink. 'A prestigious,
ingenious and instructive work . . . a tour de force."-Peter Probyn.
192 pp. 8y4 x 11.325 b&w illustrations. Bibliography. lndex.
8230-7052-2 $27.50

A GUIDE TO BUSINFSS PRINCIPI.ES AND PRACTICES FOR IN[E-
RIOR DESIGNERS Revised edition Hany Siegel with Alan Siegel. A
complete guide to establishing and maintaining an interior design
business. 'A valuable source of advice . . . covers all the subjects you

never learned in design schooll'-/nterlors 208 pp. I x 12. 50 b&w
i llustrations. 8230-7 252-2. $25.O0

To order, use our convenient reply card or rvrite:
WHITNEY LIBRARY OF DESIGN Dept. DRPQ 0685 PO. Box 2013, Lakewood' NJ 08701
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CRAPHIC AND In.DUSTRIAL DESICN

Dauid Goines:

DESIGI\ER'S GUIDE
TO COLOR
JAMES STOCKTON:

W cannot think what ue canruot say.

-Ludwig Wittgerustein,
Tractus Logico-Philosophicus, 7921.

To name a thing is to know it. The
very first job that Cod gave Adam
was the naming of the animals. The
naming of things creates orderly sys-
tems out of disorder.

The dictionary definitions of colors
sound like this: "Thupe: A brownish
gray that is paler and slightly yellower
than chocolate, duller and slightly
redder than mouse gray, and duller
and slightly redder than castor." I in-
vite you to use this description when
speaking with a printer. The only
people who take this sort of talk seri-
ously are those who "practice to de-
ceive," like interior decorators and
the nice lady who does your colors.
The verbal description seems clear,
but isn't really useful, and can mean
almost anything. An obvious refuge
for the charlatan.

The trained eye can clearly perceive
millions of distinct colors. There isn't
really an adequate language for color,
and we find ourselves reduced to cave-
man grunts and squeals.

By printing screen tints of four
basic colors, the illusion of a wide
range of colors can be created. A
clearer, if less poetic. taupe recipe
would go something like this: "30 per-
cent yellow, 20 percent magenta, 1O

percent cyan and 30 percent black."
In reality, it is difficult to control
printed screens, which are made of
small dots, to tolerances of less than
7 percent, and 17 percent is consid-
ered acceptable. Although beyond the
pale of good printing, a gain of 25
percent is often seen in cheap four-
color work on uncoated stock. To keep
the dot crisp, and as close as possible

to the ideal original, the printed thick-
ness of the ink is kept within strict
limits. Although greater density yields
an increase in saturation, it also cre-
ates an unwelcome increase in the
size and shape ofthb dot. In addition,
if a first pass of ink is too thick,
succeeding colors will not adhere
properly, and the final printed piece
will look muddy and weak. Thus the
number of colors attainable by four-
color process is not actually infinite,
but is more on the order of two hun-
dred thousand colors using screens

There isn't really an adequate
ktnguage for colar, and ue find
ourselaes reduced to cauentan
grunts and squeals.

of 5 percent increments. This is a
reasonable fraction of the perceptible
colors and is enough to satisfy anybody.

In his book Designer's Guide to Color,

James Stockton has made a delightful
stab at the language of color using 90
basic screened colors, each combined
in ten or twenty color schemes, yield-
ing 1,134 combinations. Each color is
broken down by l0 percent tints, and
can be approximately reproduced by
any good printer. The quality of print-
ing is comfortably within the limits
of good commercial standards, which
gives the viewer a clear idea of what
can be expected from following these
formulas.

The Pantone Matching System has
been around for a long time, and
provides a language of five hundred
colors based on mixtures of basic
colors of known values. It is limited
and inaccurate, but better than noth-
ing. Almost everyone in the graphic
arts uses it. A major complaint against
the PMS system is that the printed

result often does not match the swatch
in the sample book. The exotic print-
ing process used for the samples, the
rapid deterioration of the colors, and
the lack of precision in mixing from
the formulas conspire to disappoint
most designers, most of the time. The
usefulness of the Designer's Guide to
Color would be greatlv increased if
future editions were to clearly relate
its 90 basic colors to existing PMS
colors. When using this book in speci-
fying printed tints, the designer is
probably going to have to do this
anyway, so Mr. Stockton can save his
audience a bit of trouble by doing it
for them.

The illustrations are reproduced in
interesting two- and three-color com-
binations that are stimulating to the
eye and will assist the designer in
pursuit of new ideas. The text dis-
cusses the differences in printing and
inks that can be expected from printer
to printer, and gives useful clues to
help the user avoid the usual snares
and pitfalls.

Since the text is secondary to the
illustrations, I will refrain from blow-
ing my stack about the truly pitiable,
illegible typography. Wrestling with
a page of inadequately leaded Stymie
Light, letterspaced too tight andjusti-
fied ragged right, makes this reviewer
break out in a bad mood. Fortunately,
the text is brief, entertaining, well
written, useful, and can be taken in
small doses. The typography does no
harm to the meat of the book, which
is page after page of stimulating color
combinations, each with a key to
effective printed reproduction.

Designer's Guide to Color, James Stock-
ton, Chronicle Books, 1984, 135 pp., illus.,
$9.95 pb.



TEE CEA"RLOTTESVILLE TAFES
Introduction by Jaquelin Robertson. In November 1982, an extraor-
dinary architectural conference was held at the University of Virginia
in Charlottesville. Twenty-five leading architects participated, includ-
ingJohnson and Burgee, IJngers, Moneo, Meier, Rudolph, Ito, Roche,
Graves and Aymonino. Each presented a previously unpublished pro-
ject for evaluation by his colleagues. "The intensity and deep involve-
ment of the participants make the book read almost like a play. The
result is vital to everyone concerned with the quality of the built
slyilea6snf."-Architectural Record. 224 pages.9" x 13" 100 illus-
trations. Paperback: $25.00

DIIESIVAIY DER ROET
David Spaeth. "This succinct yet apt analysis of Mies's philosophy
and buildings covers the major periods of his career and concentrates
on his major achievements."-Booklist. "This is a solid addition to
the Mies literature and belongs on the shelf of all who care about the
man and his work. "-Ch icago Tribune. "Recommende d,." - Library
Journal.204 pages, 10" x lO", 235 illustrations. Paper: $25.00
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TEIARCEITECTURE OF MARIO BOTTA
Introduction by Christian Norberg-Schulz. Photographs by Yukio
Futagawa. This extensive new monograph celebrates the range and
humanistic vision of the internationally acclaimed architect, Mario
Botta, one of the few current practitioners able to fuse the vernacular,
often romantic aspects of a site with formal modern ideas. Futagawa's
stunning color photographs depict Botta's private houses, large-scale
public buildings, and furniture designs. 232 pages. 12" x 12" 227
illustrations, 58 in color. $45.00. Paperback: $29.95

RIIXIAPIETILA:
ARCEITECTUNE, CONTEXT AND IIIODIRNISDI
Malcolm Quantrill. Reima Pietila, whose work falls within the context
of both mainstream and Finnish modernism, is the undisputed master
of the post-Aalto generation. Major chapters in this handsome monog-
raph are devoted to detailed expositions and critiques of Pietila's built
work and projects from the 1950's to the present, such as the Dipoli
and Hervanta Centers, both in Finland. 248 pages. Over 200 illus.,
50 in color. 9Vz" x9Vz". flardcover: $45.0O Paperback: $29.95

RICARDO BOT'ILL
Intoduction by Christian Norberg-Scttulz. Photographs by Yukio
Futagawa. Master architectural photographer Futagawa presents the
work of Spanish architect Ricardo Bofill in the first major monograph
on him in English. Bofill's frrm, Taller de Arquitectura, is well known
for its monumental urban projects and residential complexes that draw
on traditional Catalan building and the architecture of Louis Kahn,
extending them into a postmodern idiom. 232 pages. 12" x 12" 2?O
illustrations, 70 in color. $50.00. Paperback: $35.00

JAIIES STIRLING BUILDINGS AIII' PROJECTS
Introduction by Colin Rowe. Edited by Peter Amell and Ted Bickford.
This handsome monograph, the first to be published on Stirling, is a
tribute to this internationally acclaimed architect, winner of the l98l
Pritzker Prize and recipient of a RIBA Gold Medal. Copiously illus-
trated, the volume documents all of Stirling's projects, built and un-
built, with over 1,000 photographs, plans, and drawings. 350 pages.

597 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10O17

RICE/TRD TIEIER, ARCEITECT
Introduction by Joseph Rykwert. "Records the assured accomplish-
ments of one of New York's leading architectural firms, with a national
and even intemational reputation. Massimo Vignelli's design for the
book complements the architect's own elegant buildings, and Joseph
Rykwert [offers] a perceptive introduction."-William Jordy, New
York Times Book Review.42O pages, 1O" x 1O", over 6OO illustrations,
100 in color. Hardcover: $50.0O Paper: $35.00

CARLO SGARPA: TEE COIIIPLETE WORI(S
Edited by Francesco Dal Co and Giuseppe Mazzariol. Ovet two dozen
essays by such distinguished authorities as Bruno Zevi, Philippe
Duboy, Christian Norberg-Schulz, Arata Isozki, and Vincent Scully
offer an extensive overview of the life and career of Scarpa for the
first time. The text, accompanied by some 634 illus., includes com-
pleted projects, plans and furniture designs, executed in Scarpa's
bright, effervescent colors revealing Venetian influences. 319 pages.
634 illus., 85 in color. lO" x llVz". Paper: $29.95
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JohnVoodbridge:

LEGACY OF
MII\NEAPOLIS
JOHN R. BORCHERT, et.al.

CENTER CITY
PROFILE
DESTCN QUARTERLY #t25

Minneapolis is in many ways the
model of a middle-sized U.S. city:
clean, cultured, well-governed, with
an enlightened view of its past, pres-
ent and future. Of course, many loyal
Minneapolitans would take issue with
parts of that statement, and in fact
the centerfold of Design Quarterly
#125, with its expanse of parking
lots and discordant towers in the back-
ground looks pretty much like your
typical ugly U.S. city of today. But
fortunately there is more to Minne-
apolis than that, and a significant
part of it is a built environment that
adds up to more than the sum of its
parts.

Legacy of Minneapolis is a laudable
attempt to document that built envi-
ronment, and present it to the city's
inhabitants in terms that will encour-
age them to take an active interest
in its preservation and future. It is
not an inventory like San Francisco's
Splendid Suraiuors (California Living,
1979),* but rather a combination of his-
tory and social-environmental survey
that grew out of a city-commissioned
study of architectural resources. "This
book is about buildings and districts
in Minneapolis that merit preserva-
Lion, and why. But we want to examine
preservation in the larger context of
the building, maintenance and recy-
cling of the city, and the continuing
stream of individuals who have passed
across the stage," say the authors.
A tall order, if an eminently praise-
worthy one, and therein lies the
difficulty.

The book starts off well enough
with a history of urban development:

CROWELL BUILDING, MINNEAPOLIS, CIRCA IBB8. (PHOTO COURTESY OF DAVID GEBHARD)

ool"egacy of the Working City" gives a

clear picture of why Minneapolis was
built, what fueled its development,
and how it grew. The next chapter,
"Legacy of the Neighborhoods," is less
coherent, especially for an outsider,
because it does not deal with the
neighborhoods on an individual basis
but rather as a generalized phenom-
enon of residential growth. It is here
that the book's problem becomes clear:
It speaks with a committee voice ad-
dressing an amorphous audience of
'othe public." It would have been far
more informative to me, a frequent
and enthusiastic visitor, and I think
to an interested citizen to learn about
the neighborhoods and their archi-
tecture in as much individual detail
as time and space permitted. After
all, there was a block-by-block sur-
vey on which the book was based. I
want to know more of the history be-
hind David Cebhard's tantalizing and
quirky photographs.

"Legacy of Design," which follows
"Neighborhoods," is useful but frus-

trating in that is is neither a detailed
architectural history for the scholar
nor a lively primer on styles for the
layman-again the problem of audi-
ence identification. The final chapter.
o'Preservation and Change," is equally
fuzzy in direction, just where I would
expect a clear call to arms.

Admittedly, these are complex is-
sues, and I would be the first to decry
a simplistic approach. But I find
myself saying, "Look, for crying out
loud! You've got a wonderful, vibrant
livable citn and what you need to do
is make people excited and enthusi-
astic enough about it to take good-
and better-care of it." This book
comes across rather colorless-say-
ing, "Here it is folks, a nice place
with some sort of interesting history,
a few pleasant old buildings, and
some problems of growth and change,
like anywhere else." Maybe because
I am such an avid sightseer, I would
have preferred a survey catalog intro-
duced by a briefhistory, like Splendid
Suruiaors. I really think it would be a
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more useful document as well. Cer-
tainly Suroiaors has been invaluable
in San Francisco. AIas, I don't quite
see Legacy of Minneapolis having such
an abiding value, although I very
much hope it does.

Design Quarterly #125 is one of a
series put out by Mildred Friedman
at the Walker Art Center-probably
the best museum magazine in the
country. This issue is about recent
building in downtown Minneapolis,
in the form of a symposium of visiting
critics. It starts out with an 'oinspira-
tional piece" by Rem Koolhaas on
skyscraper design, focusing on Leoni-
dov's scheme for a Ministry of Heavy
Industry in post-revolutionary Russia
and on Rockefeller Center as a multi-
themed design. Then the panelists,
Adele Chatfield-Tayloa Michael Den-
nis, Joseph Giovannini, Martin Krieger,
Robert Maguire, and Jacquelin Rob-
ertson take over, looking at fourrecent
major high-rise projects in Minne-
apolis. As is usual in such public
debates, they tend to be too polite to
each other and to the buildings, but
some telling points are made, partic-
ularly about how contemporary build-
ings do or do not "meet the street."

As always with Design Quarterly,
the graphics are exceptional. The
photographs are if anything more elo-
quent than the panelists on the fail-
ures of late 20th-century architecture
as urban design. What becomes glar-
ingly clear in them is how poor we
are, even with the help of a strongly
urban-design-oriented City Planning
Department like that of Minneapolis,
at making our buildings relate to each
other and to people.

*Now available from San Rancisco Heritage.

Legacy of Minneapolis, Preservation Amid
Change, John R. Borchert, David Gebhard,
David Lanegran and Judith A. Martin, Voy-

ager Press, 1983, 195 pp., illus., $14.95.

City Center Profile, Mildred S. Riedman,
editor, Design Quarterly #125, Walker Art
Center, 1984, 32 pp., illus., $8.00 pb.

K. Michael Hays:

URBAI\ISM

LIVINC IN THE CITY

Comparison of two recent journals on
urban architecture, Architectural De-
sign's Profile 51, Urbanism, and Lotus
International 41 : Liuing in the City,
involves us in discussion of a dichot-
omy between the "traditional" and the
'omodern" conceptions of the city that
has something of a stranglehold on
critics and architects today. The AD
tends toward the position that tradi-
tional forms and the immediate context

-however vaguely defined-together
provide the only ooauthoritative basis
for design," while lorru documents
a few projects that reveal the inade-
quacy of this dichotomy to explain-
or generate design for-the contem-
porary city; the projects themselves
suggest that such previously rejected
conditions as fragmentation and het-
erogeneity may have a positive value.

The common benchmark against
which Urbanism and Lotu.s Interna-
tional 4l align their discussions of
current urban architecture is the Ath-
ens Charter, which emerged from the
Fourth Congress of CIAM, that cele-
brated voyage between Marseilles and
Athens in 1933 during which issues
of the o'functional city" were addressed.
The feature of the Charter (or better,
of the syndrome it promoted) attacked
once again here is what might be
called its inductivist functionalism.
The Charter distinguishes among dif-
ferent functional aspects of the city,
which is not in itself a problem. The
problem is that the categories which
constitute this functional analysis came
to be taken as the physical compo-
nents that should make up the new
city. The tenet commonly advanced in
defense of modern urbanism asserts
that a careful description of the pro-
grammatic intent of any plan and a

systematic adherence to that program
in the design process should result in

a direct transposition of functional
demands into built form. A sufficiently
minute description of the requisite
functions would therefore allow a for-
mal solution of singular correctness,
free from the mediating and arbitrary
dialectic of alternative formal organi-
zations. In short, a way of analyzing
the city became the city itself. Func-
tion was seen as the cause and content
of architectural form, an intrinsic
architectural and social value that
could be made manifest in architec-
tural form. This presumed straight-
forward correlation between form and
content is what characterizes induc-
tivist functionalism.

An alternative conception of the
city-proposed by Barry Maitland and
David Cosling, editors of Urbanism-
invokes a polemical document pitted
against the Athens Charter, the 1978
publication of the Archives d'Archi-
tecture Moderne, Ration al Architecture
(in particular Anthony Vidler's essan
"The Third Typology"). In an attempt
to formulate a theoretical ground
against which to set their selection of
recent urban projects (most published
here for the first time) the editors
construe Vidler's essay (incorrectly
I think) as an argument for the legiti-
mizing authority of traditional, typo-
logical configurations derived from an
analysis of the city before Modernism.
However encouraged we are by an at-
tempted return to traditional urban val-
ues embodied in elements like streets,
blocks, courtyards, and squares, we
must nevertheless feel some uneasi-
ness with this by now fashionable
palliative for our contemporary city.
Our uneasiness arises from two sources.
The first is the effort to provide a

restored authority-a means by which
new ideas, values, and forms achieve
a hegemony analogous to, but strictly
outside of, any truly rooted building
culture by surreptitiously reproducing
the closed and tightly-knit hierarchies
and formal configurations of past cul-
tures. The second is the fact that this
effort encloses architecture within the
same general definition as the func-
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tionalist program it seeks to criticize.
For even if the Modernists' determi-
nistic bond between form and function
is broken by an attention to formal
types, the expectation of some direct,
even deterministic correlation of form
and ideological content is neverthe-
less retained in the presumption of
the inherent value of configurations
produced by past cultures less frag-
mented, discontinuous, and contra-
dictory than our own. There is at least
the tacitly held belief that certain
privileged forms are self-evident; and,
moreover, that they will represent,
support, and promote the prescribed
ideological conditions of unity, con-
tinuity, and harmony. Once again,
a way of analyzing the city-this time
typological rather than functional-
has been misunderstood as the way
to make the city. Once again, con-
structs derived from an analysis of
contingencies have been hypostatized
as formal absolutes.

Civen the theoretical orientation of
its editors, it is not surprising to find
in this,4.D. Profile projects by Robert
and Leon Krier, by the students of
the Royal College of Art and the
Polytechnic of Central London, and
by the Archives d'Architecture Mo-
derne. Of course, some of the proj-
ects, like those of Bruno Minardi
and O. M. Ungers, refuse to be con-
strained by the explications of the
editors. Others fail to rise to their
descriptions. It is disappointing to
find two naively literal, "decayed"
projects by SITE referred to by Mait-
land as "essentially a representation
of history." A more pleasant surprise
is a project by Richard Rogers and
Partners to restore the banks of the
Arno to pedestrian use, though our ex-
citement comes more from the thought
of implementation than from the draw-
ings presented here. Especially frus-
trating is the presentation of Walker
and Barker's Rotterdam project; the
plans at I cm:400 m are quite
impossible to read. And without photo-
graphs of the model, Emilio Ambasz's
project for Houston Center Plaza loses

rts maglc.
Lotus International 41 begins with

Bernard Huet's essay, "The City as

Dwelling Space: Alternative to the
Charter of Athens," but the alterna-
tives presented in this, the first of
a new series of Lotuses, seem less
concerned to redress the ruptures of
Modernism with attempts to achieve
formal unity and historical continuity
than they are to explore an architec-
ture that can accommodate disconti-
nuity, fragmentation, and heterogeneity,
Rather than reaffirm the authority of
existing contextual or past historical
systems, Pierluigi Nicolin suggests
that "perhaps we would do well to
doubt the 'reality' of the city in which
we work." This need to doubt may be
sponsored by the particularly difficult
contexts (sociopolitical and physical)
of Berlin and suburban Paris in which
the projects selected are located, con-
texts that refuse easy analysis into un-
ambiguous categories. The completed
projects for the Internationale Bauaus-
stellung-Berlin by Alvaro Siza and for
the Place d'Italie in Paris by Christian
de Portzampare, for example, most
especially seem to recognize that the
distinction between planned urban
centers and the periphery of disre-
spectful objects can no longer be
easily maintained. Siza's building,
which should be seen as part of his
overall Kreuzberg project (published
in Lohu 32) is invested with an inten-
sity that could only come from the con-
scious syncretism of non-corroborating
tendencies -fragmentation into dis-
crete objects versus geometrical con-
tinuity; an inversion of the hierarchy
of use between the street and the
interior of the block versus the con-
tinuity of property lines, walls, and
fences; in general, the struggle to
make whole the city that forever
refuses reduction to a unity. In this
project, well-documented and superbly
photographed by Ciovanni Chiara-
monte, old dichotomies have lost their
hold.

Antoine Crumbach, in ooThe Art of
Completing the City," sharply and

passionately criticizes the "empty elo-
quence of classical composition, which
became perversion and mortification
of social habitation," as well as an
uncritical respect for the context.

The project which, it is claimed, is
inserted into context without violence
is in fact an act of cultural barbarity
and this must be confessed without
shame. The bigots and hypocrites of
protection and conservation cloak
themselves in so-called respect for
the surroundings so as to avoid see-

ing, short-sighted as they are, certain
buildings, particular structures. But,
for me, nothing must be rejected-
a supporting rod, a dirty factory,
a garage, shacks, and rampant post-
ers, such is the material one will have
to work with.

Grumbach's Paris projects and O. M.
Unger's Berlin Lutzowplatz housing
both work with juxtapositions of im-
ages of "high" and oolow" culture, and
Grumbach's works especially with dis-
sonance and fragmentation as positive
conditions.

The purposeful tolerance, even pur-
suit, of fragmentation, discontinuity,
and incommensurability; the sensitiv-
ity to differences, to the gaps between
and fringes around the false normality
of unopposed conventions; and the
concomitant challenge to the architec-
tural canons of the European capitals
and to the status quo of the existing
context-these sensibilities constitute
a criticism of received views of urban
architecture that is only beginning to
emerge. One hopes that the critical
enterprise can be sustained-by ar-
chitects and by the publications that
record their activities.

Urbanism, David Gosling and Barry Mait-
land, editors, Architectural Design Profile
number 51, distributed by St. Martin's Press,

1984, BB pp., illus., $14.95 pb.

Lotus International 4l; Living in the City:
Paris and Berlin, Pierluigi Nicolin, editor,

distributed by Rizzoli, f984, 130 pp., illus.,
$20.00.
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Jack Schafer:

HOY/ TO MAKB CITIES
LIVEABLE
CARY O. ROBINETTE, editor

One should be wary of books that
start out by proclaiming what they
are not; invariably the book will turn
out to be precisely what it has dis-
claimed. This book is no exception.
The editor explains in the preface
that it is not ooabout townhouses, ar-
chitectural styles, fagades, window
openings, environmental or site design
... or even about Baltimore," and
then proceeds in the text to discuss
townhouses, architectural styles, fa-
gades, window openings, and the like
in two Baltimore neighborhoods.

The book is a composite text of two
earlier reports prepared by the staff
of Land Design/Research, Inc., of
Columbia, Maryland. The initial stud-
ies, prepared for public and private
entities, focused on trt/o inner-city
Baltimore neighborhoods, Otterbein
and Barre Circle, and provided plan-
ning and design guidelines related
to rehabilitation and preservation of
existing housing units in these areas.
The new book is an attempt to shuffle
the parts of the two earlier texts into
one, which, due to the similarity of
housing types in the two neighbor-
hoods, is not as problematic as it
might sound.

The principal error is the belief
that the simple presentation of a prod-
uct (the contents ofthe initial reports)
will inevitably lead to an understand-
ing of the process through which it
was created. If this were true, life
would certainly be a lot easier. To be
truly helpful the text needs to pro-
vide some explanation of the local
significance of the various elements
addressed by the design guidelines.
It also should provide some insights
on how to identify these elements
in other locations and situations.
The book provides none, however,
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FROM ROBINETTE, HOW TO MAKE CITIIS LIVEABLE

and the reader is left to surmise alone
the relative importance of, say, door
or fence designs in this Baltimore
neighborhood-not to mention his
own neighborhood in Fond du Lac or
Harrisburg.

The book needs to get outside of
itself to explain its contents and meth-
ods, which could easily have been
done by adding instructive sidebars
or highlighted paragraphs to the exist-
ing texts. Without this perspective, the
book will be dismissed by profession-
als as being too site-specific and not
applicable to rehabilitation and res-
toration projects in cities with differ-
ent housing types. If well-meaning
nonprofessionals apply the guidelines
presented in this volume too literally
to the urban housing stock across the
nation, we can expect the inevitable
Frankenstein results.

How to Make Cities Liveable, Gary O.
Robinette, editor, Van Nostrand Reinhold,
1984, 153 pp., illus., $27.50.
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John M. Woodbridge:

VASHII\GTO]\ D.C.
ACCESS

RICHARD SAUL WURMAN

This is the fourth of Richard Saul
Wurman's Access guides to major U.S.
cities. With the first, L.A. Access
(1982), he established a formula based
on abreezy, "in-the-know" style, col-
orful graphics, and many Michelin-
inspired ideas on format that make
the guides immediately appealing.
Comprehending architecture and his-
tory, as well as hotels, restaurants,
and shopping, they will probably out-
sell their rivals; yet the quick, "in-
side" look implied by the style and
format is born out by closer inspec-
tion. As a fellow guidebook author, I
find problems with D.C. Access.

The guide's colors turn me green,
red-even purple-with envy, as I
have never been able to afford even
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two, but their use in maps and to set
off categories (blue for Museums and
Architecture, green for Parks and
Open Space, red for Restaurants and
Nightlife) does not always clarify
things for the user. The homogeniza-
tion of all categories into a more or
less geographical sequence demands
a good cross-referenced index, which
unfortunately does not exist. If I want
to find restaurants in the "Ceorge-
town, Northwest" section, I am forced
to leaf through all the pages looking
for red entries. The ten pages lav-
ished on maps of the Chesapeake Ban
while handsome, are largely useless,
an extravagant waste in a 168-page
guide covering not only Washington
but Baltimore and the surrounding
area. The architectural entries are gen-
erally well chosen and captioned, but
there is a tendency to play current
favorites, and some glaring omissions.
such as Latrobe's Baltimore Cathedral,
one of the great monuments of Amer-
ican architecture. Crediting SOM's
Dion Building to the office's senior
Washington partner, David Childs,
rather than to the office is not good
editorial practice, and leaving out
Ceorge Patton, the landscape archi-
tect of Venturi, Rauch, and Scott-
Brown's Western Plaza, seems unfair.
Next door, M. Paul Friedburg's far
more popular Pershing Park goes un-
mentioned.

I have mixed feelings about mixing
the entries for all categories. I would
like to make a plea (which, given the
success of the series, will probably
go unheeded) that Wurman take a
critical look at all aspects of the Ac-
cess guides-editing, graphics, espe-
cially the use of color-to make a
good thing better. What we have now
are guides that look better than they
work; they could look and work equally
well.

Washington D.C. Access: The Capital Guide
to the Capital City, Richard Saul Wurman,
Access Press, 1984,167 pp., illus., $9.95 pb.

Dauid Leutis:

LIFE AND
ARCHITECTURE
II\ PITTSBURGH
JAMES D. VAN TRUMP

The national image of Pittsburgh is
not inaccurate. It is a tough city, for
generations the powerhouse of Ameri-
can industry. Its three broad rivers,
winding between steep valleys, are
still lined with the black steel mills
whose chimneys poured forth a pot-
pourri of sulfurous pollution. This was
the "hell with the lid off' to which
immigrants were drawn in droves in the
second half of the l9th century. They
clustered by language and religion,
giving each of the small mill towns
a predominant nationality- Russian,
Polish, Italian, Serb, German. Metro-
politan Pittsburgh still has over 150
separate political jurisdictions.

At the other end of the social scale,
Pittsburgh became a city of enormous
wealth, producing the l9th-century
industrial and financial fortunes of
Westinghouse, Carnegie, Mellon, and
Frick. In the 20th century, the multi-
nationals have prevailed, and U.S.
Steel, Culf, Alcoa, Westinghouse,
Pittsburgh Plate Glass, Dravo, North
American Rockwell, and Koppers are
part of a long list that shows Pitts-
burgh to have the third largest con-
centration of Fortune 500 corporations
in the nation. And they have all built
buildings.

James Van Tmmp's collection of
writings, spanning thirty years of ob-
servation, covers both the proletarian
and capitalist aspects of the city's
architecture. He is a local, non-
academic historian-the best of the
breed-from whose special perspec-
tive the city resembles an extended
family of builders and people; his
brief pieces are like letters home, full
of gossip, musing, and the insights of
intimacy. His achievement has been
to make the city sensitive to its

heritage, to its tree-shaded neighbor-
hoods and wide porches, to its cathe-
drals and parish churches, to the lgth
century romanesque of its wealthy pa-
trons and its mill town frame houses.
His work is a passionate reminder of
Pittsburgh's quality of life at a time
when, due to the demise of the steel
industry, the city is transforming its
I9th-century industrial base into a
2lst-century hub of technology and
banking. Van Trump takes everyone
to task-not just the politicians,
planners, developers, architects, and
bankers-for the defacing or demoli-
tion of historic buildings. Some of the
pieces done for radio and television
are delightfully breezn while others
are careful building descriptions; every
word bears his love and engagement
with his native city. Thke for example
the discussion of sculpted lions by
Richardson, Burnham, Isaac Hobbs,
and other l9th-centurv architects:

The streets of Pittsburgh ... are
guarded and attended by beastso
some fabulous, some real. They do
not impede our journeys, nor do
they hazard our peace; we can nei-
ther hunt nor harry them, and they
are food only for contemplation or
thought, Ve cannot, however, avoid
them where, in stone or metal, won-
derfully or indifferently formed by
the sculptor's hand, they are uplifted
in crowded putrlic places and solemnly
displayed in parks.

life and Architecture in Pittsburgh, second

edition, James D. Van Tiump, Pittsburgh His-
tory and l,andmarks Foundation, 1985, 396
pp., illus., $12.95 pb.



New

The Gritical Edge
Controversy in Recent American Architecture
edited by Tod A. Marder

The Critical Edge identif ies and presents case histories of the 12 most
talked about buildings of our times. No other buildings of this era have
so aroused the public, so divided the profession, and so stimulated the
press as those that are discussed here. lntroductory essays are by Tod A.
Marder, Robert Bruegmann, and Martin Filler. Copublished with The Jane
Voorhees Zimmerli Art Museum of Rutgers University.
I x 12 200 pp. 140 illus., l2 in color $25.00

New

Photography and Architecture: 1839-1939
Richard Pare
lntroduction by Phyllis Lambert

A study ol world architecture as seen through the eyes
of ninety great masters of the camera, this magnif icently
produced book includes some of the earliest and Jinest
photographs of architectural subjects. "lt is an extraordi-
nary assemblage . . . the images here are uniformly impres-
sive-there is literally not a single photograph that is not
of serious interest, and there are many that are classicl'
-Paul Goldberger
Originally published by The Canadian Centre for Architec-
ture with Callaway Editions, now distributed by The MIT
Press.
12x93/c 282pp. 148 Jull page tripletone photographs
with 4 panoramic 3-page foldouts $50.00

New

The Architectu ral History Found ation
American Monograph Series

#' IM.%'
1l

Ernest Flagg
Beaux-Arts Architect and Urban Reformer
Mardges Bacon

Architect of the United States Naval Academy, the Corcoran Gallery ol
Art, the Scribner Building, and model tenement houses, Ernesl Flagg
(1857-1947) advanced the cause of classicism while demonstrating a
deep concern for architecture's social responsibility. This study of one ol
the most innovative practitioners oJ the Beaux-Arts Movement in America
covers Flagg's early training and Beaux-Arts works, his town and country
houses, his commercial and utilitarian buildings, the Singer Tower (which
established a new height record while setting a precedent Jor New York
City skyscraper restrictions in scale and density), urban housing reform,
and his small houses of modular design.
7 x 10 400 pp. 150 illus. $40.00

The MIT Press
28 Carleton Street, Cambridge, MA02142
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William Lake Douglas:

CLASSIC GARDEI\
DESICl\
ROSEMARY VEREY

THE AMERICAI\
V/OMAN'S
GARDEN
ROSEMARY VEREY
and ELLEN SAMUELS

Rosemary Verey follows in the Eng-
lish tradition of William Robinson,
Certrude Jekyll, and Vita Sackville-
West, writing books that satisfy both
the active gardener and the armchair
enthusiast. She is known to most gar-
den lovers for her recent books, Ihe
E nglishwoman's Garden, The E nglish-
man's Garden, and The Scented Gar-
den. Of her latest offerings, the first,
Classic Garden Design, is subtitled,
"How to Adapt and Recreate Carden
Features of the Pastl' and might ini-
tially appear to be a how to book.
Adequate instruction is certainly given
on topics such as how to design knot
gardens, clip topiaries, and lay out
herb gardens. Reinforced with docu-
mentation from sources of the lTth to
the 19th century, each chapter is an
essay on its subject. A reading list is
provided for the curious (although, in
an unfortunate oversight, the author
does not mention the historical sources
now available in Carland's monumental
English Landscape Carden series).
Both plant selections and construc-
tion methods have been included,
and there are copious illustrations
in both black and white and color,
though a few are too small to be of
much value.

The American Woman's Garden, co-
authored with Ellen Samuels, is more
of a "garden-club" person's book. Il-
lustrated with color photographs in
a large coffee-table format, it provides
first-person accounts of the design
and origin of some thirty gardens.

.RED-STEMMED DOGWOOD ADDS SUBTLE COLOR TO THE WINTER LANDSCAPE WHILE FORMING A
BARRICADE ACAINST THE AGGRESSIVE LYTHRUM."

The examples are drawn heavily from
the ranks of those who used land-
scape architects and could afford con-
tinued maintenance. That some of the
gardens were important to the careers
of their designers (Eulalie Wagner's in
Washington state, by Thomas Church,
and Peggy Rockefeller's in Maine, by
Beatrix Farrand) is a fact lost in the
text. It is ironic that in a book about
women's gardens nothing substantial
is said about women in the profession
of landscape architecture, since many
of the famous landscape architects of
the early 20th century were women:
Beatrix Farrand, Ellen Shipman, Mar-
ian Coffin, Francis Yoch, Marjorie
Sewell Cautley, and Annette Hoyt
Flanders. Most of their clients were
women as well. Despite this lost op-
portunity, the book provides a unique
picture of the gardens and how they

developed. The descriptions are per-
sonal and revealing in a charming
way, without pretension or ostentation,
Landscape architects will be disap-
pointed, however, by the absence of
garden plans; Herb Garden Design
(University Press of New England,
1984) is an example of the simplicity
and artistry with which these plans
can be drawn. These complaints, how-
ever, will not dampen the enthusiasm
of those for whom this book was writ-
ten. And it will whet the appetite of
the garden historian with its hints of
the work to be done in documenting
the 20th-century American garden.

Classic Garden Design, Rosemary Verey,

Congdon & Weed, 1984, 160 pp., illus. , $24.95.

The American Woman's Gardeno Rosemary
Verey and Ellen Samuels, Little Brown, 1984,

19I pp., illus., $29.95.
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Barbara Meacham:

THE CARDEN BOOK
JOHN BROOKES

The making of a garden is driven by
intuition, feeling, intellect, and a
compulsion for order. Gardening itself
is an inexplicably gratifying act, whose
result may represent both the creator
and the creator's vision of paradise.

John Brookes's The Garden Book ad-
dresses what goes into the making of
a "placel' but is best on the act of
gardening itself. The book presents
an encyclopedic survey of garden
features and plans for small spaces,
lushly illustrated throughout, and pre-
dictably ordered around site consider-
erations, space planning, typical plans,
construction, plants, and maintenance.
The most outstanding feature is the
section on planting, where the author's
erudition leads to lively editorializing
on the species; it is complemented
with excellent drawn and photographed
plant illustrations.

Design professionals will be in-
trigued with the 50-page section of
comparative garden plans, in which
each realized plan is shown with
a photograph and accompanied by two
isometric views of alternative schemes
for the same place. Cumulatively this
collection shows the way that plants
form space, the means for manipulat-
ing mass and void, and the variety
that is possible. Designers, however,
will probably find that the even-handed
treatment of solutions lacks decisive-
ness: all three are presented as inev-
itably subliminal, Iike three recipes
for chocolate cake. Each is functional,
practical, and focused, but matters of
portrait-making, of wit and caprice,
of intellectual content, are hushed.
The implication is that the reader will
be equally satisfied in any case since
his real ambition is to garden, not to
create a place of meaning and spirit.

Tiaditionally gardens have been
built on the idea of contrast-art
imposed on wilderness. Now that the
man-made order threatens to efface
the wild, the vegetable itself assumes

more importance than the place it
grows in. The plants take on more
meaning than the plan, which loses
its potential to represent something.
The result is usually a ferociously
landscaped plot. Brookes, who advo-
cates restraint, order, and the study
of successful garden compositions. is
a welcome antidote. The drawback to
his book is that of the whole genre-it
instructs the reader how to do some-
thing well he will presumably only do
once. Such books attempt to teach the
art of landscape by shrinking it, mak-
ing it manageable but no longer artful.
When an individual sets out to create
a garden for himself, fancy ordered
by judgment is perhaps the only ad-
vice not likely to interfere with the
intuition and feeling that will make
the garden true. Brookes is quite
successful in getting us into the act,
without reminding us of the garden's
role as a desideratum.

The Garden Book, John Brookes, Crown,

1984, 2BB pp., illus., $22.50.

Richard Ingersoll:

GARDENS
& GARDENERS
ELIZABETH SEAGER

Part of the Small Oxford Books series,
Garderu and Cardeners is a lilliputian-
sized offering that seems best suited
for the bedtime reading of passionate
gardeners after a hard day tilling the
soil. It is a collection of over one
hundred literary excerpts about the
joys of horticulture and the appre-
ciation of gardens. Ms. Seager has
plucked her unfamiliar quotations from
a variety of sources, including a few
antique works, like Cenesis and Pliny
the Younger, and one or two obscure
foreigners, such as Czech playwright

Karel Capek. The lion's share, how-
ever, have been drawn from the English
literary lions-Wordsworth, Trollope,
Eliot, and Dickens of the 19th cen-
tury, and the Sitwells, Vita Sackville-
West, P. C. Wodehouse, and Ceorge
Orwell of the 20th. Some of the most
amusing comments come from the
transplanted English lady, Countess
von Arnim, who in 1B9B wished in-
tensely to be a man so that she could
to do all the garden work herself,
because "it is dull work giving orders
and trying to describe the bright vi-
sions of one's brain to a person who
has no visions and no brain, and who
thinks a yellow bed should be calce-
olarias edged with blue." The readings
are never longer than a page and are
mostly devoted to the contemplative,
experiential, and literary aspects of
gardening. The enthusiastic and mor-

alistic epigrams on the virtues of gar-
dening, sanctioned in a particularly
nationalistic way in Rudyard Kipling's
"Our England is a garden, and such
gardens are not made / By singing
'Oh how beautiful' and sitting in the
shadei' are tempered with a good
dose of satirical and cynical views on
gardening. Before the inspirational
celebration of gardening advances too
far, Colin Wilson is allowed to remind
us: "The state of mind of the con-
firmed gardener seems to me as rep-
rehensible as that of the confirmed
alcoholic. Both have capitulated to
the world. Both have become lotus
eaters and drifters."

Gardens & Gardeners, compiled by Eliza-
beth Seager, Oxford University Press, 1984,
II2 pp., illus., 99.95.
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Elizabeth Meyer:

THE YEARBOOK OF
LANDSCAPE
ARCHITECTURE
RICHARD AUSTIN, editor

The landscape architecture profession
has few periodicals to communicate
contemporary research and design in
the field to other design professionals
and the lay public. The Yearbook of
Landscape Architecture-an annual
publication dedicated to a specific
theme or topic-has a format suited
to present theoretical essays and spe-
cific case studies in greater depth
than Landsc ape Architecture magazine
and to a broader audience than the
Landscape Architecture Journ a,l.

o'Private Spaces in the Landscape"
is the theme of the second volume
in the series. The essays, by prac-
titioners and professors of landscape
architecture, community development,
psychology and architecture, are or-
ganized into "Theories and Philoso-
phies" and "Implementation." While
the main vehicle for discussing pri-
vate space in both chapters is the
residential garden or neighborhood,
several attempts are made to define
privacy relative to other landscape
typologies, including the American
hotel, the corporate park, the urban
plaza, and the pedestrian walk.

In the preface, coordinating editor
Richard Austin does not succeed in
either satisfactorily defining privacy
nor in explaining why it is timely, nor
in placing these essays in a broader
cultural context. He offers the year-
book only as "food for thought."

The vagueness of the preface is all
the more curious given the presence
of a unifying idea in the articles them-
selves, the theme of creating privacy
through enclosure. The prototype for
the contemporary private enclosures
discussed in the Yearboo& is the tradi-
tional walled garden. Yet only one
essay discusses the significance of

this model, Pin{old's "The Solitary
Carden: The Source of Barragin's Im-
aginings," There, Barragin's house
and garden compositions are placed
within the context of both the tradi-
tional Mexican walled garden and the
contemporary o'imported" open plan.
Barragin created innovative, memor-
able houses and gardens by adapting
contemporary ideas to local custom.
He understood the cultural meaning
of enclosure and the need for solitude
and privacy. Most 20th-century de-
signers were not so sensitive to these
needs; the model of the walled garden
is a fitting late 20th-century response
to modern architecture's interpretation
of the landscape as an open, undif-
ferentiated space.

The most provocative and enlight-
ening of the 16 articles explores cul-
tural references that are literary as

weII as formal. "Within.Walls Without
Wallsl' by Suzanne Tirrner, an associ-
ate professor in landscape architec-
ture at LSU, should be the first in the
yearbook. Tirrner alone defines "pri-
vacy" beyond the limits of the walled
garden, acknowledging that privacy is
not only physical but existential and
perceptual. She surveys the literature
of behavioral psychology, philosophy,
and history for observations on pri-
vacy in "modern urban society." Par-
ticularly noteworthy is the segment
on the role of literary images of
gardens as design informants, illus-
trated through passages from D. H.
Lawrence's Lady Chatterley's Looen

The powerful imagery with which the
characters' emotions imbue the setting
is as much a matter of private landscape
context as of actual surroundings.

If society's images of landscape can
be determined by literature, memory
and association, the dilemma pre-
sented in Lane Marshall's "The Shrink-
ing American Dream" is a serious one
indeed. Marshall defines an economic
future that will preclude the tradi-
tional "single family house," the sub-
urban ideal. In this scenario, the pri-
vate residential garden, while smaller,
wiII be more intensively used. Higher

densities will then be required in both
undeveloped and previously developed
areas. The garden as integral living
space and part ofthe house is then ap-
plied to a timely scenario-the infill
of existing suburban neighborhoods.

Cene Paul Herbert's entry in "The
7th lnternational Design Competition
for the Misawa Homes Institute" offers
a residential prototype, based on the
traditional Japanese house garden,
that is hierarchically structured around
exterior spaces: enclosed gardens,
private streets, and play areas. It is
a provocative counterpoint to Mar-
shall's solution to increased residen-
tial densities, an innovative approach
that applies existing knowledge to a
new situation.

Half the authors define privacy in
nonresidential terms, relative to the
hotel, the national park, the urban
space, the corporate park, the pedes-
trian path. Their explorations of pri-
vacy as a relative state-outside the
walled garden-continue the traditions
established by Chermayefls C omrnunity
and Priaacy (Anchoa 1965), Hall's
The Hidden Dimension (Doubleday,
1966), and, more recently, the studies
of Claire Cooper Marcus. In "Private
Spaces for Public Access-The Ver-
nacular Landscape of the American
Hotel," Betsy Boehm relates the evo-
lution of the hotel from a place of
private respite along the road to a des-
tination in and of itself. The modifica-
tions to the hotel's site plan over time
reflect changing cultural attitudes
toward travel, transportation improve-
ments, and privacy. Tourism and
travel are also central to Joseph Volpe's
case study, "Private Spaces in Public
Places: The Path System and Gardens
of Mount Cook Village." Despite an
initial gratuitous reference to "com-
plexity and contradiction at Mount
Cook Village," this article illustrates
the impact of clear spatial articulation
between public and private spaces.
The path system developed in the na-
tional park visitor center is more than
the two-dimensional layout of walks
between existing buildings; its three-
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dimensional section defines the edge
of the public domain as well as the
extent of the residential gardens be-
yond. The path structures the public
and private spaces with,playful and
meaningful environmental sculpture.

Privacy in the corporate or urban
landscape is addressed in case studies
of "The Boeing Linear Park," "The
Campbell-Taggart Courtyard," "The
Xeriscape Garden," and "The Duncan
Plaza Aviary." While these four may
illustrate perfectly acceptable design
solutions, they do not describe in-
novative answers to contemporary
problems of private space as do Her-
bert, Marshall, or Volpe.

The Yearbook of Landscape Archi-
tecture could be a timely, substantive
compendium of professional accom-
plishments if the topic chosen were
of substance, the contributions signifi-
cant, and the text and graphics keyed
to a specific audience. The landscape
architecture profession needs this
Yearbook. and should support the edi-
tor's requests for contributions. Three-
quarters of this year's articles come
from the four institutions represented
by the four editors, hardly a fair
sampling of any profession. What is
a fair reflection of the profession
today is the YearbooA's lack of con-
viction and direction. One must dis-
agree with the editor's premise that
answers cannot be provided, that defi-
nitions are elusive because "the artis-
tic ingression of the landscape archi-
tect is a creative impulse that can only
come from within." Design, while cre-
ative, is a conscious, rational pursuit
based on principles and theories. The
aimless musings of this book do little
to dispel the image of the landscape
architect as more technician than
theoretician.

The Yearbook of Landscape Architecture:
Private Spaces in the Landscape, Richard
L. Austin, coordinating editor, Thomas R.

Dunbar, l,ane L. Marshall, Albert Rutledge

and Frederick R. Steiner, editors, Van Nos-

trand Reinhold, 1984, 208 pp., illus., $30.50.

James R. King:

VATER CONSERVATION
CARY O. ROBINETTE

If the public mind has grown numb
from images of what a mean nature
has wrought in Africa, this summer's
plea for water discipline in our North-
eastern cities should offer a profound
reminder: our water resources are pre-
cious, finite, and threatened. A pleth-
ora of evidence from water managers
proves that, as per capita water con-
sumption has skyrocketed with our af-
fluence, water shortages have become
chronic in widespread reaches of
the country. The design community,
grounded in the infrastructure, has

taken notice in recent years, devel-
oping a water-conserving creed for
planning and managing outdoor space.

Gary Robinette chronicles this move-
ment in Water Comeraation in Land-
scape Design and Management, a

practical, encyclopedic guide to the
resource dilemma and strategies for
Iiving with it. As in his previous works
on the bedrock nuts and bolts of the
Iandscape design field, the author il-
lustrates his concepts through graph-
ics and an exhaustive assembly of
technical data. Relying extensively
on promotional materials from gov-
ernment agencies, trade journals, and

lobbying organizations, Robinette de-
fines the issue using a complete set

of references, and explores methods
for using water sparingly.

The layperson and professional
alike will appreciate Robinette's focus
on the areas of greatest potential: site
design, irrigation technology and tim-
ing, and appropriate horticultural
techniques. The speciflcations pro-
vided are clear and useful. Profes-
sionals concerned with the planning
of new areas will note that the im-
portant concept of affecting water con-
servation through land use policy and
regulation is overlooked, as is the
promising new trend for applying land
reclamation techniques to urban open

spaces such as industrial parks and
informal recreation areas. Civen the
level of attention to other topics, these
issues warranted mention.

While the book succeeds as a
primer for the field it is conceived in
an aesthetic and historical vacuum
and contains serious stylistic flaws
which may frustrate the critical read-
er and bore the uninitiated. An ex-
cess of excerpts are linked in a loose
anthology, diminishing the potential
impact of the text. In an advocacy
guide for the professional certain prin-
ciples may warrant emphasis by the
judicious use of outside sources. Yet,

to perform a clearinghouse function
and at the same time avoid tedious
repetition requires superior craftsman-
ship and an attention to detail which
is lacking here.

The book's omissions and stylistic
flaws do not mar the author's achieve-
ment in providing an overview of a

developing field. It simply needs a

raison d'etre, a rallying cry-not one

based on limits which the public does

not perceive, but grounded in images
which invoke a reverence for water. A
look back at water conservation in
the history of design, the Islamic tra-
ditions of Persia and Spain, the Bud-
dhist gardens of the Far East, and the
landscape vernacular of Latin Amer-
ica could give definition to an evolv-
ing American form, but the subject
is given scant attention. While tech-
nical detail is critical, water, like
other elements of the infrastructure,
must be viewed in terms of aesthetics.
Water-conserving forms that evoke the
universal attraction to beauty will be
the most effective force for putting
water conservation in its proper place
on the American agenda. But as far
as the technical aspects go, for creat-
ing new designs and retrofitting old
ones, Robinette's work is a valuable
guide.

Water Conservation in Landscape Desigrr

and Management, Gary O. Robinette, Van

Nostrand Reinhold, 1984, 258 pp., illus.,
$27.50.



Fred Stitt:

INNOVATIVE
MANAGEMENT
TECHNIQUES
ALFREDO DeVIDO

At first glance this looks like a vanity
publication, the kind that architec-
tural talents sometimes pay to have
published. But it isn't-never mind
that the author's work gets consider-
ably more play than any of the other
24 architects in the book. And never
mind that the book makes an excel-
Ient brochure for the author's work
and ideas.

The book consists of brief case
studies, complete with constraints,
problems, solutions, and more prob-
lems. Real-life innovative architectural
problem-solving is illustrated through-
out in unusually concise and readable
fashion.

The book is loaded with inventive
design ideas and construction tech-
niques that respond to circumstantial
constraints and problems: stenciled
patterns, for example, as a low-cost
way to enrich existing wood floors;
design-as-you-build to push ahead
small but complex buildings; and sen-
sitive uses of industrial building ma-
terials like galvanized sheet metal
roofs and ceilings to achieve economi-
cal but striking results.

Prefab eonstruction, water jet spray
for roof cooling in a hot climate,
factory glazing, fabric banners, etc.,
are very much the stuff of this book.
So too are owner-builder projects,
architect-builder, and multiple and
mixed contracts of all sorts. Low-cost
materials, original finishes, and novel
approaches to getting the job done all
reflect the determination of the makers
of each building to build, regardless
of the constraints of circumstance.

The o'innovation'o of the title is
there all right, but how much of what
goes on in these projects could be
called "management" in the sense of

ALDO ROSSI, THE FLOATING THEATER, 1979

fully professional managerial technique
is a wide open question. Chances are
that many architects, due to the lack
of training in real management in the
architectural schools, will not notice
that most of the activity described
here is as ad hoc and seat-of-the-pants
as a hippie picnic. From a managerial
point of view, consider the irony of
the following:

Construction Scheduling Management:

The unusual construction approach
dictated by the design was intended
to speed construction. Unfortunately
it had the reverse effect because the
builder was not used to an unconven-
tional approach.

Construction Cost Control:

There was insufficient time for thor-
ough planning and analysis prior to
the construction phase, and unantici-
pated structural problems occurred.

Nitty-Critty Get-Down Cost Control:

Since the owner provided his own la-
bor and obtained many favors through
contractor contacts, the cost was kept
to a minimum-

Construction Management (CM):

The crew (architect and staff) camped
on the site, and the client furnished

all their food-mostly lobsters, clams,
and pies. . . . The desigrr was entirely
worked out in a simple model that
required a half a day to make. After
the client approved a Polaroid shot
of the model. . . .

Design/Build Cost and Quality Control

I was unable to see that pier footings
that were needed to support the
house had not Lreen poured-and
I went ahead with construction. It
was not until framing of the second
floor began that alarmed carpenters
reported the vital missing link.

And finallv:

The owner sued the architects when
costs exceeded the original budget
by $12,000 over the original target
of $48,000. However he dropped
the suit when he sold the house for
$248,000.

That's the pleasure of much of this
book. It may not be management, but
it is certainly REAL, and fun. Which
is what most of us wanted when we
decided to get into the business in the
first place.

Innovative Management Techniques for
Architectural Design and Construction:
A Guide for Architects, Owners, and Build-
ers, Alfredo DeVido, Whitney Library of
Design, 1984, 208 pp., illus., $32.50.
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Chris Arnold:

UNDERSTANDING
BUILDINGS
ESMOND REID

DESIGN AIID
TECHNOLOGY IN
ARCHITECTURE
DAVID CUISE

DESIGNING
BUILDINGS THATVORK
FRED STITT

It is paradoxical that just as fashion-
able architecture moves toward the
stage setting, relegating structure and
construction firmly to subservient
roles, we are finally getting textbooks
that properly relate design to the tech-
nical systems of building. For a gen-
eration since buildings really started
to become complicated, writing on
architectural technology has circled
around and generally evaded this issue.

Graduates left school and went to work,
only to realize with a rude shock that
the type of mechanical system and
the location of the mechanical rooms
were more a determinant of design
than the semiotics of place. In the
first painful years in the office, in
puzzling encounters with structural
and mechanical engineers, the pieces
were put back together, and the de-
signer began to understand the whole
thing. But the personal and profes-
sional cost was high. The engineering
consultants generally did not explain
concepts very well, and none of the
textbooks seemed to help. The choice
was Graphics Stand,ards, with hundreds
of pages of unrelated details, or engi-
neering text books full of formulae,
one line diagrams, and photos of
steam radiators in places like Roch-
ester, New York.

It was probably in the engineers'
business interests to keep their meth-
ods mysterious and dull, and it took

the technological era of the sixties for
a lot of architects to get interested in
and excited about technologies, even
to the point of suggesting they were
much more important than they really
were. This imbalance is now being
redressed with a vengeance, but the
residual benefit is apparent: twenty
years later, people who understand
complete buildings are beginning to
write about them in an interesting
way, giving us books that pull together
the image-making, problem-solving,
engineering, and environmental issues

that, in our turbulent 20th-century
architectural practice, have vied with
one another for ascendancy in our
hearts and minds.

So there we are, at this dawning of
the new age of fagadism, surprised to
see the books pile up that we needed
twenty years ago. Perhaps it's just part
of the present glut of architectural
publishing. Perhaps it represents frus-
tration on the part ofthe technologists

-if you can't build it, write about it.
I happen to think it's a very healthy
sign. An important educational gap

is being filled, for without the litera-
ture, teaching is very difficult. There
is currently a groundswell of desire
for interesting and relevant technolog-
ical teaching in some of the leading
architectural schools, and, architec-
tural magazines notwithstanding, a

strong core of professionals who are
trying to design complete buildings
that work-as images, structures, and
environments.

These three books are fairly modest
offerings-looming in the rear is the
long-awaited AIA sponsored tome on
building systems that should add
the other dimensions that Graphics
Standards lacks. Modest offerings,
however, have the virtue of being
inexpensive and more likely to be
read. These three books are not
equally successful, but they are full
of ideas and understanding, and are

complementary rather than competi-
tive. There is nonetheless still room
for many more.

Understanding Buildings is the most

comprehensive: a cool survey from
the U.K. of the major building sys-
tems, including their engineering fun-
damentals, design, and construction.
Design an"d. Tbchnology in Architecture
talks mostly about structure as a
major design determinant and focuses

-perhaps unfortunately-on the high-
rise office building type. Designing
Buildings That Work is a confident
guide to a method of programming
and design technology that is more in
the style of a self-improvement book on

Diet, Divorce, or Financial Planning.
In its planning, design, and organi-

zalion, Und.erstanding Buildings is
the best of these books. Now that
architects are starting to explain engi-
neering, we are beginning to see how
interesting structures can be, and
Reid does a fine job of this. I could
have done with less on shells and
hyperbolic parabolics-these have an

undying fascination for U.K. architects

-and more on some of the common
variations of steel and concrete frames,
but his transitions from structural
theory to practice are very good.

Each chapter starts with a worth-
while explanation of principles, and
then moves into practical solutions.
The book covers the main physical
systems-structure, enclosure, envi-
ronmental services, utility systems,
lighting, and acoustics. A useful chap-
ter deals with planning principles for
fire safety, now recognized as an im-
portant aspect of the technology of
design.

My one complaint about this book
is a rather important one: its descrip-
tions of practice are, not unnaturally,
derived from the U.K. The U.K. must
be one of the last frontiers of a truly
weird regional construction technology,
based on the brick cavity wall, and
this, combined with its climate, has
ensured the spectacular rise of archi-
tectural practices for dealing with
renovation of rather new buildings.
This issue is particularly apparent in
the discussion of small residential
construction in this book, in which
the whole U.S. technology of wood
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frame is ignored, except for a small
sketch of a wood frame house that in
no way represents U.S. practice. Other
regional issues show up in descrip-
tions of electrical systems and plumb-
ing, and the insulation examples all
show U.K. assemblies. I would like
to see a ferocious editing of this book
for the U.S. market, and the addition
of a good chapter on U.S. wood-frame
construction. As it is, I think any
student or young professional would
be really put off track by many of the
examples shown.

Design an"d Techrnlogy in Architec-
ture covers some of the same ground
as Reid's book from a U.S. vantage
point, but with a much narrower focus.
It provides some information on engi-
neering fundamentals but in a more
conventional *t-/a way than Reid's
book. Structure is really the central
theme, primarily in relation to high-
rise or other large framed buildings.
Methods of framing, alternative struc-
tural systems, the location of cores,
and the technology of life safety are
discussed. Some extracts from the
National Building Code are thrown
in. Wood framing is illustrated by the
familiar axonometric of a "balloon"
frame: do they still do balloon frames
in New York? This drawing would
really puzzle a student from the West
Coast.

Most of the book, 175 pages out of
265, is taken up with "case studies"-
including descriptions of sixteen well-
known buildings - including Seagram's,
U.S. Steel (Pittsburgh), CBS (New
York), and Richards Laboratory, show-
ing the structural framing plan, the
mechanical plan and section, some
framing details, and a lot of statistics
on lengths, areas, HVAC zoning, exit-
ing, and similar topics. These descrip-
tions Iook like class work, and take
up much more space than the infor-
mation justifies.

There is almost no information on
mechanical systems-three pages on
the location of mechanical equipment.
This book really presents a rather
outdated view of the high-rise build-

ing as a structural system, with a
deferential nod to life safety and the
mechanical system.

Designing Buildings That Work ts
a bouncy book of useful advice ad-
dressed to young designers or prin-
cipals of small desigrr firms. It is
a combination of programming tech-
niques-bubble diagrams, proximity
matrices and the like-together with
a lot of design rules of thumb about
planning and preliminary structural
design. Some twenty pages are de-
voted to environmental design failures.

@

All this down-to-earth information is
structured in a methodical way that
models a linear design process. The
tone of the book is that of a self-
improvement handbook, with a confi-
dent and hustling voice but, as in
most of these books, there is a hard
core of common sense and practicality
that more elegant scholarly works
often lack.

I could have used a lot more rules
of thumb and advice, but unfortu-
nately almost half the book (120 pages)
is taken up with a "predesigrr and
planning checklist," consisting of a
listing of the headings of the CSI
specifications format, together with
a procedure for recording decisions
about each item on the list. The
system can be explained in five pages,
and the printing of the complete list
is sheer padding. It is thus an uneven
book, with a lot of good advice but
also a lot of flatulence. The only
illustrations are a few pages of com-
puter printouts which are not rele-
vant, and not explained in the text.

The unevenness of these books
does not negate the fact that they
represent a most welcome trend. They
may, to some extent, be victims of an

environment in which apparently al-
most any architectural book can get
published, so that the differences
between a real book and a reprint of
magazine articles or undergraduate
lectures might go undetected. Cer-
tainly Reid's book is a thoroughly
professional piece of writing. The
others are not, but a little more effort
by the authors, and more control and
questioning by the publishers, would
have made them so.

Understandi.g Buildings: A Multidiscipli-
nary Approach, Esmond Reid, MII 1984,
2I3 pp., illus., $25.00.

Design and Technology in Architecture,
David Guise, Wiley, 1985, 272 pp., illus.,
$s0.00.

Designing Buildings ThatVork: The Archi-
tect's Problem Prevention Sourcebooko
Fred A. Stitt, McGraw-Hill, 1984, 240 pp.,
$32.50.

Marcy Liwong:

STRUCTURES
FOR ARCHITECTS
B. S. BENJAMIN

There are so many books with titles
like this that the tendency is to refer
to them by the names of their authors

-Parler, Cowan, Salaadori, and so
on. Fortunately, Benjamin does not
have to rely on its official title to
distinguish itself from the pack-Dr.
Benjamin succeeds (where many have
failed) in making his subject palat-
able to architects.

The topic of structures for archi-
tects is inherently interdisciplinary,
and to teach it effectively requires that
the teacher-and textbook-address
several critical issues. The first of
these is the question of why structural
theory is relevant to architectural
practice. Benjamin understands that
learning, reader interest, and rele-
vance of subject matter are more
closely tied together in a professional
than an academic field, and has there-
fore taken pains to discuss structural
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concepts in terms of architecture and
construction (while avoiding getting
bogged down in endless descriptions
of construction details). He maintains
a balance between general description
and specific mathematical analysis,
thereby avoiding the two most common
textbook pitfalls, those of trivializing
the subject through overgeneralized
prose, and alienating readers by sub-
merging them in too many equations
and numbers.

Benjamin treats building structures
architecturally, as systems, rather
than as isolated components. Yet he

recognizes that one must at some

point break these systems down in
order to analyze them. To achieve
this, he devotes roughly an equal
amount of space to concepts of mater-
ials and systems and to the analysis
of isolated elements. His discussion
proceeds logically from systems to com-
ponents, and then back to systems-an
approach which works well in terms of
reinforcing the reader's understanding.

One of the hardest tasks in writing
a textbook is to put oneself in the
position of the beginner. Strur:tures

for Architecrs displays an applaudable
empathy for the beginner, undoubtedly
a reflection of the author's experiences
as a teacher of architects at the Uni-
versity of Kansas, an activity for which
he has won several awards.

In architecture, as in other creative
fields, the teacher's ultimate job is
to provide principles that will serve
as the basis for solving a large and
diverse set of problems. Many archi-
tecture students, however, emerge
from their classes in structures know-
ing how to look up beam sections in
the load tables of their wood or steel
handbooks, but with no appreciation
of the interplay of architectural design
and structure. Benjamin's goal is to
produce not ersatz engineers, but
architects able to work intelligently
with engineers.

Structures for Architects, second edition,
B. S. Benjamin, Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1984,

484 pp., illus., $38.00.

Steae Harrison:
PERSPECTIVE
DRAV/INC
BY PROGRAMMABLE
CALCULATOR
DAVID YT]E

I still vividly remember the magic of
the first time I successfully constructed
a perspective in school. To turn a

real dimensional thing into a correct
image, and to be capable of doing it
predictably, was a whole new world.
To simplify the mathematical descrip-
tion of perspective, architect David
Yue has developed a complete suite of
computational tools. His book, gen-
erously illustrated with large, easy to
understand diagrams, takes the cal-
culating artist through increasingly dif-
ficult problems, including compound
curved surfaces, such as shadows

cast on a sphere. All of the examples
are variations on the same idea: to
draw a line by mathematically cal-
culating its end points on Hewlett-
Packard Scientific Programmable or
Texas Instruments TI 58 or TI 59
calculators.

The building must be properly
known from plan and elevation to be
properly plotted on a Cartesian coor-
dinate system (x, y, z-remember
those?). After the programs listed in
the Appendix are entered in the cal-
culator, values for the x, y, and z

coordinates are fed to the calculator,
and it returns the x and y locations
of the points for the perspective. The
points are then manually laid out on
a drawing. The user must have a

pretty good idea of the perspective's
layout to establish the view and plot
those lines on the visible side of the
building. Although all the line loca-
tions could be calculated, most archi-
tects would use this system for general
layout and estimating the location of
fagade elements and other details.

For those with a good algorithmic
sense and who learn best by example,
the book can be a very valuable
learning tool. The math and the method

are interchangeable. I suspect, how-
ever, that many objects simple enough
to easily use the formulas would be
simple enough to sketch manually,
while those more complex objects
(like curved surfaces) will be so intim-
idating that the calculation will be
skipped.

I would question the decision to
print the book in hardcover. Most
computer books acknowledge the fleet-
ing nature of the technology and are
in softcover or loose leaf for easy

updating. This leads to my major
criticism: the inappropriateness of the
calculator for such a task. Most ar-
chitects who have programmable cal-
culators probably have not taken the
time to enter any program as complex
as the ones in the book. Furthermore,
personal computers have rapidly in-
vaded both office and home, providing
a great deal more computational power

than calculators, easier programmabil-
ity, and greater range of application.
In fact, comprehensive perspective
drawing programs that generate im-
ages equal in quality to those in the
book are already available on some of
the most modest equipment. These
programs have the additional feature
of showing the perspective on the

screen and allowing the user to alter
the view without having to reenter all
the data. Small desktop plotters that
transfer the images to paper are avail-
able for the price of a fancy program-
mable calculator.

The book is equivalent to computer
software except that it does not come
with a guarantee. Unlike software, it
gives an excellent description of the
methodology, so the calculations are

seen as a servant of the process and
not as the process itself. Manual
perspective drawing provides a magi-
cian's bag of tricks, and this book
adds the reality of a precise mathe-
matical universe whose laws the archi-
tect can use to compute a drawing.

Perspective Drawing by Programmable
Calculator: A Method with Graphic Aids,
David Yue, Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1984,

220 pp., illus., $29.00.
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Thomas Kaan:

INSIDE AUTOCAD
DANIEL RAKER
and HARBERT RICE

In the past two years we have seen
a proliferation of small, powerful per-
sonal computers, fueled by the avail-
ability of cheap, easy-to-use software
packages. The enormous success of
the IBM-PC, for example, can be at-
tributed in large part to the existence
of spreadsheet and word-processing
programs like Lotus l-2-3 and Word-
Star. In the graphics world, the pro-
gram which has had the most impact
has been AutoCAD (produced by Auto-
desk), which is now used on over 40
percent of all microcomputers applied
to drafting tasks.

Vendors of software to personal
computer users face an intractable
problem-how to educate the pur-
chasers of their programs. A major
component of software costs in more
traditional computer environments was
the cost of support, but a vendor sell-
ing a package for 950 or 91,000 obvi-
ously cannot provide the level ofsup-
port expected with a $50,000 system.

Most vendors address this problem
by trying-not always successfully-
to make the software simple and intu-
itive to use. Extensive manuals at-
tempt to convey in layman's terms the
operation of the system. Often the
novice is provided with a tutorial,
an elaborate program which monitors
his progress, with corrections and
comments along the way.

Most of these vendor-produced train-
ing aids, if they are provided at all,
have not been too successful. A ma-
jor secondary service industry has
sprung up to fill the gap, with ex-
perienced users across the country
offering classes to novices on the
intricacies of particular programs. The
book reviewed here, Inside AutoCAD,
addresses the acute need of nov-
ice users of microCADD systems for
general, rapid, and comprehensible
education.

The authors have obviously thought
through the role of the text as an
educational tool. They have laid out
the book in a consistent format which
writers of technical educational texts
would do well to study. Illustrations,
liberally used, guide the reader through
each step. Text runs down the right-
hand side of each page, with illus-
trations set out on the left; several
examples of finished drawings clearly
show appropriate uses of the drawing
system. (Although, as with all stan-
dard formats, at times the standard
fails. )

The authors first take the reader
through the start-up of the software,
familiarizing him with the terms. A
very rapid foray into the systems
follows, concluding with the satisfying
completion of a finished, albeit in-
consequential, drawing. The authors
then introduce the fundamentals of
drawing tools and describe capabili-
ties in the system which make drawing
easier. Finally, the reader is intro-
duced briefly to some of the more
powerful concepts and potentials of
data attributes. The book also in-
cludes a glossary of common terms
and appendices which address par-
ticular technical issues (configurations
and plotters). One appendix presents
all the menus offered in the AutoCAD
system, a very useful reference.

The authors have commendably re-
sisted the temptation to make com-
puter "hackers" out of their readers,
who are expected to be interested in
creating drawings using the AutoCAD
systems, but not in learning computer
terminology or abstruse technical is-
sues. 

.While 
the point may appear

trivial, the texts all too often try
to convert readers into amateur com-
puter scientists.

Perhaps the most import omission
is the failure to discuss the appro-
priateness of CADD tools to particular
drawing tasks. In choosing to use
a microCADD system, the user con-
strains the kinds of drawings he can
produce, just as much as if he had
chosen to use a graphite pencil and

vellum, or a cold chisel and granite.
In a CADD system, each component
(the displays, the plotters, the soft-
ware) imposes its own limits on the
convenience of drawing. Users need
to learn these limits quickly or frus-
trate themselves attempting to execute
unsuitable work. The issue of the
effect of the medium on the drawing
has never been explicitly addressed
in computer graphics, although the
authors implicitly address the issue
here by providing examples of drafting
completed on AutoCAD, showing how
complexity of drawing and density of
lines work with each other to dictate
suitable drawings.

A number of other criticisms I men-
tion only because this is an educa-
tional text, on which the reader will
depend completely: typographic errors
should have been caught (for example,
on page 52 readers are instructed to
type APERATUR instead of APER-
TUR), as should inaccurate cross ref-
erences (in chapter 2 readers are told
a discussion of text editing is forth-
coming, but this is not the case),
and chapter summaries and illustrated
menus are not consistent.

If the book had been spiral instead
of perfect bound it would not be
impossible to keep open as you prac-
tice on the keyboard; also aggravating
are the inconvenient page breaks and
the chronic shortage of white space.
While it is a matter of personal taste,
the authors' style may make some
readers cringe; computer texts have
long suffered from excessive dryness,
but I found this one too familiar for
comfort ("Could you do the exercise?
Still not, huh?").
Overall, Iruide AutoCAD is a good
introductory text for the novice-not
the "constant reference" the publisher
fondly claims, but more than adequate
as a quick training guide.

Inside AutoCAD: A Teaching Guide to
the AutoCAD llficrocomputer Design and
Drafting Program, Daniel Raker and Har-
bert Rice, New Riders Publishing, 1985, 309
pp., illus., $27.95 pb.
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Robert B r ady W illiamson :

DESIGNING FOR
FIRE SAFETY
E. G. BUTCHER
and A. C. PARNELL

Ignition, fire severity, fire spread, fire
effect, services, and fire insurance
are dealt with in the first, more the-
oretical part of this book. The authors
explain how fires start, how they grow,

and how they spread inside and out-
side buildings. A typical illustration
of fire growth in a room shows cold
air flowing into the bottom of the fire
compartment and hot gases flowing
out the top. The authors define spe-
cial terms, such as flashover, clearly,
with technically correct caveats as

well as simple illustrations that sche-
matically show the progress of a fire.

They explain how building shape

l{edH. Abrams:

CONSTRUCTION
DETAIL
BANKING
PHILIP BENNETT

According to Mooer's Law, "an infor-
mation retrieval system will tend not
to be used whenever it is more painful
and troublesome for a customer to
have information than not to have it."
Phillip Bennett's book, a compendium
of systematic storage and retrieval for
architectural details, is devoted to
eliminating the effects of Mooer's Law.

The first few chapters deal with selec-
tion, source, and approach, advancing
to preparation and evaluation, with
the inevitable feedback process. Sev-

eral charts are used to illustrate re-
lationships of the various facets of

BRICK \^/ALL

FURRTNG rrY Uor,Low l-lL()cKs,
WITH DDAtsENING: A VEBY E

As ()F'l EItn-{ (]{)TTA,
LABuBATE SYsrDrt.

and size can affect frres, the role
smoke plays, and briefly describe the
high temperature behavior of concrete,
steel, and polymeric materials, fol-
lowed by the "standard tests" drawn
up for the U.K. Two very short chap-
ters cover frre protection and emer-
gency services requirements and the
basic prerequisites and rules regard-
ing fire insurance.

The second part of Designing for
Fire Safety takes up the practical as-

pects of incorporating fire precautions
as an integral part of the building de-
sign, from the original concept through
the finalized design. The approach is

development. Chapters 4 and 5 intro-
duce the language of the field in names

and numbers, with instructions on how

to place data so that it can be retrieved.
Chapters 6 and 7, though they con-
clude the book, might have more use-
fully come at the beginning, since
they summarize the development of a
master system, the Boolean retrieval
system, which through the use of o'de-

scriptors" is proposed to obtain "im-
proved design, increased performance
of materials, products and facilities."

This reviewer, having initiated "Sys-

tems Design" over 35 years ago, rec-
ognized that even with a very small
office some sort of detail banking re-
trieval and reuse was desirable. The
problem has been one of both scale
and technology. Those with access to
proper reproduction facilities will be
directed to the categorization of the
recovery system. In small offices the
variety of details may not be that

to illustrate design choices and com-
pare them to the British codes and
standards. Most American readers
will not find this section of much use,
since the building codes in the United
States and Canada take other ap-
proaches, and many of the design
illustrations make no sense outside of
the United Kingdom.

All in all, the book is focused on
British design practice with back-
ground material taken from the Fire
Research Station publications and
other sources of fire research. Design-
ingfor Fire Safety might be interesting
for American readers who wish to

understand the nature of fire, but
basically falls short for those involved
with the fire safety problems of build-
ings in the United States or Canada.

Designing for Fire Safety, E. G. Butcher

and A. C. Parnell, Wiley, 1983, 372 pp.,

illus., $55.00.

great and human memory may be as

good a way as any to recover Past
efforts. In the large office it is not

merely a matter of the retrieval of
details, but of production efficiency,
and the reduction of liability by avoid-
ing the use of details that have no

history of success or a potential for
failure. Likewise the system prevents
the reinventing of the same wheel in
minor variations to satisfy someone's

vanity. Bennett's book, especially the

Iast two chapters, will be of great

benefit in eliminating errors and con-

fusion from the coordination of details
and specifications. The commonality
of the languages can even be applied
to the assimilation of pure design
research.

Construction Detail Banking: Systematic
Storage and Retrieval. Philip Bennett,

Wiley, 1.984, 174 pp., $32.50.
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Reid Condit:

THE PRACTICAL
SPECTFIER
WALTER ROSENFELD

Readers of Progressiue Architecture's
"Specifications Clinic" page will rec-
ognize its writer as the author of this
book. Some twenty of the chapters
appeared first in that format; another
three originated in the Construction
Specr.fter, and the balance, similar
in style and approach, appear to
have been written to round out the
collection.

Consistent with the "Specifications
Clinic" format, these pieces are brief,
rarely longer than five pages, and
limited to a single topic. These topics
the author has arranged under three
general headings: "The Project Man-
ual," "The Context," and "The Speci-
fier's Role." An appendix includes
sample documents and an excerpt
from the still-relevant 1967 CSI re-
search study of automated specifica-
tions by Charles Diehl. Finally, ten
pages of chapter notes explain terms
or references which appear in the
text, but oddly enough the text con-
tains no references to these notes.

The subtitle is misleading: this
book is not a "manual of construction
documentation for architects," although
it may have a limited reference value.
Its discussions assume the availability
of literature of the manual type such
as the CSI Manual of Practice and
packaged specification masters. Rosen-
feld's treatment of topics such as Time
Clauses and Add-Only Unit Prices
might qualify for inclusion in a manual,
but much more would be required.
(We probably don't need another
manual anyway since a revised CSI
Manual of Practice is due for publica-
tion this summer. ) What i.s valuable
about this br-rok is lhe opporlunity lo
eavesdrop as an experienced architect/
specifier confronts the practical issues
of specifying in the context of this
literature and today's design and con-

struction environment. The specifier
seldom has a professional consultant
with whom to consider the force and
direction of his own activity amid the
vectors of owners, bidders, designers,
drafters, consultants and other players
of the construction game whose deci-
sions impinge on him so relentlessly.

Those chapters which deal with
automation may have the greatest
claim on the reader's interest. They
provide a historical background for
today's specifying and remind us that
change is subtle, but insistent. Almost
twenty years ago automated specifica-
tions became a real possibility for
many and the modus operandi for
a few. We are now at a point where
automation has been broadly imple-
mented for specification production
independent of other tasks of the
design process. Its integration with
those other tasks would seem to be
the next step. How this is to be done
and what it may mean for the specifier
is not yet clear. Rosenfeld offers no
plan, although he does suggest that
a study along the lines of the 7967
CSI research would be appropriate.
In the last chapter, "Specifiert Night-
marel' he reflects on the future of the
specifier's activity. While not entirely
convinced that this activity will re-
main in the hands of one person, he
concludes that the functions of the
specifier will survive as long as there
is diversity of owner, architect, and
building site.

This is recommended reading for
the specifier given to reflecting upon
his role, and for anyone else on
the design team who must take some
responsibility for that milestone event
in the construction process, the pub-
lication of drawings and specifications.

The Practical Specifier: A Manual of Con-
struction Documentation for Architects,
Walter Rosenfeld, McGraw-Hill, 1985, l8f
pp., $29.95.

Ken Garcison.:

MANAGING
COINSTRUCTION
CONTRACTS
ROBERT D. CILBREATH

Unlike other books in this area, this
book discusses not only control pro-
cedures for the period subsequent to
the award of construction contracts
but the period previous to the con-
tracts as well. The author reviews the
process from project conception to
project completion. The second half
of the book is particularly valuable
both to the initiated and the beginner
in defining Construction Administra-
tion as traditionally performed. The
issues of roles, meetings, reports,
standard forms changes in the work,
claims, and project closeouts are ad-
dressed concisely and supported by
believable examples.

The author makes it clear that in-
novation is limited to the private sec-
tor, and that private owners have the
right to develop almost any procedure
that benefits their interests. Perhaps
the best audience for this book is
among the emerging owners who need
to have careful control over the pro-
cedure. A successful manager will no
doubt already be familiar with the
information on the complex business
of construction and attentive to po-
tential conflicts of interest in the
monitoring procedures and the legal
relationships.

Managing Construction Contracts: Opera-
tional Controls for Commercial Risks,
Robert D. Cilbreath, Wiley, 1983, 281 pp.,
$32.s0.
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John Rutherford:

ADOBE AND
RAMMED EARTH
BUILDINGS
PAUL GRAHAM McHENRY J'.
with CERALD V{ MAY

To those who design and build in
steel and concrete, wood and plastic,
the topic of dirt, adobe, and rammed
earth may appear trivial. Yet, as Mc-
Henry notes, 50 percent of us still
live in earth buildings. The prepon-
derance of modern earth construction
becomes even greater when engineered
filI and earthfill dams are included-
two classes of earth construction ig-
nored in Adnbe and Rammed Earth
Build,irugs. The topic is important,
and mud remains the most variable,
least understood, and most interest-
ing of all construction materials.

That said, does the book meet the
claims of its jacket as "the first book
that presents comprehensive lreatment
of the engineering and architectural
principles involved in the design and
construction of adobe and rammed
earth buildings"? It comes respectably
close if you are an architect, contractor,
or ambitious do-it-yourselfer living in
the American Southwest. McHenry
surveys the history of mud brick and
earth building construction. presents
photographs of ancient and modern
examples, discusses manufacturing
and construction techniques, and
shows typical design details. The
chapter on the heating, cooling, and
ventilating charaiteristics of earth-
walled building is particularly useful.
Sections on structural design and
restoration of earth structures, an ap-
pendix of present building code pro-
visions, and a recommended model
code for earth building conclude the
volume. Sufficient information is pre-
sented to enable an architect to de-
sign a buildable earth structure, or
a contraclor lo bui]d one in a region
free from earthquakes, strong winds,

and climatic extremes.
Along the way, McHenry deals hon-

estly and effectively with several myths
still clinging to mud brick construction:

MYTH l: A mud brick or rammed
earth wall more than a couple of stor-
ies high will collapse of its own weight.

FACT: A reasonably good mud brick
wall wiII withstand a compressive
stress of at least 250 pounds per
square inch (1724 kPa), yielding a

wall height o{ 327 feet (100 m) before
collapse, or more than 55 feet (17 m)
with a safety factor of 6.

MYTH 2: Clay is the most essential
and desirable soil component of mud
brick.

FACT: Decent mud brick can be
made with clay-poor soil. Granular
material can be mixed with silts,
straw, manure, or other fine-grained
material to make perfectly adequate
mud bricks or rammed earth material.

MYTH 3: Earth walls have excel-
lent insulating qualities.

FACT: Earth is a relatively poor
insulating material. The thermal mass
effect of thick earth walls does create
a lag in temperature differentials
across the wall, but one inch of poly-
styrene has a lower steady state heat
transmission coefficient than a l0-inch
thick earth wall.

The disastrous performance of un-
reinforced brick and earth buildings
during severe earthquakes is no myth,
however, and the book's treatment of
this grave problem falls short of com-
prehensive. Hundreds of thousands of
people have been killed by collapsing
brick and earth structures during
earthquakes; someone has estimated
that chances of surviving an earth-
quake are 200 times better in a
wood building than in an unrein-
forced masonry structure. A step-by-
step detailed earthquake analysis of
a simple mud brick or compacted
earth structure would call attention to
the problem and suggest solutions in
the form of roof and floor anchorage,
diaphragms, ring beams, all of which
are mentioned but not analyzed. A
comprehensive bibliography on earth

construction would be welcome, and

-one last quibble-the relief of mud
brick manufacture (Fig. 1.2 p. 5) is
not from the tomb of Queen Hatshepsut
as captioned. Neither her Biban-el-
Maluk tomb nor her cliff tomb in Wadi
Sikket et-Taqa es Zeide is decorated.

Adobe and Rammed Earth Buildings: De-
sigl and Construction, Paul Graham Mc-
Henry, Jr., with Gerald W May, Wiley, 1984,
217 pp., illus., $42.95.

Ed Arens:

BUILDINC SCIEI\CE
FOR A COLD CLIMATE
NEIL B. HUTCHEON
and CUSTAV O. P. HANDECORD

This is a very useful textbook and
reference manual on thermal and mois-
ture behavior in buildings. Its authors
have been senior scientists for over
thirty years at the Division of Build-
ing Research (DBR, not to be confused
with this publication) of the National
Research Council of Canada. They
have also been longtime contribu-
tors to the technical committees and
handbooks of the American Society
of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-
Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE).
The book reflects their background in
its heavy reliance on DBR and ASH-
RAE research work and publications,
and in its thorough but strictly com-
partmented approach to presenting
information.

A few words on the DBR are in
order. It is one of a small international
group of research institutions dedi-
cated to studying buildings. Compared
to most, the DBR has developed an
unsurpassed expertise in the perform-
ance of building envelopes (as opposed
to, say, the mechanical equipment
that goes into buildings), and has
rather naturally concentrated on cold
climate conditions. As in most such
institutes, its research is performed
by scientists and engineers working
in depth on isolated problems. The
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findings are usually transmitted to the
building community in technical re-
search reports and through the close
cooperation of its researchers with the
professional societies and government
agencies that write building standards
and codes. There is relatively little
attention given to synthesizing results
for direct application to architectural
practice; this work is left to outside
authors, and often comes years after
the research is done.

Building Science for a Cold Climate
presents its information in a tech-
nical, engineering-oriented way. The
first two chapters are a cursory dis-
cussion of the relationships between
people, buildings, and climate, intro-
ducing a lot of Canadian government
information sources in these areas.
A clear and concise series ofchapters
on fundamental processes follows:
"Molecules, Cases, Heat, and Radi-
ation"; "Thermal Radiation in the
Environment"; "Water in the Environ-
ment"; 'Air and its Water Content";
"Fluids in Motion"; "Heat Tiansfer";
"Solar Radiation and Buildings";
"Wind on Buildings"; 'Air Leakage
and Ventilation"; "Water," and prac-
tical building related details. It is
nice to have all these in one place.
Following these are "The Indoor Ther-
mal Environment"; "Requirements and
Characteristics of Occupancies"; and
a summarizing chapter on "Buildings
for a Cold Climate"-each a useful
reference on its subject. Thken all
together, the book is an exhaustive
collection of DBR and ASHRAE lit-
erature and serves as a guide to
the densely packed contents of the
ASHRAE handbooks.

One minor quibble: there should
be a consolidated list at the front or
back oS the book for times when one
is not reading sequentially through
the chapters. A somewhat more major
problem is that, when the book de-
parts from its main interests, it often
becomes a barely annotated bibliog-
raphy. (See the wind-rain penetration
section in chapter 10, where the issue
is identified and assigned a few num-

bered references, but not discussed
at all. The subject is covered again
in more detail in chapter 12, but there
is no way a reader in chapter l0 would
know this.) The authors seem very
concerned to mention every possible
building science concern (they even
fit in a discussion of supersonic air
flow), but this breadth should not be
at the expense of giving important
subjects some interpretation. Finally,
one should be warned that transient
heat transfer and solar design are
barely discussed-probably a cold
climate prejudgment.

Still, this is a major book in the
climatic design field. It compares
with Civoni's Man, Climate and Archi-
tecture (London Applied Science, 1976)
and Markus and Morris's Buildings,
Climate and Energy (Pittman, l9B0)
for its fundamental treatment of build-
ing science topics. Like these earlier
works. it is primarily an engineering
book: nongraphic, with only a few
architectural details. It is in SI units.
Koenigsberger's classic Marutal of
Tropical Hotsing is successful in
covering both principles and design
within a restricted scope. Books stress-
ing design applications -notably Wat-
son's Climatic Design (McGraw-Hill,
1983), Mazria's The Passiae Solar
Boolc (Rodale,1979), and the original
Design with Climate (Princeton Uni-
versity Press, 1963) by Olgyay-are
by contrast profusely illustrated with
graphic climate and energy flow pat-
terns, design procedures, and example
buildings and their details. They have
immediate suggestions at all levels of
design and are still in English units.
Cenerally speaking, they do not cover
the fundamentals in detail. Designers
serious about this field are left to
bridge for themselves the substantial
stylistic and informational gaps be-
tween these different types of books.

Building Science for a Cold Climate, Neil
B. Hutcheon and Gustav O. P. Handegord,
Wiley, 1983, 440 pp., $58.95.

Richard M. Shapiro:

LAV/ AND
ARCHITECTURE

'oKnow thine enemy" may be the best
way to describe the design profes-
sional's motivation for reading books
on the law. Other motives exist-the
desire to understand the nature of
available rights and remedies or the
tools of power in society-but are
rarely so strong as to make a design
professional voluntarily read this type
of material. Law often seems a dis-
cipline which buffets the design proc-
ess rather than informing or contrib-
uting to it. Even so, it is a force
which will affect even the most aca-
demic design professional's work, for
example, in the form of copyright
issues. In the worst of circumstanceso
in connection with construction dis-
putes or malpractice claims, it can
disrupt both one's career and emo-
tional tranquility.

A book on the legal aspects of
design practice can have various ob-
jectives. It can provide a broad view
of the legal system and its relation-
ship to the design profession, assum-
ing in the reader no prior experience
with the legal system and a general-
ized and unfocused interest in its re-
lationship to design practice. On the
other hand is the literature intended
to serve as a reference in connection
with specific issues as they arise.
This can be difficult, as issues which
are relevant change over time and
legal solutions or doctrines may differ
from state to state.

A recent example of the first type of
book is The Architect's Guide to Law
and Practice, by Robert and Karen
Creenstreet. The book is intended to
give the reader a "basic legal over-
view of the wider principles affecting
the profession, and concentrating on
the more specific procedural aspects
of the architect's duties." The treat-
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ment of legal subject matter is so
generalized and broadbrushed that the
book accomplishes neither goal ade-
quately. Probably the most useful
section is the first chapter, which
attempts, perhaps too briefly, to pro-
vide a general overview of the law
and the legal system-including such
"sources" of law as statutes and court
decisions-and the nature of the legal
machinery from the legislature to the
courts. (This is an area of far more
confusion and misinformation than
most people realize, as designers can
attest who have subsequently attended
law school and recall their amaze-
ment at the revelations of the intro-
ductory classes.) The book then races
through descriptions of bases for li-
ability, insurance, forms of associa-
tion for practice purposes, relation-
ships with owners and others involved
in the construction practice, as well
as professional ethics, office adminis-
tration, and building and land use
permits and controls.

The intended audience for this book
is unclear. Basic topics are not well
enough developed to inform the stu-
dent, while the treatment of specific
practice issues is too summary to be
of much use to the practitioner. The
relevance of some topics is doubtful-
for example, forms of deeds and own-
ership, tree ordinances and the bases
for nuisance claims. These may be
areas where little knowledge is more
dangerous than none at all. Zoning
and land use issues and procedures
receive two pages, a discussion nei-
ther specific enough to be of use in
formulating strategies for processing
applications nor general enough to
address the interesting constitutional
issues raised by zoning as a use of
the police power. According to the
book, the most common type of zoning
is known as Euclidian. One is left
with the impression of something to
do with geometry, when in fact the
moniker refers to one of the parties
in the first United States Supreme
Court case upholding the validity
of a zoning ordinance, the City of

Euclid, Ohio.
The book is desigrred carefully, full

of different type faces, indentations,
and emphasis bullets. In addition,
simplistic flow charts have been gen-
erated to describe every process, no
matter how complex and unsuited to
this technique. It does have two fea-
tures which the beginning practitioner
may find useful. The first is a series
of action-reguired sheets in the form
of hypothetical corespondence and
memoranda posing practice and legal
issues. These are inserted at the end
of each chapter and followed by more
sample memos and correspondence
providing suggested responses. The
other feature is a number of AIA
standard forms, including the Owner/
Architect Agreement and various ap-
plications and certificates, filled out
as samples. Unfortunately, even these
samples may be dangerously mislead-
ing, as they are unaccompanied by
any suggestion that amendments or
modifications may be necessary to ac-
commodate the special requirements
of charts or projects.

All of this material is relevant and
should be familiar to all practicing
architects and most other design pro-
fessionals. The book is a distillation
and simplification of other, more gen-
erally useful sources, in particular
the AIA Hand,boolt of Professional
Pra,ctice, which is far more valuable
than the Greenstreet book.

A much more informative work is
Aaoid.ing Liability in Architecture,
Design and. Constru,ctlon, edited by
Robert E Cushman, a collection of
articles which serves to expand aware-
ness of liability areas and critical
issues, and is at the same time a
useful reference for those faced with
particular legal issues. The audience
for this work is quite clear-design
professionals forced to deal with the
business and legal aspects of archi-
tecture, engineering, and the con-
struction administration process. The
organization of the book reflects a
concerted attempt at relevancy, the
discussion being divided in three

areas: l) 'Am I Responsible? Risks
and Exposures," 2) "How do I Avoid
or Limit Liability?l' 3) "When Crisis
Strikes." The chapter headings then
serve as a very useful checklist of
legal issues which should be familiar
to all practicing design professionals.
There are chapters on such important
issues as the liability of the architect
to the contractor for delay damages,
liability arising out of discussions
with bidders, providing construction
management services, or the archi-
tect's reuse of his own documents on
another project. These are articles
which should be read by anyone with
responsibility for loss prevention and
project management. Other topics are
more arcane and will only be relevant
when the particular issue arises-for
example, the status of a designer's
liability in states like California with
comparative negligence statutes or
doctrines; or whether it is possible for
the design professional who has been
sued to initiate a counterclaim against
a client or other plaintiff and their
attorney for having brought a 'ofrivo-
lous suit."

The book suffers from the frequent
unevenness and redundancy of edited
collections. The range of contributors
is excellent and a number are clearly
very experienced in the areas or is-
sues they describe, but the depth of
treatment varies widely. More inten-
sive editing would have produced a
shorter and more efficient presenta-
tion. For example, the concept of
indemnification, an issue always rele-
vant when multiple parties are in-
volved in a common enterprise, is
discussed in at least four chapters:
first in two chapters concerned with
standard contract forms and possible
amendments, and then again in a
more general discussion of managing
legal risks and protecting the architect
from the errors and omissions of con-
sulting engineers and other indepen-
dent contractors. The concept is rel-
evant in all these contexts, but each
author has to reintroduce the topic
rather than build on the earlier dis-
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cusslon.
A number of chapters are partic-

ularly well organized and informative.
For example, o'What Can I Do to
Prevent Others From Misappropriat-
ing or Infringing Upon My Drawings?"
by Alan Stover, general counsel for
the AIA, contains an excellent dis-
cussion of the importance of copyright
and ownership and control of the
documents. He reviews the provisions
made for ownership in reuse in the
standard AIA forms, and then pro-
ceeds to discuss possible arrange-
ments between designer and client
when the designer has provided only
design services or when the owner
desires to reuse construction docu-
ments for postconstruction additions
or on duplicate structures. This dis-
cussion flows easily between a pre-
sentation and explanation of standard
clauses and suggestions for language
to address other specific issues. The
discussion is clearly focused upon the
design professional and makes no
reference to case law or statutes.

Another excellent chapter, o'What

is My Liability As Consrruction Man-
ager?" by William R. Snead, an attor-
ney in private practice, is presented
in far greater technical detail, with
footnote citations to other articles and
court decisions, but this does not
detract from . its usefulness for any
design professional. Mr. Snead starts
by reminding the reader of the range
of possible definitions of construction
management and then proceeds to
discuss construction management lia-
bility in six basic areas: liability for
design and selection of materials, for
cost estimates, safety, scheduling and
coordination, supervision and inspec-
tion, and certification ofprogress pay-
ment. The discussion reviews the ap-
proach reflected in the most widely
used standard forms, GSA and AIA.
It covers not only what is known
concerning liability but also those
areas which have not been addressed
in judicial decisions and where sig-
nificant uncertainty remains concern-
ing allocations of liability.

Other chapters address topics which
should be recogrrizable to any experi-
ienced design professional: sources of
vicarious liability-that is, liability
resulting by or through the acts of
others, including clients or the con-
tractors and suppliers who implement
the designs. The information presented
is not based upon court decisions but
rather upon the author's extensive
practical experience, and the result
is provocative, common sense advice.
The chapter, "How Do I Avoid or
Limit Liability Resulting From ... "
discusses the problems arising from
an excessively cost-conscious owner,
substandard subcontractors, the own-
er's choice ofa shakey or flaky general
contractor, not hiring the architect to
observe construction, an unsafe con-
struction site, delayed completion,
defective construction, and claims by
adjoining landowners for construction
damage.

A chapter by Roger S. Mertz, an-
other private attorney with extensive
practice advising architects and en-
gineers, deals with the concept of
limiting the designer's monetary lia-
bility in the agreements, something
which has been encouraged in recent
years by malpractice carriers and
strenuously resisted by owners. It is
a step-by-step discussion of the areas
of liability that should be covered,
the appropriate limits, the arguments
to be used in negotiation, and the
language which should result. The
discussion covers related considera-
tions such as limitations on scope of
work and the language contained in
agreements prepared by clients as
well as a full discussion of the argu-
ments against using limitation of li-
ability clauses.

Even with the inherent problems of
a loose collection, this book is prob-
ably, after the AIA Hand,book of Pro-
fessional Practice, the most useful
presentation of legal issues related to
professional liability for the design
professional. The issues raised should
be familiar to anyone who intends to
provide these professional services,

and the advice and information could
be very useful when and if these
issues become relevant.

The Architect's Guide to Law and Practice,
Bob Greenstreet and Karen Greenstreet, Van
Nostrand Reinhold, 1984, lS8 pp., $23.00.

Avoiding Liability in Architecture, Desigrr
and Construction, Robert E Cushman, edi-
toa Wiley, 1983, 415 pp., $65.00.

Margot Wellington:

BUILDING FOR
THE ARTS
CATHERINE R. BROWN,
WILLIAM B. FLESSIG.
WILLIAM R. MORRISH

The business of obtaining and operat-
ing a large physical facility, whether
gallery, auditorium, theater, dance
workshop, rehearsal space, or large
cultural complex, can be difficult for
an arts group that knows a lot about
making its art but not much about
real estate development. Build,ing for
the Arts presents a real alternative to
the trial-and-error method of building
or renovating an arts facility. It is
a clearly written handbook that takes
the subject apart and puts it back
together in a step-by-step way that
even a neophyte nonprofit organization
can grasp and use.

The first half of the text is devoted
to research and analysis surrounding
the decision to proceed. Checklists,
careful definitions, and worksheets
address such questions as, Who will
direct the project for the two or more
years required? Who will raise the
money? Who will make the decisions?
How will community support be ob-
tained? The worksheets point out con-
flicts and problems early in the proc-
ess, and the checklists outline the
kinds of communication likely to re-
solve them. The book is especially
attentive to the relationships among
the board, staff, architect, design
consultants, funding sources, govern-
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mental agencies, press, contractors,
and the public.

One section is devoted to the many
real estate options available, includ-
ing building or leasing an independent
structure, finding space within a new
or restored commercial building, or
even developing a project that allows
for a mixture of cultural and commer-
cial uses. The politically complex case

of the Museum of Modern Art's con-
dominium apartment project in New
York, however, is perhaps not the
clearest example of the tactic of leas-
ing space to commercial entities to
help support the cost of the facility.

The design phase is handled in
two sections, one for the visual arts
and one for the performing arts. Clear
line drawings and checklists are used
to address issues such as security,
food service, storage, internal circu-
lation, gallery lighting, sight lines,
and acoustics. Emphasis is placed on

the use of highly qualified design pro-
fessionals and technical consultants,
and the book gives advice on how to
get the best performance from these
experts. The appendix contains valu-
able information for projecting oper-
ating budgets and for establishing
design competitions. It also lists cul-
tural facilities around the country to
be used as case studies.

The information may be superfluous
for major organizations, and beyond
the range of small groups, but any
medium-size arts group will benefit
from this book and its message, which
is not to let the process of creating a
physical facility undermine the group's

artistic purpose.

Building for the Arts: A Guidebook for the
Planning and Design of Cultural Facilities,
Catherine Brown, William B. Flessig, Wil-
liam R. Morrish, Western States Press (West-

ern States Arts Foundation, 207 Shelby, Santa

Fe, NM 87501),1984,272 pp., illus., $13.95.

Match column A with column B:

A

I express modem times, is that a crime?

There is no country in the world where

machinery is as lovely as in America.

The modem architectural drawing is a work of

art, the photograph is magnificent, the building

an unfortunate but necessary stage between

the two.

The state of mind of the confirmed gandener

seems to me as reprehensible as that of the

confirmed alcoholic.
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Score yourself:

3-4: You are uniquely qualified to appreciate DESIGN BOOK REVIEW'

Subscribe now!

l-2: Not bad, but a little extra polish wouldn't hurt. Subscribe now!

0: Subscribe now! And buy all the back issues!

B

Oscar Wilde

Le Corbusier

Colin Wilson

Codhart-Randall
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The book on interiors

Jt's the most up-to-the-minute
Ipublication you can buy. Here, in one
big, beautiful, full color volume is all the
information and inspiration you can
possibly want.

Just a fa t commmts from $ateful recipirnts of the 1984 edition:

"A very fine book." - RuthBass, AS.ID
"Am extremely impressed." - PaulJ. Rice Interiors
"It's a beautiful book." - Lesli Sullioan, Assoc. ASID
"An excellent publicationl" - PatriciaJ. York,Inteior Design
"A very dynamic addition to our library. Will serve as an excellent resource." - Houston
Design Center
"A most helpful and stimulating book." - Maie B. Schulu, Communications Specialist

I compendium of every aspect of Interior Design, it's divided
{} into15 main sections: Taste and Influences; Fumiture;
Antiques; Surfaces; Loohs; Lighting; Windous and Doors; Finishing
Touches; Arts{g Crafts; Kitchens; Bathrooms; Gardens€g Exteiors;
C onstruction tg Restoration; S ecuity,' plus loads of C ommercial
Information (including Major Events, U.S. Design Centers and
Commercial Contacts).

Q o if you've ever wondered where exactly to find that special
tJtap. . . orfabric . . . or jactzzi. . . orpanelling. . . or
aquarium . . . or burglar alarm . . . then simply complete the
coupon below, and await the answer.

Published annually approx 572 pages Softcozter 8t/2" x I l"

Grosvenor Press International Ltd., Suite 665, 230 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10169
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Your E ssential Bu sine ss Guide
Jttst $2.95 with NlembershiP
in Designers Book CLtb
Does the concept of 'lnarketing" seem darklg mgste'
rious or ooerahelming? Here then is the book you've been
waiting for . . . the first book of its kind and the only one
geared specifically to the small design firm. Not only-will this
6ook convince you that it is possible to market your ltrm as
effectively as your larger competitors. but it will also show you
effective, prouen ways to overcome the most common
emotional barriers to marketing. Jim Morgan covers every-
thing: how to formulate a plan of action . . . where to find new
clients . . . how to build bigger commissions . . . ways to Put
more punch in your promotion . . . and more! You'll also see
how 16 small firms are making marketing work for them-
with profit-building results. This book is packed with all the
information you need to make it big!

With Designers Book CtuD at your service it's easy to devel-
op your skills as fast as you want to. You'll always choose from
the most recent books on materials and techniques, new angles
on decorating, exciting new approaches to color, new trends in
architecture and design, management of commercial and
residential projects, designing with computers, and more.

How do we do it? Simply by offering you the finest books in
the field from all major publishers. For years, we've offered the
kind of books that design professionals everywhere turn to first
whenever they need assistance or inspiration. Now, to help us
get better acquainted and get you on your way to bigger and
better things, we have this special offer for you. lts one of our
favorite and most popular books . . .

How the Club uorks. . . Every three to four weeks (14
times a year) you'll receive a copy of our fully illustrated Club
Bulletin. Each issue describes an outstanding new Main
Selection and as many as 40 additional titles available at 20%
to 50% and more off publisher's regular list prices. lf you want
the Main Selection, do nothing; it will be shipped to you
automatically. lf you prefer an alternate title-or no books at
all-simply indicate your preference on the order card
included with every Bulletin and return the card within 10 days.
lI you euer receive a Main Selection without having had 10 full
days to decide, return it at our expense.

Your onlg obligation is to purchase 2 additional books
within one year at special Members Discounts, plus postage
and handling and state sales tax where applicable. After that,
your Membership may be cancelled at any time.

DES'C'YERS AOOKCLAB
PO BOX2011 |AI(EWOOD, NJ 08701

ll YES! Please enroll me as a Member of Designers Book Club,
and send me /vIARKETINC FOR THE SMALL DESICN FlRl\-a
527.50 value-for only $2.95 (plus postage and handling). I

understand the Membership Plan as described in this ad, and I

agree to purchase 2 additional books within I year at Member's
Discounts within I year After that, my Membership may be
cancelled either by me or by Designers Book Club at any time.

fl BILL 
^,1E 

$2.95 plus postage and handling. E CHARCE my credit
card: ! AMERICAN EXPRESS fl MASTERC,ARD tr VISA

(a oalue of $27.50)

lllhat makes Plorgan's book espe-
ciallg oaluable andinteresting is
his use of Destgner Profiles-case-
historg examgles of how sixteen
architects, interior designers, indus-
trial and graphic designers set up
and run their own shops."

-Interiors 
Magazine

Card No. date

Signature

Name

Address

City/State/Zip

E 70 S fE MOTIEY I enclo* check or money order for 52-95' Bok Club pays all
posbge and handling. Saisfadion guaranteed or money back.
'Residenb of OH. TN, l'1A, CA, lU, NY or VA please add applicable stde sles hx- Book
Club will add sales bx to all credit card orders and to all future invoices. Orders subject
to credit approval.

I oB66t i DBCJ 2636

I

Xarrar to Ffrd rrd KeeP

Cflarrt3tf Yo't'l Areatl

ftErior

rytntvrorutrr



-r'fr:;3 How can you
get a $65.00
lnterior Design
book for only
$4.95?

#90020
!b5.0O

teooss
b24.9s

+g0139
{lz so

#9O2)j
$45.00

#90376
$r 8.95

6*ts

::si t::l',i #90201
$32.s0

*q08lB
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Go ahead. Select any one of the valuable books shown. This
exciting collection has been designed to offer you: O The
bestsellers and newsmakers O State-of-the-art information on
every aspect of decorating and designOTrend-setting ideas in
furrriture, woods, and new materials O Classic works on art,
architecture and room decorOPages and pages of lush color,
superbly printed and bound publishers' editions for the profes-
sional design library

Some of these books would cost up to $65.00 if purchased in a
bookstore. But now you may choose any one for a mere $4.95
(plus a modest shipping and handling charge) when you agree to
buy as few as 4 more within the next year.

You'll find your membership in the lnterior Design Book Club
is like having a major book sale take place at YOUR convenience.

oaoooaaoooooaao

By joining
the lnterior Design
Book Club with
this introductory
money-saving offer!

counts as I b@k

That's because you buy only when and what you want at generous
discounts - without ahy fiied schedule.

When you're in the mood to buy, you'll save at least 20% off the
retail price on the books you choose. (Savings are usually much
higher, but we guarantee you'll save at leastTOo/".)

Choice is what the lnterior Design Book Club is all about. Each
month you'll receive the C/ub Bulletin which gives detailed
descriptions of all upcoming selections. lf a particular month's
offerings don't meet your immediate needs and you would like
some alternatives - no problem. Simply send in your instructions
on the convenient order form.

Start enjoying the savings you'll get from the book club that
specializes in quality - and blg discounts every time you buy.

. INTER|OR DESTCN BOOK CLUB P.O. Box 42309,
Cincinnati, Ohio 45242

a YES! Please enter my membership in the INTERIOR DESIGN BOOK CLUB. Rush my
introductory book according to the number I have entered in the box below. I pay just

- $4.95 plus a small shipping and handling chargel lf not delighted, I may return thet book in l0 days. My membership will be cancelled and l'll owe nothing.
I understand that l'l I receive a Bul letin describing the Club's offeri ngs I 3 times a year

O ln addition, up to five times a year I may receive issues featuring Special Selections,
always offered at substantial discounts. I will have at least l0 days to send you my

a instructions. lftheBulletinshouldbelateandabookldon'twantissent, lmayreturnit
at your exp€nse.

a I understand my only obligation as a member is to purchase four additional books,
selected paperbacks and sale books not included, anytime within my first I 2 months of

- membership and that I may cancel my membership anytime after that. (Offer gmd in
'U.S.andCanadaonly.)CanadianresidentsmustremitinU.S.funds.Paymentwithall

orders is required.
o

aaoaoooooaaooao

PRINT # OF INTRODUCTORY BOOK

I enclore $4.95 plus $1.95 for shipping and handling.

Charge my credit card Exp. Date

E MasterCard E VISA Card

a

a

o

o

o

a

o

o

a

a

Address

City

(*NYC residents add \t/a"h salestax. NY state residents add appropriate tax. ) Please allow 4-6 weeks
for delivery of bmks.

a

'i.t\ ur'

h\\il

#9o7)l
$tz.si'

#9067)
$12.5o-

t
.q01o2
,Z+'SS
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t9or at
$ I 5.95
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Ned H. Abrams is an architect who has had his practice
in Sunnyvale, California, since 1948. He teaches seminars
in reprographics and othertopics relating to the profession.

Ed Arens is an associate professor of architecture at the
University of California, Berkeley.

Chris Arnold is the president of Building Systems Develop-
ment in San Mateo, California.

Vivien Arnold studied architecture at the University of
California, Berkeley, and video at Boston University.

Reyner Banham teaches architectural history at the
University of California at Santa Cruz. His most recent
book is America Deserta (Peregrine Smith, 1982).

John Beach is a designer and architectural historian living
in Berkeley, California. His articles have appeared in
Architectural Digest and Fine Homebuilding.

Aaron Betsky is the director of the Center for the Study
of the History of Interior Design at the University of Ohio.

Sarah Bodine writes articles on art, design, and crafts
with Michael Dunas. They also coedited a collection of
essays from the last thirty years of ID magazine (forthcom-
irg).

Frances Butler teaches design at the University of Califor-
nia. She has owned a fabric printing company, and is
currently a partner in the printing and publishing firm,
Poltroon Press.

Christiane Crasemann Collins, an architectural histo-
rian, recently spent a year in Austria as a Senior Fulbright
Fellow. She is coauthor of Camillo Sitte, to be issued in a
revised edition by Rizzoli in the fall of 1985. She has
published and lectured on Adolf Loos, turn-of-the-century
Vienna, and on the transition from traditional crafts to
industrial design.

Reid Condit is a construction specifications specialist with
Esherick Homsey Dodge and Davis, San Francisco.

Michael Corbett is an architectural historian with the
Foundation for San Rancisco's Architectural Heritage, and
the author of Splendid Suruiaors (California Living Books,
r98l).

Dana Cuff is an assistant professor at Rice University's
School of Architecture. She is presently a visiting scholar
at the University of California, Los Angeles, while writing
a book on the social structure of architecture.

P"ggy Deamer is an adjunct professor in architecture at
Columbia University and a doctoral candidate in architec-
ture at Princeton University.

William Lake Douglas wrote the first chapter in Gard,en
Design (Simon & Schuster, l9B4), and is reviews editor
for Larudscape Architecture magazine.

Michael Dunas writes articles on art, design, and crafts
with Sarah Bodine. They have coedited a collection of
essays from the last thirty years of ID magazine (forthcom-
i"s).

Norma Evenson is a professor of architectural history at
the University of California, Berkeley. She is the author
of Chandigarh (University of California Press, 1966), Le
Corbwier: The Machine and the Grand Design (Braziller,
1969), Two Brazilian Capitals: Architecture and Urbanism
in Rio de Janciro and Brasilia (Yale, 1973), and Paris: A
Century of Change,LBTB-1978 (Yale, 1979). She is currently
doing a study of the impact of Western architecture and
urbanism in India.

Diane Favro is an assistant professor at the Graduate
SchooI of Architecture and Urban Planning of the University
of California, Los Angeles. She is currently setting up a
program for advanced degrees in architectural history, and
working on an exhibition on the history of new towns, to
be shown in conjunction with the 1986 meeting of the
International New Towns Association.

Ken Garrison is an architect and an associate at Esherick
Homsey Dodge and Davis, San Francisco, and a specialist
in contract administration.

David Goines is a printer and poster designer in Berkeley,
California.

Lois Wagner Green, a Berkeley-based design journalist,
has been managing editor and West Coast editor of Interiors,
California editor of Interior Design, and a writer for a

variety of publications, includin g Architectural Digest.

Paul Groth teaches the history of the cultural landscape
at the University of California, Berkeley. He is currently
completing the manuscriptfor Hotels as Forbidden Housing,
the book version of his dissertation in geography.

Steve Harrison received his M.Arch. from the University
of California, Berkeley. He was the data processing
manager at Skidmore, Owings and Merrill and is currently
at Xerox Palo Alto Research Center as a member of their
research team.

John Fraser Hart is professor of geography at the
University of Minnesota. He is the author of The Look of
the Land (Prentice Hall, 1975), and is currently doing
research on the impact ofchanges in agricultural technology
on the agricultural landscapes of the cornbelt.

K. Michael Hays is an assistant professor of architecture
at Rhode Island School of Design.

Richard Ingersoll, design and theory editor for DBR, has
a Ph.D. in architectural history from the University of
California, Berkeley, and is currently a scholarin residence
at the Cetty Foundation in Los Angeles.



Howard Junker is editor of ZYZZWA, published in San
Francisco, and a frequent contributor Io Architectural
Digest.

Mary Hunt Kahlenberg is the president of Textile Arts
Inc., and a consultant, curator, and dealer in antique and
ethnographic textiles. She was curator of the Los Angeles
County Museum of Art, and a visiting lecturer at California
State University at Fullerton and the University of Califor-
nia, Los Angeles.

Folke T. Kihlstedt is a professor in the art department at
Franklin and Marshall College, and has recently published
an article on the Crystal Palace in Scientifrc American. He
is writing a book on the interaction of the automobile and
architecture.

James R. King is a freelance writer and environmental
planner presently employed by the California Department
of Water Resources. (His review does not necessarily reflect
the official view of the agency.)

Thomas Kvan is an architect and an associate with The
Computer-Aided Design Group, Santa Monica, California,
and specializes in computer applications in environmental
design.

Liane Lefaivre studied comparative literature at McGill
University. She has been working on problems of cultural
history and criticism. In collaboration with Alexander
Tzonis, she has published numerous articles in architec-
tural magazines.

David Lewis is chairman of UDA Architects in Pittsburgh.
He was the Andrew Mellon Professor of Architecture and
Urban Design at Carnegie Mellon University, and William
Henry Bishop Visiting Professor of Architecture at Yale.

Barbara Meacham is a partner in Meacham-O'Brien, a
landscape architecture firm in San Rancisco.

Elizabeth Meyer is currently a landscape architect at
EDAU/ Inc. She has taught landscape architecture, design
and history, at Cornell University's School of Architecture,
Art, and Planning.

Herbert Muschamp writes a monthly column on architec-
ture for Artfurum and directs the criticism workshop at
Parson's School of Design.

Gerald L. Pocius is assistant professor of folklore at
Memorial University of Nen{oundland.

Patrick J. Quinn, an architect and writer, teaches at

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in Troy, New York. He is
a native of Dublin, where he studied architecture and
practiced before coming to the United States.

Andrew Rabeneck is studio director of the San Francisco
firm of Kaplan Mclaughlin and Diaz. He was consulting
editor with Architectural Design from 1973 to 1977.

a

POWELL & TIERNEY
Furniture
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DTSICN, PERCEIVED

A5 FUNCTIONAL
ART, IS ALLIED TO
EXACTINC CRAFT9
MANSHIP TO MAKE

THE FURNITURE WE

CREATE MATCH
YOUR SENSE OF

LIVINC ELECANCE.

WE DESICN AND
MAKE DININC
FURNITURE, DTSKS

AND CONFERENCE

FURNITURE FOR
BOTH PRIVATE

AND CORPORATE
CLIENTS.

SEND FOR IN.
FORlvtATlON.
ONE COTTACE
STREET EAST.

HAMPTON
MASSACHUSETTS

01027
PHONE 413-s27-4718
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JOSEF HOFFMANN

M M
The Architectural Work

Eduard E Sekler
Tianslated by the author

Catalogue translated by John Maass

"Best known as an architect and a founder of the Viennese

Secession movement, Hoffmann was equally prolific in design-

ing wood furniture, jewelry, dresses and posters. Sekler's detailed

study of the artist's stylistic development shows that the

influence of the Arts and Crafts movement extended to Hoff-
mann's architectural designs and assisted his search for in-

novative formal solutions. After a brief Art Nouveau phase,

Hoffmann turned to'geometric purism,' then to classicism,

always working in decorative elements from the folk arts. One

magnificent example is the Palais Stoclet in Brussels, with its

dominant tower, entrance pavilion, marble interiors and Gustav
Klimt mmaics. Sekler aptly compares this building's modernist
styling to period avant-garde music riddled with ambiguities.

Illustratedwith color and black-and-white photographs, plans

and sketches, this handsome album offers a guided tour through
many lavish buildings." - Publishers Weekly

About 550 pages. 20 color illus., 496 b&w illus. 9% x ll ".

$95.00 prepublication price available until l2l3 I /85,

S I 30.00 thereafter.

At your bookstore or

Princeton University Press
4l William Street, Princeton, NJ 08540

John Rutherford is chairman of the board of Rutherford
and Chekene consulting engineers in San Francisco.

Andrew Saint is the architecture editor of The Suraey of
London, and author of Richard Norman Shaw (1976) and
The Image of the Architect (Yale,1983).

Jack Schafer is a senior associate with the San Francisco
architecture and urban planning firm of Page, Anderson
& Tirrnbull, Inc.

Richard M. Shapiro is a registered architect practicing
real estate and construction law in San Fiancisco.

Michael Starenko is the reviews editor for Afterimage.

Fred Stitt is an architect and publisher/editor of The
Guid,elines Letter. He is the author of Systems Graphics
(McGraw- HiIl, 1983), and S y stems D r afting (McGraw-Hill,
]eB0).

Alexander Tzonis is Crown Professor of Architectural
Theory at the University of Technology of Delft. His two
latest books, coauthored with Liane Lefaivre, are Classical
Architecture: The Poetics of Order (forthcoming in English,
MIT, 1986), and Theories of Architecture: A Documentary
History (1984).

Margot Wellington is now a consultant to nonprofit groups
in reorganization efforts connected with board development
and cultural facility projects. She was in charge of
establishing The Urban Center in the landmark Villard
Houses, New York City.

Robert Brady Williamson is a professor of engineering
science in the Department of Civil Engineering at the
University of California, Berkeley, and a Registered Fire
Protection Engineer in California.

Stephanie White is publishing Objects in the Am,erican
Landscape. She will be teaching architecture at the Tech-
nical University of Nova Scotia in Halifax.

Marcy Li Wong is an architect and engineer. She is an
assistant professor in the architecture department at the
University of California, Berkeley.

JohnWoodbridge is an architecture and planning consul-
tant in San Francisco.
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A/E Marketing Handbook: A User's Manual, by Sandy
D'Elia, Jim Ricereto, and Margaret Spauld,ing, 5-lll
Addison Mizner, Architect to the Affluent, by William Olen-
dorf and Robert ToU, 5-27

Adobe and Rammed Earth Buildings: Design and Con-
struction, by Paul Graham McHenry, Jr., with Gerald, W May,
8-106

The AIA Gold Medal, by Richard Guy Wilson, 5-29

Alvar Aalto: An Annotated Bibliography, by William C.
Miller,6-22

Alvar Aalto: A Critical Study, by Malcolm Quantrill, 6-22

America's Castle: The Evolution of the Smithsonian Build-
ing and Its Institution,1840-1878, by Kenneth Hafertepe,6-8

Americaos Country Schools, by And,reut Gulliford, S-7L

America's Housing Crisis: What is to be Done? edited by
Chester Hartman, S-90

American Architecture: A Field Guide to the Most Impor-
tant Examples, by William Dudley Hunt,8-55

American Design Ethic: A History of Industrial Design to
1940, by Arthur J. PuLos,5-77

The American Woman's Garden, by Rosemary Verey dnd
Ellen Samuels, 8-95

America Builds: Source Documents in American Architec-
ture and Planning, by kland, M. Roth,6-36

The Amsterdam School, Dutch Expressionist Architecture,
1915-1930, edited by Wim de Wit, 6-2O

Analysis, Design and Construction of Braced Domes, by Z.
S. Makowski, T-lll
Ancient Roman Architecture, by Fototeca Unione, 5-40

The Anthropology ofVorld's Fairs: San Francisco's Panama
Pacific International Exposition ofl9l5, by Burton Benedict,
6-3

The Architect's Guide to Law and Practice, by Bob
Creerxtreet and, Karen Greerctreet, 8-l:O7

Architect's Job Book, 4th ed,ition, by Leonard Beaaen and
Dauid Dry,7-36

Architectural Cornmon Sense: Sun, Site and Self, by Rad.
Dike,6-8l
Architectural Sketching and Rendering, edited by Stephen
Kliment, T-84

Architectural Styles: An Historical Guide toWorld Desigrrs,
by Herbert Pothorn, 5-6

Architecture: Perspective, Shadows, Reflections, by Dik
Vrooman,6-95

Architecture and Community: Building in the IslamicWorld
Today, edited by Renata Holnd with Darl Rastorfea 5-58

Architecture and Interior Desigrr, by Victoria Klossball, 5-6

Hatumere
Islamic Design in West Africa
LABELLE PRUSSIN
Labelle Prussin suggests that
Islam had a profound impact on the West African
aesthetic/ and that by interacting with traditional
cultures it provided the stimulus for new designs
and technologies which contributed much to the
evolution of West African arts and architectures.
$5s.00

New in paper

The History of Gardens
CHRISTOPHER THACKER
"This is a wonderful book-definitive, fun to read,
and beautiful to look thto'Sh-ar 

hitecturar Digest
"Provides exactly what one would hope for in a
book with so comprehensive a title."-Horticulture
$16.95

French Gothic
Architecture of the
l}tln & 13th Centuries
JEAN BONY
"This is, and will be for generations to come, the
classic study of the origins and evolution of Gothic
architecture in France. The scholarship is over-
whelming but remains completely
subordinated to the author's great
synthetic views. . . .It is one of
the most attractive, most origi-
nal, and most fascinating
studies ever to have been writ-
ten in the field of architectural
history."
-Walter }{orn, General Editor,

Califomia Studies in the
History of Art

$39.9s
At bookstores or call
800-uc BooKS/ 800-822-6657

UNIVERSITY OF
Berkeley 94720

PRESS

Architecture and Urbanization in Colonial Chiapas, Mexi-
co, by Sidney Dauid Markman, T-71

L'architecture au XIXe siEcle, b7 Claud,e Mignot, 5-23

Architecture in Greece, Volume 17, edited by Orestis B.
Doumanis,6-60

Architecture in Print, an interaiew with Kenneth Frampton,
8-8
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The Architectural Photography of Hedrich-Blessing, edited
by Robert A. Sobieszek, S-58

The Architecture of Alden B. Dow, by Sidney K. Robimon,
7-42

The Architecture of Death: The Transformation of the
Cemetery in Eighteenth-Century Paris, 6y Richard A. Etlin,
5-12

The Architecture of Finance: EarlyWall Street, by Lois
Seuerini, 7 -M
The Architecture of the Anglo-Saxons, 6y Eric Fernie, T-45

Architecture of the Industrial Age, n89-1914, by Frangois
Loyer, 5-23

Architecture of the 1930's, by Dauid Dean,7-16

The Architecture of the Nineteenth Century in Europe, 6y
Claude Mignot, S-23

The Architecture of the Western World,, edited by Michael
Raeburn, 5-6

Architecture * Urbanism, Special Ahtar Aaho Issue, 6-22

Architects and Firms: A Sociological Perspective on Archi-
tectural Practiceo by ludith R. Blau,8-40

L'armonia e i conflitti, by Antonio Foscari and Manfredo
Tafuri,5-52

Art Deco Style, 6y Yuonne Brunhammer,6-71

The Art of Osian Temples, by Asha Kalia, 5-43

The Art of Planting, by Graham Stuart Thomas, 6-77

The Art of Zen Gardens: A Guide to their Creation and
Enjoyment, by A. K. Daaidson, S-99

The Art of the Old South: Painting, Sculpture, Architec-
ture and the Products of Craftsmen, 1560-1860, by Jessie
Poesch, 5-34

Art Plastic: Designed for Living, by Andrea DiNoto, S-76

Art and Graphics: Reciprocal Relations Between Contem-
porary Art and Graphics, by Willy Rotzler with Jacques N.
Garamond, S-74

The Atlas of European Architecture, by Brian Sachar, S-58

AutoCAD, by Autod,esk, 6-88

Automobile and Culture, by Gerald, Silk et. al., 8-Bl
Avoiding Liability in Architecture, Design and Construc-
tion, edited by Robert E Cushman, E-107

Award-Winning Pas sive S olar Design s, E xp and.e d P rofe s s io nal
Edition, by Jffiey Cook,5-lL2

Award-Winning Passive Solar House Designs, by Jff "yCook,5-ll2
AS in DS: An Eye on the Road, 6y Alison Smithson, E-67

An Architectural History of Carbondale, Illinois, by Susan
E. Maycock,6-35

At Home in Manhattan: Modern Decorative Arts, 1925 to
the Depression, by Karen Dauies, 6-71

Basic Elements of Landscape Architectural Design, 6y
Norman Booth,6-80

Beginnings: Louis I. Kahn's Architectural Philosophy, 6y
Alexandra Tyng, 6-28

Big House, Little House, Back House, Barn: The Con-
nected Farm Buildings of New England, by Thomas C.
Hubka, S-70

The Book of Buildings, by Richard Reid, 5-6

Brick Temples of Bengal: From the Archives of David Mc-
Cutchion, edited by George Michell, 5-43

Bridges: Aesthetics & Design, by Fritz Leonhardt, T-ll0
Bridge Buildings * the Shipshape, by Peter L. Wilson, S-64

Britain in the Thirties, edited by Gaain Stamp, 7-16

Buildings and Ideas 1933-83, by Leslie Martin, S-62

Buildings on Paper: Rhode Island Architectural Drawings
1825-1945, by Willianl H. Jordy and Christopher P. Monkhouse,
et a1.,5-31

Building Materials Evaluation Handbook, by Forrest Wilson,
7-t06

Building Science for a Cold Climate, by Neil B. Hutcheon
and Gustau O. P Handegord, S-106

Building Solar: How the Professional Builder is Making
Solar Construction Vork , by Karen Muller Wells, 6-10l

Building Types Study: Record Interiors, by the editors of
Architectural Record, 8-73

Building for the Arts, 6y Catherine R. Brown, William B.
Flessig, and William R. Morrish, 8-109

CADPIAN/CADDRAFT, by Personal CAD Systems, 6-88

Car Design: Structure and Architecttre, by Jan P Norbye,
8-Bl

The Cathedral Builders, by Jean Gimpel, S-38

Cedric PriceWorks Il, by the Architectural Association,6-43

Center City Profile, edited by Mildred S. Friedman, S-89

Charles Rennie Mackintosh, Architect and Artist, by Robert
Macleod, S-21

Chartres, by Emile Md.le,6-4O

Chicago and New York: Architectural Interactions, by John
Zukowsky et a|.,7-56

Christopher Alexander, the Search for a New Paradigm in
Architecture, by Stephen Grabow, 8-63

Cite, by the Rice Design Alliance, 5-Ll5

Classic Garden Design, by Rosemary Verey, S-95

Community and Unity, by Basil Al-Bayati,5'58



Computer-Aided Architectural Graphics, by Daniel L. Ryan,
6-92

Computers in the Architectural Office, by Natalie Langu.e
kighton, T-ll3
Construction Detail Banking: Systematic Storage and Re-
trieval, by Philip Bennett, S-104

Construction Disasters-Design Failure, Causes, and Pre-
vention, by Steaen S. rRoss and the Editors of Engineering News
Record, T-lO4

Contemporary Theater: Evolution and Design, by Christos
G. Athanasopulos, 5- 108

Coop Himmelblau: Architecture is Now: Projects 1968-
1983, by the Hirnmelblau Group, S-61

The Cornell Journal of Architecture, by the Department of
Architecture, C ornell U niaersity, 5 -ll5
Corporate Design: The Interior Design and Architecture of
Corporate America, by Roger Yee and, Karen Cutafson, 5-BS

The Craftsman in Early America, edited by lan M. G.

Quimby, T-74

Creating Interiors for Unusual Spaces: Desigrrs from
Around the World, by Mirko Mejetta and Sim.onetta Spad,a,

8-73

David R. Williams, Pioneer Architect, by Muriel Qu.est Mc-
Carthy, T-12

Decorated Walls of Modern Architecture, edited by Kakuzo
Akahira,6-15

Designer's Guide to Color, 6y lames Stockton, S-87

Designers' Workplaces: Thirty-three Offices by Designers
..i[or Desigrrers, by Beaerly Russell, 6-70

Designing Buildings that Work: The Architect's Problem
Prevention Sourcebook, by Fred Stitt, 8-100

Designing for Fire Safety, by E. G. Butcher and A. C. Parnell,
B-104

Desigrring the Natural Landscape, by Richard L. Austin,
7-92

Design Presentation: Techniques for Marketing and Project
Proposals, by Ernest Burden,7-ll4

Design Since 1945, edited by Kathryn B. Hiesinger and George
H. Marcu.s, 5-79

Design and Art in Greece, Volume L4, edited by Orestis B.
Doumanis,6-60

Design and Technology in Architecture, by Daaid Cuise,
8-100

Design for Security, by Richard. J. Healy,6-93

The Designs and Drawings of Antonio Gaudi, by George R.
Collins, and Juan Bassegoda Nonell, S-45

Detailing for Acoustics, by Peter Lord and, Duncan Tbmpleton,
6-98

The Cabin. The Temple. The Trailer
by Charles W. Moore and Sally B. Woodbridge,

Diana Woodbridge and Pamela Woodbridge

Exhibition Catalogue - Drawings by

Charles Moore, Diana Woodbridge and others

on the theme of dwelling in the west in buildings

in Texas, New Mexico, and California.

$6.50 including postage.

Order from: Sally B. Woodbridge, 2273Yine St., Berkeley, CA 94709
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Developments in Thll Buildings 1983, edited by Lynn S. Beedle,
5-107

Do-It-Yourself Graphic Design, by John Laing, 6-73

Dolls' Houses, A.D. 46, edited by Andreas Papadakis, 5-62

Drawings of Great Buildings/Zeichnungen grtisser Bauen,
edited by Werner Blaser, 5-6

The Drawing Processor, by BG Graphics Systems,6-88

The Dream of the Factory-Made House: Walter Gropius
and Konrad Wachsmanno by Gilbert Herbert, B-18

Drawing with Confidence, by James R. Turner, T-84

Elements of Architecture, by Rob Krier, 7-69

Elephanta: The Cave of Shiva, by Carmel Berkson, Wendy
Doniger O'Flaherty, and George Michell, 5-43

Encyclopedia of Indian Temple Architecture: South India,
Lower Dravidadesa, edited by Michael V. Meister, 5-43

Encyclopedia of World Architecture, by Henri Stierlin, 5-6

Energraphics, by Enertroni.cs Research, 6-88

Engineering Specifications Writing Guide: An Authoritative
Reference for Planning, Writing, and Administrating, by
Martin A. F ischer, 7 -102

The Englishwoman's House, by Alaide Lees-Milne,7-79

The English House Through Seven Centuries, by Oliae
Cook,7-50

Exterior Decoration: Hollywood's Inside-Out Houses, 6y

John Chase, 5-65

Fabrics for Historic Buildings, by Jane Nylander, T-8O

The Face of the Past: The Preservation of the Medieval
Inheritance in Victorian England, by Charles DeLlheim, 6-12

Farm Buildings in England and Wales, by John. Voodforde,
6-6t
FLO: A Biography of Frederick Law Olmsted, by Laura
Wood. Roper, S-95

The Fourth Dimension and Non-Euclidean Geometry in
Modern Art, by Lind,a Dalrymple Hend,erson, S-81

Francis Rattenbury and British Columbia, by Anthctny A.
Barrett and Rhod,ri Windsor Liscombe, 7 -49

Frank Lloyd Wright's Hanna House; The Clients' Report,
by Paul R. and, lean S. Hanna, T-8

Frank Lloyd Wright's Robie House, by Donald Hoffmann,
7-8
Frank LloydWright at the Metropolitan Museum of Lrt, by
Edgar Kaufmann, T-8

Freehand Drawing and Sketching: A Training and Work
Manual, by Karl Christian Heuser, T-84

French Gothic Architecture of the l2th and l3th Centuries,
by lean Bony,5-36

Gardens & Gardeners, compiled by Elizabeth Seager, 3-96

The Gardens of China, History, Art, and Meanings, 6y
Edwin T. Morris, 7-38

The Garden Book, 6y John Brookes,8-96

Gaudi, by lgnasi de Sold-Morales, 8-45

Gaudi Diseflador, edited by Cesar Martinell und Marta
Ribalta, S-45

Georgian Dublin: lreland's Imperilled Architectural Herit-
age, by Keuin Corrigan Kearns, E-48

Grand Hotel: The Golden Age of Palace Hotels, edited by
Mttrc WaLter 8-55

The Granite Garden, by Anne Whiston Spirn, 6-84

The Graphic Designeros Handbook, by Alasto,ir Campbell,
6-73

Graphic Design, by RusseLl V Blanchard, 6-73

A Graphic Survey of Perception and Behavior for the
Design Professions, by Forrest Wilson, 5-84

The Great East River Bridge, 1883-1983, by Deborah Neains
et a1.,5-87

Great English Houses, by E. Ru"ssell Chamberlain, T-50

Greenstreets: The Street Tree Plan for Oakland, by the
Urban Trees Design Group, 5-l0l
Guide to U.S. Architecture: 1940-1980, by Esther McCoy and
Barbara Goklsteill, 8- 55

Harley Earl and the Dream Machine, by Stephan Bayley,
7 -34
The Harvard Architecture Reviewo by the Graduate School of
Design, Haruard Uniuersity, 5-ll5
Henrik Bull, 6y Stephan Tschudi-Madsen,7-57

Herbal Bounty! by Steuen Foster, T-90

Herb Garden Design, by Faith H. Sutanson and Virginia B.
Rudy.7-90

Het Nieuwe Bouwen, Amsterdam 1920-1960, by Stedelijk
M useum, Amsterdam, 5- 17

Het Nieuwe Bouweno De Stijl, De Nieuwe Beelding in de
Architectuur/Neoplasticism in Architecttre, by Haags
Gemeentemuseum, The Hague, 5-17

Het Nieuwe Bouweno Voorgeschiedenis/Previous History, 6y
N ede rlands D o cumentatiecentrum a o or de B ouukunst, A mste r-
dam,5-17

Het Nieuwe Bouwen Internationaal, Volkshuisvesting CIAM
Stedebouw/Housing CIAM Town Planning, by Rijksrnuseum
Krtiller-M iiller, O tterlo, 5- 17

Het Nieuwe Bouwen in Rotterdam 1920-1960, by Museum
B oymans-Van B euningen, Rotterdam, 5- 17

A History of lndustrial Design, by Edward Lucie-Smith,
5-79
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A publishing event sureto be widely celebrated-
106 illustrataons,29 never before seen'
by this century's preeminent architect...

TREASURES
OFTATIESIN
76 Unbuilt Designs @

"Oasis'LArizona 1957

Mar Hoflmann House, Manursing New 1955

By BRUCE BROOKS PFEIFFER
Director of Archives, Frank Lloyd Wright Memorial Foundation, Taliesin West

Frank Lloyd Wright believed that his unbuilt designs were the most interesting
of his works.
Pfeiffer draws on his long association with Wright to describe the circum-
stances surrounding the germination of each project, characterize the person-
alities involved, and expl-ain what went wrong and why. The stories include
politacal intrigue and assassination, as well as intimate glimpses of personali-
lies such as-Mike Todd and Ayn Rand, and a poignant recollection of Marilyn
Monroe, who wanted an entir6 floor of her planned home with Arthur Miller for
their children. There is even a residence for a mysterious client whose identity
was known only by Wright.

106 illustrations in fullcolor ISBN: 0-8093-1235-2. $60.00

Copublished by The Press at Calilornia State University, Fresno.
All orders and inquiries to
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY PRESS
PO. Box 3692 Carbondale, lllinois 62902-3697s
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Holdouts! by Andrew ALpern, AIA, and Seymour Durst, 6-83

Home-Psych: The Social Psychology of Home and Decora-
tion, by Joon Kron,5-83

The Hour of Our Death, by PhiLippe Ariis, S-12

A House in the Cotswolds: The History and Decor of a
lTth-Century English Home, by Jane Clffird,6-69
House Warming with Charlie Wing, 6/ Charles Wing, 5-ll2
How New York Stole the Idea of Modern Art: Abstract
Expressionism, Freedom and the Cold War, by Serge Guil-
baut, trarulated by Arthur Coldhammer, B-24

How to Make Cities Liveable, edited by Gary O. Robinette,
8-92

Ice Palaces, by Fred Anderes and Ann Agrun<ff, 8-69

Illustrated Dictionary of Ilistoric Architecture, edited by

Cyril M. Harri.s, 5-6
Industriekultur: Peter Behrens and the AEG, 1907-1914, by
Tilmann Budtlercieg with Henning Rogge, 7-88

Innovative Management Techniques for Architectural De-
sign and Construction, by Alfred DeVido, E-99

Inside Architecture, by Stephen Gardiner, 5-6

Inside AutoCAD: A Teaching Guide to the AutoCAD Micro-
computer Design and Drafting Program, by DanieL Ro,kcr

and Harbert Rice, 8-103

Interior Design Fundamentals, by Don Hepler, Cecil Jerxen
and Pa,ul Wallach, 5-86

Jean Prouv6: L'Id6e Constructive, by Dominique Clayssen,
6-43

John Gaw Meem, Southwestern Architecto by Bainbridge
Bunting,6-31

John Pollard Seddon, by Michael Darby, 6-12

Kanban, Shop Signs of Japan, by Dana Leuy, Lea Sneid.er,

and Frank Gibney, 5-71

Kings of Infinite Space, by Charles Jencks, S-12

Landscape Drawing with Pencil, by Frank M. Rines, T'84

The Laura Ashley Book of Home Decor ating, bI Elizabeth
Dickson and Margaret Colain, 6-69

The Law Courts: The Architecture of George Edmund
Street, by Dauid B. Brounlee, 8-16

Learning from Galveston, by Gianni Longo, Jean Tatge, and,
Lois Fishmun, S-94
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Le Corbusier: An Analysis of Form, by Geoffrey Baker, 7 -43
The Le Corbusier Archive, edited by H. Allen Brooks, S-14

Legacy of Minneapolis: Preservation Amid Change, by lohn
R. Borchert, Daaid, Gebhard, Daaid Lanegran and Judith A.
Martin,89

Letarouilly on Renaissance Rome: The Student's Edition of
Paul Letarouilly's Edifices de Rome Moderne and Le Vati-
can et la Basilique de Saint-Pierreo by John Barrington
Bayley, S-54

Library of Specifications Sections, by Hans W Meier, T-102

Life and Architecture in Pittsburgh, 2nd edition, by James
D. Van Trump, S-93

Literary Architecture: Essays Toward a Tradition, by Ellen
Eue Frank, S-49

Living in the City (Lotus 4l), edited by Pierluigi Nicolin,
8-90

Lotus lnternational 38: Funerary Architecture, edited by
Pierluigi N icolin, 5-12

The Low Maintenance Garden, by Graham Rose, 6-81

Macro, A Clear Vision of How Science and Technology Will
Shape Our Futureo by Frank P Datidson with John Stuart
Cox,6-85

Managing Construction Contracts: Operational Controls
for Commercial Risks, by Robert D. Gilbreath, S-lO5

Manual of Graphic Techniques 3, by Tom Porter and Sue
Coodman,6-73

Marinas: AWorking Guide to Their Development and De-
sign, 3rd edition, by Donald W. Adie, 7-lI.2
Mario Botta: Buildings and Projects 196I-1982, edited, by
Pierluigi N icolin, 6- 47

Mario Botta: La Casa Rotonda, edited by Robert Treaisiol,
6-47

Marketing For The Small Design Firlrr,, by Jim Morgan,6-94

Masonry in Architecture, by Louis G. Redstone, 5-106

Mass, 6y the School of Architecture and Planning, Uniuersity of
New Mexico, Albuquerque, 5-ll5
Mastering Graphics, by Jan V. White, 6-73

McKim, Mead andVhite, Architects, by Leland M. Roth,
5-2

McKim, Mead andWhite, Architects, by Richard Guy Wilson,
5-2

The Man-Made Environment: An Introduction to World
Architecture and Desigrr, by Calain C. Straub, 5-6

The Meaning of the Built Environment: A Nonverbal Com-
munication Approach, by Amos Rapoport, 5-48

The Media Design Book: ldeas and Projects for Audio,
Video and Computer Components for the Home and Office,
by Phillip Mazzurco, 8-79

Medieval Architecture in Eastern Europe, by Heinrich L.
Nickel, 7 -61

MicroCAD, by Computer-Aided Design, 6-88
Mid-Century Modern: Furniture of the 1950s, by Cara
Greenberg, 8-75

Miniature Rooms: The Thorne Rooms at the Art Institute
of Chicago, by the Art lrxtitute of Chicago, 8-34
Mississauga City Hall, A Canadian Competition, edited by
Peter Arnell and. Ted. Bickford, 8-65

Mitchell's Guide to Services Selection and Integration in
Low Rise Buildings, by lim Adler, T-36

Mitchell's Movement Control in the Fabric of Buildings, 6y
Philip Rainger, T-36

MitchelVGiurgola Architecrs, essoyr by Romald,o Giurgola
and Ehrman Mitchell, 6-57

Mizner's Florida, American Resort Architecture , by Donald
W Curl,5-27

Modern Architecture 185l-1945, by Kenneth Frampton, 6-17

The Modern House: Designed by theWorld's Leading Archi-
tects, by Dauid, Mackay, T-66

Modern Canadian Architecture, by Leon Whiteson, 8-65
Modern Oriels on Roofs and Fagades: Planning and Desigrr,
by Klau.s Pracht, 5-104

Modern Tirrkish Architecture, edited by Renata Holod and
Ahmet Euin,7-60

Modulus: The University of Virginia School of Architecture
Review, by the School of Architecture, Unioersity of Virginia,
5-rl5
Monuments and Main Streets: Messages From Architecture,
by Harris Stone, 6-86

More Thste Than Prudenceo by Henry W Lewis, 6-32

Muqarnas, An Annual on Islamic Art and Architecture,
Volume l, edited by Oleg Grabar, 5-46

New American Art Museums, by Helen Searing, 7-20

The Museum of Architecture (Lotus 35), edited by Pierluigi
Nicolin, T-20

The New Jersey House, by Helen Schwartz, 6-68
The Nolli Plan of Rome of 1748, by Giambattista Nolli, with
introd,uction by Allan Ceen,8-21

New York/Access, 6y Richard Saul Wurman, 5-93

Notes on Graphic Design and Visual Communication, by
Gregg Berryman, 6-73

Olympic Architecture, by Barclay E Cord.on, 6-18

Overlay: Contemporary Art and The Art of Prehistory, 6y
Lucy R. Lippard,, 5-63
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Overlay Drafting Systems, by Chester W. Ed,wards, T-ll4
On Longing: Narratives of the Miniature, the Gigantic, the
Souvenir, the Collection, by Susan Stewart, S-34

The Papers of Frederick Law Olmsted, Volume III: Creating
Central Park, 1857-186I, edited by Charles Capen McLaughlin,
Charles E. Beueridge, and, Daaid, Schuyler, 5-95

Pasanella i Klein: Public and Private Interventions in the
Residential Field, edited by Alessandra Latour, 5-56

Passive Solar Architecture: Logic and Beauty, by Daaid
Wight and Dennis A. And,rejko, S-ll2
Peerless Princess of the Plains: Postcard Views of Early
Wichita, by Jack Stewart, Hal Ross and Hal N. Ottaway,6-67

Perspecta: The Yale Architectural Journal, by the School of
Architecture, Yale U niuersity, 5-ll5
Perspectives in Vernacular Architecture, edited by Camille
Wells, T-72

Perspective Drawing Handbook, by Joseph D'Amclio,6-95

Perspective Drawing by Progra--able Calculator, by Daaid
hre,8-102

Perspective in Architectural Drawings, by Felix Konig,6-95

A Pictorial History of Chinese Architecture, by Liang Ssu-
Ch'eng,7-53

Pierre Deuxos French Country, by Pierre Moulin, Pierre
I*Vec, and Lind.a Danncnberg, T-82

Plastics: Common Objects, Classic Desigrrs, by Syloia Katz,
8-76

The Politics of Park Design: A History of Urban Parks in
Americao by Calen Cranz,6-75

The Pope-Leighey House, edited by Terry B. Morton, 7-8
Postmodern: The Architecture of the Postindustrial Society,
by Paolo Portoghesi, 7 -66
Practical Passive Solar Design-A Guide to Homebuilding
and Land Development, by John S. Crowley and L. Zaurie
Zimmerman, S-lL2

The Practical Specifier: A Manual of Construction Docu-
mentation for Architects, by Waher Rosenfeld, S-105

The Princeton Journal, Thematic Studies in Architectureo
by the School of Architecture, Princeton Uniaersity, 5-ll5
Precis, by the Gra.drnte School of Architecture and Planning,
C oluarbia U niaersity, 5 - ll5
Process Architecture 42: Japanese Signs, edited by Osami
Sakano, 5-71

Professionals and Urban Fortn, edited by Jud,ith R. Blau,
Mark E. lnGory, and lohn S. Pipkin, 5-102

The Professional Practice of Architectural Working Draw-
ings, by Osanu A. Wakita and, Ri.chard M. Lindc,6-93

Public l,ife in Urban Places, by Suzanne Crowhurst Lennard
and Henry L, I*nnard,5-92

Real Estate as Art: New Architecture inVenice, California,
by Joseph Gioaannini, 6-53

Remaking the City: Social Perspectives on Urban Design,
edited by John S. Pipkin, Mark E. Lacory, and. Jud,ith R. Blau,
5-102

Rendering Standards in Architecture and Desigrr, 6y
Stephen W Rich, 6-95

Rendering with Markers, by Ronald B. Kemnitzer, T'84

Renzo Piano, Projects and Buildings 1964-1983, by Massima
Dini,6-43

Restored America, A Tour Guide: The Preserved Towns,
Villages and Historic City Districts of the United States
and Canada, by Alice Cromiz, S-55

Retrofitting of Commercial, Institutional and lndustrial
Buildings for Energy Conservation, by Mihon Meckler,6-102

Retrofit Right, by Sedway Cooltc Associates with SOL-ARC,
6-99

Robert Smythson and the Elizabethan Country House, 6y
Mark Girotnrd, T-50

The Robie House of Frank Lloyd Wright, by Joseph Connnrs,
7-8

The Romance of Commerce and Culture: Capitalism, Mod-
ernism and the Chicago-Aspen Crusade for Cultural Re-
forun, by Jam.es Sloan Allen, S-24

Roman Cities (Les villes romaines), by Pinrre Crimal, edited
and trarulated by C. Michael Woloch, 8-52

Rome in the Age of Bernini, Volumc I, by Torgil Magruuon,
7-59

Rural Houses of the North of lreland, by Alnn Gailey, T-26

The Scope of Social Architecture, by C. Richard Hatch,
6-54

Sharing Architecture, by Robert L. Virkcry, lr., 6-58

Silver Cities: The Photography of American Urbanization,
1839-1915, by Peter Bo.con Hales,6-82

Simplified Enginssl;g for Architects and Builders, 6tli.
edition, by Harry Parltcr and Jam.es Ambrose, T-36

Site Graphics, by Rirhard L. Atstin, S-l0l
The Sketch in Color, by Robert S. Olh.ter,7-84

Small Design Firm Marketing Manual , by Birnberg and
, ssociates, 6-94

Solarspaces: How (andWhy) to Add a Greenhouse,
Sunspace, or Solarium to Your Home, by Darryl Strk:kler,
6-99

Solar Angle Reference Manualo by Ron Sibson, 5-Il2
SOM: Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, Architecture and
Urbanism 1973-1983, by Albert Bush-Brown, 5-55

Sources of Modern Eclecticism: Studies on Alvar A,alto, by
Demetri Porphyrios, 6-22
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A Southern Garden: A Handbook for the Middle South, 6y
E lizabeth Lawrence, 6-79

The Space of Death: A Study of Funerary Architecture,
Decoration, and Urbanism, by Mbhel Ragon, S-12

Southwest Center: The Houston Competition, edited by
Peter Arnell a.nd, Ted, Bbkford, 6-51

Specifications for Architecture, Engineering and Construc-
tion, 2nd edition, by Chesley Ayers, T-102

Stones of Empire: The Buildings of the Raj, 6y Jan Morris
with Simon Winchester, 6-39

The Story of Architecture, by Patrirk Nuttgens, 5-6
The Story of Western Architecture, by Bill Riseboro, 5-6

Structures for Architects,2nd ed,ition, by B. S. Benjamin,.
8-l0l
Styled for Living: Residential lnteriors from lnterior De-
sign Magazine, ed,ited by Sherman R. Emery, S-73

The Style of the Century, by Beuis Hillier, T-76

Super-Solar Houses: Saunders's 100%-Solar, Low-Cost
Designs, by William A. Shurcliff, 5-112

Survey of European Passive Solar Buildings, by lean Fran-
gois Robert, Roger Camous, and Frana Schneid,er, 5-112

Sweetness and Light: The Queen Anne Movement, by Mark
Girou.ard,,8-50

Systems Graphics, by Fred A. Stitt, 5-109

Textiles in America 1650-1870, by Florence Montgomery, S-78

Thirties Society Journal, by The Thirties Society, T-16

Threshold, by the School of Architecture, Unbersity of llliruis
at Chi.cago, S-ll5
The Tower and the Bridge: The New Art of Structural
Engineering, by Daaid Billington, 7 -107

Three Gardens, by Graham Stu.art Thomas, 6-77

Time Saver Standards for Site Planning, by loseph De Chiara
and l,ee E. Koppelman, T-92

Top Graphic Design, by FHK Henrion, 5-74

A Tower for Louisville: The Humana Corporation Sky-
scraper Competition, edited by Peter Arnell and Ted Bi.ckford,
6-51

Trafitional Japanese Houses, by Yukio Futagawa and Teiji
Itoh,5-67

Tradition Becomes Innovation, Modern Religious Architec-
ture in America, by Bartlett Hayes, 5-61

Trees in the Landscape, by Craham Stttart Thornas,6-77

Tirla: The Toltec Capital of Ancient Mexico, by Richard A.
Diehl,6-41

The 20th Century Book, 2nd. edition, by John Leui:,7-87

The TypEncyclopedia: A User's Guide to Better Typog-
raphy, by Frank l. Rom,arn,84

Unbuilt Oxford, by Howard Coluin,6-37

Understanding Buildings: A Multidisciplinary Approach,
by Esmorud Reid,8-100

Urbanism (AD 52), edited by Daoid Cosling and. Barry Mait-
land.,8-90

The Uses of Gothic: Planning and Building the Campus of
the University of Chicago ,1892-1932, by Jean E Block,6-34

The Vanished Splendor, by lim L. Edwards and Hal N. Otta-
way,6-67

The Vernacular Architecture of Brittany: An Essay in
Historical Geography, Guyn I. Meirion-Jones, 6-61

Vernacular Houses in North Yorkshire and Cleveland, 6y
Barry Harrison and Barbara Hutton, 6-61

VersaCAD, by T&W Systems,6-88

Yia, by the Graduate School of Finc Arts, Uniaersity of Pennsyl-
aania, S-LIS

Victorian Architectural Competitions: An Index to British
and Irish Architectural Competitions in the Build,er 1843-
1900, by Roger H. Harper, 6-12

Victorian Pubs, 6y Mark Girowrd, 8-50

Vienna 1890-1920, edited by Robert Waissenberger, S-28

View from a Long Chair, by Jack Pritchard, S-M

Voyage into Substance: Art, Science, Nature, and the lllus-
trated Travel Account, 1760- 1840, B arbara M aria Stafford,
8-34

Wallpapers for Historic Buildings, by Richard Nyland,er,
7-80

Washington D.C. Access: The Capital Guide to the Capital
City, by Richard Saul Wurrnan, S-92

Water Conservation in Landscape Desigrr and Management,
by Gary O. Robinntte, S-98

TheWell Built Elephant and Other Roadside Attractions:
A Tribute to Arnerican Eccentricity, by l. J. C. And.reus,
6-65

White By Design, by Bo Niles,7-78

Wien 1870-1930: Traum und Wirklichkeit, edited by Robert
Waissenberger, 8-28

William Jay: ltinerant English Architect, 1792-1837, by
Hanrur Hryniewiecka l"erski, 5-33

TheYearbook of Landscape Architecture, Historic Preeer-
vation, edited by Richard L. Awtin, Thom.as t. Kane, Robert Z.
Melnirk, and. Suzanne Turner, 5-98

The Yearbook of Landscape Architecture: Private Spacee
in the Landscape, edited by Richard L. Austin, Thomas R.
Dunbar, Lanc L. Marshall, Albert Rutled.ge and, Frednri.ck R.
Steiner, 8-97

Zevi on Modern Architecture , by Andrea Oppenheimcr Dean,
7-63
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Architecture is Elementary
by Nathan B. Winters. Full of intricate ink drawings of
many of the world's famous buildings with lessons that
challenge the lay person or young student venturing into
architecture for the first time. Peregrine Smith, 300 pp.,
illus., $19.95 paperback (0-87905-186-8).

Artists'Books:
A Citical Anthology and Sourceboole

edited by Joan Lyons. A thorough study of the bookworks
of contemporary artists. Peregrine Smith, 272 pp., rllus.,

fi19.95, ISBN 0-87905-207 -4.

Billy Baldwin: An Autobiograyhy
by Billy Baldwin with Michael Cardine. An intimate look
at the glamorous life and art of "the dean of American
decorators." 352 pages, B0 black-and-white photographs.
Litde, Brown and Company, $24.95.

The Building Systems Integration Handbook
prepared by the American Institute o[ Architects, edited
by Richard D. Rush, AIA. With contributions from over
100 building and design experts, this major new state-of-
the-art reference offers the best building integration tech-
niques used by today's top professionals. John Wiley &
Sons,Inc., $74.95 until March 31,1985, $89.95 therafter.

Built for Change:
Neighborhood Architecture in San Francisco
by Anne Yemez Moudon. One of the most thorough
evaluations ever conducted on the physical transforma-
tions of an American city. MiT Press,275 pp., illus., $30.00.

ChistoVher Alexander:
The Search for a New Paradigm in Architecture
by Stephen Grabow. In full collaboration with Alexander,
Stephen Grabow has produced a biographical and philo-
sophical study which examines the development of Alexan-
der's ideas. Roudedge & Kegan Paul, $30.00 (0-85362-199-3).

Court and Garden: From the French H6tel
to the City of Modern Architecture
by Michael Dennis. An eloquent and extensively illus-
trated study o[ the evolution of a modern conception of
space exploring the social, psychological and formal trans-
formations that led architects to trade the city of public
space for a city of private icons. A Graham Foundation
Book, published by MIT Press, 350 pp., illus., $40.00.

The Citical Edge:
Controversy in Recent Ameican Architecture
edited by Tod A. Marder. The Citical Edge identlhes and
presents case histories of the 12 most talked about buildings
of our times. Introductory essays by Tod A. Marder,
Robert Bruegmann, and Martin Filler. MIT Press, 200 pp.,
i1lus., $25.00.

The

Architectural
Bookshop

66 Hereford Street
Boston, Massachusetts
021 l5

Telephone 617 262-2727

The Archrteclural B@ksh@ ollers me ol Ine largesl
conectrons ol b€Dks on atch(ecture. des€n. cm
sruclDn landscage archrleclure, $laI erer9y.
plannrng orawng and renderrn9. Itapnrc arls. nouse
renwatron and archrlectural irslory ancl cfilrcrsm

Boston Society of Architects

Carlo Scawa: The ComVlete.W'orks
edited by Francesco Dal Co and Guiseppe Mazzariol.
Over two dozen essays by distinguished architects such
asZevi, Duboy, Isozaki, Scully offer an extensive overview
of Scarpa's life and work. Rizzol|319 pp., illus., $29.95.
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Crowning of the American LandscaVe:
Eight Great Syaces and Their Buildings
by Walter Creese. Creese explores the essence of eight
American natural spaces, their architecture, and their
designers, from Jefferson's Monticello to Wright,s Taliesin
Valley. Maps and photos. Princeron University press, 320
pp., ilius., $55.00 (04029-n.

Ernest Flagg:
Beaux-Arts Architect and Urban Reformer
by Mardges Bacon. A study of one o[ the most innovarive
practitioners of the Beaux-Arts Movement in America.
It covers Flagg's early training and Beaux-Arts works,
his town and country houses, his commercial and utili-
tarian buildings, the Singer Tower and much more. MIT
Press, 400 pp., illus., $40.00

The Future of Urban Form:
The ImVact of New Tbchnology
edited by John Brotchie. Concerned wirh technological,
economic and social changes such as automation in the
secondary sector, effects of energy prices increases and
shortages which impact on cities and their communities.
Nichols Publishing Company, $43.50.

Gravetye Manor
by William Robinson. A handsomely produced facsimile,
Cravetye Manor is a record of William Robinson's first
twenty years at the Elizabethan manor he made famous
in his garden writings. It is reissued in a luxurious, num-
bered edition. Krauss Reprints and Periodicals, $125.00

The History of Gardens
'This is a wonde(ul boole-definitive, fun to read, and beautiful
to loob through."-Architectural Digest. University of Cali-
fornia Press, $16.95.

House
byTracy Kidder. ". . . a. rich, deailed, warm, mature boob,

honest and resyonsible, chocb-full of information, perception,
and love."-Playboy. Houghton Mifflin, $17.95.

Indiana Houses of the Nineteenth Century
by Wilbur D. Peat. 'An outstanding contribution to American
architectural history." -Wisconsin Magazine of History
Cenerously illustrated with 193 plates. Indiana University
Press, $7.50.

Korean Furniture: Elegance and Tiadition
by Edward Reynolds Wright and Man Sill Pai. Complete
guide to the various qypes of furniture, design and struc-
ture, lhe woods and woodworking methods used, and
the symbolism of the ornamenhl motifs. Kodansha Inter-
national, $60.00, ISBN 0-87011-652-5.

Main Street to Miracle Mile:
American Roadside Architecture
by Chester H. Liebs. The fascinating story of the role of
Lhe automobile in transforming the commercially-built
environment. A groundbreaking book. New York Graphic
Society (distributed by Little, Brown and Company).
272 pages, 16 color,250 black-and-white illustrations.
$39.00 cloth; $19.45 paper.

Paul Rand: A Designer's Art
Many of Rand's best essays on design and a wide selec-
tion of his brilliant graphic work from the thirties to the
present. Yale University Press, $39.95.

Ricardo Bofill
introduction by Christian Norberg-Schulz. The famed ar-
chitectural photographer Yukio Futagawa presents in splen-
did color and black-and-white photos the work of the Span-

ish architect fucardo Bofill. Rizzoli,232 pp., illus., $50.00.

Rome of Alexander WI, 4655-f 667
by Richard Krautheimer. This richly illustrated volume
traces the architectural development of Rome and its
major piazzas under Alexander VII. A ciry where ancient
monuments blend with modern designs. Princeton Uni-
versity Press,204 pp., illus., $25.00 (04032-}).

ShoVVing Malls: Planning and D esign
by Barry Maidand. Analyzing over one hundred examples
of malls, this book presents a dynamic and rapidly evolv-
ing building form, concentrating on tvvo aspects-design
and impact. Nichols Publishing Company, fi49.95.
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Shorying C entre Dev eloVment:
Policies and ProsVects
edited by John Dawson and J. Dennis Lord. This book
examines in depth the shopping center development
process and analyzes the control policies which are needed

to enhance its success, drawing heavily on materials from
throughout the developed world to offer this complete
and intemationally usable reference source. Nichols Pub-

lishing Company, $37.50.

TrumVet at a Distant Gate:
The Lodge as Prelude to the Country House
by Tim Mowl and Brian Earnshaw. A beautifully written
and illustrated survey of an architectural phenomenon:
the English gatehouse, which opened the door to many
an estate. David R. Codine, $35.00.

. . . and ne$) ifi ?a?erback

The Image of the Architect
A lively and wide-ranging discussion of the changing role
of the architect in sociery from 1800 ro presenr. Yale Uni-
versiry Press, $8.95.

Livingwith the California Coast
by Cary Criggs and Lauret Savoy. The book provides
an analysis of the entire state coasdine by geologists and
other specialists; their conclusions are of vital concem to
homeowners, planners, engineers, builders, and realtors.
Duke Universigz Press, $ 14.95 (0 -8223 -0633-B).

Meditatiotts ot, a Hobby Horse
and Other Essays on the Theory of Art
9y E U Combrich. University of Chicago Press,192 pp.,
illus., $14.95.

Norm and Form
by E H Combrich. University of Chicago press, 176 pp.,
illus., $14.95.

.:..HE'S GOTAI{OTHER
PI]LITZER IN THE BAGI-

Trocy Kidder watched
the enactment of on
Americon dreqm-
the building of o new
home-recording
every emotion, every
detoil thqt went into
it, including the often
conllicting perspec-
tives ol those who
were directly involved,
Irom the crrchitect
ond carpenters to the
owners themselves.
"HOUSE is <l rich,
detailed, wcrrm,
mcture book, honest
crnd responsible,
chock-Iull oI infor-
mation, perception,
crnd love."-Ployboy-

Houghton Miftlin Company
2 Pad St*r &ston Maswhusens 021 m
q Houghld Mffirn CmEny 1S5

<t
Of THF SOJLOTA NEW MACHINFBYTHEAUTHOR

CY ERKIDTRA



ONE OF THE MOST BEAUTIFUL URBAN PLANS OF ALL TIME

the NOLLI PLANof ROMEof 1748 in FACSIMILE
The plan in 12 sheets (assembled dimensions: 82" wide by 68" high); 2 small plans (approximalely 27" wide by 17" high); 4 sheets of index;
and title Page; comprise a portlolio of 19 sheets that is the first true facsimile of the suite as published by Giambattista Nolli, being exacfly
the same size as the original 1748 edition. Printed in line offset on archival acid-free 65 lb. Mohawk cover paper with a sheet size of 3Z" by
22" . Orders are shipped insured on receipt of payment. Domestic orders are shipped flat in a reinforced box. Foreign orders are shipped rolled in a tube.

The portfolio has an 8-page introduction with an essay by Allan Ceen, Portrait of a City, which discusses the iconography of the decorations,
the signilicance of the plan as the 18th-century benchmark of urban topography and cartography, the background and history ofthe plan and
its makers, achronologyof G. B. Nolli's life, an annotated legend forthepiantagrundeltanslated from thellalianAwertimenfo, and abibliography.

Note, prices etfective 15 January, 1986: portfolio $96; handbound book 9315.

Price: $75.fi) U.S. Payment with order. Foreign orders: please add $9 for surface or 926 for air postage.

Available at architectura! booksellers, or order from the publisher: J. H. Aronson, Box 302C, Highmount, N. Y.124/-1
Packing & domestic shipping is included. New York State residents please add appropriate sales tax. Available on special
order in a bound edition; price from $250 up, depending on the type of binding. For further information write for brochure.
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Ll MN Contract - The source for masterpieces of contem-
porary design. The Masters System, designed by Afra and

tobia Scarpa for Unifor, was chosen to be our premiere

off ice system. LIMN Company, 821 Samsome St., San

Francisco, California 94133, (415) 397 -7 47 I

lvlaster: lhe €[an maslerprece rn ofice lurnrture Unrtor lnc. 2256 Norlhlake Parkway Suite 305 Atlanta

Crciia :OOsa taOal gjssaaa 8740 l\4erchandlse Marl ChrcaSo lllrnors 60654 (312) 3290065'
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Mark Girouard on John Archer's Literature of British Domestie Architeeture, IZIS-I842
Horst de la Croix on military architecture
DeIl Uptonz James Gibbs andA House inTousn
Norma Evenson on Mark Girouardrs Cities and people
George Collins reviews Spiro Kostofrs Settirtgs and Rituals
David Harvey on J. B. Jackson
AIan Plattus: architectural histories
John Dixon Hunt: Georgian Gardens
Roger Montgomery on Manuel castells's city and, the Grassroots

Forthcoming:


